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ABSTRACT
POTENT LEGACIES: THE TRANSFORMATION OF
IRISH AMERICAN POLITICS, 1815-1840
Mathieu W. Billings, Ph.D.
Department of History
Northern Illinois University, 2016
Sean Farrell, Director
This dissertation explores what “politics” meant to Irish and Irish American Catholic
laborers between 1815 and 1840. Historians have long remembered emigrants of the Emerald
Isle for their political acumen during the 19th century—principally their skills in winning
municipal office and mastering “machine” politics. They have not agreed, however, about when,
where, and how the Irish achieved such mastery. Many scholars have argued that they obtained
their political educations in Ireland under the tutelage of Daniel O’Connell, whose mass
movement in the 1820s brought about Catholic Emancipation. Others have claimed that, for
emigrant laborers in particular, their educations came later, after the Famine years of the late
1840s, and that they earned them primarily in the United States. In this dissertation, I address this
essential discrepancy by studying their experiences in both Ireland and America. Primarily
utilizing court records, state documents, company letters, and newspapers, I argue that Irish
Catholic laborers began their educations in Ireland before emigrating in the late 1820s and early
1830s. Yet they completed them in America, particularly in states where liberal suffrage
requirements permitted them to put their skills in majority rule to use. By 1840, both Whigs and
Democrats alike recognized the political intellects of Irish-born laborers, and both vigorously
courted their votes. Indeed, the potent legacies of their experiences in Ireland made many the
unsung power brokers of the early republic.
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INTRODUCTION
THE TRANSFORMATION OF IRISH AMERICAN POLITICS, 1815-1840

This is a dissertation about an often overlooked group of power brokers, about people
who learned in the span of a generation how to adapt their experiences as marginalized laborers
into skills that made them potent electors. This is a story of Irish emigrants who, despite having
been born into a society that discriminated against them for their religion as well as their class,
played key roles in forcing the British Empire to emancipate Catholics and American political
party leaders to heed their desires. It is an account of a transformation that, while neither linear
nor inevitable, saw ordinary individuals invent, learn, and improve upon extraordinary methods
of politicking that gave them voice to address their most pressing needs. It is a narrative of the
origins of heretofore anonymous emigrant laborers who came from the Irish midlands before the
catastrophic Famine of the 1840s, and how they established the cultural foundations that led to
machine politics and the modern American electoral process.
Initially, I began researching Irish emigrant laborers of the 1830s to determine why
factions known as Fardowns and Corkonians went to “war” in the United States, but the
evidence steered my questioning in another direction. I discovered an abundance of primary
sources, including clippings from Democratic and Whig newspapers, claiming that the people of
these factions actively engaged in electoral politics. “All the Irish on the canal,” the Chicago
Democrat reported in November 1838, “to the number of five thousand, voted at the late state
election.” What is more, the National Banner declared, “an Irishman” ran against a native-born
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“American citizen for Sheriff, and though the Irishman had been but 7 months in the country, he
was elected!!” This was not supposed to be. Since the 1990s, historians have generally depicted
emigrant Irish laborers as transient, migratory, and marginalized—certainly not as unsung power
brokers of the early republic. Peter Way, the foremost scholar of canal workers, has argued that
their “limited access to the power structure” meant that Irish canallers were “rarely courted as
valued constituents.” Kevin Kenny, one of the leading historians of Irish America, has echoed
this view, describing the current historiography of canal culture as one “marked by transience,
appalling living conditions, a highly dangerous work environment, self-destructive expressions
of masculinity (including alcoholism and faction fighting) and general social degradation.”
Indeed, as Joseph Lee has put it, “it might seem they brought as little political as economic
capital with them.”1
Such interpretations are out of step with the sources and information I have unearthed in
the course of my research. For instance, states such as Illinois had passed suffrage laws
hospitable to white, male emigrants, requiring merely six months residency to vote. In Indiana
and New York, places where thousands of foreign-born laborers cast ballots during the 1830s,
emigrants needed only to wait five years to obtain American citizenship. Moreover, in both
states, naturalization records show that many Irish-born laborers took advantage of this
opportunity. In New York City, as early as 1831, Irish emigrants began filing into the Marine
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It should be noted that while nativist publications, such as the Banner and the Native
American, sensationalized reports, in this case they did not. See the Chicago Democrat and
National Banner (New York) quoted in the Native American (Washington, D.C.), 10 November
1838; Peter Way, Common Labor: Workers and the Digging of North American Canals, 17801860 (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1993), 180; Kevin Kenny, The American Irish
(New York: Longman, 2000), 64; Joseph Lee, “Introduction,” in Making the Irish American:
History and Heritage of the Irish in the United States, eds. Joseph Lee and Marion R. Casey
(New York: New York University Press, 2006), 1-62 here 51.
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Courts to sign naturalization papers, making them eligible to vote by 1836. In August 1835, the
first summer in which emigrant laborers began digging Indiana’s Wabash and Erie Canal, fortyfive Irish men registered to vote in Wabash County alone. Of those, thirty-eight had come to the
United States between 1826 and 1832, making them eligible to cast ballots by 1837. Hundreds
joined them in the years that followed. Put simply, the historical representations of listless,
apolitical emigrants have not meshed with the evidence.2
Just as importantly, contemporaries and historians alike have tended to remember Irish
emigrants of all classes for their distinct political aptitude. In 1835, Alexis de Tocqueville
described Irish Catholics as among “the most republican and democratic class in the United
States.” A decade later, the outspoken Catholic convert Orestes Brownson argued that the real
“offence” of Ireland’s émigrés, at least in the eyes of nativists, lay in their “being democratic,
and in wishing the government to be administered on truly democratic principles.” It was not
their “ignorance of the real nature of our institutions” that bothered the anti-foreign party,
Brownson maintained, “but their intelligence of them that constitutes their disqualification.”
More recently, scholars of Irish America such as Lawrence McCaffrey have extolled the Irish for
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Alexander Keyssar, The Right to Vote: the Contested History of Democracy in the
United States (New York: Basic Books, 2001), 317; For Wabash County, Indiana naturalizations,
see Wabash County Court Docket, Book B, 1835-1838, Wabash County Courthouse, Wabash,
Indiana; For New York City, see Records of the Marine Court of New York City, New York
State and Federal Naturalization Records, 1794-1929, 06-08, 1-1636, digital images,
Ancestry.com, accessed 17 September 2016, http://www.ancestry.com; See also Leo
Hershkowitz, “The Native American Democratic Association in New York City, 1835-36,” New
York Historical Quarterly 46 (January, 1962): 41-60; In a review of Peter Way’s monograph,
Carol Sheriff has asserted that “Way’s geographic breadth raises methodological questions about
his assertion that common laborers did not fight for republican ideals. Since most of the work
disturbances that Way examines occurred in Canada, it would not be surprising if their
participants did not voice the same republican rhetoric as their Yankee counterparts-regardless of
level of skill or extent of class consciousness.” See Carol Sheriff, review of Common Labor, by
Peter Way, William and Mary Quarterly 52, no. 1 (January, 1995): 220-222.
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their “skill in politics,” while Joseph Lee has termed them “natural politicians.” Andrew M.
Greeley has described them as the “most politically active of all ethnic groups” in the United
States. Even American historians such as Walter McDougall have identified Irish emigrants as
having a particular “genius for politics.”3
This dissertation addresses the discrepancies between those historical depictions that, on
the one hand, have portrayed Irish laborers as living isolated and enervated political lives, and on
the other, as being vibrant “natural politicians.” It also asks a series of related questions. At what
point did the Irish working classes obtain their “genius” for politics? If they earned their political
educations prior to the mid-1840s, as Tocqueville and Brownson argued, where and when did
this process take place? How and why did it occur? In short, what did “politics” mean to Irish
American laborers during 1830s?4

3

Alexis de Tocqueville, Democracy in America, and Two Essays on America, Gerald E.
Bevan, trans. (1835; repr., London: Penguin Books, 2003), 336-337; Orestes A. Brownson,
“Native Americanism,” Brownson’s Quarterly Review II (January, 1845): 76-98 here 81;
Lawrence J. McCaffrey, The Irish Catholic Diaspora in America (Washington: Catholic
University of America Press, 1997), 116; Lee, “Introduction,” 51; Andrew M. Greeley, The Irish
Americans: Rise to Money and Power (New York: Harper & Row, 1981), 164; Walter A.
McDougall, Throes of Democracy: the American Civil War Era, 1829-1877 (New York: Harper,
2008), 113.
4
As Kevin Kenny has observed, scholars are “less familiar” with how the political
“foundations for later successes were established in the antebellum years.” Numerous
monographs have analyzed the establishment of the Irish-American political machine during the
second half of the nineteenth century, but few examine their origins. It is time to search for
answers to J.J. Lee’s pointed question: “What turned them into such effective players on the
political stage?” See Kevin Kenny, New Directions in Irish American History (Madison:
University of Wisconsin Press, 2003), 101; Lee, “Introduction,” 23; According to Sean Wilentz,
some degree of politicization had already occurred in New York by the 1850s, where “neither the
city’s Irish press nor the rank and file showed any of the deference and pessimism usually
ascribed to the famine refugees.” See Sean Wilentz, Chants Democratic: New York City and the
Rise of the American Working Class, 1788-1850 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1984), 353.
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Historians in this field have tended to boil down these questions into a single issue—
whether emigrant laborers earned their political stripes in Ireland or the United States. Many
have long advocated for the former. In a recent survey, Jay P. Dolan has maintained that Irish
emigrants in the 1830s “carried with them a long tradition of political involvement.” According
to Joseph Lee, “no immigrants so impoverished would ever bring as much political experience,
and political craft, to America.” Lawrence McCaffrey has described politics as “another proud
possession that Irish Catholics brought with them to the United States.” “For the Irish in New
York,” as Terry Golway has argued, “politics always was a transatlantic enterprise.” Few
scholars have championed this notion more than Daniel Patrick Moynihan, however, who in the
1970s contended that “in politics, as in religion, the Irish brought many traits from the Old
Country.” Nevertheless, even Moynihan conceded that “the exact nature of the relationship is not
clear.” Indeed, a smaller yet vocal contingent of scholars have disagreed, claiming that the Irish
“genius” for politics began in the New World. For example, Thomas N. Brown has argued that
“the Irish learned the politics of power in the United States.” According to Kevin Kenny, the
abolition of property requirements in the 1820s, in combination with the “virtue of their sheer
numbers” – more than their experiences in Ireland – placed emigrants “in the position of
eventually becoming power brokers.” Scholars such as Edward O’Day and Thomas O’Connor
have observed that Irish laborers who settled in New England waited an average of nine to
thirteen years before becoming naturalized citizens, a pace “no doubt” slowed by the “itinerancy
of their lives.” As these scholars have shown, time and place affected how they thought about
politics. The issue regarding the origins of their political acumen has not been settled. “How
much of their political prowess came from Ireland and how much was a response to American
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conditions?” Hasia Diner rhetorically inquired. Her response: “no consensus has yet
developed.”5
This study argues that, between roughly 1815 and 1840, Irish laborers began an intensive
political education in their homeland that helped them become power brokers in the United
States. For many, their instruction began along the lines of Ireland’s Royal Canal, built between
1790 and 1817, with a branch to County Longford added thirteen years later. Through the early
1830s, a remarkable transformation occurred. Peasants and laborers who collaborated with secret
societies and agrarian networks joined the ranks of Daniel O’Connell’s Catholic Association.
They paid dues to a national “Rent,” which gave O’Connell the financial and political capital to
wage effective campaigns. They participated in the election of 1826. They fought for Catholic
Emancipation in 1829 and Repeal of the Act of Union with Great Britain in 1832. Nevertheless,
for the laboring classes of the Irish midlands, politics remained primarily local. They engaged in

5

Jay P. Dolan, The Irish Americans: a History (New York: Bloomsbury Press, 2008), 46;
Lee, “Introduction,” 24; McCaffrey, Irish Catholic Diaspora in America, 116; Terry Golway,
Machine Made: Tammany Hall and the Creation of Modern American Politics (New York:
Liveright, 2014), 9; Daniel Patrick Moynihan and Nathan Glazer, Beyond the Melting Pot: the
Negroes, Puerto Ricans, Jews, Italians, and Irish of New York City (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press,
1963), 223; Thomas N. Brown, “The Political Irish: Politicians and Rebels,” in America and
Ireland, 1776-1976: the American Identity and the Irish Connection, eds. David Noel Doyle and
Owen Dudley Edwards (Westport: Greenwood Press, 1980), 133-149 here 147; Kevin Kenny,
The American Irish (New York: Longman, 2000), 82; Edward J. O’Day, “The ‘Second
Colonization of New England’ Revisited: Irish Immigration before the Famine,” in New
Perspectives on the Irish Diaspora, ed. Charles Fanning (Carbondale: Southern Illinois
University Press, 2000), 93-114 here 99; Thomas H. O’Connor, The Boston Irish: a Political
History (Boston: Northeastern University Press, 1995); Even L. McCaffrey has acknowledged
the importance of place in this argument. See McCaffrey, Irish Catholic Diaspora in America,
121; Hasia R. Diner, “‘The Most Irish City in the Union’: the Era of the Great Migration, 18441877” in The New York Irish, eds. Ronald H. Bayor and Timothy J. Meagher (Baltimore: Johns
Hopkins University Pres, 1996), 86-106 here 101.
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collective struggles to maintain security of employment, to protect their neighbors from
evictions, to enact retribution, and to defend their traditions as Catholics. Locally and nationally,
they pursued their aims in a variety of ways, but they always did so with the force of majority.
To be clear, I am not arguing that Irish mid-landers were somehow apolitical before 1815.
Rather, this study emphasizes that Irish Catholic laborers learned a new mode of politics during
the pre-Famine era. In the United States, they completed their political educations. Local matters
still trumped national issues, and majorities still ruled. Yet one important difference stood out.
Wherever emigrant laborers from the midlands had direct access to the vote, such as Indiana,
Illinois, and New York prior to 1840, they actively participated in elections. In places where
restrictions dogged them, such as Maryland, they did so less visibly. Admittedly, factionalism
and workplace competition led to violent confrontations between emigrant laborers, which in
turn prompted anti-Catholics and nativists to label them enemies of American democracy. The
political educations of Ireland’s working classes were advanced but not yet complete.
Throughout states where the Irish worked on internal improvements projects, including
Maryland, Indiana, Illinois, and New York, bands of laborers known as Fardowns and
Corkonians fought one another for local power and influence. In this manner, Irish politics in
America preceded Irish American politics. As the decade wore on, however, both Democrats and
Whigs recognized the value of courting the Irish vote. Neither wanted to risk losing the support
of such an enthusiastic and politically literate electorate. By the time William Henry Harrison
and Martin Van Buren faced one another in the “Log Cabin and Hard Cider” campaign of 1840,
both parties appealed to the Irish for support.
Above all else, in both Ireland and the United States, politics meant majority rule. In
terms of their motivations, Irish Catholics since the 1690s had been legally marginalized and
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excluded from the polity despite their majority status. From a historical perspective, the laboring
classes regarded Protestant, British rule as illegitimate, in part because Protestants were a
minority. Tactically, numerical superiority gave them the raw power and influence to exert
political pressures. In both hemispheres, the Irish put the might of the majority to use in violent
informal spaces as well as in electoral formal ones. And of course, the prominent political
leaders of the day frequently employed the rhetoric of the majority rule. In a letter to the liberal
Protestant and founder of the Dublin Pilot Richard Barrett, O’Connell declared, “Rely on it, that
they must make an Act of Parliament against me, by name, or they shall not prevent me from
reconciling Irishmen to each other, and combining the great majority, if not all of them, for the
unity of our common but oppressed country.” In his first State of the Union Address, Andrew
Jackson identified majority rule as the legitimizing factor of government. The “first principle” of
the American system, Jackson declared, was that “the majority is to govern.” Indeed, Ireland’s
working classes almost never attempted to project power without overwhelming numerical
superiority. Part of their “genius” politically lay in their ability to identify local spaces and create
a numerical advantage therein. In this manner, despite having been a minority group in the
United States, they put their assumptions and practices about majority rule to good use.6
Naturally, this dissertation necessitates a clear definition of politics. The study of politics
is a study of power—who wielded it, how, and why. Yet historical deliberations of this subject
must also consider place and time. During the Age of Revolutions, contemporaries throughout
the Atlantic World grappled with concepts of power as they related to the great masses of the

W.J. Fitzpatrick, ed., Correspondence of Daniel O’Connell the Liberator (New York:
Longman’s, Green & Co., 1888), 1:202; Timothy House, et al., Messages of General Andrew
Jackson, with a Short Sketch of his Life (Boston: Otis Broaders & Co., 1837), 47.
6
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people and their proper places within states. In the 1830s, most people did not have direct access
to the formal structures of power. Certainly, the overwhelming majority of Irish-born laborers
did not have the right to vote until they came to the United States. Intellectuals and elites often
feared that the power of the people, or “democracy” as some saw it, would result in materialism,
demagoguery, and a vulgar form of majority rule. It is with these contexts in mind that I have
chosen to explore politics broadly, in terms of “collective struggles,” as Steven Hahn has defined
the word, “for socially meaningful power.” For disenfranchised individuals, such as Irish
laborers, this definition provides an analytical framework to engage with motives as well as
means, and to consider politics in formal spaces as well as informal. To be sure, Hahn tailored
this definition to explore the political development of American slaves at the end of the Age of
Revolutions, but it can still apply to the experiences of Ireland’s working classes. As Hahn
himself has noted, “A slave rebellion or a labor strike depends on solidarities nurtured by many
small-scale acts of resistance and defiance, sometimes over extended periods of time, that sketch
the axes of conflict, engender trust and support, and draw scattered ideas and aspirations into a
collective project.” Indeed, Irish factions followed this general path, where rioters and strikers
formed loose networks that later became engaged in more formal political activities.7

Joanna Innes and Mark Philp, “Introduction,” in Reimagining Democracy in the Age of
Revolutions: America, France, Britain, Ireland, 1750-1850 (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2013), 1-10; Steven Hahn, A Nation Under Our Feet: Black Political Struggles in the Rural
South from Slavery to the Great Migration (Cambridge: Belknap Press of Harvard University
Press, 2003), 3; See also Edward Palmer Thompson, The Making of the English Working Class
(New York: Vintage Books, 1963); Even Frederick Douglass later wrote that he found
inspiration for his own struggle within the Irish campaign for Catholic Emancipation. See
Frederick Douglass, Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass (1845; repr., New York: Dover,
1995), 24.
7
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For rank and file individuals throughout the Atlantic World, engagement in collective
struggles during the Age of Revolutions also meant violence. In a Weberian sense, violence
could be the ultimate expression of politics in the 19th century. States and individuals negotiated,
often by force, who was permitted to employ it legitimately. As Niall Whelehan has argued,
“violence was not intrinsically hostile to nineteenth-century politics, but was situated inside the
political process itself as a form of dialogue.” Dublin Castle certainly believed this to be the case.
Whenever rural laborers targeted people or property, government officials frequently interpreted
reports of their actions, either accurately or inaccurately, as inherently political. In the United
States, many contemporaries accepted violence as a part of their own political enterprise. Crowds
imposed a grisly form of majority rule during the 1830s and often became unruly at elections. As
Mary Ryan has noted, “a riot was not so much of a breakdown of democratic process as its
conduct by another means…, a species of political action not entirely unlike a public meeting.”
In Ireland and the United States, collective struggles and violence often converged in 19thcentury politics.8
For the laboring classes of Ireland and the United States, informal politics mattered at
least as much as formal electoral campaigns. By informal politics, I mean a wide range of
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Niall Whelehan, The Dynamiters: Irish Nationalism and Political Violence in the Wider
World, 1867-1900 (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 2012), 26; David Grimsted,
American Mobbing, 1828-1861: Toward Civil War (New York: Oxford University Press, 1998);
Paul Gilje, The Road to Mobocracy: Popular Disorder in New York City, 1763-1834 (Chapel
Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1987); Mary P. Ryan, Civic Wars: Democracy and
Public Life in the Early American City During the Nineteenth Century (Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1998), 131; This aspect of violence and politics owes much to the studies of
Charles Tilly. See Charles Tilly, Politics of Collective Violence, (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge
University Press, 2003); See also Charles Tilly et al., The Rebellious Century, 1830-1930
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1975); and Rachel Hope Cleves, The Reign of
Terror in America: Visions of Violence from Anti-Jacobinism to Anti-Slavery (Cambridge, UK:
Cambridge University Press, 2009).
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motivations and collective activities, conducted outside of government institutions, where groups
demonstrated their abilities to project power. In these spaces, bands of individuals defended
evictees, factions fought one another for control of the labor supply, and laborers went on strike.
This distinction between formal and informal realms allows us to examine the methods and
means by which the working classes exerted power locally. After all, in both Ireland and the
United States, the most pressing concerns were closer to home. “All politics is local,” House
Speaker Tip O’Neill used to say. Daniel O’Connell certainly would have agreed. “The truth is,”
O’Connell observed in 1823, “that it is of local grievances, of peculiar hardships the peasantry
have to complain.” To be sure, Irish-born laborers participated in the campaign for Catholic
Emancipation, and they voted in American presidential elections. Yet it was in the informal
realms where they experienced politics first and foremost.9
By exploring the formal and informal contexts that influenced emigrant laborers in
obtaining their political educations, this dissertation engages in what scholars in Ireland and the
United Kingdom have referred to as the “New Political History,” and what at least one American
scholar has dubbed the “New, New Political History.” In both hemispheres, this school of
thought first emerged in the 1980s, influenced heavily by the contributions of scholars who
examined politics from the perspectives of ordinary people’s experiences and the state’s
authority in terms of legitimacy. Since then, they have attempted to enjoin studies of high
politics with approaches more common to social and cultural history. As David Waldstreicher
has put it, this approach seeks to understand politics “from the top down, from the bottom up,
and perhaps especially from the middle out in every direction.” In the United States, scholars
Tip O’Neill and Gary Hymel, All Politics is Local, and Other Rules of the Game (New
York: Times Books, 1994); O’Connell quote found in Dublin Evening Post 17 May 1823.
9
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such as Jeffrey L. Pasley and Andrew W. Robertson have championed this methodology,
because it promises to “reveal that a great deal of mutual strategic, rhetorical, and
methodological borrowing and imitation occurred between party politicians and the many other
politicians, black, Indian, female, and radical, who were excluded from the party system.”10 In
Ireland and Britain, as Steven Fielding has put it, the New Political History “has started to
reconcile the long-established concerns of ‘traditional’ political historians – leadership and
institutions – with a more innovative interest in the culture of representative politics and how this
related to the people at large.” This dissertation makes what I hope to be a balanced contribution
to this approach, where history “from below” meets history “from above,” or where Geertz meets
Gramsci, if you will.11
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Lamentably, the available sources have not permitted me to draw significant
conclusions regarding what politics meant to Irish women who lived along the lines of internal
improvements projects. This was not for a lack of trying. Contrary to the scholarship of Peter
Way and Ryan Dearinger, who have respectively described canal camps as spaces marked by “a
strong masculine identity” and “aggressive masculinity,” I have found ample evidence Stateside
that Irish women comprised a visible minority of populations in labor communities. Local courts
often called upon them to testify in criminal cases, and it was not uncommon for females to be
counted among the participants of a faction fight. In Ireland, women as well as men sabotaged
the Royal Canal, they testified at assizes, and they joined in the pageantry of elections.
Nevertheless, significant barriers distinguished how the sexes experienced politics. Irish men
outnumbered women by a healthy if unquantifiable margin in canal camps, and they committed
most of the violence. They also cast ballots, where Irish-born women could not. As Mary Ryan
has described the political plight of women in the early American republic, “The thrust of
democracy was not direct when it came to women; the twisted and divided path of gender
repeatedly pulled them outside the orbit of public politics.” Clearly, more work in this field
needs to be done. Both the works of Way and Dearinger suffer from a general lack of evidence in
their descriptions of masculinity within Irish camps along public works sites. Dearinger himself
has noted that in Indiana, “no evidence exists of a masculine crisis among Irish canallers.” See
Ryan Dearinger, The Filth of Progress: Immigrants, Americans, and the Building of Canals and
Railroads in the West (Oakland: University of California Press, 2016), 39; Way, Common Labor,
173; Ryan, Civic Wars, 120; For a recent appraisal of the state of women’s history in the early
republic, see The Journal of the Early Republic 36 no. 2 (Summer, 2016).
11
The “New Political History” of the United States first developed in the 1950s with an
emphasis on quantitative, statistical analyses of electoral politics. See Chris Beneke, “The New,
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Methodologically, I have approached this subject from a trans-Atlantic perspective. On
the Irish side, I explore what politics meant to the plebeian classes, primarily laborers but also
peasants, who lived and worked along the line of the Royal Canal. The Irish midlands, as this
geographic region is also known, makes for a particularly good location to study political
development between the mid-1810s and the early 1830s. Not only did the Royal Canal offer
employment opportunities similar to those in the United States, but the midlands also witnessed
more outward migration proportionally than any other region in Ireland during the pre-Famine
years (ca. 1815-1845), with counties such as Westmeath and Longford respectively losing as
much as 19-22 percent of their populations. On the American side, I have examined the political
development of Irish laborers in a series of case studies – dedicating a chapter to Maryland,
Indiana, Illinois, and New York – with each ranging from the mid-1830s to 1840. In these states,
informal political conflicts between Fardowns and Corkonians provided spaces where laborers
developed social networks with American citizens. Hundreds of Irish laborers assembled into
factions where they confronted, taunted, fought, and occasionally killed one another. Particularly
during the authoritative and legal proceedings that followed, emigrants also connected with

New Political History,” Reviews in American History 33 no. 3 (September, 2005): 314-324;
Jeffrey L. Pasley, Andrew W. Robertson, and David Waldstreicher, eds. Beyond the Founders:
New Approaches to the Political History of the Early American Republic (Chapel Hill:
University of North Carolina Press, 2004), 15, 18; Steven Fielding, “Looking for the New
Political History,” Journal of Contemporary History 42 no. 3 (July, 2007): 515-524; Susan
Pedersen, “What is Political History Now?” in What is History Now, ed., David Cannadine (New
York: Palgrave MacMillan, 2002), 36-56; Ronald P. Formisano, “The Concept of Political
Culture,” Journal of Interdisciplinary History 31 no. 3 (Winter, 2001): 393-426 here 426, 419;
Joel H. Silbey, “The State and Practice of American Political History at the Millennium: the
Nineteenth Century as a Test Case,” Journal of Political History 11 no. 1 (1999): 1-30; Daniel
Walker Howe, “The Evangelical Movement and Political Culture in the North during the Second
Party System,” Journal of American History 77 no. 4 (March, 1991): 1216-1239; Jean Harvey
Baker, “Politics, Paradigms, and Public Culture,” Journal of American History 84 no. 3
(December, 1997): 894-899.
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politicians in the formal realm and thus completed their educations there. By focusing on regions
not typically studied by historians of Irish America, particularly rural Maryland, Indiana, and
Illinois, I have been able to gauge what politics meant to ordinary people apart from the more
familiar urban landscape. As a consequence, I have been able to recognize patterns and motifs,
many of which can be traced back to Ireland.12
Stylistically, I have chosen to present this subject in a predominantly narrative format.
The virtues of narrative history, after all, include careful representations of time and place—
characteristics fundamental to charting transformations. Where analyses place thematic concerns

S. H. Cousens, “The Regional Variation in Emigration from Ireland between 1821 and
1841,” Transactions of the Institute of British Geographers 37 (December, 1965), 15-30; Strictly
speaking, this dissertation employs methods of social history developed in the 1960s and ‘70s,
utilizing court and census records as well as newspapers to identify social and kinship
connections. Yet I have not entirely ignored the latest research in network theory. The works of
Nicholas A. Christakis and J.H. Fowler, for example, have shown how individuals’ health, tastes,
wealth, and even political views can be influenced by others. See Nicholas A. Christakis and J.H.
Fowler, Connected: the Surprising Power of Our Social Networks and How They Shape Our
Lives (New York: Little Brown and Co., 2009); As political scientist David Lazer has put it, “To
understand one individual’s power, it is necessary to understand not just his or her capacity to
directly affect the world, but also the pull he or she exerts on other individuals.” In this sense,
Lazer continues, “power is intrinsically relational: it flows from the capacity to affect other
actors. Such capacity is typically dyadically differentiated: Argentina is far more consequential
to Brazil than Bhutan, and the chair of the agricultural committee is far more important to a
member of Congress from Iowa than a member of Congress from Manhattan.” The same premise
obviously applied to Irish laborers in the United States, who established social connections more
prevalently than scholars have believed—a key tenet of this dissertation. For now, political
scientists and historians alike have yet to adapt network theory to their fields of study. See David
Lazer, “Networks in Political Science: Back to the Future,” Political Science and Politics 44 no.
1 (January, 2011): 61-68; For a recent example in history, see Robert Michael Morrissey,
“Kaskaskia Social Network: Kinship and Assimilation in the French-Illinois Borderlands, 1695–
1735,” The William and Mary Quarterly 70 no. 1 (January, 2013): 103-146; and Elif Erisen,
Cengiz Erisen, “The Effect of Social Networks on the Quality of Political Thinking,” Political
Psychology 33 no. 6 (December, 2012): 839-865; For network theory and social history, see
Robert Michael Morrissey, “Archives of Connection: ‘Whole Network’ Analysis and Social
History,” Historical Methods 48 no. 2 (April–June, 2015): 67-79.
12
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front and center, they often fail to present clearly how change occurred over time. This
dissertation strives to keep those fundamentals of history front and center.
In order to determine what politics meant to emigrant laborers between 1815 and 1840, I
have consulted a vast assortment of state papers, letters, court records, company documents, and
newspapers from both Ireland and the United States. Admittedly, elite sources and publications
such as these do not directly reflect the mentalities of rural laborers. Dublin Castle, for instance,
had ample reason to interpret violence from the Irish countryside in political or revolutionary
terms. In the decades that followed the Rebellion of 1798, which led to the deaths of an
estimated 30,000 people, the British state wished to avert similar uprisings. State documents,
therefore, tell less about the mindsets of Irish plebeians than they do about the ruling classes. The
same could be said for company records, travel accounts, and conservative newspapers—in both
Ireland and the United States. As Kevin Kenny has noted, “the existing historiography says a
great deal more about how hostile observers viewed the Irish than how they saw themselves,
relying largely on sources (political and cultural texts) left by people other than the workingclass immigrants.” Indeed, men and women of Ireland’s laboring classes left behind few
documents for scholars to interpret. Nevertheless, we do have access to some materials, few in
number but valuable all the same, that permit us to hear the voices of ordinary emigrants.
Wherever possible, I have utilized threatening notices issued by anonymous workers, court
testimonies, popular ballads, and folklore. In the United States, newspapers such as the New
York Truth Teller and the Illinois Free Trader occasionally printed editorials written by
members of the Irish working classes. Although these sources must be interrogated as much as
state documents and conservative newspapers, they provide us avenues to engage more directly
in what politics meant to the Irish working classes. Just as importantly, I have relied upon elite
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and non-elite sources to track the actions of laborers and interpret their political motivations
based on their methods. Often, in both the formal and informal arenas, laborers acted collectively
and violently—hence politically. Provided that state documents and newspapers did not
completely invent these acts of violence, they can still tell us something about how and why Irish
laborers resorted to physical force. In this way, elite sources remain valuable if flawed sources.
As the foremost scholar of Irish threatening notices has put it:
It is one thing…to point out the tendency [of the state] to repeat and augment
rumour, and quite another to claim that exaggeration accounts for the major part
of reported agrarian crime…. [F]or the modern reader, who has a broad sweep of
research at his beckoning, this simply will not do…. [T]he evidence of turmoil
and disturbance is far too great to allow of so easy an escape route.13
The subject of this dissertation affects key historiographical debates in Ireland, the United
States, and the Atlantic World. In these fields, scholars have raised important questions about
politics and the working classes, but more work needs to be done to connect the stories of
ordinary emigrants to their studies. Indeed, this dissertation aims, among other things, to
introduce the ways in which Irish mid-landers of the laboring classes connected with politics in
Ireland, the United States, and the Atlantic World.14
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Specifically, Kevin Kenny made this statement about Irish laborers in the context of
whiteness studies. See Kenny, American Irish, 69; Stephen Randolph Gibbons, Captain Rock,
Night Errant: the Threatening Letters of Pre-Famine Ireland, 1801-1845 (Dublin: Four Courts
Press, 2004), 40.
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David T. Gleeson, ed., The Irish in the Atlantic World (Columbia, SC: University of
South Carolina Press, 2010); Kerby A. Miller, Ireland and Irish America: Culture, Class, and
Transatlantic Migration (Dublin: Field Day, 2008); Kerby A. Miller, et al., Irish Immigrants in
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To begin with the Irish side, scholars have long conversed about the motivations behind
agrarian violence during the early 19th century. Before the 1970s, nationalist historians tended to
attribute these causes, in the words of James Donnelly, to a class-based political conflict between
“oppressed tenant farmers” and “rapacious landlords, meaning by that term chiefly proprietors
belonging to the Protestant landed élite.” In 1973, however, Joseph Lee challenged this notion,
arguing persuasively that many of the agrarian conflicts during the pre-Famine era were waged
between laborers and farmers, both Catholic, rather than the land-poor and their landlords. In
short, this interpretation depicted agrarian conflicts in terms of economic or social grievances
instead of political. Since then, Irish scholars have written extensively on this question, with
scholars such as Samuel Clark emphasizing the economic and social traits of the conflicts, and
James S. Donnelly pressing for a more synthetic interpretation that includes political
motivations.15

James S. Donnelly, Jr., “The Social Composition of Agrarian Rebels in early
Nineteenth-Century Ireland,” in Radicals, Rebels, and Establishments: Historical Studies XV, ed.
P.J. Cornish (Belfast: Appletree Press, 1985), 151-169 here 151; Joseph Lee, “The Ribbonmen,”
in Secret Societies in Ireland, ed. T.D. Williams (Dublin: Gill and MacMillan, 1973); Samuel
Clark, “The Importance of Agrarian Classes: Agrarian Class Structure and Collective Action in
Nineteenth-Century Ireland,” The British Journal of Sociology 29 no. 1 (March, 1978): 22-40;
Michael Beames, “Rural Conflict in Pre-Famine Ireland: Peasant Assassinations in Tipperary,
1837-1847,” Past & Present no. 81 (1978): 75-91; Michael Beames, Peasants and Power: The
Whiteboy Movements and their Control in Pre-Famine Ireland (Sussex: Harvester Press, 1983);
Paul E.W. Roberts, “Caravats and Shanavests: Whiteboyism and Faction Fighting in East
Munster, 1802-11,” in Irish Peasants: Violence and Political Unrest, 1780-1914, eds. Samuel
Clark and James S. Donnelly, Jr. (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1983), 64-101; Tom
Garvin, “Defenders, Ribbonmen, and Others: Underground Political Networks in Pre-Famine
Ireland,” Past & Present no. 96 (August, 1982): 133-155; Michael Beames, “Ribbon Societies:
Lower-Class Nationalism in Pre-Famine Ireland,” Past & Present no. 97 (November, 1982):
128-143; Sean Farrell, Rituals and Riots: Sectarian Violence and Political Culture in Ulster,
1784-1886 (Lexington: University Press of Kentucky, 2000); James S. Donnelly, Jr., Captain
Rock: The Irish Agrarian Rebellion of 1821-1824 (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press,
2009); Ruth Delany has argued that the Royal Canal was the most “disturbed” canal in pre15
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This study contributes to this debate by exploring, at least in part, new sites of Irish
collective violence outside of the farmer-laborer conflict. On at least twenty-six separate
occasions, between 1815 and 1833, the working classes of Westmeath and Longford maliciously
damaged the Royal Canal. Often, they did so in order to create a labor market for repairs. But
they also sabotaged it, as I argue in chapter one, because it belonged to the government. Along
the banks of the inland waterway, the motivations and mechanisms of the laboring classes
included a mixture of political and socio-economic factors. The Royal Canal was an important
part of Ireland’s infrastructure in the midlands, and by studying the politics of Irish laborers
there, we are able to contrast their experiences from those typically described as “agrarian
violence.” All along the waterway, throughout the pre-Famine era, canallers and laborers
engaged in a distinctive variety of informal politicking that included sabotage, intimidation, and
clandestine societies such as the “Ribbonmen.” In this environment, we find residual value in the
old nationalist interpretations, as well as Donnelly’s more comprehensive assessment, in the
search for understanding what “politics” meant to Irish mid-landers.16
This dissertation also examines the politics of Irish workers in terms of physical force, in
a land often described by historians as “remarkably violent.” Scholars have generally taken it as
a tenet of pre-Famine Ireland that the Irish lived in an “extremely violent world.” In his recent
quantitative study of homicides in 19th-century Ireland, however, Richard McMahon has

Famine Ireland. See Ruthy Delany, Ireland’s Royal Canal, 1789-1992 (Dublin: Lilliput Press,
1992).
16
James S. Donnelly has demonstrated that, in difficult economic times, well-off farmers
tended to support peasants and laborers in their Rockite activities. When the economy improved,
however, farmers generally did not. Moreover, Donnelly has argued persuasively that religion
and politics, notably visible in the popularity of Pastorini’s prophecies, also spurred collective
violence. See Donnelly, Captain Rock.
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discovered that Irish murders “were not much greater than those found in nineteenth-century
England.” In terms of politics, what do we make of this information? Were the laboring classes
less violent than heretofore presumed? Were homicide rates representative of greater trends
across Ireland? Does this mean that assizes records and newspapers accounts in Ireland
exaggerated accounts of intimidation, assault, and even murder?17
In fact, McMahon’s work indirectly suggests that acts of agrarian violence in Ireland
were broadly more political than heretofore recognized. If the Irish had been a uniquely violent
people in the 19th century, it would be easier to dismiss their acts of physical force as part of a
broader culture. McMahon’s scholarship permits us to consider collective violence in Ireland as
an aberration, as acts committed outside of normative social conduct. As it stands, the Irish were
no more inherently violent than other European peoples. When the laboring classes threatened,
intimidated and assaulted their adversaries, they did so for reasons more complex than cultural
predispositions.
In the realm of formal politics, historians have long debated the role that Daniel
O’Connell played in orchestrating the electoral campaigns of 1826 and 1828, where Catholic
freeholders stunned the political establishment by abandoning their landlords’ interests in favor
of pro-Emancipationist candidates. Indeed, in the election in 1828, O’Connell himself ran for MP
in County Clare and won – but could not legally take his elected post, because he was Catholic –
thereby initiating a political firestorm that resulted in Emancipation the following year. Prior to
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Richard McMahon, Homicide in Pre-Famine and Famine Ireland (Liverpool:
Liverpool University Press, 2013), 19; See also Richard McMahon, “‘A Violent Society?’
Homicide rates in Ireland, 1831–1850,” Irish Economic and Social History 36 (2009): 1-20; and
Richard McMahon, “The Madness of Party: Sectarian Homicide in Ireland, 1801-1850,” Crime,
History & Societies 11 no. 1 (2007): 83-112.
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the late 1960s, scholars held that most voters were too apathetic, obedient, or loyal to challenge
their landlords before O’Connell and the Catholic Association encouraged them to do so. Peter
Jupp demonstrated, however, that between 1801 and 1820 in at least eighteen counties, Catholic
constituencies had a visible impact on elections. As Jupp put it, “it is clear that O’Connell did not
innovate an organization of the Catholic vote; the ground work had been well prepared for him.”
The scholarship that followed often countered Jupp’s conclusions by emphasizing the heroic
status which O’Connell assumed among the peasantry. He had such sway over the masses that in
both the Waterford election of 1826 and the Clare election of 1828, the Emancipationist
candidates won victories without bloodshed. In this context, O’Connell had innovated something
new: the peaceful reformulation of Ireland’s peasants and laborers into a mass movement. The
Waterford victory in 1826 even inspired similar “revolts” in Louth, Armagh, Westmeath, and
Monaghan. Quoting contemporaries such as Richard Sheil, Fergus O’Ferrall has remarked that
Irish politics had been “revolutionised” during this period—that O’Connell and the Catholic
Association had “awakened the people” to their political duties. As Thomas Bartlett recently put
it, by the late 1820s “the Catholics were indisputably the people of Ireland, and O’Connell was
their leader.”18

Midland counties of Westmeath and Longford represented. See P.J. Jupp, “Irish
Parliamentary Elections and the Influence of the Catholic Vote, 1801-1820,” Historical Journal
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While such appraisals of popular mobilization may be accurate for Waterford, Clare, or
even Louth, where middle-class Catholics played prominent organizational roles, the campaign
in County Westmeath was led by peasants, laborers, and their priests. In chapter two, I engage
this subject in more detail, but it is significant that Jupp identified Catholic mobilization in
midland counties such as Westmeath and Longford on at least three occasions prior to the 1820s.
Overall, it was the priests and people, more than the Catholic Association or Daniel O’Connell,
who brought victory to County Westmeath in 1826. And in the years that followed, mid-landers,
more than any other people in Ireland, emigrated from their homeland to the United States.
In terms of emigration, this dissertation adds another layer of understanding to the preFamine exodus. We simply do not know as much about this period as we do for the Famine years
and beyond, despite pleas for new research.19 To some extent, this is strange, because in the early
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Many historians have called for more research in the pre-Famine era. See David Noel
Doyle, “The Irish in North America, 1776-1845,” in Making the Irish American, eds. Joseph Lee
and Marion R. Casey (New York: New York University Press, 2006), 171-212 here 176; David
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Connection (Westport: Greenwood Press, 1980), xiv; Lawrence McCaffrey suggests that exciting
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and local levels. See Lawrence J. McCaffrey, “Diaspora Comparisons in Irish-American
Uniquness,” in New Perspectives on the Irish Diaspora, ed. Charles Fanning (Carbondale:
Southern Illinois University Press, 2000), 15-27 here 25; J.J. Lee, “Introduction,” 16; Kerby
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post-revisionist interpretation. See Kerby A. Miller, “Emigration and Society in Pre-Famine
Ireland,” in Ireland and Irish America (Dublin: Field Day, 2008), 44-65 here 45, 49 and 61;
Kevin Kenny has called for new perspectives of Irish America which approach social and
cultural history with a “dual perspective,” particularly noting how the “main contours” of Irish
America were established during the pre-Famine years. See Kenny, New Directions, 7, 101;
Deirdre Moloney waxes optimistic about the increasing availability of new sources being
published from the pre-Famine era, arguing that “more should be published about Irish
Americans in the pre-Famine era.” See Deirdre Moloney, “Who’s Irish?” Journal of American
Ethnic History 28 no. 4 (Summer, 2009): 100-109 here 103; At the local level, Mary Lee Dunn
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nineteenth century, Irish-born Americans proportionally comprised a higher percentage of the
U.S. population than during the post-Famine years. Between 1815 and 1845, an estimated
800,000 to 1,000,000 Irish sailed to North America, with nearly 500,000 migrating directly to the
new republic. During the first half of this period, Ulster Protestants made up a majority of the
emigrants who entered the United States, as they had during the 18th century, and most of these
disembarked in the Chesapeake region or Philadelphia. After the British government lifted
restrictions on emigration in 1828, fares declined sharply, and an estimated 400,000 Irish left
their homeland for North America. This migration, unlike that of previous decades, was marked
by an increasing number of Catholic men and women. Few, it should be stated, were as poor or
destitute as the peasants who fled Ireland during the Famine after 1845. Primarily the sons and
daughters of small farmers and laborers, most afforded their passage by cobbling together the £1
10s that it cost to sail to Quebec, which was considerably cheaper than tickets to Boston, New

and Vincent Powers have argued that the significance of the pre-Famine migration lay in their
associational networks, which “pioneered” communities for Famine-era arrivals. See Mary Lee
Dunn, Ballykilcline Rising: From Famine Ireland to Immigrant America (Amherst: University of
Massachusetts Press, 2008); and Vincent E. Powers, Invisible Immigrants: the Pre-Famine Irish
Community in Worcester, Massachusetts, from 1826-1860 (New York: Garland, 1989).
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York, or Philadelphia.20 Yet most eventually made their way to the United States, often to take
advantage of the country’s political as well as economic opportunities.21
A lack of studies dedicated to the pre-Famine migration, more than any other factor, has
impeded an effective dialogue between American and Irish scholars. Consequently, when U.S.
historians reach for secondary works to help them understand life in Irish America, they often
find monographs beginning in 1845, or after, and therefore project the imagery of Famine
emigrants back upon those of the pre-Famine era. To be sure, generations of Irish Americans
preceded the Catholic migration of the 1820s and ‘30s. According to Thomas Purvis, as early as
1790, some 40,000 Irish resided in New York, while 71,000 lived in North Carolina and 94,000
in Pennsylvania. Most of these were Protestant or Presbyterian, but a significant number were
Catholics as well. As chapter seven shows, in cities such as New York, second and third-
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generation Irish helped ease the transition for newcomers by establishing emigrant societies,
defending them in court, and helping them find work. Even in communities such as Indianapolis,
Indiana (see Chapter Five), networks of second-generation Irish made important and often
political connections with recent emigrants. Historians must come to terms with the
characteristics of each “wave” of the Irish exodus. Clearly, the most understudied of these
remains the pre-Famine era.22
Scholars of the Irish diaspora have tended to overlook Irish regionalism during the preFamine exodus. For those who have written about it, they have tended to minimize its
significance. “The effects of migration,” Ruth-Ann Harris has noted, “reduced regionalism. The
Tipperary countryman who would not tolerate his fellow countryman from Connacht was forced
when he worked alongside him in England to accept their common nationality. Irish nationalism
was thus forged out of experiences such as this.” According to Joseph Lee, regions or counties
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American Pale: the Irish in the West 1845-1910 (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2010);
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“an extraordinary outpouring of scholarship.” See Ruth-Ann M. Harris, “Introduction,” in The
Great Famine and the Irish Diaspora in America, ed. Arthur Gribben (Amherst: University of
Massachusetts Press, 1999), 1-20 here 7; Thomas L. Purvis, “The National Origins of New
Yorkers in 1790,” New York History 67 no. 2 (April, 1986): 133-153 here 152.
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“proved to be the stepping stone toward, rather than an obstacle to, cooperation on the basis of a
common sense of nationality. Many other factors contributed, but it is a misconception in much
of the historiography to think of local organizations as inevitably obstructing the emergence of a
sense of common Irish identity.” To be sure, in these spaces, where Harris was writing on
migrants in England and Lee observing immigration to America’s urban Northeast, nationalism
overshadowed local or regional animosities. Yet the number of works addressing Irish
regionalism in other spaces have been comparatively few. As Lawrence McCaffrey has noted of
Irish American studies, “There has been too much concentration on the East Coast and too little
on the ‘urban frontier’ Irish….”23
Nevertheless, Harris’ and Lee’s conclusions do not readily translate to the worksites of
Fardowns and Corkonians in rural spaces. As Matthew Mason has argued, the description of
emigrants “pursuing a strategy of ethnic solidarity…does not fit the Irish” who worked on canals
and railroads. Regional animosities spanned decades, and they were found around the world. I
have located instances of Fardown-Corkonian violence across the United States between 1834
and 1874. Regional conflicts by different names occurred as early as 1825 on prison ships in
Ireland, and convicts even transferred their hostilities to Australia. The renowned author of the
Irish peasantry William Carleton even noted how provincial rivalries occasionally led to violence
(see Chapter Four). In the United States, their antagonisms were not isolated to male emigrants.
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Female Fardowns and Corkonians assaulted each other at wakes and funerals. In the main, it is
difficult to characterize the antagonisms related to Irish regionalism during the 19th century,
something which I have not attempted to do in this study. But they are readily apparent in this
work, and they do complicate many of the common historical perceptions of Irish solidarity in
the United States.24
On the American side, the arrival of thousands of Irish men and women, often sparked a
resurgence of nativism—a topic increasingly relevant to historians in the 21st century. Scholars in
the field of immigration history have generally attributed xenophobia to patterns established in
the 17th and 18th centuries. According to John Higham, traditions of anti-Catholicism, antiradicalism, and to a lesser extent Anglo-Saxon racial superiority explained why some Americans
in the 1830s and ‘40s resented the Irish. Historians such as Tyler Anbinder have also noted that
native-born citizens later begrudged emigrants, because they took jobs at lower wages or through
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political patronage. In the main, however, scholars have tended to bypass nativism in 1830s for
the anti-foreign Know-Nothing Party in the 1850s.25
This has left the false impression that xenophobes in the early republic opposed Irish
immigration exclusively on racial or religious grounds. This dissertation argues that
contemporaries such as Orestes Brownson put it more accurately, when he stated that it was the
political “intelligence” of Irish emigrants that concerned nativists most. Anti-foreign political
parties feared the Irish, often promoting wild conspiracies that European monarchs and Pope
Gregory XVI had commissioned them to subvert American institutions from within (see chapter
four). Anxieties about Irish power, more than bigotry, led to the nativism of the 1830s. There is
simple explanation for this fallacy, however. By focusing on the Famine era exodus, scholars
have tended to reflect images of “dire wretchedness” backwards upon the 1830s. As Angela
Murphy has recently noted, the Famine migration “has cast a shadow over the pre-famine Irish
American community.” By looking at the politics of emigrant laborers prior to 1845, this
dissertation attempts to right some of these imbalances.26
Similarly, historians of race and ethnicity have tended to emphasize the development of
contemporary Irish stereotypes in the 19th century. During the 1840s, according to both Dale
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Knobel and Matthew Frye Jacobsen, “Americans” began to portray the Irish in an increasingly
pejorative and racialized manner. Xenophobes invented terms such as “Irishism” and “Celtism”
to connote derogatory perceptions – alcoholism, factionalism, violence, indolence, and bigotry
against African Americans – supposedly inherent to the Irish. Later in the century, cartoonists
such as Thomas Nast depicted the Irish as subhuman, simian beings. Though white by law, the
Irish faced racialized forms of discrimination that socially characterized them as black.
According to Noel Ignatiev, in order to “become white,” Irish laborers had to distinguish
themselves from slaves—to “sell themselves piecemeal instead of being sold for life.” Indeed,
Ignatiev’s How the Irish Became White (1995) sparked a cavalcade of responses in the historical
community, with Irish American scholars generally remaining skeptical of the thesis or even
referring to it as “bad history.”27
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This dissertation concurs with those historians skeptical of the whiteness thesis, and
furthermore takes issue with the consensus view that, in the words of Noel Ignatiev, “no one
gave a damn for the poor Irish.” Time and place mattered. During the 1830s, Irish laborers in
Maryland, Indiana, Illinois, and New York did not have to “become white.” To borrow a phrase
from Thomas Guglielmo, they were alreaedy “white on arrival.” Thousands became naturalized
citizens and participated in electoral politics. Some were elected to office. African Americans did
not experience these kinds of successes until Reconstruction. Admittedly, Democratic
newspapers charged William Henry Harrison with advocating “white slavery” in 1840, because
as governor of Ohio he had supported the use of convict labor. I have also run across negative
stereotypes in the course of my research. In Indiana and Illinois, Protestant missionaries and
Catholic priests alike complained that the Irish drank too much, while newspapers often blamed
their inter-factional conflicts on whiskey. Naturally, nativist newspapers feared them for their
Catholicism. Nevertheless, both the Democratic and Whig Parties in the 1830s and early 1840s
actively courted the Irish vote. Neither did so by emphasizing negative stereotypes. As George
Potter has pointed out, “Perspective is distorted if the story of the Catholic Irish on public works
is confined to riots and disturbances.” Indeed, contemporary political parties knew this as well.
In short, by focusing on the period of migration that preceded the Great Famine, in spaces
outside of the urban northeast, this dissertation complicates perceptions that anti-Irish sentiment
pervaded the early republic.28
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Aside from the issues of nativism and the propagation of derogatory Irish stereotypes,
historians of the early American republic continue to engage in a fierce debate over how to
characterize popular politics in the 1830s and ‘40s. For much of the 20th century, scholars
referenced Arthur Schlesinger’s The Age of Jackson (1945), a book which celebrated the lifting
of property restrictions on suffrage as the precursor to Jackson’s victory, the defeat of
institutional moneyed interests, and the rise of the common man. Democratic liberalism,
Schlesinger argued, took root in the 1820s and ‘30s, and later blossomed in 1840 when an
estimated 80 percent of the electorate voted. More recently, in his award-winning survey of
politics in the early republic, Sean Wilentz has argued that these years formed part of a larger
“rise of American democracy,” which led to “the proposition – if not, fully, the reality – that
sovereignty rightly belongs to the mass of ordinary individual and equal citizens.” For Wilentz,
this transformation marked a “triumph” in the history of the United States. While certainly not
oblivious to the plights of women, American Indians, and African Americans, his account
celebrates the aspirations of marginalized people as evidence of this “rise.” For the women who
attended the Seneca Falls Convention in 1848, for example, “women’s rights was a logical
extension of the fight for liberty, equality, and independence being waged by antislavery
forces….” Yet Wilentz’s thesis has increasingly come under fire. In an equally impressive
survey, Daniel Walker Howe has aptly summarized the counter argument: “The less the right to
vote came to depend on economic criteria like property ownership or taxpaying, the more clearly
it depended on race and gender…. The United States was well on its way to becoming a ‘white
republic.’” States including New York, New Jersey, Connecticut, and Rhode Island either
restricted black suffrage during this period or eliminated it entirely. Only one state admitted into
the union after 1819 (Maine), extended suffrage to African American males. Likewise, in a
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recent forum on women’s history in the Journal of the Early Republic, Lori Ginsberg criticized
the liberal democratic perspective as an “enormously seductive idea” where “democracy required
only some tinkering to embrace new groups in its promises and powers.” Just as compellingly,
scholars such as Donald Ratcliffe have challenged the very notion that voter participation
increased dramatically during this period, citing Philip Lampi’s database on elections and voter
turnout in the early republic. Indeed, the latest scholarship suggests that during the first decade of
the 19th century, over 70 percent of eligible voters cast ballots. What is more, Glenn Altschuler
and Stuart Blumin have argued that the increase in voter participation following Andrew
Jackson’s candidacy did not necessarily reflect a genuine enthusiasm and deep commitment to
politics. Rather, 19th-century voters went to the polls for entertainment and spectacle, as well as
political patronage. To quote Tocqueville’s traveling companion Gustave de Beaumont, each
American remained “indifferent to the administration of the country” and was content “to occupy
himself only with his own affairs.”29
Where do these competing questions and visions leave the state of the field for accounts
of Irish emigrants? Here, I offer three responses relevant to American historians. First, where
they could vote, the laboring classes participated enthusiastically and visibly in electoral politics.
Second, Ireland’s working classes had learned the mechanisms of politics so well that by the late
1830s, depending upon their location, many voted the Whig ticket. Third, their enthusiasm for
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politics contributed to record levels of voting, which crested above 80 percent in 1840. Allow me
to explain each of these in detail.
In the case of the first point, a spirited historiographical debate continues over what
electoral politics meant to voters in the early republic. As noted earlier, Glenn Altschuler and
Stuart Blumin have argued that most citizens cared little about political processes and did not
engage actively in much other than voting. Politics, according to this view, were superficial.
Their reading of the cultural record contradicts the scholarship of William Gienapp, however,
who has contended that for 19th-century contemporaries, “politics seem to enter into everything.”
Similarly, Mary Ryan has described democracy in public life in terms of contentious “civic
wars.” Ryan has been particularly influential in portraying voters as engaged citizens who
contributed to the making of urban democracy “through vigorous confrontations and bloodless
civic wars,” often by participating in parades, processions, dramas, and public meetings. The
lives of Irish laborers studied in this dissertation tend to match Ryan’s depiction more than
Altschuler’s and Blumin’s. Again, time and place matter. In Indiana and Illinois, where suffrage
laws were more liberal, newspapers reported Irish laborers not only voting in large numbers, but
also attending rallies and marching in parades during the 1840 presidential election. In Maryland,
where suffrage laws were more restrictive and work had already commenced by the early 1830s,
they participated in the formal realm of politics less visibly. Perhaps just as tellingly, wherever
the Irish working classes went, the more people voted.30
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This leads to the second point in question, that Irish emigrants voted for both parties
during the late 1830s and early 1840s. Contemporaries and scholars alike have long presumed
that the Irish voted almost exclusively the Democratic ticket. According to David Wilson, this
tradition can be traced back to earlier generations of Irishmen who helped Thomas Jefferson win
the presidency. During the summer of 1800, Federalist Congressman Uriah Tracy famously
described the Irish of Pennsylvania as “the most God-provoking Democrats on this side of Hell.”
According to Daniel Patrick Moynihan, the Irish “got off the boat to find their identity waiting
for them: they were to be Irish-Catholic Democrats.” Even more recently, Kevin Kenny has
written:
At least in retrospect, the Democratic party and the nineteenth-century Irish
appear to have been made for each other. The Democrats gave the Irish access to
political power, something that had always been denied them in Ireland. Whereas
the Whig party was closely associated with Protestantism and nativism, the
Democrats actively courted the Irish, with such success that the American Irish
voted overwhelmingly Democrat in most elections until the 1960s.31
This dissertation argues that Ireland’s working classes did not need to be given “access to
political power,” at least beyond the right to vote. In Indiana, Illinois, and New York, Irish
laborers took it for themselves. In all three states, the Whig Party worked hard to win Irish
support, especially during the election of 1840. In Indiana, a Whig Party stronghold during those
years, they got it. Admittedly, nativism was far more prevalent among Whigs than it was among
Democrats, and wherever Whigs appeared to favor curtailing naturalization and suffrage rights,
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the opposition prevailed. Nonetheless, emigrant laborers had completed their political educations
in the United States by 1840, a fact made more apparent by Whig outreach.
Third and last, scholars have continued to question why participation in electoral politics
reached fever pitch in the early 1840s. According to most estimates, a record 80 percent of
eligible voters cast ballots during the “Log Cabin and Hard Cider” campaign. Prior to the 21st
century, historians commonly held that the lifting of property restrictions and taxpayer
requirements accounted for this sharp increase, up from an estimated 25 percent in the early
1820s. As stated earlier, thanks to new quantitative measures, Donald Ratcliffe and others have
recently discovered that as many as 70 percent of eligible voters participated in elections
between 1800 and 1810, before most restrictions on property requirements had been lifted. The
softening of suffrage laws alone cannot explain this phenomenon. Ratcliffe himself suggests that
as states adopted winner-take-all policies for their electoral colleges, statewide contests became
more competitive. With the sharpening of two-party conflicts of the 1830s, whereby Whigs and
Democrats increasingly vilified each other in high-spirited “civic wars,” politics effectively
became zero-sum affairs. The stakes became too high for voters to sit by idly and ignore
contestations for power.32
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This dissertation suggests that Irish voting behavior, which was admittedly dependent
upon naturalization and suffrage policies, contributed significantly to the rise in electoral
participation. Such a hypothesis would not be incongruent with Robert Kelly’s assertion that “it
was the Catholic Irish who would give 19th-century American politics its fundamental structure.”
Granted, I have not systematically pursued this line of reasoning, because it does not fall within
the scope of my current project. Yet Irish emigration increased dramatically during the 1830s,
and if the laboring classes in New York, Illinois, and Indiana were as politically savvy as I
maintain, then voter turnout stood to increase proportionally. Moreover, the more the Irish flexed
their political muscles, the more nativists responded to them. Anti-Catholic newspapers such as
Duff Green’s Pilot and Transcript (Baltimore) and anti-foreign rags such as Henry Brent’s
Native American (Washington D.C.) cropped up in the late 1830s, partly in response to Irish
political activity. More statistical work needs to be done here in order to pursue this hypothesis
further. Yet at the very least, this dissertation aims to elevate the significance of emigrant labor
politics during the 1830s to the point where American scholars take the historiography more
seriously.33
One area that has shown a promising dialogue between international scholars has been in
the field of Atlantic studies. In a recent edited work, Joanna Innes and Mark Philp have
attempted to explore what “democracy” meant to the peoples of America, France, Britain, and
Ireland during the Age of Revolutions. While “democracy” meant many things in the 19thcentury Atlantic World – including “insurrectionary movements, mass petitioning, and crowd
phenomena,” as well as the concept that polities “should give prominence, among institutions of
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government, to a legislature whose members should be chosen by ‘universal’ (that is, adult male)
suffrage” – it also meant “majority rule.” Indeed, to 19th-century naysayers, “democracy” meant
that “minority rights would be sacrificed to majority will.” In the United States, citizens of the
early republic were still coming to terms with its perceived risks in the late 18th century. As Seth
Cotlar points out, James Madison regarded “majority rule” as the “primary inconvenience” to
democratic forms of government, due to the “tendency of majority factions to form and then take
over the machinery of government.” However, by 1831, as Sean Connolly has noted, Alexis de
Tocqueville was optimistically writing that the American “majority can be fooled once, no one
denies, but people think that necessarily in the long run the majority is right….” A streak of
revolution still ran through the United States in during the mid-19th century. According to Adam
I.P. Smith, the individuals who participated in the Dorr Rebellion and the Astor Place Riot still
questioned “whether popular sovereignty had been encoded in institutions or whether it remained
possible for a majority of the people to alter or abolish their governments at will….” Of course,
such debates depended upon who counted as legitimate actors of the body politic. As Laura F.
Edwards has observed, “the denial of rights to the vast majority of Americans and their exclusion
from the polity masked even more profound inequalities.... White men were constituted as
freemen through their rights over those without rights.” Yet just as many Americans had, French
political theorists bemoaned oppression by minority govnernments. According to Michael
Drolet, “Saint Simon and his disciples Olinde Rodrigues (1795-1851) and Prosper Enfantin
(1796-1864) employed concepts developed by the Idéologues, characterizing society as divided
between and industrious and impoverished majority and a wealthy but idle parasitic aristocratic
minority….” In Britain, however, following the Reign of Terror in France, the ruling classes
were less sympathetic. As Mark Philp reveals of 19th-century Britain, where property
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qualiﬁcations increasingly restricted voter participation, the venerable Edmund Burke worried
that “in a democracy, the majority of the citizens is capable of exercising the most cruel
oppressions upon the minority, whenever strong divisions prevail….” Yet the rising
dissatisfaction of Catholics in Ireland (and Canada, for that matter) showed that the British could
ill afford to ignore majorities. Referencing a government commission from 1818 that revealed
the gross disparities of wealth between Catholics and Protestants, Connelly writes, “it was no
longer possible to be quite so insouciant about the huge disparity in numbers between the
minority of full citizens and the excluded majority.” “In the era of O’Connell,” he continues, “the
rhetoric of political mobilization blurred the distinction between the claims of the people, the
nation, and the disenfranchised Catholic majority.” Indeed, neither Dublin Castle nor Daniel
O’Connell wished to see power in the hands of “labourers and cottiers” whom they considered,
in Connolly’s words, to be an “unstable element” in Irish society. Scholars do not yet have a
good handle on what the working classes of Ireland believed, because, as Laurent Colantonio
states, “the most noticeable absentee in this study on the language of democracy in Ireland is the
mass of the people.”34
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The work contained in this dissertation contributes to this historiographical discourse,
because it shows that the working classes began their political educations in Ireland. Yet they
needed and desired spaces where they could complete their educations. They found those places
in Indiana, Illinois, New York, and to a lesser extent Maryalnd. Those who remained in Ireland
had to wait. It is remarkable, after all, that the “labourers and cottiers” of the pre-Famine era,
eventually “dwindled into a depressed majority” in the post-Famine years. Not so in the United
States. They came equipped with a mentality that legitimized the majority, not as “ready-made
Democrats,” in the party sense, but as passionate and informed “democrats,” who held that
power ultimately should rest with the people. They shared a belief that Sean Wilentz has
described as “the key to Jacksonian politics”—“that relatively small groups of self-interested
men were out to destroy majority rule and, with it, the Constitution.” In the United States, the
Irish working classes fought to make sure that did not happen.35
This dissertation is organized into two parts, with the whole encompassing the years
between 1815 and 1840. The first explores the politics of Irish collective action between 1815
and 1833, years marked by the end of the Napoleonic Wars in the case of the former, and the
election of Daniel O’Connell’s first Repeal candidates in the case of the latter. Part Two
examines what politics meant to Irish-born laborers in the United States between 1834 and 1840.
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These dates are significant, because in 1834 Fardowns and Corkonians engaged in the inaugural
conflict of what became tantamount to a war, and in 1840 enfranchised Americans voted in
record numbers. The most recognizable transformations in the politics of emigrant laborers
occurred between those years.
Chapter One examines what politics looked like to Irish laborers along the line of the
Royal Canal, what I describe as a revolutionary waterway, between 1815 and 1823. During those
years, the laboring classes participated in a distinctively informal brand of politicking. Agrarian
secret societies such as the Carders, Threshers, Ribbonmen, and Rockites attempted to safeguard
employment, protect neighbors from eviction, and at least in the case of the Ribbonmen,
organize for a national uprising. Religion mattered as well. Peasants and laborers circulated
rumors of Pastorini’s prophecy and the imminent destruction of Protestantism, set to commence
in 1821. Their willingness to fight for their Catholic traditions became evident in the sectarian
violence and iconoclasm that spread in that context. Excluded from the formal structures of
power, secret societies in the Irish midlands communicated most of their political objectives
through physical force, although some issued threatening notices as well. They sabotaged the
Royal Canal, raided homes for arms, assaulted their opponents, and sometimes killed them.
Boatmen on the canal used the waterway to pass information, spread rumors, and recruit
members to local Ribbon networks. An impoverished and marginalized community, Catholic
laborers in the midlands regarded Irish Protestants and the British Empire as illegitimate
authorities. So long as Ireland’s majority population remained relegated to an unequal status
before the law, the laboring classes would resort to collective violence.
In Chapter Two, we see ordinary mid-landers participate in the formal political realm for
the first time. In 1823, Daniel O’Connell and Richard Lalor Sheil formed the Catholic
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Association, an organization dedicated to winning Emancipation for Catholics. It foundered until
the following year, when O’Connell proposed offering membership to peasants and laborers. For
one penny per month, any Irish person could become an associate member of the organization.
This became known as the “Catholic Rent,” and it was immensely successful. Men and women
who lived along the line of the Royal Canal responded positively, donating over one-fourth of all
contributions by 1825. The next year, they participated in the formal arena of politics even more
conspicuously. Following the Catholic Association’s lead in County Waterford, the people of
Westmeath and their priests led a successful revolt against the anti-Emancipationist candidates,
thereby electing the liberal Protestant Hugh M. Tuite to sit in Parliament. The Catholic majority
in County Westmeath prevailed. Despite these political milestones, however, the laboring classes
continued to pursue their objectives by informal means. Most could not vote, so they continued
to utilize physical force tactics wherever they deemed them useful. Even at the election, and
during its aftermath, laborers committed violent acts to achieve limited forms of power. Their
political educations had begun, but they were by no means complete.
Chapter Three concludes part one of this dissertation in Ireland between 1827 and 1833.
During these years, extraordinary developments occurred at the national level, including
O’Connell’s victory in County Clare in 1828 and the realization of Catholic Emancipation in
1829. Midland laborers followed O’Connell and the Association’s successes along the way. They
kept up with the latest news, conveyed via the Royal Canal. They celebrated O’Connell’s victory
in Clare, and they lit bonfires throughout the countryside upon receiving news of Emancipation.
Northern Protestants, however, responded by organizing rallies and demonstrations against
Catholics. Sectarian fears and violence spread to the midlands. Ribbonism reemerged, and the
Tithe War commenced. At the local level, protecting employment, evictions, and religious
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injustice still mattered. Members of the laboring classes began sabotaging the Royal Canal again.
They also issued threatening notices and resumed arms raids. Again, legal access to electoral
politics mattered. When the state eliminated the forty-shilling freeholder vote following
Emancipation, ordinary Irish men lost a valuable political tool. In 1830 and 1831, the peasant
and laboring classes did not enter the public sphere as they had in 1826. Only in 1832, when the
Reform Act modestly increased the franchise and O’Connell organized candidates dedicated to
repealing the political union between Britain and Ireland, did the working classes in Westmeath
and Longford reemerge in the formal arena. In these counties, three out of four Repeal
candidates won. Peasants and laborers had learned an important lesson: wherever they could
amass greater numbers in a contest, formally or informally, they won. But they also had learned
throughout the course of their education that losing brought its own set of consequences: in zerosum politics, losing was not an option. They were ready to continue their political educations in
the United States.
Chapter Four begins Part Two of the dissertation. Focusing on the motivations and
methods of Irish emigrants in Maryland between 1834 and 1840, I assess the degree to which
laborers transformed their conceptions of politics. The chapter begins with the first documented
conflict between Fardowns and Corkonians in 1834, a particularly violent year in the Old Line
State. Irish labor factions fought each other on two deadly occasions, once in January and again
in June. Following the gruesome murders of two C&O Canal employees in November, the state
incarcerated over three hundred men and women in the Baltimore City jail. Nativism surged, and
in the years that followed, several anti-foreign newspapers cropped up in Maryland and the
federal capital. With stricter suffrage requirements, Maryland’s emigrant workers resorted to
modes of informal politicking that had characterized the Irish midlands. A faction known as the
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“Longfords” achieved control of the workplace in the late 1830s, cornering the labor market
forcing up wages, just as Ribbonmen had on the Royal Canal. Employment competition and
personal retribution mattered to Irish canallers, just as they had back home. Following another
Fardown-Corkonian riot in 1839, the authorities pressed charges, sentencing fourteen of the
ringleaders to the penitentiary. By the end of the decade, the Irish began participating in electoral
politics in western Maryland. Whigs and Democrats alike courted the Irish vote. Emigrants in
Washington County even founded an association for Irish Democratic supporters. Nevertheless,
more than anywhere else, canallers and trackmen in Maryland resorted to the same informal
brand of politics that had characterized their motives and approaches in the Irish midlands.
Chapter Five traces the movements of Fardowns and Corkonians to Indiana’s Wabash
and Erie Canal in 1835. On the 12th of July, the two parties squared off against one another in the
state’s infamous “Irish War.” They fought over the familiar issues of employment security and
personal retribution, common in Ireland and Maryland, but they also antagonized and taunted
each other in distinctly Irish terms. Two key rivals, a contractor named Brady and a laborer
named Sullivan, shared the names of contemporary Irish Catholic heroes made popular in ballads
and songs. Neither the canal commissioners nor Indiana’s press understood such cultural
references, however. Authorities incarcerated the ringleaders, including Sullivan, and decreed
that further riots would lead to termination. Nevertheless, during the legal proceedings that
followed, Irish canallers made connections with people of influence. Personal relationships
mattered. In Indiana, the Irish were desperately needed to complete a popular project, and the
state’s Whig Party did not villainize the Irish as others further east did. Suffrage rights were
simpler as well, requiring only a five-year waiting period before taking the oath of citizenship. In
some cases, election officials of the Hoosier State, eager to attract residents, hardly enforced
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such laws. Irish men and women settled along the line of the Wabash and Erie Canal in
communities such as Lagro, Logansport, and Delphi. To be sure, emigrant canallers and track
layers engaged in further violence, once on the Central Canal in 1837 and once on the Madison
and Indiana Railroad that same year. Yet as the decade drew to a close, Indiana’s Irish
participated more visibly in the formal realm of politics. By 1840, many had become
conspicuous supporters of William Henry Harrison, giving the state’s powerful Whig Party a
valuable network of power brokers.
In Chapter Six, I follow Fardowns and Corkonians to Illinois, where work on the Illinois
and Michigan Canal awaited them. During the summer of 1838, the emigrant factions fought one
another for the seventh time in five years. Retribution and wage insecurities led to the “Irish
Rebellion” of LaSalle County, the miseries of which were compounded by a malaria outbreak
and the economic aftershocks of the Panic of 1837. Nevertheless, thousands of Irish emigrants
resettled in Illinois during the late 1830s. Similar to their Hoosier counterparts, Irish laborers in
the Prairie State campaigned in electoral politics, yet along the line of the I&M Canal, they
outnumbered native-born residents or comprised significant minorities in unprecedented terms.
Also unlike the Irish canallers of Indiana, emigrants ran for offices, such as coroner and
recorder—and they won. Cook County and LaSalle County elected Irish sheriffs in 1838.
Consequently, nativism and anti-foreign prejudice often plagued emigrant canallers, which in
turn drove them to vote overwhelmingly Democratic. Nevertheless, through the end of the
decade, both Whigs and Democrats attempted to win over the Irish. They were too vital a
constituency to ignore.
In the final chapter, I examine the politics of New York’s Irish in Westchester County. In
1838, laborers on the Croton Water Works came to blows over the issues of employment and
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retribution. Not long after the dust had settled from the affray, however, the Irish from the Water
Works participated en masse in New York City’s mayoral election, an act that rankled the city’s
nativist press. The city’s Whigs proposed the adoption of a registry law to curtail “illegal votes.”
Emigrant laborers in Westchester and New York were by no means a uniform group. New
Yorkers recoiled at the familiar modes of majority rule resorted to by the Irish, evident in the
“Croton Campaign” of 1840, but they found their political intellect and power irreproachable.
They had become a potent force in the city’s electoral politics. Governor Seward consequently
sought to win over the Irish vote in 1840, appealing to their Irish Catholic past. He and his fellow
Whigs overestimated their chances with the Irish working classes, however, because they
neglected to appreciate how much they valued the right to vote. By stripping resident laborers in
Westchester County of their right to vote in 1840, the state’s Whigs angered the Irish electorate
en masse. By 1840, the Fardowns and Corkonians of 1838 had become “United Irishmen.” Irish
politics in America had become Irish American politics.

PART ONE
MATRICULATION: THE MAKINGS OF A POLITICAL EDUCATION
IN THE IRISH MIDLANDS, 1815-1833

CHAPTER ONE
INFORMAL POLITICS AND THE REVOLUTIONARY
ROYAL CANAL, 1815-1823
“The Irish people…would avail themselves of any opportunity to shake off the
yoke. The Poorest man in the Country consider themselves from Noble familys
[sic] that have been deprived of their propertys [sic]…. These sentiments are
imbibed, from Irish History, their own approved authors, and from their family
traditions, which they rely on, more than all the writings that could be
produced.”36
“There was not a mile from the Broadstone to Richmond Harbour along the line
of the Royal Canal, on which he (prisoner) had not sworn some one as a member
of the society.”37
The Royal Canal was, above all else, a revolutionary waterway. Built primarily between
1790 and 1817, it cut across ninety miles of central Ireland—originating in Dublin, winding
along the border between Counties Kildare and Meath, slicing through the bogs of County
Westmeath, and ending in the midlands of County Longford. From Dublin’s Broadstone district
to Longford’s Richmond Harbour, trade boats transported potatoes, linen, cotton, wool, beef,
coal, and turf. It connected Irish city and country dwellers not only with one another, but with a
booming Atlantic economy and the vast networks of the British Empire. In a society struggling
through the depression that followed the Napoleonic Wars, Ireland’s policy makers looked to the
Royal Canal as a source of economic promise. For a peasantry caught up in the transformation
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from a pre-market to a market society, this was essential. Nevertheless, the canal did not bring
prosperity to the vast majority of mid-landers, whose rural population had boomed during the
late 18th century and kept growing despite a tremendously unequal distribution of land and
resources. Travelers frequently noted this. When Sir Walter Scott visited the countryside in 1825,
he described the peasantry as living “on the extreme verge of human misery.” And yet, while the
Royal Canal only slowly improved the material conditions of the peasant and laboring classes, it
facilitated a political transformation that changed how peasants and laborers regarded and
interacted with the structures of power. All along the line of the Royal Canal, the working classes
embarked upon an education that helped condition them, when they later emigrated, for electoral
politics in the United States. Admittedly, laborers in Ireland did not wage large-scale factional
“wars” against one another, as their fellow countrymen in America did during the 1830s. But
following the failed Rebellion of 1798 and Robert Emmet’s uprising in 1803, the Royal Canal
not only transformed Ireland’s economy; it revolutionized the politics of ordinary mid-landers.38
To the laboring classes of Ireland between 1815 and 1823, politics meant “collective
struggles,” in the words of Steven Hahn, for “socially meaningful power.” Indeed, the laborers
and peasants who lived along the line of the Royal Canal during this period engaged in what I
term informal politics, meaning a wide range of collective activities – conducted apart from
institutions such as Parliament, town councils, and courts – employed to demonstrate their ability
to project power. Their motives included primarily local concerns, such as the security of labor
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and land, but they also followed national, more formally political matters that challenged the
state’s authority, such as fomenting rebellion. Their methods almost always involved
intimidation or physical force. Often, they operated in small bands by night, issuing threatening
notices and assaulting those who opposed the morality of their objectives. They vandalized or
even burned the homes of their enemies. They sabotaged the Royal Canal. Occasionally, they
organized into national bodies, such as the Ribbonmen, where they persuaded or intimidated, as
they deemed necessary, new recruits into joining their cause. Almost always, violence
underscored the collective methods of plebeian mid-landers throughout this era—a fact that
made those methods inherently political. As Neill Whelehan has argued, “to understand violence
means to approach it as a form of politics, a bargaining tool in the negotiation process between
state and opposition, army and protestor, friend and foe.” Yet just as importantly, the laboring
classes who resided along the line of the Royal Canal characteristically pursued their political
objectives with numerical superiority. Irish Catholics of the pre-Famine era, who comprised an
estimated 80 percent of the island’s total population, believed that the majority should rule.
Indeed. By 1823, just as Daniel O’Connell and the Catholic Association began emboldening the
working classes to take a more active part in the realm of formal politics, mid-landers had long
accepted the legitimacy of a Catholic majority – both locally and nationally – in Ireland.39
It is also imperative to address the value of studying collective action along the Royal
Canal. After all, if labor factions such as the Fardowns and Corkonians did not take to arms
against one another in pre-Famine Ireland quite like they did in the United States, why dedicate a
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chapter to the politics of laborers on this particular stretch of water? In short, why canals—and
why the Royal Canal? There are, in fact, several reasons. To begin with, the Royal Canal
extended into spaces where widespread outward migration occurred between 1815 and 1840.
The counties of Longford and Westmeath ranked first and second respectively in the percentages
of emigrants leaving Ireland during this time period, and according to naturalization records in
New York and Indiana, these counties ranked only behind Cork and Cavan in their numbers of
citizenship applicants. Secondly, the Royal Canal was built between 1790 and 1817, at times and
places throughout the Irish midlands where rebellion was rife.40 The men who built it obtained
Historians generally agree that the politicization of Ireland’s “lower orders” began
during the Age of Revolutions, but they disagree about the nature of collective action thereafter.
Following the American and French Revolutions, modern Irish nationalism was born during the
tumultuous 1790s and realized during the Rebellion of 1798, as members of the liberal Society of
United Irishmen joined forces with the Defenders, a clandestine organization made up of
working-class Catholics. An estimated thirty thousand people were killed in the conflict. The
uprising ended in disaster for Irish radicals, but it had introduced the politics of revolutionary
nationalism to the peasantry. Until recently, historians have tended to define the quarter century
between the Rebellion of 1798 and the establishment of Daniel O’Connell’s Catholic Association
in 1823 as something of a political vacuum. With good reason. British state forces handily
thwarted the United Irish uprising, and on January 1, 1801, Ireland was absorbed into the United
Kingdom with the Act of Union. This union, however, brought neither the peace nor prosperity
that its advocates envisioned. Catholic Emancipation, offered by British politicians to secure the
support of Irish Catholics, never materialized. Embers of revolution still burned. Another
uprising, led by the twenty-two year old nationalist Robert Emmet, took place in 1803—a
remarkable expression of determination given the repressive efforts of the British state. Yet the
insurgency failed. Emmet was tried, convicted of treason, and sentenced to death by hanging.
History has remembered him most for his mythical speech at the dock, where his alleged last
words echoed throughout national legends: “When my country takes her place among the nations
of the earth, then and not till then, let my epitaph be written.” For many historians, Emmet’s
speech from the dock marked the end of an era—the onset of a collective amnesia or political
fatigue, not to be resuscitated until Daniel O’Connell in the 1820s. For a recent perspective on
the Rebellion of 1798, see Bartlett, Dickson, Keogh, and Whelan eds. 1798: A Bicentenary
Perspective (Dublin: Four Courts Press, 2003); See also Thomas Pakenham, The Year of Liberty:
The History of the Great Irish Rebellion of 1798 (New York: Random House, 1969); For a
general surveys of Ireland, the Rebellion of 1798, and Robert Emmet’s uprising, see Thomas
Bartlett, Ireland: A History (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 2010), 244-246; and
R.F. Foster, Modern Ireland, 1600-1972 (New York: Penguin Books, 1989), 285; For an
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their education in politics during a wider Atlantic Age of Revolutions, where Dublin Castle
frequently interpreted their informal methods of politicking as a prelude to national uprising.
Thirdly, while scholars have written extensively on agrarian unrest and plebeian politics in
Munster and Ulster, they have generally neglected pre-Famine disturbances in the Irish
midlands.41 Along the Royal Canal, the working classes often committed depredations against
the waterway itself. And while such acts might be construed as hostility towards modernization,
rather than a form of political violence, the working classes did not attack abstract historical
concepts. They targeted the waterway’s physical structure in order to disrupt communications
and to damage what amounted to a symbol of the government’s illegitimate authority. To be
sure, other canals were built during the 1820s and 30s, such as the Ulster Canal, the Broharris
Canal, and the Tralee Ship Canal, but the Royal Canal was the most “disturbed” canal in all of
pre-Famine Ireland. Moreover, laborers in the midlands often derided and even attacked itinerant
workers from other parts of Ireland – whom they described as “strangers,” or Fear aduain
(Anglicized as “Fardown”) in the Irish language – in order to protect their employment
opportunities. Indeed, as David Noel Doyle has suggested, this may have been the origin of the
word “Fardown.” For these reasons, the Royal Canal offers historians a valuable opportunity to
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study what politics meant to ordinary Irish men and women in an environment relevant to
American internal improvements.42
The sources available for such an inquiry, it should be noted, present analytical problems
for historians, because so few of the voices “from below” have survived. State documents,
official letters, and conservative newspaper accounts are often the only tools upon which
scholars may base their interpretations. Given that English-speaking authorities, rather than Irish
men and women of the laboring classes, recorded their experiences in the midlands, many
scholars have acknowledged frustrations in studying this era. As Joseph Lee has remarked,
historical interpretations informed disproportionately from ascendancy sources tend to be “more
valuable for illuminating the mentalities of the rulers than the ruled.”43
Despite such obstacles, however, methods and resources are available to help compensate
for shortcomings. First of all, in order to capture a sense of contemporary mentalities, I have
utilized records from Ireland’s Folklore Commission, established at University College Dublin in
1935. Scholars such as Guy Beiner have recently employed these sources to great effect. In his
study of “vernacular history” following the Rebellion of 1798, Beiner has focused on those Irishspeaking counties located in the “west” of Ireland, including midland counties such as Longford,
where thousands of Irish rebels had been slaughtered by both British regulars and Catholic Irish
militia during September of 1798. Rightly so. It was in Longford, where the Royal Canal finally
reached in 1830, that one of the Folklore Commission’s founders noted having “heard more
For Fear aduain, see Doyle, “Irish in North America,” 187; Ruth Delany has attributed
the inordinate amount of violence in part to a decreased flow of traffic, leaving more of an
opportunity for “mischief” on the Royal Canal than that of other waterways. See Delany, Royal
Canal, 74.
43
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stories of local events in 1798” than anywhere else, “and most of them were from descendants of
insurgents.” Second, English language sources may still retain some value, since the vast
majority of mid-landers could read and communicate in the dominant language. According to
Nicholas Wolf, by the 1810s, the canal counties of Dublin, Meath, Kildare, Westmeath, and
Longford were “predominantly English-speaking,” as were the counties of south Ulster.
Moreover, two-thirds of the region’s men and women ages 26-35 were literate, and even more
were bilingual. In 1823, a gentleman in County Westmeath wrote that “English is the language
that we hear generally spoken; but I have often observed that when any of their superiors have
been present, conversation changed to Irish; and I know that in their private meetings, Irish is the
language used in general.” Indeed, in canal towns such as Moyvalley, Mullingar, and Longford,
the working classes received news and information almost daily in both languages. The canallers
and boatmen who occasionally provided testimonies, therefore, presumably did so without
requiring an interpreter. Third, in whatever language ordinary mid-landers chose to
communicate, their actions spoke just as loudly. Providing that establishment sources did not
completely invent the violence committed by the laboring classes, historians may at least analyze
their methods and targets. In conjunction with the use of folklore wherever possible, along with
the recognition that bilingual Irish laborers along the Royal Canal had regular access to English
print sources, this dissertation seeks to overcome the inherent source obstacles by analyzing the
actions of rank and file mid-landers as forms of communication and informal politics.44
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The remainder of this chapter explores what politics looked like to mid-landers of the
working classes between 1815 and 1823. Impoverished and disenfranchised, they viewed power
differently than their fellow countrymen. At the local level, reliable employment and better
wages mattered most. Nationally, religion mattered most, even as Ribbonmen anticipated and
hoped for a general uprising. Often, they resorted to violence to achieve their aims. Excluded
from the body politic, secret socieites along the Royal Canal used intimidation and physical force
to project power. They destroyed sections of the canal, issued threatening notices, raided houses
for arms, assaulted opponents, and sometimes even committed homicide. Kinship and
associational networks frequently defined informal political communities. Peasants and laborers
kept abreast of the latest information, transmitted by boatmen along the Royal Canal. Even more
significantly, the informal politicians of the midlands highly valued the legitimacy and power of
the majority. Whenever they cut the canal, threatened a farmer, or issued an oath, they made sure
that they outnumbered their adversaries by wide margins. Yet they also understood that their
majority status as Irish Catholics had been historically denied, and their exclusion from the polity
had generally made their lives worse. In the Irish midlands, the majority should rule.
*****
From the Royal Canal’s inception, revolutionary ideas had beset it. According to legend,
a retired Dublin shoemaker, along with men of property and status, had invested heavily in the
Grand Canal Ireland’s first waterway. Not surprisingly, his presence offended the aristocratic
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sensibilities of the other promoters, who routinely sought to ostracize the shoemaker wherever
possible. Yet he refused to pay them any deference. Fed up with their contempt, the cobbler
vowed to take revenge and departed his position on the board saying, “You may think me a very
insignificant person, but I will show you the contrary. I will set forthwith, start a rival canal, and
carry all the traffic.” He made good on his word, pursuing his new venture, the Royal Canal,
with vigor. It is impossible to verify the veracity of this story, yet looking back, the legacy of a
simple cobbler’s resistance to 18th-century hierarchies seems an appropriate point of origin for an
inland waterway that, more than any other, witnessed a remarkable transformation in Irish
politics.45
Revolutionary violence occurred along the canal before the waterway’s completion in
1817. Battles of the Irish rebellion were waged on its banks, such as the one at Clonard in
County Meath in 1798. Immediately following the Emmet uprising in 1803, the British executive
in Dublin Castle identified “Rebels of the Canal” as a dangerous element intent upon renewing a
political uprising. Major Henry Charles Sirr, the notorious Town Major of Dublin, whose spy
networks led to the arrest of Robert Emmet, kept a watchful eye on suspected revolutionaries
working on the canal. Sirr paid informants to infiltrate their associations in Dublin, gather as
much information on these men as possible, assess the danger they posed against the state, and
testify if necessary. His informants did their jobs well. They frequented pubs with the canal
“rebels,” witnessed men raising their glasses in “Rebellious Toasts,” identified personal
connections, and even kept tabs on radical networks. In one case, informants expressed alarm at
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rumors of a French invasion and the forging of pike heads—a concern for Dublin Castle in the
wake of 1798, when pikes had come to symbolize peasant revolutions. During the first decade of
the nineteenth century, the “Rebels of the Canal” did not foment a national insurrection; the
Royal Canal instead remained relatively tranquil. In 1805, confident that rebellion had been
thwarted, Dublin Castle lifted the Insurrection Act. But Sirr’s records made clear the connections
between radicals and the Royal Canal, long before the Napoleonic Wars drew to a close—and
years before the Irish economy plummeted. These connections foreshadowed the revolutionary
infrastructure of Ribbon societies that sprung up in the decade that followed.46
By the early 1810s, informal “combinations” between laborers, localized gangs, and
boatmen had emerged on the navigable sections of the Royal Canal, as workers demanded higher
wages. In a sense, this was nothing new. Ever since the early 1790s, laborers on the Grand and
Royal Canals alike had made such demands, and contractors had been forced to make
concessions. Yet in the aftermath of rebellion and revolution, the threat of violent collective
action represented something new—a potential “Reign of Terror.” Blood had been shed as the
tyranny of the majority ran amuck. Major Sirr’s efforts to monitor “Rebels on the canal”
certainly suggests that there were powerful fears of rebellious activitiy, and memories of 1798
informed the political perspectives of loyalists and rebels alike, well into the nineteenth century.
Collective action, therefore, threatened more ominously in the wake of the Great Rebellion,
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where “combinations” of workmen and residents increasingly committed violence upon persons
and property.47
In March of 1812, the first incident in what later became two decades of canal sabotage
occurred along the embankments of the Royal Canal. Over a period of several days, from Dublin
to Westmeath, unknown individuals effectively drained the canal by cutting holes into the levee
with shovels and then allowing the water to widen the breach. The damage quickly spread and
included sections of the already-completed Grand Canal. According to authorities and historians
since, the anonymous perpetrators had destroyed sections of the canal for two reasons. First,
Dublin Castle believed that strategic factors – namely the disruption of “Communication by
Means of said Canals…and the Conveyance of Provisions thereby” – had motivated those
wrongdoers. With the rebellions and uprisings that had occurred in Ireland over the previous
fifteen years, authorities often interpreted such events as potential sparks of revolution. Second,
economic scarcity compelled local residents to cut the embankments on the presumption that the
Royal Canal Company would hire locals to make repairs. In both cases, the state-funded
company requested a military presence in order for re-construction to proceed. This, along with
appeals to the local Catholic clergy and a one-hundred-pound reward, seemed to prevent further
disturbances. Just the same, no one stepped forward to identify those who had “maliciously
endeavored” to cut off the interior of Ireland from “the Metropolis.” In 1812, even before the
canal’s completion and the end of the Napoleonic wars, sabotage promised wages for the
laboring classes and logistical headaches for Dublin Castle. To anonymous Irish mid-landers of
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the 1810s, violence against state property afforded them with opportunities to earn more money
while targeting British infrastructure. With the reward left unclaimed, the partial destruction of
the Royal Canal displayed how and why the working classes could influence the structures of
power through informal politics.48
Early in 1814, just two years after the sabotaging the waterway, individuals from County
Westmeath again wreaked havoc on the Royal Canal. Not only did they destroy the
embankment; they demanded higher wages. They threatened “strangers” who came to work from
distant parts of Ireland. Disturbances reached such a feverish pitch that local magistrates called
for the Insurrection Act to be put into effect. One distinguished resident from the town of Moate
referred to the county in February as having approached “a more organized state of Rebellion
than is generally supposed.” Rumors circulated that agitators intended to bring “wagon loads” of
arms into the county via the Royal Canal. Authorities responded by appealing to the local clergy
for help, a popular tactic in Ireland and later the United States, which may have helped but did
not instantly lead to their cooperation. Insurrection did not materialize, but further sabotage to
“A Proclamation by the Lord Lieutenant and Council of Ireland,” quoted in Delany,
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conclusion and subsequent depression, historians may ponder the significance of other strategic
motives behind the destruction. See O’Tuathaigh, Ireland before the Famine; Kerby Miller,
Emigrants and Exiles: Ireland and the Irish Exodus to North America (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1985), 193-194; William Forbes Adams, Ireland and Irish Emigration to the
New World: from 1815 to the Famine (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1932); For a more
complicated look at the significance of 1815, see Foster, Modern Ireland, 293.
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the canal did. In late spring, one laborer hired to prevent injuries to the waterway witnessed the
destruction and reported the names of two ringleaders to the justice of the peace. Yet despite his
testimony, the perpetrators were acquitted at the summer assize, reinforcing elite conceptions
that a weak and corrupted legal system in Westmeath benefited the peasantry. In July, barely two
months since construction had resumed, but for the first time in seven years, workers demanded
higher wages. Reports to the Directors General indicated that “acts of turbulence and riot” were
making progress difficult, if not entirely impossible. Even more importantly, two prominent
agrarian societies, the first of several clandestine associational networks to find refuge along the
Royal Canal, emerged in central Ireland in defense of local workers’ demands.49
They were known as the Carders and the Threshers, and they terrified “strangers” who
sought work on the Royal Canal. The former, according to legend, took its name from a
signature form of torture, whereby perpetrators “carded” away the flesh of their victims with a
metal comb designed to cleanse wool. The latter infamously issued “threshing” or “thrashing”
notices, intending physical harm to those who did not comply with their demands. The Carders
and Threshers operated primarily out of Counties Meath, Westmeath, and Longford, although
their reputations extended beyond the midlands of Ireland. Some Carders allegedly hoped to
organize a national uprising. Yet historians more frequently have remembered them for their
localized goals—often punishing rack-renters for the high price of land, or threatening residents
who settled on the lands of evicted tenants. Similar associations, described by contemporaries
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under the banner of “Whiteboyism,” had spanned across southern Ireland since the 1760s. For
them, politics often meant a collective action against large farmers or landowners, Protetstant
and Catholic, and the defense of a moral economy through symbolic and material forms of
violence: threatening notices, cattle maiming or “houghing,” attacks upon migrant workers, arms
raids, incendiarism, arms raids, and even murder. Historians have referred to these methods in
terms of “retributive justice,” a concept designed to emphasize the idea that the working classes
regarded themselves as the rightful enforcers of an accepted code of conduct. Along the canal,
societies such as the Carders and Threshers – followed later by the more-influential Ribbonmen
and Rockites – practiced an informal brand of politics, often relying on intimidation, violence,
and numerical superiority.50
Returning to the summer of 1814, the tactics of Westmeath secret societies turned
towards the Royal Canal, as they sought to protect demands for higher wages. In July, they
threatened strangers, and their families, who attempted to work for less. Forty men armed with
guns, swords and pistols, reportedly “carded” eight laborers in their lodgings. They left public
notices indicating their grievances, particularly warning vengeance against strangers, or anyone
who harbored them. One notice, signed “Captain Trasher,” conspicuously ended with the
declaration of fealty, “God Save the King.” In the main, the methods worked. Terrified strangers
stopped looking for work. Less than half of all laborers had turned out by the end of the month.
Construction was halted, and the Directors General again requested a military force to protect
those workmen and their families who had been threatened. The military effectively quelled
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disturbances where they were stationed, but they could not oversee the four to five thousand
people who had gathered along the entire line of the canal. Through April of the following year,
Carders paraded the countryside on a nightly basis, “seizing arms and ammunition” wherever
they could. Corruption abounded, and in at least one instance a clerk fraudulently issued
gunpowder to an unidentified network of laborers. Strangers began abandoning their positions
permanently and left the county “in terror.” Contractors made repeated calls for military
reinforcements. By summer of 1815, an increase in soldiers – and the return of thousands of
laborers to their potato fields – largely put an end to the unrest. In September, progress on the
canal finally resumed. Authorities made arrests, and juries of the Westmeath and Longford
assizes convicted the suspects, four of whom were sentenced to death. The Carders and
Threshers of the Royal Canal lost their influence in the face of state power. Yet the convergence
of secret societies, unnamed associational networks, and their violent methods paved the way for
other laboring-class politicians on the inland waterway.51
From the autumn of 1815 until 1817, construction on the Royal Canal proceeded steadily
westward, despite rare instances of sabotage. An agent traveling from the North of Ireland early
in 1816 noted the “great distress” of the laboring classes “starving in the midst of plenty,” who
had gathered in great numbers to cut the banks of the Royal and Grand Canals. He estimated that
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it would require between six weeks and two months to repair. Yet this incident proved to be an
anomaly. By March, contractors were calling for an advancement in funds in order to expedite
the completion of the canal. Troops in County Longford were dismissed, and Dublin Castle
received word that County Westmeath was “tranquil.” Despite a poor harvest in 1816,
contractors and workmen kept pace with their goal of completing the project in March of 1817.
They overshot by two months. On the 26th of May, 1817, the Royal Canal – from Dublin’s
Broadstone district to Richmond Harbour in Longford – was opened to traffic. As we shall see,
the completion of Ireland’s revolutionary waterway coincided with the rapid expansion of the
most mysterious underground political network during the pre-Famine era: the Ribbonmen.52
*****
Historians have long struggled to characterize the so-called “Ribbon” networks or
societies of the 1820s and 1830s. The Ribbonmen – who earned their moniker for adorning red
or green ribbons, respectively symbolizing blood and Irish nationalism – have presented scholars
with two key historical questions. First, how political were the Ribbonmen? Were they
nationalist, sectarian, or motivated primarily by economic grievances? Second, how organized or
coherent were they? Did the movement project power and influence at a national or regional
level? Or were groups identified as Ribbonmen, in the words of one scholar, “just one of a
number of inchoate gangs” operating at a local level? Above all, contemporary source materials
have complicated the efforts of historians to answer these questions. Fears over another largescale uprising, such as the Rebellion of 1798, led some to overemphasize the national reach or
political aims of many secret societies. Often, contemporaries acknowledged this propensity, as a
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writer from the troubled county of Limerick did in 1814: “There is nothing political in the
present irritations of the peasantry – no animosity to the Government – no treasonable
perverseness in their designs.” Early nineteenth-century writers also tended to conflate or
confuse Ribbonism with a myriad of other well-known secret societies: Caravats, Shanavests,
Thrashers, Carders, Rockites, Terry Alts, Billy Welters, Widgeons, and dozens of other
networks. Yet as James S. Donnelly has argued on behalf of Munster’s contemporary Rockite
movement, scholars may have overemphasized the economic milieu at the expense of religion or
politics.53
Two ground-breaking articles from the 1980s have highlighted this debate. Tom Garvin,
in an article entitled “Defenders, Ribbonmen, and Others,” argued that Ribbonism encapsulated a
“violent and conspiratorial tradition derived from eighteenth-century precedents,” which
survived beyond the Famine, “to inform the development of Irish popular politics.” It
predominated in Ulster, north Leinster, and northern Connacht. And while Garvin found the
character of the movement difficult to pin down, he maintained that it was predominantly
“nationalist, Catholic communalist if not sectarian and vaguely radical in a populist mode.” At
the social level, he described Dublin’s membership as “quite proletarian,” at least through the
1820s. For Garvin, Ribbonism represented one of many phases of violent collective action in
pre-Famine Ireland, the most explosive having been the Rebellion of 1798. Meanwhile, in an
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article entitled “The Ribbon Societies,” Michael Beames reached slightly different conclusions.
For Beames, Dublin occupied the epicenter of the movement, and it emanated westward along
the lines of the Grand and Royal Canals and northward into Ulster. Ribbonism also bore “a
distinct, if not overwhelming, urban emphasis,” as it transformed into more of a social support
network during the 1830s. He demurred from labelling its membership either rural “peasant” or
urban “lumpenproletariat,” instead arguing that lower-level artisans filled its ranks. But most
importantly, according to Beames, the Ribbonmen of the 1820s anticipated “an imminent
nationalist uprising,” and their particular brand of nationalism “was nourished not only by the
memory of the revolutionary republicanism of 1798 but also by their position as Roman
Catholics under a Protestant ascendancy.” For both Garvin and Beames, the significance of
Ribbonism in the pre-Famine era lay in the evolution of Irish popular politics. Whether Ulster
politics primarily dictated the development of Ribbonism, as Garvin has argued – or Dublin
served as the ideological metropolis, as Beames has maintained – the movement clearly shared
geographical roots with its predecessors: the Defenders and the United Irishmen. As both
historians have articulated, Ribbonism provided the missing link between the revolutionary
1790s and the second half of the nineteenth century, when nationalist organizations such as the
the Fenians and the Ancient Order of Hibernians gained influence.54
Returning to the Royal Canal, we find evidence of Ulster Ribbonism entering Longford
and Westmeath, via the Cavan border, as early as 1813. By 1815, suspects in County Meath were
being indicted for illegally administering “Ribbon” oaths from County Cavan. One such oath
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required members to adhere to a strict regimen: keeping the organization a secret, avoiding
drunkenness, admitting none but “true” Catholics, avoiding contact with Freemasons or
Protestants, and being “ready when called upon by the Committee or their Agents.” In fact,
Ribbonism proper was quite new during the mid-1810s. According to Tom Garvin, the first
recorded instance of the word “Ribbonmen” appeared in 1811, when an informant described it as
“a new term for the U. Irishmen.” The social composition of Ribbon networks in the midlands
shared similarities with those in Ulster, as they conspicuously included the peasantry. County
Westmeath’s Chief Magistrate Donoghue later described their social composition:
There are two descriptions of committees—one is composed of a higher class of
persons, farmers, in comfortable circumstances who receive Delegates and
communicate with similar meetings throughout the country. The inferior
committees are composed of desperate characters who employ themselves in
establishing that system of terror which now so generally prevails by violently
assaulting all those who will not enter into their views or who are inimical to their
projects. The flower of the Peasantry are to a certainty enroll’d in their Ranks, as
no able young fellow can with safety attend fair or market unless he can answer
certain signs and tokens.55
From the perspective of Ribbon activity, the year 1816 proceeded without much incident, as it
had along the construction of the Royal Canal. The following year, however, witnessed both an
increase in Ribbon activity throughout the Irish midlands and renewed efforts to sabotage
embankments of the canal.
Beginning in January of 1817, as the price of provisions fell dramatically in County
Westmeath and potato crops failed across Ireland, associational networks resumed their violent
For County Cavan men “styling themselves Ribbonmen” and administering oaths in
Westmeath in 1813, see SOC 1535/45; For Ribbonism in Meath, see The Dublin Journal quoted
in the DEP, 5 August 1815; For the term “Ribbonmen,” see Garvin, “Defenders, Ribbonmen,
and Others,” 145n23; As late as 1813, informants described some of the oaths administered by
Ribbonmen as “United Irish.” See SOC 1533/8; For the social description of Westmeath
Ribbonmen (1822), see SOC 2372/8.
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brand of informal politicking along the Royal Canal. A “combination” of unknown individuals
cut an extensive breach near the town of Mullingar, depleting the line of water for at least five
miles. This was not the first time, however, that a “wicked conspiracy” had targeted this
particular section of the canal. According to the Freeman’s Journal, the spot was “well
calculated for letting the water off, without doing much injury to the country.” The implication
was clear: local residents had calculated the destruction with the twin goals of creating
employment opportunities while minimizing the damage to their own possessions. Less than a
month later, a combination of one hundred armed persons attacked a trade boat on the canal near
Mullingar, robbing it of provisions. Nearby, two hundred people gathered on a Sunday night
with the intent of destroying the embankments of the canal in two places. Strength in numbers
mattered. According to the Dublin Evening Post, only time prevented them from realizing their
aim. That same night another group successfully cut a section nearby and flooded the
countryside. The Post warned its readers that “the repeated attacks that have lately been made on
this important and useful line of communication” might impede not only trade but the transfer of
people as well. Yet these efforts to sabotage the waterway not only caught the attention of the
media; they worried the Irish executive in Dublin. Magistrate Thomas Shea of Westmeath
expressed suspicion that political motivations compelled the disturbances: “the many
depredations that are committed are done by persons that are not in actual want, but those who
have something to spare and…wish to inflame the public minds.” Soon after, Dublin Castle
received a call for military assistance in County Westmeath. In sum, the laboring classes, driven
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by the need for work, had assembled in numbers substantial enough to cut the Royal Canal in a
single evening—and alarmed the executive at Dublin Castle.56
As embankment destruction continued sporadically into the spring months, and
Ribbonism expanded throughout the north of Ireland, the politics of canalling, secret societies,
and Catholic nationalism began to merge as never before. In March of 1817, the Longford
assizes tried a case that, in hindsight, tied together the associational networks of the Carders and
Ribbonmen on the Royal Canal. The Reverend P. Skally, a Catholic priest, had been tried and
convicted for issuing a threatening letter to a man by the name of Patrick Dowling – who was
later killed – for turning information over to authorities. The priest rebuked Dowling for
violating the trust of his comrades and his community, and he challenged him to recall any
instance “of an informer to be let live long.” Furthermore, in a telling reference to criminal
activity along the Royal Canal, he asked: “Why did you not act like those Carders, who died
honorably in Mullingar and Longford?” This enquiry alluded to the convictions and subsequent
hangings of several Carders who, in 1816, murdered a witness who planned to testify against
them. Meanwhile, unbeknownst to those participating in the priest’s trial, another former Carder
– also by the name Dowling – gave information to Dublin Castle regarding the infrastructure and
activities of secret societies in Longford and Westmeath. This informant, Luke Dowling,
maintained that since the early 1810s, the Carders only “pretended” to express concern over
economic issues such as the price of land; by doing so, they masked their true intentions of
organizing “a system of rebellion to overthrow the government… [and] the established Religion
of the country.” They raided houses for arms to create stockpiles for an uprising. They often
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drilled at night under the military leadership of former militia officers. According to Dowling,
their system of organization “extended through the whole Kingdom.” Each county appointed a
delegate to the association, and those delegates met regularly and in various locations to create “a
general plan thro the whole Kingdom to be ready at the shortest notice to come forward in
support of their object whenever circumstances should become favorable to their purpose.” Most
extraordinarily, however, Luke Dowling claimed that over the past few years, members of the
group had split into factions, exiling or murdering each other—and that “the Carders have
changed their names to Ribbon men.” This testimony clearly suggested that the Ribbon societies
of the late 1810s built their infrastructure upon former secret societies in the canal counties of
Westmeath and Longford. Moreover, Luke Dowling identified the names of several active
Ribbonmen in 1817. Among these stood one William Geraghty, who had served time in the
Mullingar jail for “other crimes.” In the realm of Westmeath associational networks, Geraghty
linked Ribbonism with the embankment destruction of 1814, when one Thomas Geraghty had
been acquitted of sabotaging the Royal Canal near Mullingar. His acquittal, despite eye-witness
testimony and the expressed outrage of contemporaries over the verdict, further suggested
connections between the defendant and secret societies. By 1817, associational networks of
laborers appeared to have with local, regional, and national movements. From unnamed
individuals, to the Carders and the Ribbonmen, the politics of ordinary mid-landers overlapped
with a wide variety of networks and movements along the Royal Canal.57
For Ribbonism’s advance throughout Ulster and the midlands, see the DEP, 3 April, 12
April, and 17 April for the year 1817; Ibid., 25 March 1817; For executions in Mullingar and
Longford, see Delany, Royal Canal, 66; For a press clipping on the murderers in Longford, see
FJ, 16 March 1816; For Luke Dowling’s information, given in March 1818, see SOC 1953/42
(emphasis added); For the trial and acquittal of Thomas Geraghty, see the DEP, 20 August 1814;
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To be sure, historians risk fallacy by taking testimonies such as Luke Dowling’s at face
value. He may have provided information to Dublin Castle out of revenge. He may have even
prevaricated. Nevertheless, it is worth noting his contemporary perspective. At the very least,
Dowling told a story that he thought the authorities would accept. In this sense, such evidence
may tell us as much about what the working classes expected of the Irish executive. Yet the very
motivations and methods of informal politics contained in this source – retribution, sectarian
tensions, and evidence of kinship networks – echoed throughout the politics of laborers in
Ireland and the United States.
Between the summer of 1817 and autumn of 1818, while instances of embankment
sabotage waned, the assizes in several canal counties prosecuted suspects over the administration
of illegal Ribbon oaths. Transcripts from these cases suggest that the courts were growing
particularly concerned with Ribbonism’s religious connections and sectarian impulses. In County
Meath, where authorities noted alarmingly the increasing prevalence of Ribbon activities, five
suspects faced charges in April for swearing to defend the “true Religion” and to “execute
Heretics of every sect.” Four months later, in a trial involving alleged Ribbonmen and conspiracy
to murder, one witness testified as having sworn “to cut away Heretics, to buy nothing from a
Protestant shopkeeper, or save Protestants, men, women, or children; nor sit in company with an
Orangemen.” In County Longford, where authorities also noted the growing threat of Ribbonism,
six people were indicted for administering the Ribbon oath in the town of Granard—where local
“Ribbonmen.” See esp. SOC 2181/22; and SOC 2181/34. To be sure, Major Sirr’s informants
notoriously gave information to Dublin Castle implicating potential political uprisings, when
there may have been none afoot. Nevertheless, this document exposes significant connections
between canal “cutting” and Ribbon networks. And these loose, familial organizations were the
stuff of informal politicking in the midlands. In the United States, such networks became even
clearer (see chapters 4-7).
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legend remembered a notorious massacre of Irish insurgents during the final days of ‘98.
Throughout the Irish midlands and along the Royal Canal, threats of sectarian and national
violence loomed large.58
Contemporaries and scholars have long noted an increasing sense of sectarianism and
millenarianism during the late 1810s. According to Tom Garvin, Ribbonism emerged out of
Ulster’s Defender networks in response to an intensification of sectarian rhetoric coming from
Orange lodges, where many in the Protestant Ascendancy grew concerned that the rise of
Catholic influence in British politics meant the demise of their God-given right to rule. For the
midland counties of Westmeath, Roscommon, and Galway, James Donnelly has argued that
religious imagery featured prominently in the political mentalities of Irish laborers during the
late 1810s. Most significantly, the published prophecies of Charles Walmesley, more commonly
known as Signor Pastorini, predicted that a millenarian rising would commence in 1821 and end
with the expulsion of Protestantism from Ireland in 1825. From Galway, where the divinations of
Pastorini first seem to have disseminated, they spread into Munster and the midlands. In the
canal harbor town of Mullingar, even middle-class Catholics expressed fears of an imminent
uprising against church and state “in the year of twenty-five.” The working and peasant classes
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of Irish mid-landers certainly seem to have developed a sectarian notion of politics – one that
meshed neatly with the Ribbon networks that thrived there – during the late 1810s.59
Meanwhile, Dublin’s Ribbon organization coincided with more embankment sabotage. In
February, under the cover of night, fourteen “evil-minded persons” from County Kildare
destroyed a section of the Royal Canal near Moyvally on the Meath border—a section which had
been targeted twice before. One informant reported overhearing a suspicious conversation at a
public house: the “Kenall Belonging to the Government” was targeted, the suspects claimed,
because the state would be forced to pay for repairs. This time, however, the Royal Canal
Company refused to hire locals, and laborers from other counties finished the work. Yet this
policy gave informal politicians of the midlands time to expand their organization. Beginning in
July, “agitators” aggressively proselytized throughout the southern half of County Kildare,
See esp. Farrell, Rituals and Riots, 32-64; Garvin, “Defenders, Ribbonmen, and
Others,” 139-141; Donnelly, “Pastorini and Captain Rock,” 109 and 112; SOC 2079/12.
Meanwhile, in the borderland region of the Irish midlands, through which the Royal Canal
transported revolutionaries and their ideologies, Ribbon networks included Irish Protestants. As
the United Irishmen of the 1790s had been comprised of members professing multiple faiths,
Ribbon associations in the midlands admitted non-Catholics into their membership into the early
1820s. To be clear, most Ribbon oaths strictly prohibited the admission of Protestants, and
Catholic Ribbonmen often expressed suspicion of their Protestant counterparts. What is more,
the confessional beliefs of Protestant Ribbonmen could be very ambiguous, as the testimony
from a Ribbon trial in the Meath revealed: The defendant, Patrick Brady, “never was a Roman
Catholic, but was a Catholic, for he was a Christian of the Protestant Church, and Catholic was
not confined to Romanists; it meant universal—but he has said he was a Roman Catholic.”
Clearly, in the Irish midlands, some Ribbonmen wore religions like hats, interchanging them to
meet any occasion. Tom Garvin has acknowledged that Protestants not only took the Ribbon
oath, but they served in positions of leadership as well. Even according to Major Sirr’s spy
network, Ribbon lodges in Dublin accepted Protestant members through the early 1820s. In the
midland communities bordering the Royal Canal, Ribbon networks attracted Protestants and
Catholics alike. Testimonies of suspected Ribbonmen, such as William Wilson and Patrick
Brady, suggested that Protestants played key roles in the movement’s early years. See Patrick
Brady in DEP, 3 April 1817; William Wilson in DEP, 19 August 1817; Quote from DEP, 3
April 1817; Garvin, “Defenders, Ribbonmen, and Others,” 144; Sirr Papers, MS MF 108.2, 2
December 1821.
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administering Ribbon oaths to residents along the Grand Canal. One alarmed magistrate reported
to Dublin Castle that he expected “depredations” upon the canal to follow. They did not, but
hearsay of an imminent uprising did. In September, an informant from the village of Kilteel,
located on the Grand Canal less than a mile from the border with County Dublin, reported that
the working classes openly spoke of armed rebellion.60
While Ribbonism spread westward from Dublin, ominous rumors circulated further
during the summer of 1819, as the Royal Canal brought news from across Ireland and England.
One informant from County Kildare described the “present disposition of the people” as having
“the worst tendency, and that they are much encouraged by the accounts from Cork, and the
various meetings in England.” Likewise, a Kildare priest shared concerns that “vagabonds” from
other parts of the country were administering the Ribbon oath, and that the neighborhood grew
“much encouraged by the publick prints of England and the Emissarys from Meath and
Westmeath.” In Mullingar, Catholics such as yarn-inspector Charles Farrell, feared that the
“Ribbon Business” of his and neighboring counties would end disastrously, as the “’98
Business” had. Farrell also took note of Pastorini’s prophecies and their influences among the
laboring classes. Most “Catholicks of Ireland,” he continued, believed that there will be a “rising
in a few years” – a “Great Struggle” over “the Church and the State” – ending in “the year of
twenty-five.” By August, rumors spread from Dublin that seventy thousand well-armed
Catholics stood ready to rise up against the government. There was no use in going to work,
informants warned, because there would be “rebellion in a week.” One Protestant testified that
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the insurrection “against God’s people” was to begin in England and signal a Dublin rising. All
Roman Catholics, he declared, opposed the government and would fight to ensure that the Irish
“Parliament is to be brought back again.” Priests allegedly declared that their enemies “will be
soon all knocked to Hell.” Catholics employed by the state were told to join their “Countrymen”
and to be “ready when the dogs of the town begin to bark.” Then, they would destroy “all
Orangemen in Dublin.” Along the Grand Canal in County Kildare, Catholic laborers threatened
Protestant workmen: “They would have fine Fun in killing the protestants,” one informant
declared, and “not leave one of them alive.” Catholics were heard singing songs of religion and
rebellion. One party of men stated that they would “shoot the protestants like mice,” which
would have been easy because Kildare Protestants were so “few in the neighbourhood.” Ribbon
networks and their offshoot organizations, such as the Knights of Saint Patrick, issued
threatening letters in County Meath. And through the harvest season and into winter, Westmeath
magistrates wrote Dublin Castle with alarming news of nightly meetings and arms raids.
According to one Westmeath spy, who had infiltrated a meeting in December, the “Ribbon
Proceedings” revealed a well-organized and “very numerous” association, which had been called
together to provide the head of the lodge with an account of weapons and “good fighting men.”
The lodge tallied between fifty and one hundred men, each at the ready with pikes or firearms.
The head of the lodge expected an attack “in about a month,” when rebels throughout the
kingdom would commence by stopping the mail coaches—the precise signal used by the United
Irishmen to commence revolution in 1798. After a “massacre on all Protestants,” the informant
noted, the Ribbonmen hoped to “possess thereself of all there Rites that will enable them to
continue a ware against government.” Admittedly, some of these spies were merely telling the
executives at Dublin Castle what they wanted to hear. No rising occurred that year. Nonetheless,
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rumors of an organized, sectarian rebellion circulated like never before in 1819, and the canals of
Ireland had facilitated their spread.61
As the 1820s approached, threats of an imminent uprising combined with economic
hardships to spur the most devastating season of destruction in the history of the Royal Canal. In
County Westmeath during the month of December, less than five miles from the Longford
border, an unidentified gang cut a breach in the Royal Canal at Ballynacargy. Workers repaired
the line in January, only to see their efforts turned asunder within a fortnight. The following
month – for the fourth time in nine years – perpetrators targeted the embankment at Moyvally,
just a few miles south of the Meath border in County Kildare. When chief engineer Charles
Tarrant arrived to assess the damage, he found over one hundred locals busily making repairs,
expecting to be remunerated for their efforts. Suspecting foul play, however, Tarrant sent most
home, informing them that no one would be paid until he had taken down their names. Yet a
week later, with re-construction formally underway, Moyvally locals demanded higher wages,
declaring that “every man in the country must be employed and work as they please.” As usual,
their demands coincided with compulsory measures against “strangers.” Locals turned away
laborers from Dublin and Mullingar, often hurling stones at them. Anonymous individuals issued
threatening notices. Through March the sabotage continued, as unidentified gangs destroyed the
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embankment at Ballinea Bridge near Mullingar only a week after Saint Patrick’s Day. Nothing, it
seemed, could curb the hostilities that the laboring classes held for the Royal Canal.62
The Royal Canal Company certainly tried. They provided economic incentives and
increased the police presence. Company directors offered the free passage of seed potatoes from
Dublin to any place west of Coolnahay, about five miles west of Mullingar. They posted
broadsides in Dublin offering rewards of three hundred pounds for the testimony of anyone
willing to identify wrongdoers. Privately, the Royal Canal Company appealed to Dublin Castle
for military aid, claiming that embankments in Meath, Westmeath, and Longford had been cut
twelve times within the past sixteen months. Damages were not only expensive to repair, costing
upwards of eight hundred pounds; they threatened the growing market exchange between Dublin
and the Irish interior. Occasionally, these methods were effective. According to company
records, one informant’s testimony led to the convictions of three men for having cut the
embankment at Moyvally, and the criminals were given sentences of transportation for seven
years. More often, however, locals refused to cooperate. Ireland’s peasantry was not only
notoriously suspicious of English law, but they feared the more direct violence of retributive
justice as well. Chief engineer Tarrant recommended that the executive keep informants’ names
“a profound secret, as the state of the country is such that if it was known who the person was his
life would be endangered and the ends of justice defeated.” Despite their best efforts, neither the
Royal Canal Company nor local law enforcement appeared able to curb the wanton destruction. 63
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And then, in March, it suddenly stopped. A magistrate of County Meath serendipitously
discovered a cache of guns located in the town of Clonard, located less than five miles from
Moyvally on the Royal Canal. Even more noteworthy, he stumbled upon a paper entitled
“Questions and Answers.” It read:
Q: What is that?
A: The sign of the Cross.
Q: What is that in your hand?
A: A branch of green Laurell.
Q: Where did it grow?
A: In France.
Q: Where there?
A: In the Duke of Orleans garden.
Q: Where did you get your first command?
A: In the Duke of Orleans Castle.
Q: What was your first command?
A: To plant the tree of liberty in our Irish land the French Defenders to support our cause
and we like Irish heroes to put down their English law
Q: Are you concernd?
A: I am.
For the authorities, the document revealed links between Ribbon networks in Clonard and
Ireland’s revolutionary past. From the “green Laurell” sprouting in France to planting the “tree
of liberty” in Ireland – and the “sign of the Cross” empowering “Irish heroes” to put down
English law – the words echoed catechisms from the Defenders of the 1790s. At Clonard, during
the Rebellion of 1798, rebels from Wexford and Kildare experienced their first major defeat. The
document also provided further evidence that Irish mid-landers of the peasant and laboring
classes passed down oral histories of the rebellion, many of which remained vibrant well into the
twentieth century.64
For County Meath magistrate Tyrell’s correspondence with Dublin Castle, see SOC
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Meanwhile, about five miles south of the Royal Canal in County Kildare, Ribbon
networks intensified their activities. Smithies reportedly began manufacturing pikes in large
numbers. Companies of Ribbonmen trained in military formations by moonlight—exercises that
involved dozens of men armed with muskets, bayonets, pikes, and sticks. In one instance, under
the leadership of Sergeant James Brown – a veteran of “his Majesty’s Service” – a party of
Ribbonmen demanded to attack a Dragoon barracks on the Grand Canal. Only the sagacity of
their commander prevented them from following through with the deadly action. Magistrates
soon informed Dublin Castle of similar Ribbon activities throughout the midlands. By May, the
news was dire. Ribbon networks not only administered oaths; they appeared to be expanding and
coordinating their efforts. They planned simultaneous attacks upon the arsenal of Athlone in
County Westmeath, and upon the works at Shannonbridge in County Galway. Executives such as
Deputy Quarter Master General Colonel Brown warned that Ribbonism’s “secret foundation”
intended nothing less than the destruction of Protestantism in a national uprising. As one
informant wrote to Major Sirr, “I have received news from the country and it is in an alarming
state beyond a doubt.” Perhaps the informant was mistaken. Perhaps he exaggerated rumors or
even prevaricated to give the infamous spy master the information he wanted to hear. Whatever
the case, revolution did not come.65
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Instead, attacks upon strangers multiplied throughout canal counties during the summer
of 1820. In July, hundreds of laborers in County Kildare marched up and down the Grand Canal,
“throwing down the Houses of strangers beating some of them and ordering them to leave the
parish.” Others sent threatening letters to employers and intimidated workmen from Connacht
and King’s County. They flogged men in their homes. “Scarce a day passes without an outrage,”
reported one county magistrate to Dublin Castle. Nightly assemblages and the administration of
illegal oaths followed. According to one magistrate in the canal town of Naas, “this damnable
System of Ribbonism is extending itself most diffusely.” In August, Ribbon activities and attacks
upon “strangers” swung back north to communities near the Royal Canal. The Chief Magistrate
of Police in County Westmeath complained that in the “adjoining parts of Kildare several
atrocious acts have been lately committed especially against Connaught men who came for the
purpose of reaping the harvest.” Near the town of Kilbeggan, either Carders or Ribbonmen – the
informant could not distinguish – issued decrees against strangers, including one demanding that
“all those who are not of 100 years standing in the Parish must quit.” As far west as the River
Shannon, strangers in Westmeath faced retribution for taking jobs at lower wages. Magistrates
and men of property called out to Dublin Castle for military assistance. The Irish executive
desperately tried to keep order, extending the Peace Preservation Act to troubled baronies along
the Royal Canal. They sent out “incessant” nightly patrols. Nothing seemed to work. The
legislative and executive wings of the state were no match for the peasant judiciary. Only the
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conclusion of the harvest season and the onset of winter quelled the disturbances, when migrant
laborers returned home.66
As the year 1821 approached, prophecies and rumor fueled informal politics along the
Royal Canal. This year in particular made Protestants and Catholics alike quite anxious, because
many believed the millennium to be at hand. According to one dispatch sent to Dublin Castle, a
“universal” notion existed among the lower classes that the prophecy “commenced being
fulfilled in the year 1821 and is to end in the universal dissolution of all Protestant
establishments in 1825.” The Irish executive took these and other warnings seriously. Amidst
reports of increasing arms raids in Westmeath, including one against a detachment of soldiers,
the magistracy reached out to parish priests to help recover the weapons. They also stepped up
searches, recovering a large cache of gunpowder in one case. In towns such as Clonard,
magistrates sensed a growing anticipation among the peasantry. The “lower orders in this quarter
were never more ripe for mischief,” Major Donoghue wrote to Dublin Castle. Expressing
concern over their organizational abilities, he noted that “very few of the Male Inhabitants” had
not been sworn into their society, and he scarcely witnessed either drunkenness or rioting
amongst them. Even dispatches reporting “tranquility” contained a subtext that December of
1820 was merely the calm before the winter storm.67
For the destruction of strangers’ houses in July, see SOC 2178/14. (Emphasis in
original); For quote regarding daily outrages, see SOC 2178/13; For a letter from the Grand
Canal House regarding the malicious burning of a rick of hay in July at Robertstown, see SOC
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Westmeath Chief Magistrate of Police, see SOC 2181/9; For attacks upon strangers in Galway
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In fact, it was. On the night of December 29, with the new year approaching, a group of
unidentified persons cut a three hundred-yard gash in the Royal Canal at Moyvally, less than five
miles from Clonard. This time, the spade marks were visible. Again, hundreds of local residents
desperate for work showed up to repair the extensive damage. Again, they were sent home. In
fact, the Royal Canal Company entirely refused to hire laborers from Meath, Westmeath, or
Kildare. “Nothing could equal the hostility of the working classes in that neighbourhood against
the canal,” wrote chief engineer Charles Tarrant. Several of the local peasantry took possession
of the breach, declaring that “no strangers should be employed.” The company appealed to the
government for military protection, and on January 11 sixty infantrymen marched for Moyvally.
With fixed bayonets, they turned away an estimated three hundred fifty persons who had been
“endeavoring to prevent the Breach in the Bank of the Canal being repaired.” Those who
attempted to remain without permission were horse whipped. Into the month of February,
Tarrant maintained that “the evil spirit that pervades the People in that part of the Country” made
the continuation of military protection a “necessity.” And still, rumors abounded that the other
sections of the canal, including the Boyne Aqueduct, would be attacked. To compound matters,
workers hired to repair the canal struck for higher wages. Not until February 8 did newspapers
report that the Moyvally breach had been repaired. The spirit of combination appeared to be
advancing rapidly along the Royal Canal in the early days of 1821.68
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Meanwhile, Dublin Castle was awash with rumors and anxieties over an impending
Ribbon uprising. In the metropolis, blacksmiths were reportedly making pike heads and storing
them in hidden depots. One hundred thousand new members allegedly took the Ribbon oath in
February. Informants warned that Ribbon delegates were openly speaking of the lessons of 1798,
and that they had canceled the St. Patrick’s Day procession. “The whole country would be in
rebellion before Old May day,” a spy reported to Major Sirr. Even more stirring, rumors of a
visit by King George IV, a one-time supporter of Catholic Emancipation, spurred visions of
Seigneur Pastorini. “The king coming to Ireland,” noted one informant, “fulfills the prophecy.”
Indeed, the year 1821 began with an adrenaline rush of expectation and hearsay.69
The onset of this millennial year, as many plebeian Catholics saw it, also coincided with
a rise in labor unrest along the line of the canal. Ribbon networks intersected with combinations
of boatmen seeking to control the labor supply. Acting as rough trade unions, they turned out for
higher wages and sent threatening notices to anyone who failed to support their demands. As
early as February, the Royal Canal House received notice that “an alarming combination” at
Moyvally had “broken out among the Boatmen upon the navigation.” Along with the
embankment destruction, rumors of these illegal associations set the company to action. It
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established a permanent police force of six officers at the Moyvally Hotel. Chief engineer
Tarrant lobbied the executive for more help, arguing that the military detachment stationed there
remained “absolutely necessary” due to the “spirit still evinced by the People.” This “spirit,”
however, did not subside. Over the course of six weeks that spring, five boats were sunk or
burned as captains and employers resisted the combination’s demands.70
The unrest on the Royal Canal during the early months of 1821 provides us with another
opportunity to assess the reliability of state papers and informant accounts. These attacks
occurred just as workers from the Dalkey quarry began the first of several strikes in Dublin’s
Kingstown Harbour. State papers and the Dublin press reported on the activities of the strikers
similarly to how they did for suspected Ribbonmen. The workers on the quarry, however,
insisted in a written statement that they were not members of a combination. According to Colm
Breathnach, the Dalkey strikers “were at pains to emphasize their ‘respectability.’” Not so for the
canal boatmen. Neither in later testimonies nor in threatening notices did they accentuate their
“respectability.” On the contrary, these associations employed violence and intimidation with no
apparent effort to distance themselves from accusations of Ribbonism. Hence, Sirr’s informants
may not have been as prone to invention as some scholars have believed. As stated earlier, we
cannot take these documents at face value, but it would be foolhardy to ignore them.71
Returning to 1821, in July, Dublin Castle received word that insurgents were smuggling
pikes in coffins via the canal. In Mullingar, suspected Ribbonmen stole tools from poorlyguarded boats. They extended their methods of intimidation to ship carpenters, demanding that
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they not work for less than agreed-upon wages. They raided houses for arms in the open
daylight. And they threatened to destroy the property of anyone who refused to pay the
“prescribed Wages for the Repairs of their Boats.” The Royal Canal House issued a reward of
fifty pounds for testimony leading to the prosecution and conviction of the perpetrators. Yet no
one stepped forward. “The motive for destroying the boats is not apparent,” one trader informed
the company, “the people in charge pretend to be ignorant of the cause as well as the perpetrators
of these lawless proceedings.” It was clear that residents and boatmen had colluded. Samuel
Draper, the Secretary of the Royal Canal Company, lamented that a “complete and perfect
combination exists between the Boatmen and the Persons in the counties thro’ which the Canal
runs, namely Dublin, Kildare, Meath, Westmeath, and Longford.” Through November,
dispatches informed the Royal Canal Company that the ringleaders of the guilty party were
presumed to meet in public houses, but “the secret manner in which these men carry on their
proceedings and the terror that exists in the minds of such” prevented others from reporting on
them. By August, however, embankment sabotage and the violent methods of combinations
subsided all along the waterway.72
At least for the City of Dublin’s laboring classes, formal politics in August of 1821 meant
the anticipation of a royal visit and the hope of Catholic Emancipation. King George IV was
coming to Ireland. For the first time since the infamous defeat of James II at the Battle of the
Boyne, a member of the royal monarchy planned to visit the Emerald Isle. In fact, the king won
For the Dublin Ribbonmen’s intentions to await action until the Roman Catholic Bill,
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over the people of Dublin. When he arrived on the 12th, enthusiastic spectators thronged to catch
a glimpse of him. Catholics and Protestants made conspicuous displays of unity, as Dublin’s
Lord Mayor forbade Orange processions and the traditional decorating of King William’s statue.
During his three-week stay, as one historian described it, George IV “gave ample indication of
his friendliness, approachability, and generosity.” When he departed for England on September
3rd, he issued a public letter stating, “Whenever an opportunity offers, wherein I can serve
Ireland, I shall seize on it with eagerness.” The public responded so enthusiastically that Major
Sirr’s spies did “not fear, or apprehend, the smallest degree of revolt at the present, on account of
the social unanimity of understanding, that exists amongst Irishmen, by reason of the Hope that
they are inspired with, from the King’s Visit.”73
Alongside the prophecies of 1821, the king’s visit gave ordinary Irish Catholics a sense
of hope regarding Emancipation. In part, they founded their optimism upon the politics of
George IV when he was in his youth, when he had supported Catholic Emancipation—at least
before the Rebellion of 1798. The uprising put an end to such legislative efforts, but the issue
arose again during negotiations over the Act of Union in 1801. In large part, Ireland’s Catholic
clergy agreed to support the merger in exchange for Emancipation. To their chagrin, his father
George III refused to accept the compromise, and the measure failed. From a practical
perspective, Emancipation meant little for ordinary Catholics of Ireland. Statues prohibiting the
inheritance of land, owning a horse worth more than five pounds, organizing Catholic schools,
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and keeping more than two apprentices had all been lifted. In 1793, Catholics were admitted into
the military and permitted to receive promotions. In principle, however, the Penal Laws had
enshrined an unjust law and therefore created – in the words of Roy Foster – “a tension of
resentment born of enforced deference.” Indeed. In “the minds of the poor Roman Catholics,”
one spy from Dublin Castle wrote, “there never was a better opportunity to rise for the rights of
their religion.” King George IV brought new life to the struggle for Emancipation—for all of
Ireland’s Catholic classes.74
Yet others doubted the durability of this new-found bond between king and subject. For
one thing, contemporaries such as Lord Cloncurry remembered the royal visit as less of a
triumph and more as “a strange madness.” The Irish Tory, John Wilson Croker, echoed this
sentiment in his diary. “The people shouted,” he wrote. “The Irish, it seems do not know how to
hurrah or cheer; they have not had much practice in the expression of public joy.” Major Sirr’s
informants also expressed doubts that Dublin’s plebeian Catholics had suddenly found a deferent
affection for their king. Several weeks after the king’s departure, one spy wrote Dublin Castle to
describe “the state of the Irish mind.” Although the royal visit brought a great sense of adulation
from the public, the author feared that, “like the running stream of water when stoped [sic] a
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while, it will gather to a Head, and burst forth with more violence than it did before.” In another
dispatch, an informant acknowledged a political restlessness among the working classes. They
would consider it a “crime,” he wrote, “that could not be accounted for, to let any opportunity
pass, to regain their rights.” The words proved prescient. By November, disturbances and rumors
of insurrection had begun sweeping across Ireland again. As winter approached, the Irish
executive feared that the organizational aptitude of Ribbon networks had grown too powerful—
particularly along the line of the Royal Canal.75
No wonder. According to Major Sirr’s informants, the Ribbon delegation in Dublin
actively engaged in the politics of the boatmen on the Royal Canal. In one revealing exchange at
a November lodge meeting, a delegate named Hughes reported on the efforts of boatmen to “turn
out” for higher wages. The boat’s captain, a man named Duffey from Great Britain, refused to
accede to their demands. “No Damned Ribbon man should prevent him doing as he pleased,” the
captain was quoted, and he hired a group of porters to load the boat instead. Sadly but not
unexpectedly, the delegation agreed that Duffey was “to be injured” and the porters “carried out
of Dublin.” Ribbon lodges also distributed oaths and constitutions by means of the Royal Canal.
In one instance, a “sworn” Protestant Ribbonman who regularly rode the packet boat became
“suspected of selling the signs.” As with Captain Duffey, he was “to be done out.” In the town of
Mullingar, a community well-represented in national Ribbon meetings, combinations sought to
intimidate crews who resisted them. “The ribbon system is spreading so fast,” a Westmeath horse
contractor lamented, “that they only want for an excuse to attack the boatmen.” Determining how
Lord Cloncurry’s and John Wilson Croker’s quoted in O’Ferrall, Catholic
Emancipation, 1-2; For the “state of the Irish mind” and the opportunity “to regain their rights,”
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regularly the ribbon lodges of Dublin communicated with combinations of boatmen on the Royal
Canal is probably an historical impossibility. It remains clear, however, that with the onset of
winter in 1821, Ribbon leaders in Dublin considered the distressed waterway a going concern—
and they actively engaged in its politics. In November of 1821, the informal politics of plebeian
mid-landers meant the procurement of labor, religion, and possibly open rebellion.76
The winter of 1821-22 saw a multitude of disturbances for a multitude of reasons along
the Royal Canal. In part, this was due to a famine that followed the disastrous harvest of 1821
and ravaged the countryside, leading to widespread uprisings—the most notable being in County
Cork. It was also seasonal. For the fourth winter in a row, alarming “combinations” cut the
embankments of the Royal Canal. Likewise, rumors of an imminent uprising may have
contributed to the disturbances. In December, eighty thousand rebels in the counties surrounding
Dublin reportedly awaited orders to march. Another rumor had the “Ribbonmen” preparing for a
“grand push for liberty” on the night of St. Patrick’s Day. The insurgents allegedly planned to
steal rockets from Kilmainham and use them to signal all of the counties of Ireland. In the town
of Mullingar, one magistrate noted that the “disaffected” people of Westmeath were “anxiously
watching the course of events in the South,” and they would embrace “any favourable
opportunity for a general rising.” Pointedly, unfulfilled expectations resulting from the king’s
visit appear to have sparked a resurgence in Ribbonism. In County Meath, twenty-five
magistrates complained that illegal associations had infiltrated the parish of Rathcore and
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Rathmolion—situated less than five miles from Moyvally on the Royal Canal. “Ribbonmen”
there were printing “resolutions stating that they cannot better fulfill the intentions of His
Majesty’s gracious letter more effectually than by compelling the reduction of Tithes and Rents.”
Incidentally, this represented the first instance where demands over tithes and rents figured so
prominently along the Royal Canal, although they did not visibly relate to the informal politics of
embankment destruction or labor combinations. Nevertheless, illegal associations located near
the most notorious neighborhood along the Royal Canal identified their plight in the terms set
forth by George IV. In 1822, formal and informal politics intersected along the Royal Canal.77
Between January and March, “combinations” again beleaguered operations on the
waterway. The first signs of trouble commenced in January when boatmen struck again for
higher wages—despite the fact that they were better paid than any other laborers on public
works. A commission of traders complained to the Royal Canal Board of Directors: “As soon as
they accomplished the advance in wages the combinators have made other laws which they are
enforcing to the destruction of the company and of the boat owners.” Again, the “Ribbon”
combinations of boatmen differed significantly in their aims from the Dalkey quarry strikers of
the 1820s. Functioning very much as a proto-labor union, the Dalkey strikers sought better pay
and safer work conditions. The Ribbonmen had less to lose, and contemporaries often alluded to
this. “The trade has and is declining,” the commission of traders wrote, “and will be utterly
destroyed if protection is not immediately afforded.” The Royal Canal Company described the
In late December, a party of “deluded persons” ransacked houses along the Grand
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Rock,” 124; For 80k men ready to march, see Sirr Papers, MS MF 108.2, 3 December 1821; For
the St. Patrick’s Day revolt, see SOC 2365/5; For Mullingar’s residents’ attitudes, see SOC
2372/8; For the Ribbonmen’s dialogue with the King’s letter, see SOC 2367/5.
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boatmen as the “most determined systematic combination for the destruction of property that
ever existed.” These associations sought better wages and job opportunities. Even the Belfast
Newsletter reported that “in the counties of Dublin, Kildare, Meath, and Westmeath, alarming
combinations existed, whose object is to raise the price of wages.” Once more, the laboring
classes expressed a deep hostility “against the canal.”78
As combinations of boatmen frustrated traders, contractors, and the Royal Canal
Company, bands of “villains” again set out to destroy the embankments of the canal in 1822. On
the night of February 20, a group of unknown persons cut two breaches in the waterway near
Mullingar, one over a tunnel. Daybreak prevented them from realizing their ambitions. An
engineer for the Royal Canal Company estimated that had they succeeded in completing the
breach, they would have interrupted trade for several weeks. On the night of March 15, a group
of eight or nine men boarded a trade boat in Mullingar. They demanded shovels and threatened
the captain with his life if he did not cooperate. The tools in hand, all but four of them joined
another twenty unidentified persons at the embankment. The perpetrators targeted the same place
in the line where they, or others, had left their work incomplete in February. This time, they
finished their task. They made two efficient cuts, each four feet wide, and left a space of ten feet
between. Water from the canal poured over the uncut space, making the damage even worse. The
repairs took weeks to complete. The company responded by posting policemen in the vicinity for
several nights. They hired workers to buttress the oft-abused area of the canal around the tunnel.
They also maintained their policy of hiring laborers from outside of the midlands. As the
company saw it, “the Banks of the Canals are sometime cut by the workmen who wish to be
Delany, Royal Canal, 77, 79-80; Breathnach, “Dalkey Strikes,” 9-19; BNL, 12
February 1822.
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employed in repairing them.” Despite their presumptions and policies, however, the Royal Canal
Company could do little in the face of the combination. In May, around sixty armed men
assaulted a boat driver who presumably refused to join their association. He, and other drivers,
intentionally did not arm themselves, because they feared their weapons would be turned against
them. Per usual, locals refused to identify the men who, by now, appeared to have carte blanche
on the Royal Canal. As one horse contractor put it, the “ribbon system” left him with “no power
or control whatever over his drivers, as those that were correct and attentive were unmercifully
beat and turned off the canal, and those that remain do as they please.” The power of associations
in the laboring classes appeared to be ascendant during the spring of 1822.79
In fact, cracks were beginning to show in Ribbonism’s leadership infrastructure. Internal
divisions between the Ulster and Dublin headquarters led to open conflict in 1822. For several
years, a revolutionary infrastructure, one reliant upon the sworn boatmen of the Royal Canal, had
held together disparate wings of the organization. As a national uprising had failed to
materialize, however, frustrations and suspicions began to metastasize. As early as the summer
of 1821, prior to the royal visit, Ribbon contacts warned Dublin lodges of admitting “strangers”
into the inner circle while hinting at an inter-factional dispute. By January of 1822, delegates
from Ulster and Dublin vied for control over the direction of the movement. A meeting was
called at the end of the month “to put a stop to the Divisions.” One Ribbon delegate referred to as
“the chairman” entreated each member “to dispose his own Instinct and only to look to the public
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good.” He took the matter so seriously, that he swore to spend three hundred pounds to put an
end to the dispute. By early February, the Ulster faction emerged victorious. According to one
informant’s report, word went out to all the lodges: “nothing should take place in Dublin but
what springs from the North.” Compromise had apparently saved the organization from
disaster.80
But would the Ribbonmen be able to mount a new offensive? In April, delegates from
across Ireland met in Armagh to outline a proposition for revolution. Riding the momentum of
Pastorini’s prophecies and revolutionary movements abroad, they prepared for an uprising in the
spring or summer of 1822. “They’re expecting a revolution to breakout in France or Germany,”
one informant noted. “They are resting their hopes on it.” Another letter to Dublin Castle
claimed that “the Sistom [sic] and plans was never on a stronger footing as at the present.” And
still, no rising occurred. The fractures and in-fighting had taken a toll on the organization. “It is
generally thought,” one informant stated, “that this is the last plot or plan that they will ever be
able to organize in Ireland.” Indeed so. Dublin Castle had been planting spies within the
association’s inner circle for years. During the summer of 1822, Major Sirr acted decisively. An
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informant by the name of Michael Coffey, secretary to a national delegate, agreed to turn state’s
evidence. In August, numerous Ribbon suspects were arrested and placed for trial. Among those
indicted stood Michael Keenan, whose conviction in November sealed the fate of Ribbonism’s
organizational networks for the remainder of the 1820s.81
Nonetheless, in an unusual sequence of autumn attacks, “illegal combinations” along the
Royal Canal sprang into action. September began with labor strife. Boatmen struck for twelve
shillings per week, then settled for ten. Combinations, similar to those on the Royal Canal,
organized on the Grand Canal. “Rebels” took to the fields at night in County Kildare, exercising
in military fashion and assaulting those who refused to join them. Rumors circulated that more
embankments would be cut. They proved prescient. On the 20th, a group of unidentified persons
sabotaged the Royal Canal at Moyvally. Despite the company’s efforts to repair the damage
quickly, an assembly returned again to complete their destruction. They broke down dams and
cut a breach in the embankment so severely that the water swept away an “extensive part” of the
work. The Royal Canal Company again railed against the repeat offenses—that such outrages
had been “invariably perpetrated immediately about the same spot, and so atrocious a system
altogether prevails along the whole line of that canal that unless protected by military or police
posts the affairs of the company must go to ruin.” The following Sunday night, a large armed
party approached a packet-boat captain in Mullingar and threatened him to discharge his steerman. In his place, they ordered the captain to rehire a man whom he had discharged for “illconduct.” The press denounced the attacks. “It is a melancholy fact,” the conservative Westmeath
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Journal editorialized, “that illegal combinations of a most alarming nature have been organised
on the entire line of canal from Dublin to Richmond harbour—a distance of 71 miles!” In
October, a boatman named Denis Hare was indicted for assaulting a company employee named
William Newman. Hare blithely pled guilty. The “prisoner’s affectation of being sorry,” the
judge observed, “was mere policy.” He had already “gratified his vengeance.” In early
November, no less than one hundred men “from the northern part of the county” again sabotaged
the embankment of the Royal Canal at Mullingar. Again, the damage was extensive. This
incident, along with others throughout the year, cost the Royal Canal Company dearly. In patrols
alone, it paid over £1,000 pounds in 1822. And yet, combinations of unknown persons at
Moyvally and Mullingar had repeatedly demonstrated their ability to influence labor markets and
sabotage the canal with relative impunity.82
In actuality, November of 1822 marked the dénouement of Ribbonism’s national
organization. In Dublin, internal division had taken a toll. Following the arrest of Keenan and
other suspects in August, suspicions mounted. Spies infiltrated national meetings, and reports to
Dublin Castle indicated that members were resigning their posts or abandoning the organization
altogether. Other factors contributed to the downfall, however. Parliament passed the
Insurrection Act in February, suspending habeas corpus not only in most Munster counties, but
also in parts of Westmeath and Kildare. Likewise, the Catholic Church took a more public stance
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against agrarian violence. The Reverend James Doyle, P.P. of Kildare published his widelycirculated Pastoral Address to the Deluded and Illegal Associations of Ribbonmen, urging secret
societies to cease their illegal activities and to “wipe away…that foul stain which your conduct
has, to a certain extent already cast upon your Religion!” The year of 1822 also proved tragic, as
a partial famine ripped through the poorer sections of Connacht, Munster, and Leinster. William
Carleton, in the Black Prophet, recollected that in 1822 “the roads were literally black with
funerals.” Poverty and famine affected the midlands as well. In County Westmeath, a magistrate
by the name of John Lyons wrote to Mullingar in November: “The poor are very badly off for
employment and the scarcity of money renders it impossible for the farmer to procure the means
of payment to employ the Labourers.” During the summer, the government assisted famine-torn
regions in the southwest, where people had supported the Rockite movement in the early 1820s.
For residents of Westmeath, however, the government refused to provide aid—a fact the working
classes of the midlands deeply resented. One sarcastic Westmeath resident commented, “if they
had been as well behaved as they were in Munster, they probably would not have been left to
starve.” In fact, the decline of Ribbonism in Westmeath coincided with the famine and the
August arrests. The Irish economy rebounded the following year, but the national network of
Ribbon lodges did not.83
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In retrospect, the decline was precipitous—particularly along the Royal Canal. Dublin
Castle’s efforts had a crippling effect upon Ribbonism throughout the midlands. Not only did
authorities break up meetings and make arrests; boatmen’s strikes tapered off markedly after
1822, and the canal was sabotaged only three more times throughout the 1820s. No wonder.
Prior to the November trials of 1822, Ribbon networks utilized the canal as a communications
network. According to the testimony of one witness, “There was not a mile from the Broadstone
to Richmond Harbour along the line of the Royal Canal, on which he (prisoner) had not sworn
some one as a member of the society.” In 1823, there were a few last gasps of Ribbon-style
politicking, including the destruction of an embankment in Mullingar during the month of
February. By summer, however, it became clear that Ribbonism had lost its organizational
potency. When one suspected Ribbonman at the canal town of Ballymahon was asked if a
general rising would take place, he cautiously responded, “the rising would have taken place
before.” For the duration of the 1820s, organized Ribbonism either dispersed or went deeply
underground—and with it, rumors of an armed, national rebellion.84
This did not mean, however, that informal politicking along the Royal Canal entirely
declined after 1822. It merely transformed. Members of the working classes issued threatening
notices, went on arms raids, attacked strangers, and – notably – began burning down homes.
Contemporaries identified these methods with the “southern system” of agrarian violence.
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Interestingly, the Westmeath Journal in February of 1823 characterized the perpetrators who cut
the canal embankment as “incendiaries.” Arson, in particular, was the calling card of the
Rockites, the most widespread agrarian movement of the southwest in pre-Famine Ireland. The
Rockites had first emerged in Munster, but as Ribbonism declined in Counties Westmeath and
Longford, the “southern system” took its place. In 1823, Captain Rock came to the Irish
midlands.85
*****
The Rockite movement of 1821-24 originated in discontent over rack rents on Viscount
Courtenay’s Limerick estate. Along with the poor harvest in 1821 and the subsequent economic
crisis, the movement spread into Cork, Clare, Kerry, Kilkenny, and Tipperary. Political tensions
and Pastorini’s prophecies also fueled the movement, which occasionally united – or divided –
well-off farmers with laborers and the peasantry. Occasionally, Rockites staged open
insurrections, as they did in County Cork, at the Battle of Keimaneigh, early in 1822. There, five
hundred insurgents ultimately lost to army regulars, but not before demonstrating their ability to
employ formal military tactics. Yet Rockites were known by contemporaries for their informal
modes of violence: issuing threatening notices from “Captain Rock,” raiding for arms, assaulting
informants, intimidating tenants who took the lands of evictees, attacking tithe proctors,
combating the police, and above all, incendiarism. In fact, James S. Donnelly has described the
Rockites as “incendiaries par excellence.” Between the repressive measures of the Insurrection
Act in 1822 and the economic recovery of 1823, however, the movement waned. By 1825, the
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Rockite phenomenon of the southwest had run its course—but not before it had dramatically
altered the political landscape of pre-Famine Ireland.86
Rockite elements first appeared in County Westmeath in the autumn of 1822, coinciding
almost seamlessly with the demise of formal Ribbon networks. The first sign of a transition
occurred in September, when Sarah Fetherston H. and John O’Neil published a flyer entitled “A
Commencement of County of Limerick Outrages in the County of Westmeath.” The publication
entreated the sheriff, magistrates, and landholders to protect strangers who had been beaten and
left for dead within a mile from the nearest magistrate and less than six miles from Mullingar.
Admittedly, while the use of collective violence upon strangers was nothing new, only the title of
the flyer suggested a distinct, southern style of agrarianism. Even more significant was a dispatch
which Major Donoghue sent to Dublin Castle in late November. Referencing the recent
conviction of Michael Keenan, he wrote, “The recent blow up in Dublin seems to have inspired
the disaffected in this quarter with new vigour—all of the old signs and tokens ascertaining to
Ribbonism have been cancell’d and an entirely different code has been recently established.” A
few arms raids continued, as did attacks against the Royal Canal Company. Yet now, “a number
of persons disguised by being covered with straw” had made the assault. These overt references
to the “strawboys” of Munster further suggested that Ireland’s mid-landers had adopted new
methods of politicking, those associated with the Rockites of southwest Ireland.87
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In March of 1823, the metaphorical Captain Rock arrived in the western midlands.
Several “Banditti” attacked a legal process server. A tithe proctor was severely beaten. Houses
were burned. To be sure, many of the familiar agrarian modes continued. Unknown individuals
or associations went on arms raids. They issued threatening letters to new sub-tenants in County
Westmeath. They ordered middlemen to stop overcharging rents. They threatened farmers to
discharge laborers. In one particular case, collective violence backfired, when a party of some
twenty-five men threatened a farmer who had refused to discharge one of his employees. This
time, however, a neighborhood boy alerted Chief Magistrate John Lyons, who ran to the scene.
In his attempt to disarm the “misguided legislators,” Lyons inadvertently killed one of the party,
a man named Hugh Maher—whose death elicited retribution weeks later. Meanwhile, members
of the peasantry continued to adopt these distinctly newer methods of violence, particularly in
the western regions. Where arson had been virtually unheard of during the previous decade,
reports suddenly noted the torching of several houses in a single night. In April, unidentified
individuals issued a threatening notice to new tenants on the estate of Ralph Smyth. When the
tenants did not leave, they set fire to their house, barn, and stable to the ground. A mysterious
group burned the house of a publican named Coffee the night before the spring assizes. Later that
month, a house in the barony of Kilkenny West was burned. In the spring of 1823, Rockiteinspired arson posed the latest and greatest threat to County Westmeath’s magistracy.88
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County authorities quickly recognized that a new manner of agrarian violence was afoot.
Major Donoghue wrote Dublin Castle that criminal activities “seem every day getting worse and
worse, more especially in the vicinity of Mullingar where the Southern System prevails to a great
extent.” The Westmeath Journal labeled the rise in criminality as an “Alarming Progress of the
Whiteboy Spirit” and warned its conservative subscriber base that the “pernicious spirit which
has devastated [the] South is spreading in the county.” Admittedly, the press continued to
associate occasional outrages with “Ribbonmen.” In at least one editorial, an author found the
violence that raged through Westmeath to have been “consonant with ribbonism.” And yet, the
press reported less frequently on the Ribbon system in Westmeath, just as it increasingly
represented outrages in the midlands as “southern.” By autumn of 1823, a headline from the
Westmeath Journal loudly confirmed this transformation: “CAPTAIN ROCK IN
WESTMEATH”—and with the elusive “captain” came a new and distinct form of politicking.89
The rise of violent activities during the spring of 1823 compelled authorities to seek
executive solutions. In Westmeath, the magistracy discussed how to respond to the recent spike
in violence. Few advocated an immediate implementation of the Insurrection Act. Rather, they
preferred less draconian measures, distinct from those adopted in the southwest. Some placed
their faith in the character of the county leadership. Following the death of Hugh Maher, the
Westmeath Journal blustered, “had Munster been gifted with a few such Magistrates in each of
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her counties…it would have saved much of the blood and treasure which have been lost, vainly
endeavoring to reclaim that ill-fated province.” John Lyons, the magistrate who had killed
Maher, believed that the peasantry were “fully organized and ready at any favourable
opportunity to rise out in a body.” Yet he advocated an approach that would discourage
corruption and encourage rationality: “Nothing in my humble opinion would tend more to render
the county & Country peaceable than a thorough revision of the list of Magistrates and a
selection being made of those & those only who are cool, active, impartial, & intrepid.” He
proposed expanding the police force, one led by the magistracy but appointed by outsiders.
Others echoed his concerns. In April, several county officials held a meeting in Mullingar and
agreed to postpone any request for the Insurrection Act until the next session of Parliament, due
to widely-held expectations that the law would be amended. For the time being, Westmeath’s
ruling elite had opted for a more cautious response to Captain Rock’s advance.90
Despite such magisterial restraint, in early May, assemblies of the working classes
gathered to exact vengeance over the death of the Rockite Hugh Maher. A large party of
“misguided wretches,” the Westmeath Journal noted, paraded through the streets of Mullingar at
night, beating those “who, as they termed it, ‘could not say their prayers.’” According to the
Journal, those not a part of their “diabolical society” were targeted. The crowd, meanwhile,
sought out one “particularly obnoxious” man, because he had publicly displayed a sign board
adorned with John Lyons’ family crest. They assaulted and beat him – tragically but
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unsurprisingly – and smashed the windows of his house. As for the sign board, they “shivered” it
“to atoms.”91
This episode briefly exposed the adaptability of plebeian mid-landers during the 1820s.
While Ribbon and Rockite modes of violence differed, their supporters did not necessarily.
Given the manner in which Rockite violence replaced Ribbonism following the breakup of
formal networks, rank and file members simply shifted their allegiances. Beginning with the
Carders, then the Ribbonmen, and then the Rockites, ordinary mid-landers resisted oppression –
whether it came from wealthy farmers, rack-renters, the Royal Canal Company, the Irish
executive, or the British army – even as circumstances forced them to adapt. To be clear,
“Ribbon” associations continued to engage in informal politics even after the dismantling of the
national lodge structure. Intermittently throughout the remainder of the 1820s, and then again
resurgently in the early 1830s, state sources and conservative newspapers referenced “Ribbon”
activities in the Irish midlands. All the while, communities along the Royal Canal held political
grievances against local and government oppression so potent, that they adopted whatever
prevailing system of agitation dominated at the time.92
Returning to the line of the canal during the summer of 1823, Rockite methods of
collective violence spread into the counties of Longford and Meath. In May, about thirty men
dressed uniformly in grey frock coats set fire to “two comfortable farm houses” near the
community of Kilcock, situated right along the Royal Canal. Apparently, the party intended to
murder one of the farmers, but he had been away at the time of the attack. Moreover, the
WJ, 1 and 8 May 1823. Oddly enough, the Westmeath Journal styled the “misguided
wretches” as a band of “Ribbonmen.”
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arsonists were all “strangers” and therefore unidentifiable. No prosecutions followed. In County
Longford, three men – later recognized and indicted – audaciously burned the mill of Joseph
Morgan Daly Esq. of Castle Daly. In typical Rockite fashion, they transported hot coals in a
coffee pot and set fire to the mill’s thatched roof. One man later testified that he and another
suspect had been coerced, at the point of a pistol, to take an oath and assist in the mill’s
destruction. He also claimed that the perpetrators spoke of a “great many plans to murder
gentlemen in the neighbourhood,” and that they would not cease until they forced “every bloody
heretic,” including Daly, “out of the country.” In June, near the town of Longford, a group of
unknown individuals threatened death to a tenant who had settled on the land of an evictee, and
punitively destroyed five acres of his potatoes. On another occasion, a party set fire to a dwelling
house one night. Again, no one stepped forward to identify the perpetrators. In July, Dublin
Castle received a dispatch from the canal town of Ballymahon. A “respectable inhabitant” of the
town complained that every week, a gang of “deluded” individuals attacked the homes of several
men, “particularly where any of them have lately taken ground.” In any event, July signaled the
high water mark for Rockite violence along the Royal Canal.93
With summer drawing to an end, the violent politicking that had characterized so many
communities in canal counties appeared to wane. Even in the southwest, state enforcement of the
Insurrection and Tithe Composition Acts of 1823 began to rein-in Captain Rock’s notorious
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agrarianism. What is more, across southern Ulster and the midlands, the so-called “Second
Reformation” – where Protestant evangelicals proselytized to Catholics on behalf of the state
church – reached new heights. In the midlands, the elite and professional classes waxed
sanguine. In July, the Westmeath Journal declared that, despite a “passing cloud” of danger that
had threatened in the spring, the county could still revel in the summer “sunshine” of tranquility.
Westmeath had escaped the terrors that gripped the south. The paper’s confidence appeared well
founded. With the arrival of the 93rd Highland Regiment, arms raids had resulted in numerous
confiscations, and the town of Mullingar enjoyed a relative calm. Chief Magistrate Donoghue
reported to Dublin Castle that, “although the lower classes have for some time past been a good
deal agitated by rumours industriously circulated seemingly with a mischievous intention,” he
did not expect “any attempt at insurrection…provided the capital kept tranquil.” His words
evinced a practical understanding of Westmeath’s laboring classes. By August, Major Donoghue
had called for a reduction in the police force and declared the county not only “extremely
tranquil,” but “likely to continue so” as well.94
Instead, all hell broke loose. Since July, the 93rd Highlanders, stationed at Mullingar, had
conducted arms raids throughout the county. Numerous unknown persons, in response, assailed
five or six members of the regiment over the course of several weeks. Sometime in the latter
days of August, three soldiers of the 93rd Highlanders struck back, assaulting “a countryman” in
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the vicinity of Mullingar. The action did not go unnoticed, and gang of “ruffians” soon after
retaliated. On the first Thursday of September, they attacked and beat a soldier of the regiment.
The perpetrators were quickly identified and sent to jail. Their incarceration, however, did not
satisfy the retributive impulses of the Highlanders. The following morning, Chief Magistrate
Lyons approached the barracks in an effort to ameliorate the regiment’s concerns. They refused
him admittance, however, and shouted insults. A multitude of residents gathered outside, which
in turn brought jeers from the regiment. One soldier kicked a football into the crowd.
Nevertheless, both sides kept cool. That night, however, around eight o’clock, the 93rd
Highlanders abandoned all composure and military discipline. Between sixty and eighty soldiers
rushed from their barracks “in the most outrageous and terrific manner, armed with swords,
bayonets, bludgeons, and stones, and uttering the most hideous yells as they passed through the
streets.” They indiscriminately attacked townspeople along the streets, including an elderly man
whom they stabbed with a bayonet. They attacked “respectable shopkeepers.” They ransacked
stores and smashed out windows, including one where the Westmeath Journal’s press was
located. In short, the 93rd Highlanders rioted.95
The regiment exited Mullingar a few weeks later, but not before the local magistracy and
military held a revealing inquest. During the proceedings, several witnesses gave testimony
which, according to the editor of the Westmeath Journal, would make readers “blush” if they
were allowed to read it. Several other witnesses, however, were ignored, and the compensation
promised by the regimental command never came. The inquest eventually charged two of the
soldiers with criminal intent, but the prosecution dropped the case, arguing that it was unfair to
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punish two men on behalf of seventy. More significantly, testimony revealed that “the dislike
entertained by the Inhabitants of the town to the military” dated back to 1809. And while no
explanation for that particular year followed, it is worth noting in hindsight that the Royal Canal
was still under construction in 1809 between Mullingar and Coolnahay, about a six-mile stretch.
In autumn of 1823, such resentments apparently still influenced the memories of Irish midlanders on the Royal Canal.96
If Mullingar’s laboring classes condemned the military for its use of force, the British
state by 1823 had reciprocated. In February 1822, the Insurrection Act had become law. For
those counties and locations where the act was in force, the law suspended habeas corpus until
the first of August—marking the first of many instances where the government employed this
tactic in its effort to quash agrarian violence during the nineteenth century. Parliament renewed
the Insurrection Act in July and then passed the Constabulary Act in August. This legislation
established police forces in each county and placed them under the control of Dublin Castle. In
so doing, the government footed half the bill, while leaving local operations under the control of
magistrates. Meanwhile, the measure incensed some Protestants in the North, who resented state
interference with the locally-controlled judicial system. Yet plebeian Catholics hardly overcame
their centuries-old suspicions of the law. In the years that followed, Ireland’s working classes,
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Catholic and Protestant, viewed the state with misgiving and animosity. With the passing of
these acts, the British state invested itself more deeply into the affairs of ordinary Irish men and
women than ever before.97
If Parliament attempted to restrain the violent politics of Irish plebeians through
legislative efforts, evangelicals aspired to win the souls of working-class Catholics. During the
first two decades of the nineteenth century, in response to the moral depredations they associated
with Catholic France’s revolution, Protestant revivalists throughout the Atlantic World
aggressively attempted to remake society in God’s image. They emphasized individual salvation,
moral and political conservatism, and in Ireland, a devotion to the Bible. Where evangelists
fashioned a so-called “Second Great Awakening” in North America, missionaries sought a
Second Reformation in Ireland. Organizations such as the Hibernian Bible Society and the
Kildare Place Society sprung up across Ireland in the 1810s. The following decade, Irishspeaking Protestants traveled throughout the countryside, drawing large crowds, as they
promoted the virtues of Bible reading. Particularly in County Cavan and Limerick, the publicity
generated by the effort sharpened sectarian tensions. The Catholic clergy, in turn, denounced the
societies and discouraged their flocks from reading the Bible—in English or Irish. As political
rhetoric adopted increasingly sectarian tones in the public sphere, the Second Reformation
became a political battlefield. Ordinary Irish people increasingly viewed their collective strife in
the terms of a confessional battle for the souls of Catholics.
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In the autumn of 1823, the Second Reformation reached the Irish midlands. In County
Longford, the Reverend Mr. Ford of the established church announced services in the Irish
language to be delivered in mid-October. The Westmeath Journal boasted that “vast crowds”
gathered for the outdoor event, despite a steady rainfall, and listened to Reverend Ford’s homily
with the “greatest attention and delight.” The successful service encouraged other Protestant
mid-landers to promote similar events. In Mullingar, with memories of the 93rd Highlanders still
burning, local Protestants expressed an urgent need to promote the Holy Scriptures. On October
16, they placed an advertisement in the Journal, with the intent of establishing the county’s first
Bible society. Despite such efforts, however, Protestant evangelism did not do much more than
arouse the curiosities of Catholics in either Westmeath or Longford. To be sure, Protestant
ministers proselytized and even delivered a series of controversial sermons in the Town of
Ballymahon, apparently “well attended by Roman Catholics,” as late as 1827. Ministers of a
variety of denominations increasingly regarded their conversion efforts to have been in
cooperation, rather than competition, with other Protestant clergymen. Along the lines of the
Royal Canal, however, they rarely succeeded. After the autumn of 1823, Ireland’s Second
Reformation gained little traction in the midlands. ”98
Meanwhile, informal politicians along the Royal Canal resumed their agitation. Yet the
collective action of this season differed markedly from the previous autumn. In October, twenty
“insurgents” from the midlands sought to drive a gang of Connacht strangers from Killucan, a
town situated in County Westmeath along the Royal Canal. This time, about a dozen
“Connaughtmen” expected the onslaught, and “rushed out instantly in their shirts armed with
For the Revd. Ford’s Longford sermon and the advertisement for Westmeath’s Bible
Society, see WJ, 16 October 1823; Quote in Whelan, Bible War, 228.
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such weapons as they could find.” In a reversal of fortune – and in a manner that foreshadowed
later confrontations in the United States – the band of strangers “completely routed” their
attackers. Nearby, suspected Rockites maimed animals and burned houses. They cut the ears
from two horses belonging to a farmer and hung a threatening notice around of one of the poor
animal’s neck, demanding that the farmer “quit” the residence, or “his house and all in it would
be burned.” Further west, perpetrators robbed a tenant for arms, punitively sheared his sheep, and
then set fire to his house. Near Mullingar, a well-armed party of fifty to sixty men threatened
land caretakers who had occupied a recently-vacated farm. One unfortunate man stood up to the
party, and in turn was beaten nearly to death. Afterwards, the unidentified party burned their
house “to ashes” and then left the scene, firing “several shots in exultation.” And on the night of
October 27, unknown individuals attacked the Parish Church of Leney, just a few miles
northwest of Mullingar, and smashed its windows to shards. This marked County Westmeath’s
first documented case of sectarian iconoclasm. By the autumn of 1823, plebeian politicians along
the line of the Royal Canal had violently entered into the fray of Ireland’s Bible War.99
The resurgence of violent collective action in Westmeath notwithstanding, the Rockite
movement had reached its apex by the winter of 1823. An agricultural rebound during the early
months of 1824 had a notable impact on crushing the Rockite violence. Many of the comfortable
farmers who made common cause with the laboring classes withdrew their support when their
material conditions improved. By the summer of 1824, most Rockites either ceased in their
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participation or resorted to thievery. The state’s repressive measures, furthermore, took a toll on
the movement. Following the Insurrection Act of 1822, Dublin Castle cracked down hard upon
convicted Rockites. In all, the state transported roughly six hundred prisoners and executed
another one hundred. Throughout this process, the willingness of informants to turn evidence had
a demoralizing effect upon the movement, as it became exceedingly difficult for members to
trust one another. And the anticipation of Pastorini’s prophecies sapped the political energies of
laborers and peasants as quickly as it had given it. To be sure, the peasantry of Ireland’s
midlands continued to adopt Rockite methods, but the regional agrarian movement that had
frustrated Dublin Castle for several years – and burst so dramatically into County Westmeath
only a year earlier – declined precipitously. In short, by the winter of 1823-24, informal politics
in the Irish midlands had already taken a turn.100
*****
Between 1815 and 1823, politics took on a variety of forms for mid-landers of the
working classes. Living in poverty and disenfranchised from electoral matters, their conceptions
of power differed markedly from the aristocracy and even middle-class Catholics. For those
unknown individuals who continually sabotaged the Royal Canal, as well as those “Ribbon”
boatmen who attempted to control the labor market, reliable employment and better wages
motivated them. In fact, among all local concerns, work mattered most. From broader regional or
national perspectives, their social and political status as Catholics mattered most. Ribbon
networks in particular organized to defend Catholicism in Ireland. Their catechisms and oaths
testified to this. To be sure, Ribbon delegations hoped to foment a national uprising, and some
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Protestants participated in their designs, but the increase in sectarianism and iconoclasm during
the early 1820s suggested that religious conflict mattered most. Their methods often included
violence. Without the right to vote, secretive associations along the Royal Canal projected
influence and power through intimidation and physical force. On multiple occasions, they
destroyed sections of the canal itself. They raided houses for arms, issued threatening notices,
assaulted adversaries, and sometimes even committed murder. When Rockite networks arrived in
County Westmeath, they began employing incendiarism as a tactic to exert power. Even those
residents not directly involved in violence supported their neighbors by ignoring rewards and
refusing to cooperate with authorities. They shared information through rumor and gossip, which
boatmen in turn passed along the line. Most importantly, however, the informal politicians of the
midlands rarely attempted to project power or influence without a clear numerical superiority.
Hundreds of laborers and peasants cut worked together to cut the canal. When Ribbonmen or
Rockites visited a farmer with demands, they outnumbered their adversaries by wide margins.
Culturally, their historic denial and exclusion from the polity reinforced the illegitimacy of a
minority government. As one informant put it to Major Sirr:
The Poorest man in the Country consider themselves from Noble familys [sic]
that have been deprived of their propertys [sic]…. These sentiments are imbibed,
from Irish History, their own approved authors, and from their family traditions,
which they rely on, more than all the writings that could be produced.101
For the laboring classes, the majority was meant to rule.
*****
Meanwhile, with winter approaching, collective violence ceased along the Royal Canal,
and for the first time since the waterway’s construction, tranquility prevailed. For nearly a year,
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no one reported embankment sabotage or the intimidation of boatmen. Despite a rather severe
winter, the midlands remained relatively crime-free. In fact, the year 1823 had been so still and
prosperous, that in early October, a court of inquiry in County Longford enthusiastically
approved of an extension that would take the Royal Canal to the county’s capital. In December,
the Board of Directors proudly reported that a “present happy tranquility” pervaded the
midlands. The peaceful trend continued into 1824. In February, the Constabulary expressed
delight at the present state of peace. Major Donoghue reported that with minor exceptions on the
Longford border, the County of Westmeath was overall “very tranquil.” Neither Ribbon nor
Rockite-styled violence ensued. As the spring of 1824 approached, collective action in Ireland’s
midlands appeared to be on the wane. Serenity prevailed.102
In fact, as ordinary Catholics along the Royal Canal disengaged from their familiar,
violent modes of politicking during the winter of 1823-24, a new form of national politics was
emerging in Daniel O’Connell’s Catholic Association. Where politically active peasants of the
Irish midlands once had the choice of taking a Ribbon oath or joining a band of Rockites, they
soon had the option to adopt more formal, non-violent outlets of the Catholic Association for
expressing their grievances collectively. Irish politics would never be the same.
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CHAPTER TWO
INTO THE REALM OF FORMAL POLITICS: GETTING
A POLITICAL EDUCATION, 1824-1826

By the winter of 1823, while the Rockites were reaching the apex of their power, the
Catholic Association struggled to energize support for the cause of Emancipation. In May,
Catholic barristers Daniel O’Connell and Richard Lalor Sheil had joined forces to create a new
political organization dedicated to promoting reform through legal, constitutional means. It had
been an attempt to overcome the in-fighting, suspicion, and disagreements that had beset Irish
Catholics in the so-called “veto controversy” – a struggle over whether or not Westminster
should be permitted a “veto” in clerical appointments. Compromise came slowly, however, as
members of the new association lacked the energy and cohesion necessary to propel the
movement. By the year’s end, the Chief Secretary of Ireland, Henry Goulburn, was writing to
Robert Peel that the Association stood on the brink of failure. As Sheil put it, they had failed “to
kindle the smouldering passions of an infuriated and oppressed people.” Desperate times called
for drastic measures.103
Early in 1824, Daniel O’Connell proposed such a measure. On February 14, he
announced a plan to offer subscription memberships to anyone who wished to join the
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Association. He called it the Catholic Rent. For a mere penny per month, even the very poor
could subscribe, thus becoming “associate members.” It proved to be a stroke of genius. Not only
did it broaden support for the political movement; it offered a formal mechanism for the laboring
classes to express their grievances. The Rent, as O’Connell advertised, aimed at rectifying
practical issues that mattered most to peasant men and women: offering educational
opportunities for children, providing legal compensation for victims of Orange crimes, and
forwarding petitions to local and national governments. Rent collection also mobilized the
professional classes, already incensed over increased payments promulgated in the Tithe
Composition Act of 1823, who were primarily responsible for its organization in towns and the
countryside. It funded allies in the liberal press, something which brought cohesion to the
national movement and simultaneously angered conservatives. In consequence of the widespread
agrarian violence of the early 1820s, ultra-Protestant newspapers, such as the Warder, frequently
shrieked that the Rent risked provoking “a barbarous and bigoted peasantry” to further levels of
violence. The increased pitch of sectarian attacks and evangelism of the Second Reformation,
along with assurances that a portion of the Rent would go to priests in North America, eventually
prompted Catholic clergymen to assist in the Rent’s collection. Early supporters, such as Bishop
Doyle of Kildare, applauded the measure – particularly as a mechanism by which to compete
with evangelical Bible societies – and encouraged priests to organize subscriptions in the
countryside.104 In sum, the Catholic Rent helped to build a new political infrastructure, whereby
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a growing “nation” of Catholic Irish men and women could agitate together non-violently and
constitutionally—a sentiment captured in one popular, contemporary song:
One penny each month, is your just due,
Collected by some faithful brother
Then why should Patrick’s friends refuse
In this grand plan to assist each other.105
The Rent succeeded beyond its supporters’ wildest expectations. In 1824 alone, the
Association collected a total of £7,573 from across the Emerald Isle. In September, weekly
donations averaged £400. By November, the foremost exceeded £1,000. There was an important
regional dimension to support for the Catholic Association. Munster and Leinster boasted the
highest contributions at £3,364 and £3,254. Connacht and Ulster gave £509 and £446
respectively. Beginning in the towns, then moving into the parishes, and then into the
countryside, the Association’s collection infrastructure maximized the numerical prowess of
Catholics despite their overwhelming financial distresses.106
Yet O’Connell’s real genius – his ability to muster the support of Ireland’s peasant and
working classes – lay in his understanding of popular political mentalities. He appreciated that
most poor and laboring people saw “politics” in terms of local grievances: the availability of
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work and access to justice. “The truth is,” O’Connell observed, “that it is of local grievances, of
peculiar hardships the peasantry have to complain.” In private, “the Counsellor,” as he was
affectionately known for taking legal cases in defense of indicted peasants, frequently poured
over “grievance letters” from the public—letters which, according to Fergus O’Ferrall, expected
rectification for their protests “in return for rent subscriptions.” In public, he appealed to the
predominant Gaelic folkways of the countryside. He addressed crowds in the Irish language,
sharing stories and telling jokes. He flattered his audiences repeatedly by referring to them as the
“finest peasantry in the world.” Perhaps most importantly, he appealed to those long-held notions
of disenfranchisement and injustice. The Rent promised to “restore,” in the words of O’Connell,
the “ancient rights” of Irish Catholics. In Irish folklore, O’Connell’s appreciation of the laboring
classes’ local and national grievances endeared him to the public and made him into a largerthan-life figure – a “hero” – in his own time.107
Meanwhile, O’Connell’s allies in the liberal press relished their new-found financial
support from the Catholic Association. Newspapers such as the Dublin Morning Register, the
popular and accessible Dublin Weekly Register, and the Catholic Association’s “declared
gazette” the Dublin Evening Post, brought local issues to national audiences. The Association
also funded pamphlets, journals, posters, and placards. They even promoted the circulation of
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ballads and songs sympathetic to Emancipation. By politicizing the day to day concerns of
ordinary Irish people, and linking them to the cause of emancipation, O’Connell attracted a new
and enthusiastic, if underappreciated, class of supporters in 1824.108
In this chapter, I explore what “politics” meant to ordinary mid-landers between 1824 and
1826. During these critical years, individuals such as Daniel O’Connell and Thomas Wyse
recognized nationally what peasants and plebeian Catholics along the Royal Canal had known
locally for decades—that their strength lay in numbers. In the arena of electoral politics, the
Catholic Association tapped into that source of strength in novel ways: mobilizing the peasantry
to raise funds and calling upon them to cast votes for Emancipation candidates. For the working
classes, their motives and methods for acquiring meaningful forms of power changed visibly
during this period. This was most evident at the national level. For instance, between 1824 and
1825, residents living in counties bordering the Royal Canal made contributions to the Rent in
excess of £1,900. During the parliamentary election of 1826, for the first time in the history of
Irish elections under the Act of Union, Catholic freeholders voted against the interests of their
landlords. Rumors and prophecies, in part, gave way to printed materials. Never before had
ordinary men and women accessed the formal structures of power so directly, and never before
had they joined forces so peacefully to rise above their status as second-class citizens. To be Irish
and Catholic mattered. Yet locally, many of their motivations remained the same. Employment
still mattered, as did rents and evictions. And for those disenfranchised members of the laboring
classes, nocturnal violence and intimidation continued to characterize their methods of
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politicking—to the point, at times, where the formal and informal realms blended together
almost indistinguishably.109
As before, a relative lack of evidence has compelled me to study the politics of the
working classes produced by the state or other elite institutions. I have continued to rely heavily
upon correspondence with Dublin Castle, as well as conservative newspapers such as the
Westmeath Journal. Fortunately, for the period of 1824 to 1826, I have also had access to voices
more representative, or at least more sympathetic, to Catholics of the laboring classes.
Occasionally, the State of the Country Papers included printed documents, such as pamphlets or
flyers, distributed by the Catholic Association. Liberal newspapers such as the Dublin Evening
Post and the Dublin Morning Register began publishing editions favorable to O’Connell and the
Emancipationist cause in 1824 and thereafter. In the case of electoral politics, literary sources
such as William Carleton’s “An Election in the Time of the Forties” offer distinct, contemporary
perspectives from the author best-known for his Traits and Stories of the Irish Peasantry. It is
towards the peasant and working classes of the Irish midlands that this chapter now turns.
*****
In communities that bordered the Royal Canal, it did not take long for the working
classes to respond to O’Connell’s national organization. In February, barely three weeks
following the inauguration of the Catholic Rent, rumors of a dissolved Parliament began to
circulate. An election was coming to Mullingar. In light of O’Connell and Sheil’s successful
contestation of the previous year’s election in Dublin, conservatives grew restless. The editor of
the Westmeath Journal outlined threats posed by priests and forty shilling freeholders. “In every
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contested Election in Ireland,” he noted, “there is a marked contrast between the management
and arrangement displayed by the Roman Catholic party, and that observable on the side of the
Constitutional.” Naturally, those differences suggested “faction” and “sedition” for the former,
and “rank, wealth, and respectability” for the latter. Locally, conservatives had little reason to be
concerned, since candidate Robert Smyth ran unopposed, and Major Donoghue praised the
county for its “tranquility.” Nevertheless, armed parties were increasingly reported assembling
by night on the Westmeath-Longford border. When Election Day arrived on March 5,
Westmeath’s working classes took to the streets of Mullingar. According to Captain J. Leech of
the First Royal Veteran’s Battalion, whom Magistrate Lyons had called upon to bring order to
the electoral contest, a “large assembly of unruly persons” exhibited “strong symptoms of
tumult.” Only with the assistance of the military were local authorities able to make arrests and
disperse the crowd.110
Historically, Ireland’s peasants and laborers had had little influence upon the outcome of
formal politics in the British Empire. The Act of Union in 1801 allotted Ireland one hundred
members of Parliament (MPs). Each of the thirty-two counties received two MPs, while cities,
boroughs, and the University of Dublin claimed the remaining seats. Voting took place at least
once every seven years, but by-elections and early dissolutions of Parliament meant that the
electoral process occurred more frequently. Suffrage was granted only to registered male
freeholders. Those who could claim at least one year’s registration – and owned or rented land in
a value equal or greater than forty shillings – could legally cast a vote. Since 1793, this had
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included Catholics. In smaller boroughs and cities, fewer than two hundred mostly-Protestant
individuals comprised the electorate. In larger cities and counties, however, the body politic
included thousands of largely Catholic voters. In fact, landlords encouraged their poorer Catholic
tenants to vote—provided they did as they were told. Almost universally, tenants complied. If
they did not vote as expected, their landlords might demand payments of arrears, confiscate
property such as cattle, or evict the disloyal tenant and his family. Until the 1820s, however, such
confrontations were rare. Candidates almost never called for an official tally. Outside of Dublin,
in the counties that bordered the Royal Canal, between 1801 and 1826, polling occurred exactly
three times out of thirty-two elections. Landlords instead attempted to build coalitions daunting
enough to forestall a vote count. Outcomes did not surprise. If polling did take place, it occurred
over a period of several days at the “hustings,” located in the county capital, where clerks
recorded the public votes of freeholders. Landlords occasionally paid-off disenfranchised
residents with free liquor to disrupt their opponents’ operations. Unsurprisingly, the few
contested elections that occurred after 1801 had descended into violent affrays. But to be clear:
contests were exceedingly rare. Even in 1820, the year that the Election Act simplified the
registration process and consequently opened the franchise to more tenants, only three counties
witnessed an official tally of the votes. Irish elections were far from democratic—or exciting.111
On the surface, the election for Westmeath’s parliamentary seat in 1824 appeared to
follow this mundane pattern. Yet in subtle ways, it foreshadowed the county’s monumental
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contest of two years later. To begin with, the “large assembly of unruly persons” presaged the
enthusiastic support that they later gave to Westmeath’s Emancipationist candidate Hugh M.
Tuite in 1826. Significantly, the crowd gathered at the election without the direction of
O’Connell or the Catholic Association, something which had not been reported during previous
contests. In fact, O’Connell initially undervalued the role which the peasant and working classes
could play in electoral politics. Even after the successes that he and Sheil had witnessed at a
Dublin by-election the previous year – where crowds of disenfranchised plebeians had
campaigned in the public sphere for the liberal Luke White, and forty-shilling freeholders had
cast votes on his behalf – O’Connell was slow to realize the potential of this kind of massdemocratic movement. Only later in the spring of 1826, in the midst of County Waterford’s
famous contested election, did he recognize the political asset he had in Ireland’s masses.
Secondly, Westmeath’s disenfranchised masses assembled at the election in the context of the
Association’s national call to action, barely a month after O’Connell introduced his plans for the
Catholic Rent. To be sure, in retrospect and by itself, this fact does not evince a causal
relationship between the Rent and public interest in the election. Yet the previous contest in 1820
had not witnessed anywhere near the same degree of unrest, and the county’s elite certainly
looked upon the “large assembly of unruly persons” with alarm. Thirdly and in conjunction with
the first two points, following the pronouncement of Robert Smyth’s victory on the day of the
election, the liberal Protestant Hugh M. Tuite stepped forward and declared his candidacy for the
next contest. A reporter for the Westmeath Journal lamented that he could not hear much of his
speech due to “the noise and confusion,” but he did hear Mr. Tuite attempt to dispel rumors that
he was “bound to a particular line of politics.” Tuite’s announcement caused such a commotion,
that he found it impossible to speak over “many interruptions” and eventually stepped down
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from the podium. The implications, however, were clear: Tuite had already begun a controversial
campaign as the unofficial Emancipationist candidate of Westmeath. Overall, the inhabitants of
Mullingar knew in 1824 what the Association took two more years to discover—electoral
politics were about to undergo a dramatic transformation, and Ireland’s working classes were
ready to play a significant role in the national struggle.112
Following the election, agrarian violence increased along the western end of the Royal
Canal region, perpetrated by large bodies of men in Westmeath and Longford. Nearly forty
unidentified persons raided a house for arms near the harbor town of Ballymahon on March 11.
On another occasion, around one hundred armed men attacked tenants who had taken land on
Viscount Newcomen’s estate. The bull of a tenant was shot and killed. A band of unknown
individuals posted notices on a church near Athlone, demanding that residents refrain from
sending their corn to the mill of “a Protestant” named Wyley, as the Westmeath Journal had it,
there having been “people enough of their own profession to deal with.” In mid-March, around
eighty men from the southwestern part of the county stole a great number of arms and then took

As of now, I have been unable to characterize the crowd’s public behavior during
prior elections, but there is little evidence to suggest that Mullingar’s contest marked anything
other than a notable change in popular politics. The State of the Country Papers make no
reference to protests or unrest during the contest of 1820. In March of 1820, the Dublin Evening
Post briefly noted that Robert Tighe of Michelstown planned to challenge the candidacies of
Gustavus Hume Rochfort and Thomas Pakenham. Nevertheless, Philip Salmon has described the
campaign of 1820 as a contest with “no opposition.” See Philip Salmon, “County Westmeath” in
The History of Parliament: the House of Commons, 1820-1832, ed. D.R. Fisher (Cambridge
University Press, 2009),
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them, by boat, across Lough Ree to Ballymahon. There, they fired several shots at the
constabulary “without effect,” before returning again by water. In a separate but similar incident,
a party of nearly two hundred men attacked a cadre of policemen in Ballymahon. According to
the Westmeath Journal, only the “swiftness of their heels” permitted the constables’ escape. All
along the Royal Canal, politics resembled the old “Ribbon” methods. In fact, during a trial in
Dublin held the following month, accused members of the new “Fraternal Society” confessed to
having built their association on the remains of the former “Ribbon” network. Moreover, various
testimonies implicated “boatmen on the Royal Canal,” not only for taking unlawful oaths but for
distributing funds to the “naked and starving children” of members as well. In the spring of 1824
the politics of “the Fraternal Society” included relief for the poor.113
Nationally and locally, the spring uptick in violence, which coincided with O’Connell’s
announcement of the Rent, set off alarms in the ruling classes. Viscount Castlemaine, proprietor
of Athlone in the southwestern corner of County Westmeath, appealed to Dublin Castle that the
Insurrection Act be extended to the entire county. The Royal Canal Company pressed for stricter
laws against “perpetrators of outrages upon the Company’s property” and more expeditious
means for obtaining compensation. Widely-read conservative British publications, such as the St.
James Chronicle, accused the Catholic Association of conspiring to dissolve the Union, even by
plotting “to imitate the successful revolt of the North American States.” In a letter to Robert Peel,
William Gregory, Under-Secretary to Dublin Castle, expressed a deep fear that the peasantry
associated O’Connell’s Rent with Pastorini’s fateful yet unfulfilled prophecies. The Catholic
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Association had opened, in the Under-Secretary’s words, “a direct communication between the
popish parliament and the whole mass of the popish population.”114
Neither the Catholic Association nor the Rent were affiliated in any way with Rome, but
the increased popularity of both coincided with a novel attempt by Westmeath’s plebeian classes
to communicate their grievances directly with Westminster. In early May, a group of peasants
from Castletown-Delvin, located about ten miles northeast of Mullingar, petitioned the House of
Commons for reasons not altogether clear, requesting the legal suppression of both Orange and
Ribbon Societies. According to the Drogheda Journal, the House of Commons warmly received
the petition. In an editorial to the conservative Dublin Evening Mail, however, an author going
by the initials “D.S.” expressed “astonishment.” For one thing, it was out of character for the
peasantry in such a “contemptible” part of the county, one generally lacking in “respectability or
magnitude,” to make such an appeal. Furthermore, Orangeism had not been particularly active in
the Casteltown-Delvin vicinity. According to the author, there was not – nor had there ever been
– a single Orange lodge in Westmeath or neighboring Meath. In short, “D.S.” believed that the
petition was bogus. “Perhaps they found it—for the inhabitants of Delvin are great finders,” the
author sarcastically postulated, referencing an incident in 1821 when a clerk discovered
incriminating anti-Catholic documents in the upholstery of a chair belonging to the ultraProtestant Right Honorable Lord Norbury, known for having sentenced Robert Emmet to the
gallows in 1804. Or maybe a “zealous absentee friend of Ireland” wrote the petition from another
country. Or perhaps the peasants of Delvin were “merely the tools of some busy but foolish
For Viscount Castlemaine’s prayer for the Constabulary Act, see SOC 2610/9; Warder
quoted in WJ, 11 March 1824; Gregory to Peel, quoted in Bartlett, Fall and Rise, 332; In the
same meeting, the Royal Canal Company formally approved of the branch extension to Longford
Town. See FJ, 6 April 1824;
114
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egoist, who has neither sense enough, nor discretion, to avoid ridicule and mischief, at the
expense of silence.” Whatever, the case, the author of this editorial doubted that the peasantry of
Westmeath cared enough about politics to contact the House of Commons in such a sophisticated
manner. Perhaps. But in light of the working-class interest in Mullingar’s electoral politics in
March, and the Catholic Association’s stated aim of lobbying Parliament, a petition drive
orchestrated by midland peasants was not beyond the realm of possibility in the spring of 1824.
“Politics,” for the laboring classes of County Westmeath, appeared to be evolving.115
The apparent shift in tactics also corresponded with a downturn in violence during the
summer of 1824. Determining whether this relationship was causal is beyond the scope of this
dissertation. Yet for O’Connell’s movement generally, most scholars have suggested as much.
According to the foremost historian of Catholic Emancipation, “O’Connell displaced Captain
Rock as the focus of popular hopes.” Along with a promising harvest, and the usual letdown in
violence that accompanied summertime, the rent gave people of the working classes an
optimistic sense of anticipation. Indeed. Thomas Wyse, a key visionary behind County
Waterford’s revolutionary electoral campaign in 1826, later recalled that Rent collections rapidly
spread throughout the summer of 1824. In Dublin, the Association printed the Rent’s aims and
procedures in the form of handbills, which were then sent via roads and canals to provincial
towns. “In the towns,” Wyse noted, “the consequences were very conspicuous. The Rent
proceeded rapidly; and with it a corresponding passion for political discussion, which pervaded
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every body and every class of society.” To be sure, rural parishes caught on more slowly. In the
countryside, the peasantry did not actively subscribe until later in 1824, once the Catholic clergy
began collecting the Rent on Sundays after mass. Just the same, outspoken leaders such as
County Kildare’s Bishop Doyle influenced many of his fellow clergymen – as did subscription
waivers and increased concerns over Protestant proselytization – to support the Rent and the
Association actively. In this context, O’Connell’s policy of politicizing local grievances in the
national press, along with the growing popularity of the Rent, had at least the appearance of
supplanting the collective violence that had been so widespread a year earlier. By the August
assizes, the aging Lord Norbury praised County Westmeath for remaining aloof to the
“barbarous” incidents which had earlier swept through the southwestern counties. “Tranquility”
prevailed. In the Association and the Rent, Irish Catholics from across the spectrum had a new,
more peaceful outlet for airing their grievances.116
What is more, ordinary Catholics of the midlands began organizing their own events in
the name of the Association. In September of 1824, an “eye-witness” recorded one such meeting
in County Longford. Unfortunately, the observer, hostile to the cause of Emancipation, gave
what amounted to the only written account of Rent collection in the county that year.
Fortunately, in retrospect, we can discern from this editorial some important social and
organizational characteristics of County Longford’s first attempt to organize. To begin with, the
“eye witness” described those in attendance as “Huxtermen, Publicans, and petty fellows of the
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town and country.” Artisans, tavern-keepers, laborers, and the peasantry further comprised the
assemblage. No person “of talent or respectability” attended. Yet this “despicable crew of
demagogues” organized the meeting skillfully and without incident. One man oversaw the
events, while another served as the local Association’s chair. A secretary kept a register of the
proceedings, where he documented several resolutions. Those present agreed that they “must
make public” the register and all of its accounts. At least the author made his agenda clear: he
hoped to deter the county’s “sensible and well-disposed Roman Catholics” from supporting the
movement. Yet as Fergus O’Ferrall has demonstrated, well-to-do urban Catholics as well as
ordained priests, such as Father Farrell Sheridan of Granard and Father Philip O’Reilly of
Columbkille, joined the local movement. At least in 1824, County Longford’s emergent political
community included Catholics from multiple social backgrounds.117
Meanwhile, O’Connell and the Catholic Association worried frequently over how to
contain agrarian traditions of physical force resistance—a fear reignited by renewed violence
along the Royal Canal during the winter of 1824-25. The first signs of trouble appeared in
October. On the 8th, a legal process server named Samuel Robinson was brutally murdered in the
Westmeath Barony of Moycashel, just over five miles from the Royal Canal. Seven men –
Walter and Richard Ennis, James Malin, Thomas Kenny, Patrick Scally, Edward Dillon, and
Patrick Carey – roped him, dragged him, beat out his brains, scattered them around his body, and
then covered his remains with potato stalks. According to the conservative Westmeath Journal,
Robinson’s “political bearings” prompted the murder, which made it “altogether different from a
simple homicide.” Robinson, a descendant of “a respectable Protestant family” that had recently
WJ, 9 September 1824; O’Ferrall, “Emergence of the Political Community in
Longford” 124.
117
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fallen on hard times, proved himself “a brave and zealous soldier” as a member of the Kilbeggan
yeomanry’s cavalry in 1798. In fact, his service in ’98, along with his occupation as a process
server, made him a particularly vulnerable target—a point to which the Journal frequently
alluded. Furthermore, the paper roundly charged that the spirit of 1798 had prompted the murder,
that these bad feelings had suffused throughout the country, and that the violence emanated
“from the seditious meetings of the ‘hereditary bondsmen’”—an expression oft-repeated by
Daniel O’Connell. It took authorities weeks to identify the suspects. If it had not been for a one
hundred pound reward, sponsored by thirty of the most prominent members of the community, it
is questionable that arrests would have been made. Meanwhile, other “acts of outrage” occurred
along the Royal Canal. In late November, near the town of Ballymahon, thirty armed
“insurgents” dressed in white shirts burned a house. On another occasion, “an armed party”
entered the house of a lock keeper on the Royal Canal and took his firearm, which he had been
given to protect the waterway. In County Westmeath, a half dozen arms raids were reported.
Assemblies, “so numerous” that a detachment of four or five constables “dare not venture to
attack them,” gathered nightly for military drills. Men on horseback commanded them. Houses
were set ablaze. Again, the Westmeath Journal captured the paranoia excited by the intertwining
of national and local politics: “To say that ‘Emancipation’ merely is the object, would be
presuming on the credulity of our readers…it is evident that there is a plan.” Clearly, informal
politicians of the Irish midlands continued to employ traditional modes of collective violence. If
the Rent diminished the number of outrages recorded in the summer of 1824, it had not entirely
supplanted informal methods of politicking by winter.118
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In light of Robinson’s murder and other crimes, rumors of a potential Jacquerie
abounded, as the formal politics of the Catholic Association and the informal politics of the
laboring classes intermingled along the Royal Canal. Occasionally, the two groups came into
conflict. In a report to Dublin Castle, Magistrate Thomas Powell described widespread interclass struggles between Catholics throughout the counties of Kildare, Queen’s, King’s, Meath,
Westmeath, and Longford. “The lower classes,” Powell wrote, were in “expectation of some
great event, and the better orders who have not joined in the collection of the Catholic rent
[were] depressed with what appears to them will be the results.” The Westmeath Journal
depicted a more subversive situation. “Something of a very serious nature” was afoot: the “lower
orders” of the Irish midlands had begun displaying “audacity and disrespect…even in matters of
common occurrence.” Weeks later, the editor again decried the “lower orders” for their
“insubordination, and open defiance of every thing in the shape of legal proceedings, and their
studied disrespect for the higher orders of society.” Whatever deference the peasant and laboring
classes had shown in the past, the combination of Association policies and informal politics gave
ordinary Irish men and women the courage to strip away their remaining obsequiousness and
stand in defiance of authority.119
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British executives grew increasingly concerned that the Association, despite its nonviolent posture, would be unable to control the political passions of the working classes. On
November 3, Lord Lieutenant Wellesley wrote to Home Secretary Peel, “If we cannot get rid of
the Catholic Association, we must look to civil war in Ireland sooner or later.” The future Prime
Minister George Canning described the Rent as “the most difficult problem that a Government
ever had to deal with.” Given the approach of 1825, and all of its prophetic implications, a sense
of uncertainty and fear spread throughout much of Ireland. On the 11th of November, George
Drought wrote Chief Secretary Henry Goulburn from County Limerick, where he described “the
great mass of people” as maintaining a “constant state of fermentation and big with expectation,
that some great event is about to take place” due to the “never ceasing activity of their priests and
leading men of that persuasion to collect the Catholic Rent.” On November 16, Chief Secretary
Henry Goulburn reported to Peel that the “lower orders” expected “some great event which is
likely soon to occur of which when it occurs will be very favourable to the interests of the
Roman Catholic religion.” Even in the Irish midlands, authorities such as Viscount Castlemaine
complained of overflowing jails, and called for the state to extend the Insurrection Act to County
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Westmeath. Naturally, the Roman Catholic Archbishop Patrick Curtis blamed the success of the
Association on “the Orange Faction, who having first, by their violence,” forced “respectable”
Catholics to join ranks with the working classes, thereby giving the Association “a consistency
and importance that they could never otherwise have acquired.” Nevertheless, Arthur Wellesley,
Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, considered threatening the use of force to quell the Rent-driven
zealotry among Catholics, including the assembly of twenty thousand soldiers in Ireland. But he
held back. A general uprising could mean the support of millions of people and unprecedented
amounts of blood spilled. Rather, Wellesley opted to strike at the Catholic Association via legal
channels.120
That opportunity came on December 16, when Daniel O’Connell delivered his notorious
“Bolivar speech” at an Association meeting in Dublin. Before an enthralled crowd, O’Connell
demanded, as he nearly always did, that Ireland’s rights be restored. Yet in this instance, the
intoxication of the year’s successes pressed him to call for more: “If [Ireland] were driven mad
by persecution,” O’Connell declared, then perhaps “a new Bolivar may be found – may arise –
that the spirit of the Greeks, and of the South Americans may animate the people of Ireland!!!”
The following day, the Saunders’ Newsletter printed the speech. Three days after that, without
consulting Peel, the Irish executive charged O’Connell with having expressed seditious
language, and set his arraignment for the first week in January. With national revolution a
constant threat, the state was taking no chances.121
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In the midlands, particularly along the western end of the Royal Canal, a series of events
in December appeared to substantiate that threat. Bands of raiders “with fixed bayonets”
reportedly attacked houses for arms in County Longford. Authorities responded with raids of
their own, procuring as many as fifteen stands in one search, but they also discovered a weapon
more potent than firearms—the Catholic Association’s printed handbills on how to collect “the
Monthly Rent.” According to a notice dated December 16 from the Longford Constabulary to
Dublin Castle, these two-page circulars could be found “upon the person or in the cabin of
almost every one of the lower class, and extensively circulated at the Chaples [sic].” According
to Gustavus Brooke, Day Clerk to the Constabulary, “political crime” was increasing along the
border with County Westmeath. The “confidence and language” of the lower classes had been
increasingly and “openly unrestrained in alluding to some secret object.” Even more
significantly, from Brooke’s perspective, “some persons of very Bad political character are in the
collection of the Rent in the adjoining Barony.” Yet despite the circular’s clear advocacy for
“constitutional and legal efforts,” the local authorities remained vigilant and increasingly in
anticipation of a physical-force revolution. On December 28, an army lieutenant reported that
one of his soldiers had recently overheard a seditious conversation between “a number of country
men” at a public house in Granard. Apparently, on Saint Stephen’s night, upwards of two
thousand men had assembled within three miles of the town. They had been “training for some
time previously” and believed that “something dreadful would shortly take place.” Moreover, the
man describing the incident boldly declared that “that he had been in Rebellious Counties in the
wars and in action, and that he never saw any thing to equal what he saw last night.” From his
vantage point, an uprising was imminent: At “the first of the year, twenty five, or New Year’s
night,” Pastorini’s prophecy would be fulfilled. “The Extirpation of all the Protestants in Ireland”
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would commence. To be clear, such stories abounded throughout this period, and scholars have
since debated their merits. These reports and rumors, however, in conjunction with the uptick in
arms raids initiated by both the government and the laboring classes of Catholics, suggested a
heightened state of excitement in the minds of virtually all mid-landers.122
At the national level, the year 1824 had been a nearly unqualified organizational success
for the Catholic Association—just as it had signaled a new turn in Irish politics. As Fergus
O’Ferrall put it, with the organization of the Rent, O’Connell had found a “recipe for ultimate
success.” Nearly £7,500 in Rent had been collected. Urban communities and towns accounted for
the most subscriptions, but the Association’s network had begun extending into the country
parishes as well. In some of the more populous towns across Ireland, activists hosted meetings
on a weekly basis, where they discussed local and national issues. The national press continued
to report grievances in the context of a larger Catholic movement for Emancipation. Set against
the context of Pastorini’s prophecy for 1825, a sense of alarm pervaded the mentalities of the
ruling classes in December. A national movement was afoot. On the eve of the New Year, Lord
Redesdale summed up these sentiments best: “If a revolution were to happen in Ireland, it would
be in the end an Irish revolution, and no Catholic of English blood would fare better than a
Protestant of English blood…and the great motive of action will be hatred of the Sasenagh.”123
In fact, on the night of December 31, a number of unidentified persons sabotaged the
embankment of the Royal Canal near the Blackwater Aqueduct at Moyvally. An eighty-foot gash
spilled water into the countryside and inundated the nearby fields. The Freeman’s Journal
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bemoaned the attack, noting how “numbers of industrious persons” were going to be “thrown out
of employment at this inclement season of the year, when employment is of so much importance
to the labouring poor.” As it had two years earlier, the Royal Canal Company hired workers from
outside of the region, rather than rewarding paid wages to locals who may have been complicit in
the attack, and posted a one hundred pound bounty for anyone providing information regarding
the details of the sabotage. None came. Rather, locals posed as itinerants from Dublin in order to
elude the company’s anti-local hiring policies. Shortly thereafter, the Royal Canal Company
called for military assistance—as did the Grand Canal Company, which had received word that
bands of miscreants would soon target its embankments. The constabulary called for an
increased police presence. No attack came. Yet it took laborers until February before they finally
repaired the Moyvally breach.124
During the early months of 1825, it became apparent to authorities that the embankment
destruction of December 31 was not an isolated incident. Protestants fearful of a Catholic
uprising fled the midlands, as armed parties on the Westmeath-Longford border resumed their
violent modes of informal politicking. One day prior to the New Year’s sabotage of the canal at
Moyvally, a “large party” of unidentified individuals posted threatening notices and then
attacked the house of Martin Loughlin, for “his being a military man.” Interestingly, Loughlin’s
brothers were implicated in the assault but acquitted in the Westmeath spring assizes. In early
February, “Captain Rock” posted a notice on a tree, demanding in the name of “his Majesty” that
the current residents vacate the land. The author of the notice insisted that, despite the winter
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increase in police personnel, “all the peelers thats in this barny wont save you.” On February 22,
near the town of Ballymahon, a “numerous armed party of Ribbonmen” assembled under the
cover of night and fired several shots. Two men by the names of Quin and Flanagan were later
arrested for their involvement, and eventually sentenced to be whipped publicly. Along the canal,
boatmen again embraced the “spirit of combination,” as boat owners disparaged a complete lack
of control over their crews.125
Whether due to millenarian prophecies, O’Connell’s arrest, or winter weather, collective
violence continued to increase in the midlands during the early months of 1825. Local authorities
scrambled to contain the unrest. In Westmeath, the constabulary increased its police force by
twenty, bringing the number up to an unprecedented two hundred. Dozens of arrests were made.
At the spring assizes, the Right Honorable Lord Chief Baron chastised the county for being
“more replete with crime” than it had “exhibited in many years past.” In the midlands and across
Ireland, contemporaries attempted to make sense of the uptick. From a national perspective,
Daniel O’Connell publicly scoffed at the influences of Pastorini:
I think that no effect has been produced upon the lower orders of the Irish
Catholics by the book called Pastorini’s prophecies. That book was written by an
English bishop…and it would not have been heard of in Ireland if it had not, as
we understand, been spread by persons very much inimical to the Catholic
claims.126
For O’Connell, the “Orange party,” not the “lower orders of Irish Catholics,” were responsible
for the popularity of millennial attitudes.
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Neither contemporaries nor historians, however, took O’Connell at his word. As James S.
Donnelly has put it, “a more remarkable series of half-truths has not often been uttered.” Rather,
millennial impulses and the influence of the Catholic Association – including the Rent, the
liberal press, O’Connell’s arrest, and Emancipation politics – excited the ancestral grievances
born by Ireland’s plebeian classes. In the midlands, resentments over their second-class legal
status persistently simmered below the surface of working-class politics. As Longford’s Catholic
Bishop Magauran noted in March of 1825, the peasantry “are of the opinion, that the laws were
not made for their protection; they know no part of them, except the penal and punishing parts.”
Lord Forbes, an MP in County Longford, echoed the bishop’s sentiments and further observed a
visible lack of deference among the lower orders: “I never saw it exist before to the same
extent…a proper feeling of pride; a wish on their part to be placed on a level with their fellow
subjects.” The “whole mass of Catholics,” Forbes concluded, pursued “one common object”—
“an equality of civil privileges.”127
On the national scene, 1825 began with a series of critical setbacks to the Catholic
Association and the goal of Emancipation. In January, authorities dropped the charges against
O’Connell, largely because Wellesley had opted to press for a new, Unlawful Associations Act
that would outlaw the organization. Conservative Protestants in Britain and Ireland had grave
reservations about allowing O’Connell’s movement to continue its unfettered agitation,
regarding the constitutional settlement of 1689 as the cornerstone of British prosperity. “If every
sect of religion be admitted to an equal share of government,” the prominent Irish conservative
Magauran quoted in O’Ferrall, “Emergence of Politics in Longford,” 126; According
to O’Ferrall, Forbes was “pro-Catholic.” Lord Forbes quoted in ibid., 127; Rockite style attacks
continued into early May as well, when a house was set ablaze in County Westmeath. Suspected
criminals were acquitted. See WJ, 28 July 1825.
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John Foster argued, “the Protestant religion will cease to become what we have hitherto
considered it—an essential portion of our glorious constitution.” Other Members of Parliament
must have agreed, because they passed the Unlawful Associations Act in March, which
effectively outlawed both the Catholic Association as well as the Orange Order. Rather than
attempting to fight the act, O’Connell decided it best to disband the institution voluntarily. After
all, the act included Orange lodges as well, and any resistance might well lead to sectarian
violence or even civil war. Besides, O’Connell had also been hard at work planning a new
Catholic Relief Bill. In this legislation, he proposed a compromise: in exchange for
Emancipation, he agreed to two stipulations or “wings” demanded by the opposition. Namely,
these required that the state provide salaries for priests, and that the forty shilling freeholders be
immediately disenfranchised. In order to promote the new bill, O’Connell traveled to London,
where British high society received him enthusiastically. Back in Dublin, however, dissent grew
within the ranks of the Catholic Association, particularly over the second “wing” of the
compromise. John Lawless, an eccentric Belfast radical, accused O’Connell of “selling the
people for a silk gown,” and succumbing to the flattery of Londoners’ “Circean cup.” This
controversy over the forty shilling freeholder vote, and the Catholic Relief Bill’s eventual defeat
in the House of Lords on May 18, damaged O’Connell’s standing considerably. It also forced
him to reconsider the political stakes involving the Association’s ultimate aims. In the future,
nothing less than unqualified Emancipation would do.128
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Back in the Irish midlands, the working classes continued to agitate collectively, and
violently, into the summer. Along the Royal Canal, this was rather uncharacteristic. In virtually
every year previously, violent modes of informal politicking slowed or ceased in May. Yet given
the recent defeat of the Catholic Relief Bill, and the disbanding of the Catholics Association, the
unrest may not have been entirely unexpected. On the 21st of May, at about two in the morning –
merely three days after the House of Lords voted down the Emancipation measure – a large party
of unknown persons assembled along the banks of the Royal Canal and boarded a trade boat.
When the captain resisted, the party locked him in the lower quarters and sealed the hatch shut.
Fortunately, he escaped, but in so doing, a scuffle ensued and one of the assailants took the
captain’s firearm. According to published testimonies, the cause of the attack could not be
ascertained, but a man named Thomas Allen was convicted and sentenced to three months in
prison. The judge presiding over the case, however, “commented in very strong terms on the
system of combination” which ran such a “baneful operation” on the Royal Canal. “Coupled
with the many riotous proceedings that take place thereon,” he continued, their attacks “rendered
this means of communication a great nuisance.” If the Royal Canal Company would not
overcome its “pusillanimity” in dealing with such combinations, he concluded, they eventually
“would induce the Government to shut up the canal altogether.” Two days following the attack
upon the trade boat, a riot occurred in the town of Granard following a fight between a Protestant
and a Roman Catholic. The Reverend Father Ferrall Sheridan, a priest and founding member of
Longford’s Catholic Association, attempted to interfere, but was also struck. The Constabulary
called for the assistance of the First Royal Battalion, which quickly arrived on the scene. Some
of the rioters threw stones at the soldiers, who fixed bayonets and dispersed the crowd. During
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the fracas, one police officer was badly wounded, as were a few members of the throng. Some
fled. Others were captured. Sectarian rioting had come to Granard.129
Beginning in June, O’Connell attempted to resuscitate his movement as well as his
tattered political standing. Unwavering in his resolve for Emancipation, he proposed a meeting at
St. Michan’s Church in Dublin, where he and his fellow associates – including critics, such as
John Lawless – intended to assess their position. On June 8, heralded by a cheering assembly of
over 6,000 people, O’Connell quieted his detractors by proposing a reinstatement of the Rent and
the creation of a “New Catholic Association.” In order to avoid violating the Unlawful Societies
Act, they were forced to give the organization a “new” name, just as they wisely gave their
“complete, undivided, and unconditional” loyalty to their “Sovereign.” Yet behind the crowd’s
exuberance and O’Connell’s deft leadership, the delegation stood firm: they strove for nothing
less than the “unqualified Emancipation of the Roman Catholics of Ireland.” Delegates further
voted to promote separate provincial meetings in Munster, Leinster, Connacht, and Ulster—“to
express the real sense of the country, and to ensure unanimity.” Such assemblies promised to
bring cohesion to the emancipation movement by providing a regional infrastructure for
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mobilizing diverse groups of supporters. It was an astounding comeback. In two months, Daniel
O’Connell had rebounded from his failure. With a renewed sense of optimism, and supported by
a strong organizational apparatus, the “New” Catholic Association stood poised to exert even
more political pressure at the national level during the latter half of 1825.130
In the meantime, the working classes of the midlands were not faring as well. Without the
institutional framework provided by the Association, many plebeian Catholics resorted to
traditionally violent modes of politicking. As autumn approached, disturbances sporadically
continued along the western line of the Royal Canal region. In August, a magistrate from County
Westmeath wrote Dublin Castle regarding a series of arms raids. “There hardly passes a night,”
he lamented, “that some House or another is visited by these Rebels.” In one incident, two
suspects – one with a loaded pistol and the other with a prayer book – had been caught and taken
to jail in Mullingar. Yet it was almost certain that at least one of the suspects would not be
retained. The magistrate concluded his dispatch with a dispirited observation on the weakness of
the legal system: “the present laws are too much for these times as the fellows when taken are
generally acquitted….” In early September, a “large party with straw bands round their hats”
attacked four “keepers” of a house about eight miles from the Royal Canal in County Longford.
The assailants forced their victims to kneel on the ground, where they “beat them in a most
savage manner.” Two suspects were eventually apprehended and sent to jail, but the perpetrators
had been careful not to identify one another by name during the assault. The others escaped
indictment. Meanwhile, on the night of September 6, four men pulled a resident by the name of
Dublin Morning Register (hereafter DMR), 10 June 1825; O’Ferrall, Catholic
Emancipation, 104; MacDonagh, Hereditary Bondsman, 220-222; DMR, 21 July 1825. The
Catholic Rent remained illegal until July, when the Association began collections for a “New
Catholic Rent.” See O’Ferrall, Catholic Emancipation, 144-145.
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Simon Cornish from his horse and beat him so inhumanely, that he died later of his wounds. The
dispatch reporting the crime to Dublin Castle did not indicate a motive for the attack, but its
author did note with immense exasperation that, although several persons witnessed the attack,
“they permitted the assassins deliberately to get over the Road and to escape.” And when
authorities questioned those witnesses about the identities of the criminals, they replied “that
they would not know any of the Parties.” Indeed, informal politics during the early autumn of
1825 could be deadly.131
Simultaneously, Longford’s middle and upper-class Catholics revived the county
association by holding a new aggregate meeting of Roman Catholics in Longford Chapel. Unlike
the previous year’s assembly of “Huxtermen, Publicans, and petty fellows of the town and
country,” however, the town’s respectable classes commanded the stage. In fact, few
remembered the former meeting. Regional papers such as the Southern Reporter and Cork
Commercial Courier claimed that the “Catholics of this county had not previously assembled for
seventeen years.” The two thousand peasants who attended the meeting were rendered silent by
the press—communicating their grievances solely by their presence. In fact, middling and elite
Catholics, such as Chairman John C. Nugent, dominated the new county association and its
proceedings. Even the clergy followed their lead. As Chairman Nugent stated in his address to
the audience, “Our Question was formerly called the Catholic Question, but it has become the
National Question.” Yet again, it remained to be seen how the community’s working classes
would fit into the local infrastructure of elite politics.132
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Throughout the midlands, collective violence and illegal associations continued unabated
into the winter. By mid-October, H.M. Tuite was writing Dublin Castle from the canal town of
Ballinacarrigy about the “disturbed state” of that part of the country. “Unless some active
measures are timely adopted,” the magistrate predicted, outrages were sure to “increase in the
course of the winter.” He was right. Illegal arms raids continued in the region bordering
Westmeath and Longford. Larceny, theft, and highway robbery occurred in proportions
heretofore unseen. Incidents of arms raids, threats upon strangers, and “Ribbon” crimes
skyrocketed. On Christmas Eve, in the canal harbor town of Ballymahon, Major O’Donoghue
wrote Dublin Castle requesting warrants which would empower him to search for “a
considerable quantity of fire arms,” which had fallen into the “possession of improper persons.”
Clearly, by the end of 1825, some members of the working and peasant classes in Westmeath
and Longford were continuing their practice of a violent, agrarian form of politics. The outlook
for the upcoming year promised little change.133
*****
At the beginning of 1826, the New Catholic Association faced a series of setbacks. Doubt
and debate insidiously permeated the minutes of Dublin meetings. Lawless and O’Connell
continued to squabble over the “wings” concessions from the previous year. Rumors circulated
that Orange Lodges were continuing to assemble illegally, while the two-week national meeting
of Catholics scheduled for mid-January would not take place at all. With Rent collection still
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illegal, and county meetings increasingly run by the middle classes, working-class Catholics lost
their ability to participate in formal politics. Unlike the previous year, which commenced with
the prophecies of Pastorini and the hopes of Emancipation, the year 1826 began rather
inauspiciously for the Association.134
In counties bordering the Royal Canal, the peasant and working classes continued to
engage in the kind of violent, informal tactics that had characterized their politics during the
latter months of 1825. Economics and employment appeared to motivate the attacks. In
December, three individuals accosted a man by the name of William Ryan who was travelling in
a coach on the “King’s highway” near the town of Mullingar. They robbed him of a gold watch,
a silver pencil case, and several bank notes. Before making their escape, they forced him to his
knees and gave him a swift kick. In County Longford, meanwhile, physical force politics
between the state and the laboring classes grew worse. In late December, twelve members of the
First Veteran Battalion had been on patrol searching the countryside for evidence of illegal
distillation. Along the way, about twenty “country people” gathered in opposition to the military,
where they “showed symptoms of hostility [and] threw stones, but did not strike any of them.”
The soldiers, however, responded lethally. A non-commissioned civilian by the name of Finlay,
who had joined the patrol along with a revenue officer, gave the order to fire. The ensuing volley
instantly killed a man by the name of Ward. The battalion then set fire to a kiln filled with malt
and burned it to the ground. Finlay and the detachment were later tried for the incident but,
predictably, acquitted. Attacks upon “strangers” also resumed. On the 17th of January, an armed
party of eight men entered the house of one Thomas Doyle and threatened to shoot him and his
O’Ferrall, Catholic Emancipation, 114; O’Ferrall, “Emergence of the Political
Community in Longford,” 129; DEM, 9 January 1826.
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family if they did not vacate the premises in a week. Oddly enough, Doyle later testified that the
attackers had nothing against him personally, but “he was a stranger and they would not allow
him to reside there.” In Westmeath and Longford, incidents of theft, robbery, and larceny
skyrocketed as well. In fact, crimes apparently of an economic nature increased so dramatically
that Longford’s Chief Magistrate of Police, Major O’Donoghue, confidently reported that the
violence was confined “to quite the lowest class and has nothing of a religious or political
character in it.” His diagnosis proved rather premature.135
At the national level, the Association held a two-week meeting in Dublin that attracted a
great deal of publicity. It brought a renewed sense of unity to the movement, sorely needed in the
wake of the “wings” controversy. More importantly, however, a new leader from County
Waterford named Thomas Wyse gave an inspirational keynote address to the Association’s
meeting at the Corn Exchange on the 28th of January. The energetic trailblazer recognized the
benefits of harnessing the political energies of the lower classes. He proposed organizing a
massive electoral machine, whereby the overwhelming numbers of Ireland’s forty-shilling
freeholders might swing contested races to Emancipationist candidates. Wyse urged
representatives to return to their counties and encourage the common people to “meet together as
much as possible on constitutional subjects.” They had the means, he declared, “of bringing up
the whole nation in one cry.”136
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In the midlands, “cry” they did. Incidents of illegal arms and unlawful oaths surged in
February. In the canal town of Ballymahon, on the evening of the 5th, a police officer fired his
weapon into an assembly of twenty men, scattering them in several directions. After capturing
one member, he conducted a search and discovered several homes with unlawful firearms. Two
nights later, in County Westmeath, six men identified themselves as police officers and
demanded entry into the home of a process server named James Hickey. Upon their admittance,
they immediately sought out his legal papers and destroyed them. Following this, they pillaged
his house, took his money, and beat him for being “an oppressor of the poor.” On February 8,
several men attacked the house of P. Mullen in County Longford, less than two miles from the
Royal Canal. They demanded that he surrender his arms and threatened to kill him and his wife if
they did not vacate their premises in eight days. Back in County Westmeath, an assemblage of
men attacked the house of Patrick Elliott the following night. They put a pistol to Elliott’s jaw
and cried out, “you rascal you must be gone.” On the 28th, a “set of ruffians” raided the house of
a man named Fullam. They beat their victim and burned his house to the ground. Meanwhile, a
man by the name of Michael Downes was discovered illegally possessing a pike. And in County
Longford, radicalized members of the working classes began tendering unlawful oaths again. On
one occasion, a boy – too young to be tried as an adult – was caught issuing an illegal oath.
Apparently, both children and adults engaged in political actions in the midlands that year. Many
were arrested.137
When the assizes came to County Longford on the 2nd of March, 1826, the Lord Baron
McClelland announced his intent “to act with firmness,” lest the county descend into a further
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state of unlawlessness. He noted that, according to “the most unquestionable authority,” illegal
associations in the county “did exist, and were spreading to an alarming extent.” The Lord
Baron’s address had its desired effect. The Grand Jury lost little time in issuing convictions. By
previous years’ standards, their punishments were extreme. Four men were sentenced to hang,
six transported, and two to be whipped in public—“all for Ribbon business.” One convict
escaped the death penalty only following the intervention of a local priest. Overall, authorities
hoped that this uncompromising response would quell the collective violence so characteristic of
Longford’s peasant classes.138
But it was not to be. Not in Ballymahon. On the same day that the assizes were being
held in the town of Longford – with the resident police and magistrates away – an assembly of
“Rockites,” as the Westmeath Journal styled them, “took advantage of their absence, and
committed numerous depredations, by way-laying and maltreating all those who they considered
inimical to their diabolical system.” Several people were attacked. A man named Charles
Moncrieff was beaten and his house set ablaze. Another man was murdered. The ensuing
coroner’s inquest revealed little. In Athlone, a few days following the Ballymahon incident, a
party of unknown individuals pillaged a Baptist School House. The “ruffians” also mutilated
several school books, including “the Book of God.” Plebeian politics in the midlands now
included iconoclasm. The editor of the Journal certainly recognized the inherent sectarianism of
the act, and leveled a response at those supportive of the Emancipationist cause: “Perhaps the
Patriot can tell us what ‘Yeoman’ or ‘Orangeman,’ or ‘PROTESTANT,’ achieved this praise-
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worthy act! For our parts we are simple enough to think it was perpetrated by the genuine
disciples of that ANOINTED INFIDEL, who blasphemously eulogized a like instance of
barbarism!!” Violent collective action and sectarian conflict had reached new levels in the
midlands. An executive response was imminent.139
When the Westmeath assizes met on March 9, McClelland wasted little time in
demanding – and enforcing – the full application of the law. Where the judge had expected to
find a “heavy list” of cases involving “Whiteboyism,” only two had been scheduled. This
prompted a forceful warning: Should anything come before him suggesting “blame to the
conduct of any magistrate” or apparent “neglect of duty,” the Lord Chief Baron would “not fail
to inadvert upon it in the most severe and public manner.” The Grand Jury did not disappoint.
William Thompson was condemned to death for the attack upon process server James Hickey in
February. James Kilbride, Patrick Jennings, and James Burn were also sentenced to hang for
assaulting Patrick Elliott. And for committing highway robbery upon William Ryan in
December, James Caffrey, Thomas Scott, and Patrick Rochford went to the gallows as well.
Thousands of Westmeath residents attended the executions on March 23, where “immense
crowds” blocked the streets. At the request of the High Sheriff, a detachment of cavalry from the
15th Hussars, along with the 34th Foot Regiment, oversaw the state’s application of justice. The
Westmeath Journal sanctioned the hangings with hope that the “deluded peasantry” would soon
come to see “that the laws are not to be broken with impunity.” And in a clear reference to the
New Catholic Association and Daniel O’Connell, the paper blamed an “insurgent press” and
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“cold blooded demagogues” for the crimes and subsequent executions. Perhaps the threat of state
violence would subdue the political impulses of the working classes.140
During the month of April, collective violence did in fact decline throughout the
midlands, but only momentarily. In late May, the laboring classes of County Westmeath
increased their use of intimidation, assault, and even murder to project power. Armed parties of
“Rockites” in the western part of the county set fire to property, attacked houses, and beat
victims – including Thomas Moran and Christopher Finlay of Moranstown – for accepting
employment from landowners such as Mr. Henry Boyd Gamble. Early in June, across the
Longford border near the town of Ballymahon, a Protestant Parish Clerk’s son named Thomas
Needham was assaulted and killed by two Catholic men named Buchannan and Dinnigan.
Exactly three years earlier, to the day, Needham had killed a Catholic woman with the throw of a
stone. Authorities had ruled her death “purely accidental,” but Buchannan and Dinnigan
disagreed. They crushed Needham’s skull with a stone, disfigured his face, stripped the clothes
from his body, and deposited his remains in a distant bog. From the perspectives of at least some
peasant and working-class Catholics in Longford, retributive justice was served.141
*****
Nationally, the summer of 1826 witnessed a remarkable transformation in how the
Catholic Association pursued its ultimate goal of Emancipation. Thomas Wyse proposed
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involving Ireland’s lower classes more directly in the Association’s grand strategy. With
parliamentary elections set for June, he targeted the contest in his home county as a testing
ground for mobilizing independent Catholic freeholders. It was a daring strategy. Wyse proposed
that, rather than voting in compliance with their landlords’ wishes, as they had for decades,
freeholders would support those candidates endorsed by the Association. In Waterford, that
candidate was Henry Villiers Stuart, a young Protestant landowner esteemed locally for his
compassion for the poor. Stuart’s opponent was the renowned Lord George Thomas Beresford,
noted for his connections with the established church and bearer of a name virtually synonymous
with Protestant authority in Ireland. Throughout the spring of 1826, Wyse and the local Catholic
Association of Waterford orchestrated what he hoped would amount to a political revolution. In
early June, middle and professional-class Catholics joined the campaign. Along with Wyse and
O’Connell, they mobilized an electoral “machine” by canvassing districts and establishing
reading rooms to promote the dissemination of national news. Perhaps most significantly,
clergymen – notably younger priests – lent their support to getting out the vote. On Sundays,
they delivered sermons on Emancipation and preached the virtues of electoral politics,
particularly as it contrasted with the informal politics of “Captain Rock.” Beresford’s devotees
complained that the Catholic clergy refused rites and threatened excommunication to those who
promoted their candidate. Even prior to the campaign, the anti-Emancipationist Warder decried
the “barefaced interference of the Priests” in Waterford, where they allegedly propagated
“indecent, virulent, and indeed, radical attacks” upon the “noble house of Beresford.” The
conservative Waterford Mail declared that clergymen promoted “the most savage violence,”
while their places of worship “became a perfect beer-garden” where “yelling, screaming, and
‘thrusting out by the neck’ was the order of the day.” Liberal papers, such as the Dublin Evening
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Post and the Morning Register, responded with editorials ensuring Stuart’s victory. With the
election in Waterford scheduled for the 22nd of June, both supporters and opponents of Catholic
Emancipation had focused their national attention upon the county of Waterford, where a
revolution in electoral politics appeared to be underway.142
Yet just as the national press was directing its spotlight upon Waterford, a little-known
yet hotly contested election began to take shape in County Westmeath. With the dissolution of
Parliament having been announced on the 1st of June, rumors circulated that the liberal Protestant
Hugh M. Tuite planned to follow through on his commitment, made two years prior, by
challenging the seat of the recently-elected Robert Smyth. Rumors led to allegations that
Westmeath’s Roman Catholic priests would wage a religious war of electioneering against their
“thorough orange” opponents, just as they continued to do in Waterford. In this context, the
conservative Gustavus Rochfort announced his candidacy on June 5, hoping to secure a family
legacy of Parliamentary representation that dated back to the Act of Union in 1801. Robert
Smyth declared his intention to run the following day, referencing his conduct in the previous
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session of Parliament and disavowing allegations that he held “violent political opinions.” On
June 7, Hugh Morgan Tuite finally announced his own candidacy, promising to “stand forward
for the independence of the County.” Sheriff Whitney proclaimed that the election would
commence on Thursday, June 22, at 11 o’clock in the morning. For County Westmeath’s two
entrenched conservatives and one liberal Emancipationist, a fortnight of campaigning and
electioneering lay before them.143
Almost immediately, election politics in County Westmeath began to overlap with
informal modes of politicking. On the night of June 7, just hours after Tuite announced his
candidacy, an armed party of thirty “Rockites” threatened a farmer by the name of John Brady
on the lands of William Barlow Smyth, roughly ten miles north of Mullingar. The assembly
warned Brady that his life would be in danger if he did not permanently vacate his recentlyacquired premises. Finding himself hopelessly outnumbered, the farmer consented to leave the
following day. His assurances hardly satisfied the armed party, however, who promptly visited
the nearby farms of Christopher Smyth and Thomas Brady to reinforce the seriousness of their
intentions. When they reached the residence of Thomas Brady, who also happened to be John
Brady’s uncle, a guest by the name of William Haggarty recognized some members of the armed
party. This misfortune sealed his fate. Haggarty was shot dead on the spot—killed by an
unknown assailant wielding a blunderbuss. The party fled, and local residents offered precious
little information to the investigators who attended the scene. The following day, Coroner
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Dickson held an inquest that declared Haggarty’s death to have come by “willful murder,” but
witnesses refused to provide any testimony that would lead to a prosecution.144
This murder was not merely a case of retributive justice gone awry; it marked the
beginning of a larger campaign of political intimidation. The small farmers targeted were
freeholders, eligible to vote in the upcoming election. Their landlord was William Barlow
Smyth, kinsman of candidate Robert Smyth and a notorious opponent of the Catholic cause in
Ireland. If the armed party could intimidate the freeholders on Barlow Smyth’s lands, they might
be able to influence the electoral process. Perhaps, when it came to casting votes, they might
persuade the freeholders that evictions and landlord reprisals were the least of their concerns. In
any event, dozens of nearby farmers began to speak quietly about their compromised political
predicament. They decided eventually to issue a collective reward for information regarding the
unfortunate homicide—but that would wait until after the election.145
In the wake of Haggarty’s murder, the Westmeath Journal drew attention to the role that
the lower orders might play in the upcoming election. In an unusual journalistic move, the paper
published a notice entitled “Captain Rock’s Letter to the Labourers of Westmeath.” The letter,
which addressed a conflict between a few of the county’s “Protestant Gentlemen and certain
Priests,” was clearly fallacious. Not only did it echo the tone and perspective of Thomas Moore’s
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widely-read Memoirs of Captain Rock, published two years prior, but it attempted to persuade
the laboring classes that they should report for work on holidays—despite their priests’ threats of
“every species of damnation if they did.” The upcoming “holiday,” of course, was the election. If
County Westmeath’s laborers chose to report to their employers during the contest, rather than
assemble in the public spaces of electoral politics, the anti-Emancipationist candidates would
have an advantage. Furthermore, the letter concluded with a tale about a Giant and a Dwarf,
whereby the former represented the priesthood and the latter represented laborers who would be
“destroyed” unless they eschewed their priest’s influence and remained obedient to their
employers. Clearly, “Captain Rock’s Letter” was an instrument intended to drive a wedge
between the people and priests. Even more importantly, the letter revealed that the conservative
press regarded the laboring classes as active participants in the impending contest.146
It should come as no surprise that the Westmeath Journal and other conservative outlets
regarded plebeian mid-landers as potential electioneering agents, capable of creating mischief for
Rochfort or Smyth. After all, Catholics of the peasant and laboring classes had historically
played a “rough and tumble” role in election politics throughout Ireland. Indeed, in County
Westmeath, an unorganized assembly had recently voiced support for Tuite in March 1824,
creating a demonstration which concluded with violence and military suppression. Moreover, the
Journal expressed concern that Catholic Emancipation would particularly incite violence from
“that portion of the people,” notably the peasant and working classes, who had been “falsely led
to believe that its accomplishment would be a panacea for every evil real or imaginary under
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which they groan.” As the Protestant Bible Societies of Ireland and the Second Reformation
continued to target midland Catholics of the working classes, albeit unsuccessfully, sectarian
conflict was not an unrealistic prospect. And of course, the forty-shilling freeholders of County
Westmeath, who occupied a station one rung higher on the social ladder than common laborers,
had the franchise to vote. It was they who stood to determine the fate of Westmeath politics in
1826.147
While the stirrings of informal politics among the lower orders had begun to draw the
attention of the local press, neither the priests of County Westmeath nor agents from the New
Catholic Association formally supported Tuite’s campaign. To be sure, the liberal press sensed
the historical importance of the upcoming elections and made a national call for action. The
Dublin Evening Post implored the Catholic clergy throughout Ireland “not to sleep on their
posts.” “They ought to act,” the editor continued, “as if the success of the great
measure…depended upon their individual exertions.” Yet if the priests of Waterford were setting
an example of how to wage an election campaign, few in Westmeath appeared to follow. The
day after Tuite’s announcement, the Westmeath Journal reported that local priests had not yet
entered into the political arena, although their participation was “expected.” In fact, that
expectation did not materialize for ten more days, when clergymen formally began campaigning
for the Emancipationist candidate. What is more, correspondents from the Association did not
recognized the importance of the midland county for another week—when Tuite’s first official
meeting of supporters took place. As Daniel O’Connell himself later noted, “Westmeath was of
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all other counties in Ireland, the least connected with the Old Association.” Clearly, by the
middle of June, no effective electoral organization yet existed.148
That began to change on June 15, when a box of electioneering placards finally arrived in
Mullingar from Dublin. Addressed to “Fellow Electors and Fellow Catholics of Westmeath,” the
notices denounced the Parliamentary records of both Gustavus Rochfort and Robert Smyth. They
appealed to familiar fears of religious injustice and violence, declaring that “an intolerant and
bigoted Faction” opposed them, whose aim was “to exterminate you and every other Catholic off
the face of the Earth.” Both candidates, the poster warned, were “the sworn enemy of You and
your Religion.” Candidate Tuite, on the other hand, promised to assist Westmeath’s Catholics “in
obtaining full and complete Emancipation.” Perhaps most importantly, the placards concluded by
instructing voters how to exercise their franchise:
If your Landlords should insist upon you giving a vote to either of the other
Candidates, do you insist upon YOUR right, to give at least your second vote to
the man that will vote for YOU, for every Freeholder can vote for two
Candidates; let one of them be Mr. Tuite.149
With liberal publications now circulating throughout the county, ordinary freeholders now had
access to a common voice of opposition. As the Westmeath Journal noted, a “severe struggle”
lay ahead.150
Over the next few days, formal campaigning accelerated at a rapid speed. On Sunday the
18th, priests throughout County Westmeath preached to their congregations about elective rights
and their freedom to dissent from their landlords. On Monday, candidates officially formed their
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election committees, and by Tuesday concerned citizens were submitting editorials to the local
press. Liberal Protestant freeholders gave a new voice to pro-Emancipationist arguments and
debated with editors of the Westmeath Journal, who retorted that the Catholic Association was
nothing more than a “hot-bed of insurrection” threatening the British Constitution. Campaign
placards, meanwhile, were distributed widely throughout the county. As the Westmeath Journal
put it, by the 20th of June, “the whole apparatus of Electioneering warfare was put into complete
organization.”151
In the western regions of the county, however, a different kind of organization – one less
formally linked with the official canvassing apparatus – initiated a series of attacks and
intimidation that threatened freeholders residing on the lands of anti-Emancipationist candidates.
On the night of June 18, unknown assailants attacked several tenants of Gustavus Rochfort. They
first targeted one Sergeant Lucas in the Parish of Coorsan, who had recently erected a house
upon the land of a previously-evicted occupant. The assailants levelled the house to the ground.
They then turned towards Lucas’ other residence, located very near the quarters of the sergeant’s
military superior, and set it ablaze. Following this attack, the unidentified assembly marched
onward to the residence of Morris Cox, employee to Sergeant Lucas, and demanded that he
vacate his residency the following day. Perpetrators also burned the rye of General Taylor,
commanding officer of the 77th Regiment—and they broke in to the house of one John Costello,
beating him nearly to death. Several “banditti” razed the houses of tenants residing on the lands
of John Potts, neighbor and supporter of both Rochfort and Smyth, while a band of unknown
perpetrators also attacked the houses of Patrick Cronnell and John Casey. The unfortunate
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tenants were dragged from their homes and “dreadfully beaten.” Admittedly, these assaults bore
many of the characteristics associated with the Rockite movement and agrarian violence:
incendiarism, intimidation, and retributive justice for taking up residence on lands belonging to
recent evictees. But in the face of an impending election, such demonstrations of plebeian
power– directed at freeholders loyal to the candidates themselves – suggested that these assaults
underscored formal as well as informal motivations.152
Following the swath of attacks that scorched the Westmeath countryside, Viscount
Castlemaine wrote Dublin Castle in an alarmed state, suggesting that the unrest was related to the
upcoming election. “Scarcely a night passes,” he began, “without some act of atrocity.” By night,
the county was “in compleat possession of Rockites or of whatever designation.” Referring to the
handbills that proliferated throughout the countryside as “our Villiers Stewart Placards,” he
attempted to put a positive spin on the local political milieu. “The priests are as active here as in
Waterford,” he conceded, but “if our Tenantry are true to us, we have about 20 to 1.” Yet in the
face of the recent violence that had occurred, he was compelled to end his letter on a more
somber note: The contest would create “vexation, expence, & disturbance. Blood will be
spilt.”153
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Castelmaine’s prediction proved correct. Over the first three days of the election, which
commenced on June 22, violence erupted in the town of Mullingar. On the evening of the first
day, a virtual battle took place near the hustings between the police and people. One man was
stabbed. Several others were wounded, and dozens taken prisoner. On the second day, a crowd
attacked an employee of the Westmeath Journal as he was posting the day’s results. On the night
of the 23rd, several unidentified “ruffians” knocked a messenger for candidate Smyth, a man by
the name of Flanagan, from his horse and beat him to death. The next morning, a brief riot
ensued in Mullingar, as carriages labeled “Tuite and Independence” were discovered bringing
Smyth supporters to the polls. Several of the crowd were taken prisoner. Into the afternoon, the
police were forced to quell several knockdowns and skirmishes. According to the diary of one
election agent, the “hideous and terrific yells of the populace…brought visions of North
American Indians—Scalping knives, [and] tomahawks.” Tuite finished the first three days far
behind his opponents. As of Saturday, Rochfort had 1,111 votes. Smyth claimed 946. Tuite had
garnered a mere 812 votes. For the liberal Protestant candidate and the Catholic interest, the
prospects of victory appeared bleak indeed.154
The night of Saturday June 24 marked the nadir for the liberal campaign. Not only did
Tuite trail Smyth by 134 votes, but it was rumored that the sheriff would close the polls after
Monday’s tally. Furthermore, candidate Smyth was heard boasting that his return to Parliament
who then relayed to Robert Peel this information: “Popish priests are endeavouring to detach the
tenants from their Protestant landlords in Westmeath to support Tuite, but they are not expected
to succeed.” Gregory quoted in Salmon, “County Westmeath.”
154
WJ, 29 June, 6 July, and 24 August 1826 (italics in original). The election official’s
journal is reprinted in ibid. Sensing a potential opportunity to win a second liberal seat for the
county, liberal Protestants nominated Richard Malone to run alongside Hugh M. Tuite on the
third day. His nomination, however, came too little and too late. See DEP 6 July 1826; and DMR
5 July 1826.
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was all but assured. Sensing defeat, several Catholic priests allegedly resorted to desperate
measures—threatening shame and excommunication to those who refused to vote for Tuite.
Reverend Cantwell was heard denouncing one Smyth supporter as a “bloody Orange rascal.”
And in another instance, a priest was heard telling a freeholder that he would turn him into a
“jackass,” if he did not vote for the liberal candidate. It is impossible in retrospect to know if
such statements were true, but Tuite’s campaign had clearly reached a low point.155
The following day, Sunday the 25th, brought with it a sense of renewal for Tuite’s formal
and informal electioneering campaigns. With the polls closed for the day, priests throughout the
county delivered sermons exhorting their fellow countrymen to abjure physical force in favor of
legal agitation. They assembled voters into blocs and organized caravans to transport freeholders
to the hustings. They pointed to the non-violent tactics of the Association in Waterford, where
newspapers had recently predicted an impending Emancipationist victory. The success of such a
disciplined campaign, administered by clergymen and the Catholic Association, meant that the
laboring and peasant classes would be more likely to support non-violent modes of campaigning
when the polling resumed.156
Between Monday the 26th and Friday the 30th, that is precisely what occurred. Clergymen
adopted softer tactics. Nary was a riot reported, as the people and priests followed a more
disciplined approach in the public sphere. This new departure in electioneering gave fortyshilling freeholders a chance to participate more openly in the public sphere. The conservative
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Protestant interests of the county, meanwhile, began employing tactics of violence and
intimidation. In one instance, an esteemed landlord named Joseph Morgan Daly struck a fortyshilling freeholder named Rafferty with his cane and drew a dagger on the surrounding crowd—
simply because Rafferty had been conversing with the gentleman’s tenants. The campaign’s
fortunes appeared to have reversed. A correspondent from the Dublin Morning Register
encapsulated the liberal spirit: “End as it will, the bulwarks of bigotry in this county are toppling
to their base. So great a blow has never been given, in so short a time, to a once great and terrible
confederacy of Aristocracy, Orangeism, and exclusion.” By Tuesday, Smyth’s majority had
fallen to 21. On Wednesday, Tuite took the lead for the first time. And when the polls closed on
Thursday, the Emancipationist candidate led Robert Smyth by 8 votes.157
Yet if restraint and non-violence at the polls had reenergized Tuite’s campaign during the
day, intimidation and physical force ruled the night. Unidentified bands of informal politicians
barricaded the roads leading to Mullingar. Freeholders fearing for their lives often refused to
attend the election. Bands of anonymous individuals began terrorizing anyone associated with
either of the conservative candidates. On the night of the 26th, several unknown “miscreants”
bludgeoned a “respectable farmer,” because he had declared for Smyth. On the same evening, a
group of “ruffians” attacked a gig belonging to Richard Rochfort, Esq., brother of candidate
Gustavus Rochfort. The perpetrators beat the gentleman’s servant and smashed his gig to bits.
Early Wednesday morning, a cadre of “bludgeon-men” barricaded the thoroughfare leading from
Smyth’s home town of Drumcree. They halted and “severely beat” anyone supportive of the
opposition. Across the county, word spread that the roads and highways were open to only those
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freeholders voting for candidate Tuite. By Thursday evening, the polling in Mullingar had
slowed. Yet Smyth’s electorate were not quite ready to concede defeat. A caravan of the
candidate’s devotees, led by the esteemed Lord Forbes, attempted to reach the hustings by coach.
At a crossroads known locally as Crazy Corner, a party of one hundred “bludgeon-men”
intercepted them. When the assailants attempted to seize the horses by their bridles, a riot
ensued. One of Smyth’s supporters drew a double-barreled gun. Several of the “bludgeon-men”
responded with a fury of stones, while others rushed to cut off communications with the police.
Lord Forbes and his tenants, badly outnumbered, fled northward. Clearly, the intimidation tactics
employed by Tuite’s clandestine supporters, in combination with his campaign’s formal, nonviolent approach, had given new life to the Emancipationist cause.158
In the very early morning of Friday June 30, an assembly of nocturnal “partisans” seized
control of the public sphere in Mullingar, constructing a triumphal arch in front of the market
house. Composed of tree branches and topped with a flag, the arch stood tall enough for anyone
in the center of town to see. Atop the archway, they placed a large decorated panel. On one side
it read, “The Man of our choice,” and “cead mile failta.” On the other side it read, “Our country
right or wrong.” For Tuite’s loyal partisans, victory appeared nigh.159
Indeed. Friday’s polling was exceedingly light. At six o’clock, the booths were closed for
good and the votes tallied. Gustavus Rochfort received a plurality of 1,423. Robert Smyth
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claimed 1,220. And Hugh M. Tuite, by a margin of 25 votes, won the second Parliamentary seat
for County Westmeath. The Emancipationist cause had won a stunning upset.160
In the celebrations that followed, the aspirations and frustrations of County Westmeath’s
plebeian classes could be heard throughout the midlands. Tuite appealed to the “independence”
of his supporters. During the victorious candidate’s chairing ceremony on Friday evening, before
a crowd that numbered in the thousands, Tuite expressed pride in having been the elected
“representative of a free and independent people.” He promised never to betray “the interests of
the independent Electors of Westmeath.” And he rebuffed accusations that the election had been
conducted in a riotous manner; on the contrary, he doubted “that such a contest has ever been
carried on with a more good temper, and orderly conduct on the part of the people.” Following
the victor’s chairing, where Tuite had been “bourne on the shoulders of the population,” the
euphoric crowd began demonstrating and chanting in the streets. “The iron chain is now broken,”
some were heard to say, “we have the Protestants down, and down we’ll keep them.” Others
allegedly chanted, “We have not forgot ‘98 yet,” and “Where are the bloody Protestants now?”
Gangs of “bludgeon-men” encircled the homes of Protestant residents and cried out, “Come out
you bloody Orangemen; it is our day now, and you shall feel it.” Well into the night, the chapel
and the market bells “were kept ringing at a terrible rate.” An “illumination” of candles, lanterns,
and bonfires burned throughout the town and countryside. Anyone who did not properly
illuminate his windows, the Westmeath Journal reported, soon had “no windows to illuminate!”
Well into Saturday, the ebullience continued, as crowds waved “party-colored flags” and danced
in the streets. The people’s “arc de triomphe,” along with the campaign’s adopted motto – “Our
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country right or wrong” – towered above the festivities. As did the green flag of Erin, towards
which one onlooker was heard to exclaim, “There boys! This is what we have long wished to
see, the harp without a crown!” On Sunday, several priests remained in town, where they
addressed their congregations about what to expect in the wake of the confrontation—including
rumors of a national press and funds to support those freeholders who voted against the wishes of
their landlords. The triumphal arch came down on Monday, upon orders issued by the police, and
the celebrations drew to a close. For the County of Westmeath’s plebeian classes, Tuite’s victory
meant religious emancipation and independence. Irish Catholic nationalism had formally arrived
in the midlands.161
In many ways, the election in Mullingar could have served as literary inspiration for the
19th century’s most renowned voice of the Irish peasantry, William Carleton. In 1847, the author,
born to a peasant family in County Tyrone, published “An Irish Election in the Time of the
Forties,” the tale of a farcical election in the days when forty-shilling freeholders still had the
right to vote. Despite having been written over two decades following the monumental contests
of 1826, this short story continues to offer insight into the assumptions and manners held by Irish
Catholics of the laboring classes. As one scholar has put it, Carleton’s work remains of
WJ, 6 July 1826; DMR, 5 July 1826; Contemporaries attributed the phrase, “Our
country, right or wrong,” to Stephen Decatur, an American naval captain who fought against the
British and the Barbary Pirates during the early 19th century. Decatur first uttered those words –
which in their entirety were, “Our Country—in her intercourse with foreign nations may she
always be in the right, but always successful, right or wrong” – at a toast where he was being
feted. The words were intended to acknowledge that he had occasionally erred in his course of
action, but that he also recognized the most important aspect of his work, which was to protect
the independence and sovereignty of his country. Decatur, himself of Irish ancestry, died in
1820. See Leonard F. Guttridge, Our Country, Right or Wrong: The Life of Stephen Decatur, the
U.S. Navy's Most Illustrious Commander (New York: Forge, 2007) here 200; and Robert J.
Allison, Stephen Decatur American Naval Hero, 1779-1820 (University of Massachusetts Press,
2007).
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“enormous value to the historian and the anthropologist, for he depicts a way of life that
vanished with the Great Famine.” The story, overall, derided the “system of the election” as little
more than “reckless amusement.” More than anything else, Carleton was bothered by the
system’s inclusivity—namely, the enfranchisement of the forty-shilling freeholders. To him,
voters at the hustings behaved little better than “hordes of drunken and infuriated savages.” In
hindsight, we can attribute his argument and anti-democratic tone to beliefs commonly-held by
elites in Britain that power in the hands of the masses would lead ultimately to a new “Reign of
Terror.” More significant to this dissertation, however, Carleton described the key roles of
individuals essential to a successful campaign. For example, each candidate had the equivalent of
a Nicholas Drudge, a man “acquainted with every elector in the county” who had “much practice
in the best and safest methods of purchasing votes.” Then there was Billy Burnside. Known for
his “adroitness and chicanery…so essential in the management of an election,” he was allegedly
“able to bribe as many with thirty pounds, as Nick could with fifty.” Likewise, every campaign
required a Captain Blaze. A “distinguished fire-eater,” the notorious Blaze might have been aptly
termed “Chairman of the ‘Intimidation Committee.’” His job, among other things, was to “drill
and regulate the rioters, so as that the outrages might be most judiciously distributed in different
parts of the town.” Last, but not least, came Larry O’Ladle, proprietor of the “Tare-an-ouns
Tavern.” He regulated the “potwallopers,” or residents of a borough in which the head of any
household with a hearth large enough to boil a pot could vote. Together, along with the
candidate, these individuals comprised the requisite elements of any successful “complication of
machinery in the conduct of the election.”162
William Carleton, “An Irish Election in the Time of the Forties,” The Dublin
University Magazine: A Literary and Political Journal 30 (July-December, 1847): 176-192 here
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Carleton’s account remains valuable to this study, because it permits us to catch a
glimpse of the underside of Irish elections. It acknowledged that, even in the 1820s, campaigns
practiced a rudimentary form of “machine” politics. Each candidate had the 19th-century
equivalent of a campaign staff. Lamentably, none of the assize records, nor state papers, nor
news publications have turned up verifiable evidence identifying individual persons from County
Westmeath as the equivalent of one of Carleton’s characters. We may speculate that when
Ferdinand Rafferty called aside some of Joseph Morgan Daly’s tenants, he was playing the role
of a Nicholas Drudge. Or we may speculate that it was one of Captain Blaze’s cadre who killed
Smyth’s messenger, the dispatch rider named Flanagan. Those examples are mere speculation.
Yet Carleton recognized the significance of non-elites – such as the bludgeon-man Captain Blaze
and the tavern-keeper Larry O’Ladle – in the electoral process. And he recognized that the
Catholic clergy, featured only briefly in the story, had not yet become integral to the Irish
political “machine.” Both of these facts held true for the election of Westmeath in 1826, just as
both later held true in the realm of American politics.
Returning to the aftermath of the election, contemporaries from across Ireland
overwhelmingly attributed the successful freeholder revolt in Westmeath to the priests and the
people, but in retrospect both constituencies played crucial roles in securing a victory for the
liberal candidate. The priests brought energy, organization, and respectability to the campaign.

185-187; Carleton remains something of a controversial figure in Irish history. Born a Catholic
peasant in County Tyrone, he later converted to the Church of Ireland. He was known to have a
drinking problem, and he struggled with debt. Nevertheless, no other Irish author of the 19th
century has given scholars as much to work with when it comes to the peasant and working
classes. See Robert Tracy, review of William Carleton: Romancier Irlandais, 1794-1869, by
André Boué, and William Carleton, Irish Peasant Novelist: A Preface to His Fiction, by Robert
Lee Wolff, and The Anglo-Irish Novel: Volume One—The Nineteenth Century, by John Cronin,
Nineteenth-Century Fiction, 36 no. 2 (September, 1981): 214-218 here 215.
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Not only did they address political issues from their pulpits; they inspired and instructed the
county’s peasantry when they arrived at the hustings. To be sure, they may have “harangued” or
even harassed some members of their respective flocks, as the conservative press repeatedly
insisted, but they kept the election from descending into violent chaos. In particular, beginning
on the Sunday prior to the second week of polling, county priests called for a more peaceful
approach to politics. The Dublin Morning Register certainly noted this, referring to the religious
leaders as “true patriots” and “Fathers of their country.” “To them may be likewise attributed the
comparative state of tranquility that prevailed in Mullingar during a violent contest.” To them,
the Register concluded, “Tuite owes his return.” Of course, without the peasantry’s willingness
to challenge the traditional structures of power, the priests would have had no one to persuade.
The peasantry alone had the numbers to defeat Smyth. At the town of Mullingar’s inaugural
meeting of the Catholic Association, held in mid-September, the assembly resolved that “the
Forty-shilling Freeholders” were ultimately “entitled to the national gratitude, for the noble and
intrepid spirit which they recently manifested.” It was the “conduct of the peasantry of
Westmeath,” and of the peasantry in other contested elections, that they hoped to “be imitated by
every county in Ireland.”163
If contemporaries accurately accredited priests and the peasantry with Tuite’s victory in
1826, they overlooked the role played by the laboring classes—those disenfranchised, informal
politicians who blockaded the roads, intimidated adversaries, erected the arch, and filled the
streets with enthusiastic supporters. Given Tuite’s slim margin of victory, there can be little
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doubt that any advantage to his campaign – be it the intimidation that followed in the wake of
Flanagan’s murder, the crowd’s effective control of the public space on election days, or the
“bludgeon-men’s” assault upon Lord Forbes in the eleventh hour of the campaign – was a critical
factor in deciding the election. By contrast, in County Waterford O’Connell ascribed victory, at
least in part, to his ability to keep the people “perfectly tranquil.” “Nothing can provoke them to
any, even the slightest, breach of the peace,” O’Connell wrote his wife, and he considered it
“most pleasing to form such a contrast with other counties.” Truly. But in County Westmeath,
victory depended upon the laboring class’ control of the roadways and public spaces. The
Catholic Association played an admittedly noteworthy role, distributing placards and promoting
its successes in County Waterford, but by O’Connell’s own admission the contest in Westmeath
was something of an afterthought. Of all of the contested elections that took place during the
summer of 1826, County Westmeath’s Catholic interest enjoyed the least formal support. Only
after Tuite’s victory did the Catholic Association in Mullingar hold their first official meeting.
And the national liberal press, which commonly ran advertisements on behalf of liberal
candidates from across Ireland, printed none on behalf of Hugh M. Tuite. In retrospect, if there
was a dark horse – or dark horses – in the Westmeath campaign, they were not men of
prominence. The ordinary laboring classes, and their attempts to influence the formal realm of
electioneering through informal means, were the unsung protagonists of midland politics during
the election of 1826.164
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*****
The freeholder revolts of 1826, in County Westmeath and throughout much of Ireland,
transformed both local and national politics. On the national level, the election in Mullingar
followed Waterford’s success, where Henry Villiers Stuart prevailed by a wide margin: 1,357
votes to Beresford’s 527. Freeholders in Louth, Monaghan, and Armagh also returned
Emancipationist candidates in contested elections. Richard Sheil declared that a “simultaneous
and universal revolt against the aristocracy” had taken place. Irish politics, in his words, had
been “revolutionised.” In the midlands, the electoral triumph energized more “respectable”
Catholics to organize at the local level. On August 8, nineteen parish priests and thirteen curates
held a formal meeting to adopt a series of resolutions defending their conduct in the election.
And on September 14, the Catholics of Westmeath met at the Parish Chapel of Mullingar to
petition Parliament for full Emancipation. In the town of Longford, immediately following
Tuite’s stunning upset, a large crowd toasted “the health of the victor, and the prosperity of the
cause.” “Indeed,” at the next general election, the Dublin Morning Register noted confidently,
“we expect that the expulsion of Orangeism from that county will be one of the easiest of the
popular triumphs.” Throughout the summer of 1826 and into autumn, middle-class Catholics put
together an emergent political organization that stood poised to have an impact upon subsequent
elections.165
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Conservative politicians also recognized the transformations wrought by the election, and
they worked tirelessly to counter them. In the formal realm, Robert Smyth and several of his
supporters petitioned Parliament with a list of grievances almost immediately following defeat.
But it was the landlords in the countryside, rather than formal politicians in the public sphere,
who responded the most energetically. Throughout the month of July and into late summer,
landlords retaliated against those freeholders who dared cast a vote for the liberal Protesant
Tuite. Conservative editorialists, including one “Veritas” from the town of Moate, immediately
endorsed the punitive backlash: The “the poor, ignorant benighted peasant” was getting what he
deserved. Because he “preferred beggary, ruin, and to become an outcast from his home,” the
writer scathingly lamented, the “only bond of union that remained, is now torn asunder.” As
early as the 1st of July, rumors circulated that “independent” freeholders would soon lose their
property or their homes. In the southwestern regions of the county, Viscount Castlemaine
retaliated against Tuite’s supporters by sending the cattle of any indebted tenant to the pound. As
they drove off the livestock, the police were heard taunting, “Where is Mr. Tuite and the priest
now?” Elsewhere, a widow residing on land belonging to Mr. Smyth’s uncle had her only
possessions sold out from under her, because her son had voted for Mr. Tuite. In the northern
part of the county, Lord Longford dismissed one of his laborers for having abstained from voting
for either candidate. Lord Forbes followed suit, seizing the lands and property of tenants who
voted against his wishes. And in one conspicuous act of retribution, an unidentified landlord
apprehended the materials of the victorious party’s “triumphal arch,” for rent past due. The ultraProtestant Dublin Evening Mail summarized the position best: “These Landlords have feelings as
well as the Forty-Shilling Gentry, and it is not to be thought that they will show any very high
degree of affection towards men who fly in their faces on being asked so small a favor once in
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every seven years.” For these men of property, it seemed, their “feelings” and former political
stature had been damaged. So they lashed back at their unfaithful tenants with their most-familiar
and most-lethal tool—eviction.166
Meanwhile, the local and national wings of the Catholic Association had been preparing
for the inevitable retribution dispensed by vengeful landlords. In order to protect those
freeholders who voted for Mr. Tuite, a collective fund was proposed to assist dispossessed
tenants. According to the Westmeath Journal, local priests first introduced the concept of such a
program to their congregations on the Sunday after the election. The following day, Father John
Kearney – Parish Priest of Kilkenny West, near the lands of Viscount Castlemaine – formally
offered, on behalf of evicted freeholders, “to establish in the parish a fund for their defence, a
miniature Catholic Rent,” which he was “quite certain the public spirit of the people will make
fully adequate to the purpose.” Following the leadership of local agitators, the Catholic
Association sprang to action. At the July 7 meeting in Dublin, Daniel O’Connell proposed a
national relief fund – or “New Catholic Rent” – for those forty-shilling freeholders dispossessed
of their homes, introducing a method of marginalizing vengeful landlords and foreshadowing
future political movements in Ireland. On the local level, priests in County Westmeath soon had
a practical means for protecting freeholders. On the 24th of July, about fifteen miles south of
Mullingar, the Reverend Mr. Cantwell, parish priest of Kilbeggan, accused a landlord by the
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name of Haynes W. Battersby of auctioning off cattle belonging to one of his tenants “in the
spirit of revenge, for the part those persons took in the late Election.” After threatening Battersby
with “the curse of every Catholic in the country,” Reverend Cantwell paid for the cattle himself
in front of approximately two hundred onlookers. Once the exchange was made, the crowd
shouted, “a ‘huzza’ for Tuite and Religion for ever!” Clearly, in the midlands and across Ireland,
clergymen and the Association planned to stand by those freeholders who had made victory
possible.167
As the number of confrontations involving priests escalated, so too did incidents of
sectarian violence. The Westmeath Journal frequently reported on the increased “party spirit”
which had “so unequivocally manifested here since the late election.” Englishmen traveling
through the county looked on with “astonishment,” having witnessed crowds shouting “down
with Protestants” and declaring that they had “gained the day over the bloody Protestants and
Orangemen.” Of course, sectarian rhetoric was not confined to Catholics of the lower orders. On
the fourth of July, two men on horseback, Catholics by the names of Bryan Cullen and William
Murphy, rode past the farm of Richard Talbot in the northern part of the county near
Collinstown. Still ebullient over the recent election, one of the men reportedly shouted out,
“Huzza for Tuite!” Talbot and his son William – both “Orangemen” – took violent offense, as
the elder responded, “shoot the villains!” A shot was fired and grazed the head of Bryan Cullen,
who fortunately, along with Murphy, escaped with his life. Meanwhile, clergymen reportedly
engaged in reprisal. On July 9, on the Longford border near Ballymahon, a Catholic priest
“unroofed” the house of a man by the name of Duignan, who not only had voted for Smyth in the
WJ, 6 July and 24 August 1826; DEP, 6 and 8 July 1826; For the “New Rent,” see
O’Ferrall, Catholic Emancipation, 144-145.
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election but was also married to a Protestant woman. The following Sunday, the priest returned
with a “mob” and allegedly assaulted Mrs. Duignan, shouting “Long life to Mr. Tuite, only for
his Election, I couldn’t do this.” Less than a week later, following an indictment to put the case
before the Longford Assizes, Duignan’s house was mysteriously repaired, and the court agreed
to postpone the trial. Sectarian reprisals also took on a rather sophisticated nature. Later in the
month, in the town of Mullingar, a band of unknown perpetrators maliciously issued handbills
announcing the auction of property belonging to a “very respectable” Protestant shopkeeper
named Nathaniel Colbourn. The auction, as it turned out, was fraudulent and had been organized
to damage the retailer’s credit. By summer’s end, sectarian conflict – or “spiritual ruffianism” as
the Journal termed it – showed no signs of slowing.168
Despite a remarkable increase of “party spirit” throughout the midlands, the magnitude of
this new conflict paled in comparison with the familiar brand of informal politics and retributive
justice being served by the laboring classes. On the 18th of July, about eight miles north of
Mullingar, a group of “evil disposed persons” burned a fishing boat belonging to Charles Mills,
Esq., because he had worked for Robert Smyth at the late election. Two days later, an “armed
party” near Thomastown sunk two canal boats loaded with turf, while another cadre of
unidentified individuals near Multyfarnham destroyed the turf of a Protestant named Pope, “only
for his religious principles.” On the evening of Sunday the 23rd, about ten miles northeast of
Mullingar, an “armed party” beat a man by the name of Murtha “for presuming to drive cattle for
rent for his employer.” The same night, a “gang of ruffians” set fire to approximately three
hundred boxes of turf near the Longford border. On the 27th, the Westmeath Journal reported that
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Captain Rock, the “modern legislator” of the masses, had posted a notice on the door of Leny
Church threatening anyone who dared take new land at Mount Murray. Less than two weeks
later, the esteemed John Fox, Esq., newcomer to the county, ignored their warning—ultimately
to his own detriment. A “party of ruffians” waylaid Fox and his servant, cutting a gash into the
gentleman’s head and leaving him “in a very dangerous state.” On August 4, several “armed
banditti” beat a man by the name of Peter Finlay “senseless” for having cast his ballot on behalf
of Mr. Rochfort. Nine days later, they returned to his residence, only to find him away. In a show
of force, the “banditti” demolished his doors and windows of his house, shouting all the while
that they would “never cease persecuting him until they took his life.” On Monday afternoon of
the 14th, just across the southern border of Westmeath into the King’s County, some two hundred
men assembled “under the command of three men wearing ribbons and feathers in their hats and
caps as badges of distinction.” Carrying “pistols, pikes, pitchforks, and bludgeons,” they
marched onto the lands of Mr. Bagnall, where they sabotaged the scythes of ten mowers—thusly
constraining tithe payments in the parish. On Sunday the 27th, unidentified individuals posted a
notice on the door of Multyfarnham Chapel, again threatening the life of Charles Mills for
having accepted employment during Robert Smyth’s campaign. Wishing to see no more trouble,
Mills fled the village. Meanwhile, the very same day, a “party of ruffians” bludgeoned a man by
the name of Robert McKenny near Milltown, approximately nine miles west of Mullingar on the
Royal Canal. A Protestant and a “respectable farmer,” Mr. McKenny lived on the Rochfort estate
and had been threatened earlier for voting on behalf of his landlord’s interest. The “ruffians” did
not intend to leave their threats idle. McKenny died of his wounds the following day. When the
Westmeath Journal editorialized that it would be “much easier to succeed in reclaiming the
ignorant natives of India, than in attempting the same with the Irish populace” – and local
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Protestants labeled the county’s lower orders a “Mobacracy” [sic] – they did not exaggerate by
much. During the late summer of 1826, County Westmeath’s working-class politicians wielded a
vengeful and imposing form of power.169
Unsurprisingly, county authorities and “respectable” citizens responded to the postelection violence by offering rewards and appealing to the law. Perhaps more surprisingly, these
measures resulted in few arrests or convictions. Political fissures had begun to show between
members of the Protestant elites. When the assizes arrived at Mullingar in late July, several
members of the Grand Jury refused to dine with Sheriff Whitney, as was customary. Among
those who did not attend were Gustavus Rochfort, Robert Smyth, Sir Thomas Chapman, J.M.
Daly, and the Viscount Castlemaine. The assembly dined that evening instead at a separate
venue, where they drafted a resolution protesting the “unconstitutional manner” in which the late
election had proceeded. During the formal proceedings of the assizes, which had been described
by the Westmeath Journal as “comparatively light,” the grand jury administered several
acquittals. Significantly, liberal Protestants such as Hugh M. Tuite and Richard Malone
complicated the political arrangement of the grand jury. In one instance, where two men escaped
conviction – despite witnesses having graphically described the brutal assault of a mother in the
presence of her daughter – the presiding judge Lord Norbury responded horrifically to the
acquittal: “Such a verdict proclaims the dreadful state of the County more than even the outrages
themselves!” The following week, dozens of farmers, along with the Earl of Longford and
several members of the Smyth family, issued an impressive reward of £820 for the murder of
James Haggarty. For three weeks, the Westmeath Journal advertised the reward. Nevertheless,
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authorities failed to identify Haggarty’s assailant. Meanwhile, beginning on August 11, Coroner
Dickson held and inquest for the unexpected death two days earlier of Ferdinand Rafferty, whom
the esteemed J. M. Daly had assaulted during the election for canvassing some of his tenants.
The enquiry lasted three days and encapsulated the rising sectarian tensions in Mullingar, where
a Protestant gentleman allegedly had killed a Catholic freeholder for exercising his constitutional
right. Professionals and unskilled laborers alike testified. Rafferty’s wife and daughter accused
the coroner of not intending to serve justice. Tempers flared, and the constable attempted to
remove the women from the chamber. Members of the jury cried out, demanding that they
remain. Finally, after a five hour deliberation, the jury reached a verdict: “Ferdinand Rafferty
came by his death by a retention of urine, he having received a blow of a stick on the side, from
Joseph M. Daly, Esq.” The Catholics of Mullingar cheered the decision. Local Protestants
bemoaned it. One editorialist called the verdict a “foul and ghostly conspiracy.” The Westmeath
Journal declared that if the proceedings would have been held in a criminal court of law, Daly
would have easily been acquitted. Perhaps. But throughout the late summer of 1826, nothing in
the responses of the authorities, the farming classes, or the midland aristocracy suggested that the
limited power wielded by County Westmeath’s laboring classes was in decline.170
*****
Between 1824 and 1826, a remarkable transformation in the realm of formal politics
occurred for Catholic mid-landers of the laboring classes. At the outset, they primarily concerned
themselves with local matters: finding work, punishing itinerant “strangers” willing to take less
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pay, and intimidating anyone who settled on the lands of evicted tenants. Locally, they relied
almost exclusively upon methods of violence—against property and persons: cutting the Royal
Canal, issuing threatening notices, burning houses, raiding for arms, maiming animals,
organizing into clandestine societies, committing assault, and even murdering their enemies.
Interestingly, those motives and methods did not change. Even when the Catholic Association
provided new outlets for formal modes of resistance, such as the Rent and the moral support to
defy their landlord’s interests at the polls, plebeian mid-landers did not entirely abandon their
traditional modes of physical force. During and after the Election of 1826, for instance,
anonymous members of the laboring classes crowded the streets of Mullingar, blocked the
passage of anyone attempting to vote for Robert Smyth, and enacted violent retribution upon
anyone who opposed Tuite. Statistically, it is safe to say that most of these individuals did not
have the right to vote. In the electoral arena, therefore, the limited nature of the franchise left
members of the laboring classes with no legal outlet to participate. If Catholic Emancipation
mattered to them – and it did – their most salient means of influencing the national stage
remained physical force. In this manner, formal and informal modes of politicking blended
together for the working classes residing along the Royal Canal. Their “political education,” to
use the words of Roy Foster, had begun. In chapter three, we shall see where it took them.171
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CHAPTER THREE
“A MORAL ELECTRICITY”: THE TRANSFORMATION OF
POLITICS IN THE IRISH MIDLANDS, 1827-1833

There is a moral electricity in the continuous expression of public opinion
concentrated on a single point, perfectly irresistible in its efficacy.172
At two o’clock this day, Mr. Chapman and Sir Richard Nagle appeared on the box
seat of a carriage, and were drawn up and down the town by the populace, each of
them wearing a green scarf across their shoulders, and a tri-coloured flag waving
over their heads. In those days it is almost dangerous for us to state, that the one
was the emblem of former REBELLION, and the latter of past and present
REVOLUTIONARY principles, both of which, however, have been too deeply
stained in blood, easily to be effaced from human memory.173
Following the election of 1826, support for the Emancipation movement spread
throughout the midlands. Catholic Rent collections resumed. In County Longford, the local
Association, now firmly under the direction of parish priests and middle-class Catholics,
collected a respectable £71 by the year’s end. Father Michael O’Beirne, curate to the bishop in
Ballymahon and a Maynooth-trained priest, spoke regularly at county meetings and began
proselytizing among working-class Protestants. In County Westmeath, local Catholics hosted a
formal meeting in September with the intent of petitioning Parliament directly. Associational cofounder Richard Sheil attended the Mullingar meeting. In a rousing speech, he congratulated the
forty-shilling freeholders for having “achieved” a “signal victory” over the “whole confederated
Orange Aristocracy of Westmeath.” Sheil’s appearance whetted the county’s appetite for
William J. O’Neil Daunt, Personal Recollections of the Late Daniel O’Connell, M.P.
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national attention, and in November the Catholics of Kilbeggan invited Daniel O’Connell to visit
Westmeath (although he never came). Nevertheless, professional and middle-class Catholics
continued to organize the formal political mechanisms. Often raising toasts to Parliament and the
health of the king, the face of the midland movement – like that at the national level – could best
be described as both reformist and loyalist. In Westmeath and Longford, their participation
signaled the success and popularity of the Catholic Association within the “respectable”
classes.174
Mid-landers of the laboring classes, meanwhile, waged renewed campaigns of violence.
Sectarian and economic grievances again motivated the attacks. Beginning in the autumn of
1826, and continuing into March of the following year, they stole arms, leveled houses, and even
targeted the constabulary. On September 24, shortly after Sheil delivered his inspirational
address in Mullingar, around thirty individuals under the leadership of one James Scally
assembled a few miles southwest of the county capitol. The assembly turned into a riot, with at
least one member of the crowd shouting, “There are as many of us here as will kill all the Bloody
Protestants in the County.” Several police officers, including Sergeant Charles Kennedy, were
assaulted before the authorities could quell the fracas. Two nights later, along the Royal Canal
near Killucan, Richard Doolin and several others unknown forcefully entered the house of Daniel
For the “New Rent,” see O’Ferrall, Catholic Emancipation, 144-145; O’Ferrall,
“Emergence of the Political Community in Longford,” 130-134; Contrast the excitement over
electoral politics in the rural midlands with the City of Cork in 1826, where professionals at the
local electoral club lamented “the apathy” of the city’s inhabitants. See O’Ferrall, Catholic
Emancipation, 172; For County Longford meetings, see DEP, 17, 28, 31 October 1826;
Longford Protestants largely belonged to the Church of Ireland. See Kerby Miller, “No Middle
Ground: The Erosion of the Protestant Middle Class in Southern Ireland during the Pre-Famine
Era,” Huntington Library Quarterly 49 no. 4 (Autumn, 1989): 295-306 here 295; For Westmeath
meetings, see DMR, 16, 20, 26 September 1826; and WJ, 21 September 1826; For O’Connell’s
visit, see WJ, 30 November and 7, 14 December 1826.
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Fox in search of arms. The same night, near the northern village of Drumcree, a group of
unknown perpetrators and one Thomas Bonus raided the lodging house of Jane Murphy, where
they absconded with a gun belonging to Timothy Pointe. On November 4, a band of roughly
twenty individuals including Michael Lynch, William Dunn, and Francis Reddy leveled the
house of Francis Hughes. On the night of November 13, John Ellis, Patrick Price, and James
Ganley – along with several other unidentified assailants – allegedly waylaid a constable by the
name of George Carroll. During the assizes, however, the victim refused to identify his attackers,
and the crime went unpunished. Near the town of Moate, John Nowlan and Patrick Daly forcibly
entered the house of Robert Walsh. And the attacks continued through the winter. On the cold
and snowy night of February 17, in the southwest of the county, an “extensive combination” led
by Thomas Coghish and John Ryan murdered John Fitzpatrick. In a previous year, Ryan had
been tried for cutting off the victim’s ears—a punishment often delivered to suspected
informants. A week later, in the canal town of Killucan, three men – John Duffy, James Duffy,
and Patrick Kelly – assaulted a “stranger” from County Roscommon by the name of Patrick
Naylon. On St. Patrick’s Day, an “armed party of Rockites” attacked the house of Daniel Kilroy
on the Meath-Westmeath border. They demolished his doors and windows, and one perpetrator
shot Kilroy in the shoulder before departing. And two days later, fifty-some armed “Rockites”
attacked the recently-acquired house of a farmer named Moran. The assailants beat Moran before
destroying his furniture and roof.175
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During the March assizes, midland authorities struck back. County Longford’s judiciary
sentenced ten people to transportation and four to death. In County Westmeath, the Grand Jury
tried a multitude of cases that had signified a new and “alarming condition” of the county:
murders, burnings, firearms raids, nightly meetings, and “rebellious proceedings.” Overall, the
Lord Chief Baron McClelland professed shock at the gross determination to obstruct justice—a
remark that “did not apply to the lower orders merely, but also to that class of farmers who were
reckoned respectable by their neighbours.” “The great mass of the people,” he concluded,
continued to sustain “a most determined opposition to the course of justice.” By the end of the
assizes, the judge issued three sentences of hard labor, four for transportation, four for public
whippings, and thirteen for the death penalty. Never before had the state’s justice been so swift
and terrible.176
This chapter follows the course of informal and formal politics from the aftermath of
County Westmeath’s contested election to the victories of Irish Repeal candidates throughout the
midlands in 1832. During these years, extraordinary developments occurred at the national level.
In 1828, O’Connell campaigned for a seat in Parliament at a County Clare by-election, and won
handily. The following year, due in no small measure to the contest in Clare, Westminster passed
the Catholic Relief Bill. Emancipation had finally been achieved. As members of Parliament,
O’Connell and his political allies turned their attentions towards education and political reform,
they could not escape matters distinctly Irish. Thus, the Repeal campaign was born. Mid-landers
of the working classes continued to follow closely the successes of the great Liberator. They kept
up with the latest news, brought to them via the Royal Canal. They celebrated O’Connell’s
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victory in Clare. And following Emancipation, they illuminated the countryside with bonfires.
For all the excitement about the great victory, the initial results seemed quite disappointing.
Through a series of back-room dealings, the forty-shilling freeholders lost their franchise.
Conservative Protestants in the North began to organize in unprecedented numbers against the
Catholic threat. Sectarian fears and violence spread to the midlands. Ribbonism resurged. The
Tithe War began. Locally, protecting employment still mattered, as did evictions and religious
injustice. Members of the laboring classes resumed their sabotage of the Royal Canal, going on
arms raids, and issuing threatening notices. But just as importantly, legal access to electoral
politics mattered. When the state eliminated the forty-shilling freeholder vote in 1829, it formally
broke the formal political leverage of working classes. In the parliamentary elections of 1830 and
1831, the peasant and laboring classes stayed home—opting not even to get involved in the
public sphere, as those disenfranchised residents had done in 1826. Following the Reform Act of
1832, however, which modestly increased the franchise in counties across the United Kingdom,
plebeian Catholics returned to the arena of electoral politics with a vengeance. And throughout,
both formally and informally, the laboring classes understood that wherever they could amass
greater numbers in a contest, they would win. In an increasingly zero-sum political environment,
most recognized that losing brought dangerous consequences. As the motives and methods of
informal and formal spheres bled together, ordinary mid-landers of Ireland continued their
political educations.
*****
Returning to 1827, the intensity of violence that defined working-class politics, and the
state’s fierce response, presaged a series of political setbacks at the national level. The year 1827
was, in the words of one historian, the “lull before the storm.” When the heir presumptive to the
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throne and ultra-Protestant Duke of York died in January, O’Connell found it difficult to press
for Emancipation. Political instability in the upper echelons of power, it seemed, did not favor
the Catholic cause. In February, Lord Liverpool – Prime Minister to George IV – suffered a
stroke and resigned, leaving the office to George Canning. The new prime minister had long
been an advocate for Emancipation, so the Catholic Association opted to moderate its approach
to support his government. This proved to be a mistake. In March, for the first time since 1819,
the House of Commons failed to support Emancipation. The ever-pragmatic O’Connell could
offer little recourse, and he urged supporters to remain patient and “conciliate.” During the
summer months, the Catholic Association faltered as Protestant evangelicals renewed their noisy
efforts to convert Irish Catholics. Rent collection fell to an all-time low. What is more, Prime
Minister Canning unexpectedly passed away in August, leaving in his place the “incompetent”
Lord Goderich, who merely paid lip service to the Catholic cause. As autumn turned into winter,
it became clear that the Goderich government would not last. A new, more effectual leader was
needed. On January 22, 1828, the Duke of Wellington accepted the King’s invitation and
successfully formed a new government.177
While efforts to secure Emancipation stalled in Parliament throughout 1827, mid-landers
of the working classes – especially those along the Royal and Grand Canals – made a series of
demonstrations and attacks that menaced local and national authorities. Apparently, the
authoritative crackdown at the assizes in March did little to quell the spirit of insurrection that
O’Ferrall, Catholic Emancipation, 153-187; With several elections in Ireland still
under review, liberal Protestants such as Hugh M. Tuite had not yet taken office. In fact, Tuite
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pervaded midland counties. For the first time in since 1825, assemblies targeted the banks of
canals. Before daylight on the 6th of March, near the Westmeath border in the King’s County, an
“armed mob” cut a “malicious breach” in the Grand Canal. This act of sabotage led to rumors of
impending attacks upon the provision and trade boats that led to Dublin, with the ultimate aim of
obstructing the inland waterway. In April, laborers in Monasterevin, near a “new” section of the
Grand Canal in County Kildare, “turned out for an increase of wages.” Not only did they demand
eight shillings per week instead of five; they paraded in “large parties” through the streets by
light of day, “saying they should get work or bread.” On the 23rd of May, about three miles
outside of Mullingar, a group of “misguided wretches” attempted to cut a breach in the Royal
Canal. Only the “shortness of night” prevented them from succeeding. If they had realized their
intentions, traffic along the canal would have stopped completely, and the inundation would have
laid waste to some fifteen miles of land.178
Looking back, it is significant in that the renewal of violence and sabotage along the
Grand and Royal Canals coincided with the Emancipation movement and the nascent revival of
Ribbonism in the midlands. During the well-publicized “Trial of Richard Jones,” held twelve
years later, several witnesses testified that the organization begin to regain its strength in the late
1820s. One informant named Edward Kennedy admitted to having joined the society in Longford
around 1827 as a boatman on the Royal Canal, and his responsibilities included communication
with the Dublin headquarters. According to Kennedy, Ribbonism extended – as it had in the
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early 1820s – from Dublin into the counties of Kildare, Meath, Westmeath, and Longford, where
he “knew all the persons along the canal, and scattered the rules and regulations amongst them.”
It was almost as if Richard Jones’ brand of Ribbonism from the late 1820s and ‘30s had been
grafted on top of Michael Keenan’s earlier network.179
What is more, these geographical networks overlapped remarkably with places where
archivists collected stories of “Ribbonism” for the National Folklore Commission of Ireland. In
midland and western counties such as Meath, Kildare, Louth, Armagh, Monaghan, Cavan, Sligo,
and Galway, folklorists in the 1930s found numerous accounts of such lore. Often, these stories
described how secretive associations enforced an agrarian moral economy: issuing threatening
letters over tenant grievances or punishing individuals who settled on lands of evictees. Others
purported more national themes. According to one County Sligo tale, a rebel in 1798 named
Blake was forced to flee the county with his family after killing a “Red Coat” who had assaulted
his wife. “On my oath, I’ll have my revenge on them yet,” Blake declared. “On my oath, I will,”
shouted Blake’s young child from his mother’s arms. “In this way,” the story concluded, “the
spirit of revenge for wrongs done has been handed down through the generations from father to
son.” Yet Ribbon lore did not entirely exclude references to legal, nonviolent forms of protest.
As the itinerant folk-poet Antoine Ó Reachtabhra put it to a band of Ribbonmen in the early
1830s, “give up [your] night-walking, and come out and agitate in the daylight.” Perhaps some
already had. Of the seven counties where freeholders had contested the elections of 1826, only
one – the Catholic Association’s highly-publicized Waterford campaign – did not have a
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tradition of Ribbonism. And while such evidence hardly proves a linkage between formal and
informal politics, it is suggestive that for peasants and laborers in counties where Ribbonism
survived, politics included the constitutional methods of Daniel O’Connell as well as the
revolutionary means advocated by the Ribbonmen.180
Whatever the case, the reemergence of Ribbonism along the Royal Canal occurred amidst
national political strife. Throughout the midlands, the Catholic Association expanded its
operational reach during the summer of 1827. In response to the Second Reformation’s published
successes, Father Michael O’Beirne of County Longford aggressively proselytized in the canal
town of Ballymahon. By Easter Monday, he claimed to have converted forty individuals to
Catholicism—a spiritual victory, to be sure, but an economic one as well. Contributions to the
Rent, as noted earlier, lagged in 1827. The Association responded by implementing structural
changes. Rather than having priests collect dues, newly-appointed “church wardens” – often
tradesmen or respectable farmers – accepted donations on “Rent Sunday,” the first Sunday of
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each month. The Association also promoted the establishment of Liberal Clubs to help register
freeholders and promote electoral participation, although only nearby County Roscommon
successfully founded such a club. In Westmeath, the members of the Association continued to
focus upon the disputed results of the election in 1826. In late spring, a commission arrived in
Westmeath to assess the results. Liberal and conservative newspapers covered the story
incessantly, making rash and inaccurate predictions. The peasant and laboring classes
participated in their own ways. In May, for example, people throughout the countryside lit
bonfires upon the rumor that Tuite had been officially declared MP. Mid-landers also followed
the news of election petitions from other parts of the country. Following the victory of proEmancipationist Colonel Henry White, an MP for the county of Dublin who also owned land
along the Royal Canal, the country people of his Longford estate lit fires that “brilliantly
illuminated” the night sky. Well into the summer, mid-landers of the laboring classes generally
refrained from collective violence, either awaiting direction from above or biding their time. 181
With the approach of the August assizes, many Longford Catholics looked forward to the
legal proceedings with cheerful anticipation. In a summer marked by “tranquility,” one civil case
in particular had captured the excitement of the local populace—a dispute over a will between
Father Edward McGaver and a gentleman by the name of Robinson. The details of the case
mattered little in comparison with the parish priest’s defense team, led by none other than Daniel
O’Connell. Following the iconic politician’s arrival, the Westmeath Journal disparaged the “Man
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of the People” for inspecting “Rockite clans” and “Whiteboy battalions” in military style, for
wearing a “green cockade” into the courtroom, and afterwards for having “paraded” through the
town in a “Triumphal car.” In a more sympathetic account, the Tipperary Free Press described a
gleeful yet law-abiding procession. When O’Connell arrived in town, “the people” cheered so
loudly that they interrupted the court’s proceedings. Upon being informed of the nature of the
commotion, one presiding judge responded, “That is to be expected.” Following O’Connell’s
victory in the courtroom, several members of the crowd attempted to draw their esteemed
leader’s carriage out of town. O’Connell calmly stopped them and asked them instead to obey
the law. During the excitement, a Tory magistrate by the name of Fetherston demanded that
Judge Moore suppress the town’s chairing of the popular barrister: It was causing a “riot,” he
insisted. The sagacious judge responded coolly, “Wherever Mr. O’Connell goes, my dear Sir, he
is always chaired by the people, and you cannot prevent it.” Late in the afternoon, O’Connell
departed the town “amid the cheers and acclamations of the populace.”182
O’Connell’s visit did not pass without incident, as unlawful assemblies raided houses for
arms and administered unlawful oaths, but collective violence and retribution in the Leinster
midlands waned significantly between the autumn of 1827 and the spring of 1828. In retrospect,
several factors help explain why this was the case. First, the economy remained relatively stable,
even for the land poor. Throughout the latter half of the 1820s, despite an unfortunate
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combination of drought and excessive rainfall that strained the potato crop, the country avoided
even a partial famine during these years. Second, the Catholic Association continued to improve
its political infrastructure across Ireland. The liberal press – particularly the Dublin Weekly
Register, which saw its circulation grow over 200 percent since the early 1820s – and liberal
clubs increasingly kept readers attuned to the formal realm of politics. This gave the working
classes a sense that, even at the national level, their grievances were being heard. Third, and
relatedly, the peasant and laboring classes appeared to be yielding to the national leadership. On
December 19, Richard Sheil proposed a new petition drive for the upcoming year, one that
would promote “efficient and systematic action.” Scheduled for January 13, the national day of
action promised to bring together all of old Ireland—or, as Daniel O’Connell referred to it, “all
Catholic Ireland acting as one man.” Indeed, the town of Mullingar quietly held a meeting on
Sunday the 13th, which according to the Westmeath Journal “passed off without any of those
unpleasant circumstances which generally either precede or follow such agitation of popular
feeling.” Perhaps O’Connell’s exhortations against lawlessness had resonated with the lower
orders of the midlands.183
Perhaps some, but not all. In County Westmeath, political retribution, sectarianism,
police riots, and conflicts over land and labor brought further incidents of collective violence into
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the spring of 1828. On the 29th of February, a “party of ruffians” surprised a seventy-five year
old “respectable farmer” by the name of Sheeran, on his way from Moate to Mullingar.
Apparently, the elderly man had declared for Rochfort and Smyth in the 1826 election, still
under review by the election commission. During the assault, Sheeran heard his assailants shout,
“success” to Tuite! On March 9, an “armed party of Rockites” assaulted James Maguire and his
wife near Milltown for having subscribed to the McKenny reward (see Chapter Two). The
following night, on the lands of Kilpatrick, “an armed party” threatened two men to vacate their
residencies. On the 11th, another “armed party” attacked a man named Kelly on the Longford
border near Ballymahon. Four days later, “a party” leveled the house of one Mr. Mulrey, near
Street. On March 17, St. Patrick’s Day, a quarrel at a public house in the southwest of the county
led to a confrontation between people and the police. Upon receiving information of an imminent
“riot,” several constables entered William Glynn’s pub and accosted suspicious-looking
customers by the points of their bayonets. In fact, a riot did ensue. As five men scuffled with the
constabulary, Thomas Makin and William Moran grabbed a gun from the hands of Sergeant John
Matthews and beat him to death with it. The police eventually prevailed and hauled the group of
five off to jail. The same night, four other crimes were reported—one of which involved the
shattering of windows at the church of Enniscoffy, near Mullingar. On the night of May 25, a
“gathering of persons,” including one Peter Maguire, dragged William Dalton of Collierstown
from his house and assaulted him. “You’ll pay your men better, and feed them better,” Maguire
was heard saying, “and keep no strangers.” On the last day of May, a few miles west of
Mullingar, six police officers entered the house of Andrew Farrell, allegedly breaking his front
door and accusing his wife Catherine of keeping an unorderly house. In the face of their
intimidations, Catherine retorted that “Mr. Tuite came often this road, and knew her family.”
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One of the police officers sneered back, “d—n her, do you hear how she threatens Tuite on us.”
The police then proceeded to drag them both outside, where they knocked them to the ground
and beat them. At the summer assizes, the officers were sentenced to a maximum of two months
in prison for their indiscretions. With the summer of 1828 approaching, tensions in County
Westmeath were clearly rising.184
Meanwhile, Emancipation politics, at both the local and national levels, began to
overshadow the provincial violence that had spread throughout the county. In early May, the
parliamentary election commission finally declared Hugh M. Tuite the official victor of the
second county seat for the election of 1826. According to the Westmeath Journal, countless
people from the town of Mullingar lit several celebratory bonfires in a triumphant “illumination.”
Many were seen “leaping and yelling with savage joy,” menacing those who did not illuminate
their homes, including one Captain Hill, whose house was “assailed with stones, and a blazing
tar-barrel laid at his door.” The house of another Protestant named Matthews, father of the late
sergeant who had been killed in March, was attacked and had its windows shattered. One
horrified spectator referred to the events as “spiritual Rockitism” perpetrated by an “unhallowed
confederacy.” Nevertheless, celebrations lasted well into the early morning. Also in May,
Wellington’s government allowed the Unlawful Societies Act of 1825 to lapse. O’Connell’s
compliance with the law, and the subsequent establishment of the “New” Catholic Association,
had rendered the legislation virtually toothless. Moreover, the House of Commons, fresh with
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liberal MPs from the election of 1826, voted in favor of Emancipation by a count of 272 to 266.
Wellington’s hand had been forced. He needed to appoint new members to his cabinet in order to
face a resurgent Catholic Association and its liberal Protestant allies. As a part of this process,
the prime minister made a fateful decision, calling upon William Vesey Fitzgerald of County
Clare to preside over the Board of Trade. This move legally obliged the gentleman to run again
for his seat in Parliament. Sensing that the moment was ripe for bold and unprecedented action,
Daniel O’Connell, the barrister from County Kerry, opted to challenge the British constitution in
the summer by-election of 1828.185
On June 24, “the Catholic Liberator of his Country,” as O’Connell soon came to be
known, announced his intention to seek the office of MP for County Clare. With the eyes of the
nation focused upon this momentous election, the Catholic Association and its supporters put
their full weight into securing victory. In its first installment alone, the organization spent £5,000
on campaign expenses. Priests and politicians flooded into Clare. In the town of Ennis alone,
where the election took place, an estimated thirty thousand people crowded the streets. With
priests leading the way, crowds of freeholders paraded through town with banners labeled “Vote
for your Religion” held high. Women and children sang songs such as “the Liberty Tree.” Others
carried an empty coffin, a symbol of what would happen to those who dared vote against
O’Connell. Priests marched electors to the polls, while the upper echelons of the Association
ensured that the proceedings went off without any significant incident of violence. On July 5, the
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election ended. The results were unequivocal. Daniel O’Connell had defeated William Vesey
Fitzgerald by a vote of 2,057 to 982.186
Nationally, the “Liberator’s” victory had a profound impact upon Emancipation politics.
For one thing, it demonstrated to Wellington and his cabinet that the Association could mobilize
a massive, peaceful electoral campaign. Behind the leadership of their priests, the predominantly
Catholic freeholders of most counties could secure victory for pro-Emancipationist candidates. In
a very pragmatic sense, the election also confirmed that the Association commanded raw power.
As one historian has noted, “O’Connell’s plan was to demonstrate that, in the next general
election, he could plunge Ireland into chaos.” Contemporaries recognized this fact as well. In
August, “Honest Jack” Lawless – the outspoken Belfast radical whose support for the fortyshilling freeholders had endeared him to working-class Catholics – proposed an excursion into
County Monaghan, where he hoped to whip up support for Emancipation. “Rockite notices”
soon appeared in the North, as did signs of “Ribbonism.” In September, an estimated ten
thousand supporters followed Lawless to the town of Ballybay, only to discover that four
thousand Protestants had taken up defensive positions to block his “invasion.” “Honest Jack”
wisely retreated and averted a crisis. According to Thomas Wyse, Ireland narrowly avoided a
civil war in September of 1828. Shortly thereafter, anti-Catholic Brunswick clubs sprung up
across the island. If plebeian Catholics in the midlands could mobilize on behalf of Emancipation
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politics, then working-class Protestants of Ulster could rally in opposition to it. Across Ireland,
sectarian tensions were reaching fever pitch.187
Meanwhile, in the immediate wake of O’Connell’s electoral victory, mid-landers reveled
briefly in his success. As soon as news about Clare reached Mullingar, the elated Catholics of the
town organized a meeting at the chapel. On Sunday the 6th, the Reverend Mr. Nowlan roused an
exuberant crowd and collected funds to help defray the costs of O’Connell’s campaign. Yet the
celebrations were short lived. Protestants of the midlands were not to be outdone. Several days
later, Lord Longford held a formal meeting “to counteract the progress of Roman Catholic
incroachments [sic].” Not only did this assembly inspire approbation from the conservative
press; it preceded sectarian violence in the midlands. On July 12, more than a dozen Protestants
from County Cavan set out across the countryside in the direction of County Longford. Many of
them bore arms, ready for any altercation that might befall them. Two days later, the assembly
ran into a crowd of Catholic peasants at the Fair of Ballinalee. A fight broke out, and shots were
fired. Bullets sprayed in every direction, hitting several bystanders, including women and
children. A Catholic by the name of Patrick Flood lay dead on the ground. A woman named
Anne O’Brien suffered from her wounds for several days before she died. The massacre at
Ballinalee became a Catholic rallying cry. For months, the liberal press decried the injustice as
the perpetrators awaited the next assize. For rank and file Catholics of Longford, however,
retribution would not wait. On the night of July 20, in the town of Ballymahon, “a gang of
Knight’s Liberators” – including Bernard Magrane, Bryan Finnan, John Reilly, Michael Fayne,
and James Brennan – broke into the house of a Protestant named Burns. They stripped his wife
Bartlett, Ireland, 264; O’Ferrall, Catholic Emancipation, 211; Fermanagh Reporter
quoted in the BNL, 8 September 1828; Farrell, Rituals and Riots, 88-93.
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nearly naked and strung her above the fire. There, they tortured her through a process called
“pitch-capping”—a painful measure employed by loyalists in 1798, whereby assailants poured
hot tar or “pitch” to one’s head and then violently removed the “cap” once it had cooled. Only
the intervention of the police under Major O’Donoghue saved the woman. Daniel O’Connell’s
electoral campaign in Clare may have evaded the wrenching vice of sectarian violence during the
summer of 1828. The informal politics of the Irish midlands, however, did not.188
The Catholic Association’s national leadership did not remain aloof to such challenges,
and many within the organization worked tirelessly to direct the mass movement peacefully. This
was no easy task. In late September, following Lawless’ “invasion” of Ulster, ordinary Catholics
from the canal counties looked towards Tipperary, where bands of “rebels” had begun arming
and training for open insurrection. The constabulary received reports stating that “agitation and
excitement” pervaded Leinster. According to the dispatch, as long as the “Proceedings in the
County of Tipperary” remained a threat, political unrest in the midlands was “not likely to
decrease.” Furthermore, the proliferation of Brunswick clubs only escalated the already-caustic
sectarian tensions. In the face of a potential civil war, Daniel O’Connell responded first. On the
26th of September, he issued a directive to halt any new meetings and desist any violence. Five
days later, the Lord Lieutenant of Ireland decreed that all public meetings would be temporarily
prohibited by law. According to the Clonmel Herald, priests in Tipperary stayed out “from dawn
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to dusk attempting to force people to obey Catholic Association orders of non-violence.”
Furthermore, in early October the Association issued pamphlets “To the Catholics of Ulster,”
asking their fellow coreligionists to abstain from “all unnecessary or tumultuous processions or
assemblies.” “Men of Ulster!” the pamphlet concluded, “Organize yourselves in open and legal
confederacies,” and “connect yourselves more closely with the national union.” The
communique appeared to have a positive effect. Violence in the north declined, and the
Association resumed its plans for autumn provincial meetings. In the Leinster meeting,
gentlemen such as Hugh M. Tuite and the up-and-coming Richard Nagle advocated protecting
the forty-shilling freeholders and maintaining a course of peaceful, constitutional resistance. In
1828, after all, such tactics were paying in dividends. As the year drew to a close, the Catholic
Association boasted its highest Rent collection yet: over £22,000. With the New Year
approaching, Daniel O’Connell and his revitalized movement faced their challenges with great
anticipation.189
By January of 1829, the issue of Emancipation had been forced into the realm of high
politics. Wellington recognized that O’Connell and the Association had compromised his
maneuverability. He could not call for a new election. Following the successes of 1826 and 1828,
the forty-shilling freeholders proved ready and willing to vote Emancipationist candidates into
office. Furthermore, Daniel O’Connell commanded the respect and admiration of millions of
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supporters. For every seven people in Ireland, five were Catholic. And since the year 1800,
Ireland had been under ordinary British law for a total of just one year. Wellington had to do
something to appease the Catholic majority. Clearly, the tumultuous state of affairs threatened
the union. Despite protestations from King George IV, Parliament had no other peaceful choice
but to concede Emancipation. To be sure, Wellington pursued concessions—and got them. The
Catholic Association agreed to disband, and the Church of England gained exclusive rights to
episcopal titles. From the standpoint of plebeian politics, however, the most important
concession remained the disenfranchisement of the forty-shilling freeholders, as the new
minimum land-holding value rose to ten pounds. Members of the Catholic Association, including
Tuite and O’Connell, publicly opposed the measure, but few English or Scotsmen cared about
preserving voting rights that their own freeholders did not have. On April 13, King George IV
gave his Royal Assent to the Roman Catholic Relief Act of 1829. The following morning, the
“Liberator” designated April 14 the “first day of freedom,” but he clearly intended for more to
come. On the evening that Emancipation had passed, a Dublin barrister by the name of Andrew
Carew O’Dwyer slapped O’Connell on the shoulder and declared, “Othello’s occupation’s
gone!” “Gone!” the Liberator retorted, “Isn’t there a Repeal of the Union?” For Daniel
O’Connell, and so many Irish people, Emancipation had been secured through a “bloodless
revolution,” but there was more work to do. A transformation in Irish politics was clearly
afoot.190
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Throughout 1829, politics in the midlands – in both the formal and informal realms –
took a peaceful turn for the laboring classes. Compared with previous years, reports of collective
violence effectively vanished. To this end, the Catholic Association played an instrumental role.
Members recognized a need for national action to preclude bloodshed. In matters of religion,
they noted, the laity yielded to their priests; in political matters, however, they looked to
O’Connell and the national leadership. On the 13th of January, the Association enthusiastically
passed a resolution “to put down all secret societies, and illegal oaths.” The measure had its
desired effect. By late January, the Association proclaimed that in the South of Ireland, “secret
societies…have been abolished”—“oaths…discontinued.” Such appeared to be the case in the
midlands as well. In County Meath, Lord Killeen testified that the continuation of the Rent
helped offset the peasantry’s desire or need for illegal associations. Liberal clubs established in
the towns of Longford and Athlone offered alternative political outlets for the laboring classes as
well. At the March assizes in Mullingar, the Lord Chief Baron congratulated the county for an
“unusually light” schedule. In Longford and Kildare, the situation was the same. To be sure, the
year did not pass without incident. On February 18, several individuals, including Patrick Kenna
and Maurice Bryan, assaulted and disarmed a canal guard named Robert Ringland near
Mullingar. And the homicide of one Patrick Martin in County Westmeath stymied jurors—one of
whom allegedly refused to “find any man guilty of any crime.” In May, Peter Macabe murdered
a “respectable farmer” named Connolly. And on the 12th of July, five “Orangemen,” including
Robert Johnston and John Dent, paraded through the streets of Athlone shouting, “here we
are…who dare oppose us?” Apparently, between forty and fifty Catholics did, and they nearly
overwhelmed the “Orangemen,” who escaped only due to Dent having fired a pistol.
Nevertheless, the year concluded with comparatively little unrest. By nearly all measures, it had
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been the quietest year in decades. The year 1829 marked a new era in Irish politics. Secure in
their local and national majorities, midland politicians – formal and informal – rested confidently
that Emancipation would bring a more peaceful future.191
*****
In the North of Ireland, however, 1829 brought levels of unrest unprecedented since
1798. Immediately following Emancipation, working-class Protestants began organizing dozens
of informal processions. On the 13th of July, approximately fifty thousand Orangemen marched
in at least twenty assemblies—including one infamous occasion at Stewartstown, County
Tyrone, where plebeian Catholics and Protestants effectively reenacted a thirty-two year-old
confrontation between rebellious elements of the Kerry militia and the loyalist yeomanry. Blood
was also spilt in the nearby counties of Leitrim and Monaghan. Throughout the month of July, at
least forty people died during the riots. In the wake of the Catholic Relief Act, frustrated British
officials could do little more than protest. Publicly, Wellington called for “tranquility.” Privately,
the Duke of Northumberland insisted that the passing of Emancipation “could not be expected at
once to civilise an ignorant population.” By late autumn, secret associational networks resumed
violent collective action in the North of Ireland. The conservative Fermanagh Reporter referred
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Ballinalee were acquitted, while the “Knight’s Liberators” involved in the “pitch-capping” at
Ballymahon were convicted. See ibid.; Dublin Evening Packet and Correspondent, 10 March
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to them as “O’Connell’s police.” Clearly, Emancipation had not solved all of Ireland’s social and
political woes.192
As the year drew to a close, the peace that had been wrought in the midlands came to end
when a resurgent “combination” along the Royal Canal began targeting persons and property. On
November 3, several unidentified men attacked a boat docked near Mullingar. They shut the
crew in the cabin and then sunk the boat. The following night, the group returned, attacking a
nearby house where goods retrieved from the sunken boat had been stored. Along with fifteen
concerned individuals, the Royal Canal’s Court of Directors offered a £286 reward for the
conviction of the perpetrators. Several weeks later, one Matthew Tallon assaulted a man by the
name of Sweeny not more than three miles past Richmond Harbour in County Longford. The
assailant warned his unfortunate victim that he should desist working for three halfpence a day,
and that “if he went any further on the canal, he might fare worse.” Before fleeing the scene,
Tallon served Sweeny with a notice signed “Captain Starlight,” indicating as much. In January of
1830, literally days following the ceremonial opening of the Royal Canal’s extension to the town
of Longford, “a breach of considerable extent” emptied water into the surrounding countryside.
While board members publicly debated the nature of the misfortune, Chief Engineer Charles
Tarrant argued that the canal had been maliciously targeted. Rumors of an imminent attack near
Richmond Harbour had abounded since the opening of the new terminus, apparently in
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anticipation of an impending loss of business. Whatever the case, workers did not repair the line
fully until April, by which time a second outburst of collective violence had commenced. 193
Following the winter depredations that had beleaguered the inland waterway, County
Longford’s working classes initiated a new wave of coercion and retribution. In early March, just
a few miles northeast of Ballymahon, “an old offender” named Keegan assaulted two men with a
stone hammer, one of whom was collecting tithes. Authorities eventually captured Keegan, who
boasted nonetheless that he “had partizans in various parts of the county, who would avenge his
cause.” On the night of March 6, near the Longford-Roscommon border at Killashee, four
“ruffians” armed with bludgeons attacked a woman whom they referred to as a “bloody
Brunswicker.” They beat her and her driver, destroyed her carriage, and warned her never to
return. The incident marked the third assault upon her within a year. At the Longford assizes,
authorities found the depth of criminality alarming. Associations involving the lower orders
continued to issue unlawful oaths, break into houses, order small farmers to abandon their new
residences, and even bribe crown witnesses. At the conclusion of the assizes, the Lord Chief
Baron lamented that Emancipation – “that grand era of golden promise,” as he called it – did not
bring “‘peace and goodwill’ amongst all classes” after all. To be sure, mid-landers of the peasant
and laboring classes gained an increasingly sophisticated impression of national politics in 1829.
Peace, by and large, had largely prevailed along the Royal Canal during the year of
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Emancipation. Indeed, constitutional politics were becoming, in the words of one historian, “a
main focus of popular political activity.” In the canal counties of Westmeath and Longford,
however, the violence that had characterized the informal politics of the preceding decade
continued.194
In retrospect, several factors explain why “tranquility” did not last more than six months
in the midlands following Emancipation. To begin with, economic conditions took a turn for the
worse. The expansion of the Longford branch meant that some of the traffic ordinarily headed to
Richmond Harbour would be diverted northward. Residents living near the western terminus,
consequently, feared a loss of work. Ireland also experienced a partial famine in 1830,
particularly in Connacht. The price of potatoes soared, jumping in the spring from roughly two
pennies per stone (about 14 lbs.) to over five pennies in June. According to one magistrate near
Moyvally, “the poorer classes” raided boats along the Royal Canal due to “the dearness of
provisions and the general distress.” The increasingly sectarian climate also led to an uptick in
violence. News of Orange processions, transported via packet boats on the Royal Canal, reached
the towns of Mullingar and Longford. And in the autumn of 1829, conservative papers such as
the Westmeath Journal began noting a resurgence of Ribbonism—first in Dublin, where a
circular warned that the “code of Ribbonism” condemned death upon anyone dealing with
Protestants, and then farther west. Members of the Dublin society, such as the aforementioned
Edward Kennedy, began circulating “regulations” along the Royal Canal around the time that
Mullingar’s “combinations” renewed their activities. The following March, Keegan’s assault
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upon a tithe collector near Taghshinny testified to sectarian influences, as did another incident
where a Protestant rector in County Longford “turned out every one of the Roman Catholic
children” attending his school. Finally, and perhaps most significantly, mid-landers of the lower
classes no longer had a legitimate, public forum where they could agitate. The
disenfranchisement of the forty-shilling freeholders ensured that candidates had no good reason
to campaign among the peasant classes. Admittedly, the Marquis of Bandford’s proposal for a
Reform Bill – introduced in April with the intent of extending borough constituencies – became
an election issue for liberal voters. But the liberal clubs in Athlone and Longford had little room
for those members of the laboring classes who traditionally did their “politicking” in spheres
where the majority clearly ruled.195
If mid-landers of the working classes appeared to embrace a more physical-force
approach to politics in 1830, they weren’t far removed from a growing number of urban radicals
with American connections. In Dublin, men who had previously supported the Catholic
Association fomented what Thomas Wyse later described as an “internal revolution.” The
organization’s younger members increasingly viewed O’Connell and his brand of
constitutionalism as a mere “partial remedy” to Ireland’s woes. This burgeoning association of
Irishmen espoused “separation and republicanism,” and based their position “not on the fanciful
theories of the French revolutionists, but on the practical model which it saw in America.” So
during the Emancipation campaign, when O’Connell twice vetoed a measure to recognize the
contributions of their allies in the United States (admittedly, to safeguard against a backlash from
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British politicians), those members with American connections took offense. O’Connell’s
obligations “to moderate and allay,” in the words of Wyse, created a “spirit of republicanism.”
Moreover, a new rift between O’Connell and his more radical compatriots began to show over
the election of Andrew Jackson—America’s first “Irish” president and champion to a version of
democratic government that embraced majority rule. By 1830, with the momentum of the
Emancipation campaign already spent, Irish nationalists – just like their counterparts in the
midlands – demanded a new course of action.196
Such was the case during the spring of 1830, where a mass protest movement sprang up
over the issues of tithes. Beginning in Graiguenamanagh, County Kilkenny, and spreading
throughout the countryside, priests and people refused to pay. Rising agricultural prices and the
sense of confidence that accompanied Emancipation led many from the peasant and laboring
classes to resist the outrageous requisition of making payments to a state church that only
ministered to Protestant men and women. The conflict featured clergymen organizing the peasant
masses even more prominently than they had in the election of 1826. Members of the laboring
classes hid livestock from process servers, they formed physical barriers to prevent the collection
of tithes, and they provided funds to compensate victims. Initially, neither O’Connell nor the
Catholic clergy supported the anti-tithe movement. Only over time, beginning at the local level,
did clergymen begin to join in their protests, so long as demonstrations remained peaceful.
Agrarian secret societies from across Ireland also played a distinct role in the more violent,
clandestine modes of opposition—each reflecting regional distinctions. In the northeast, Tommy
Wyse quoted in O’Ferrall, Catholic Emancipation, 229-230; O’Connell publicly
vetoed the measure of thanks, because he believed that any action to the contrary would hurt his
position in British politics. He was probably correct. See FJ, 19 December 1828; Roy Foster
argues that O’Connell overtly opposed republicanism. See Foster, Modern Ireland, 308.
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Downshire’s Boys – a blending of Catholic, Protestant, and Presbyterian agitators – posted
threatening notices and blockaded potato barges. The Whitefeet of Counties Queens, Carlow,
and Kilkenny assembled by night and issued oaths as a means of ensuring that none would pay
the proctor. Perhaps most famously, the Terry Alts of County Clare employed both constitutional
and traditionally violent methods in resisting the payment of tithes. Eventually, the Terry Alt
movement extended into Limerick, Galway, and even the western edges of County Westmeath.
Ultimately, the state responded ineffectively to the “Tithe War.” A haphazard mixture of
repression and concession between 1830 and 1835 ensured that the government collected no
more than one-third of its anticipated yield. For Ireland’s lower orders, tithes succeeded
Emancipation as the next political wrong to be righted.197
Meanwhile, during the summer of 1830, informal politics along the Royal Canal again
turned violent for the working classes of Longford and Westmeath. On May 10, at the fair of
Kinnegad along the Royal Canal near Moyvally, several police officers confronted a cluster of
individuals. Over four hundred people came to the group’s defense and drove the policemen
back to their barracks, where they reassembled. With reinforcements and a renewed sense of
courage, twelve members of the constabulary returned to the fair. A horrific riot ensued, lasting
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fifteen minutes according to one witness. The crowd hurled stones “large enough to knock a
man’s brains out.” The police returned fire, wounding a man by the name of John Quinn. Order
was restored, but Quinn later died in custody. Tensions escalated. A few weeks later, near the
same location at Moyvally, around five hundred men, women, and children accosted a canal
boat, hurling stones at the boatmen and constabulary charged with guarding the vessel. The local
magistrate responded by granting military escorts to boats passing through the area. According to
one pastor, the countryside adjacent this section of the canal was in a state of “dreadful distress.”
At the other end of the line, near Richmond Harbour in County Longford, “distressed” members
of the laboring classes again sabotaged the canal. This marked the third such occasion at the
same point in 1830. The Freeman’s Journal acknowledged that the “neighbouring farmers” had
done the damage, but insisted that the “fault lies with the contractor.” Just the same, tensions
between the laboring classes and authorities were mounting.198
On the 26th of June, King George IV died. The passing of the very king who had paraded
through the streets of Dublin amidst such fanfare nearly a decade earlier propelled the United
Kingdom towards another general election. Amidst news that revolutionaries in Paris had risen
up against the Bourbon monarchy, and given the excitement and distress that accompanied the
previous election, the people of County Westmeath braced for another hotly-contested affair. The
Catholics of Westmeath again proposed Hugh M. Tuite for office, as well as a relatively
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unknown candidate named Gerald Dease. The incumbent, Colonel Gustavus Rochfort, and a
Protestant Whig named Montague Chapman ran opposition candidacies. From the outset,
Rochfort and the Chapman formed a “complete coalition” – in the words of the Dublin Evening
Post – with the sole “purpose of ousting Tuite, whose triumph over them in 1826 will never be
forgiven.” With such determination uniting the partnership, and the loss of the forty-shilling
freeholders, Tuite was doomed from the outset. He simply did not have the numbers to defeat the
opposition. Despite attempts “to keep alive the flame of party discord,” as the Westmeath
Journal put it, there were simply too few £10 Catholic supporters. Furthermore, candidate Robert
Smyth – now High Sheriff of the county – kept a large detachment of police officers at hand to
assure the safe passage of freeholders. Polling lasted but a single day. The anti-Tuite candidates
handily defeated their opponents. Colonel Rochfort received 353 votes, while the Whig
Chapman garnered 336. Tuite and Deane respectively tallied 198 and 86. In contrast with the
previous affair, where 4,418 votes were cast, the election of 1830 included a paltry 973. Even
with the establishment of liberal clubs in Athlone, Longford, and Meath, the popular candidates
failed throughout the midlands. Without the forty-shilling freeholders, the Catholic clergy, and
the enthusiastic determination of those working-class politicians four years earlier, Tuite never
stood a chance in the election of 1830.199
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With a dwindling electoral base, and the Tithe War expanding across the countryside,
O’Connell looked to strengthen his coalition. Even with the £10 freehold enfranchisement,
Catholics won seats in Clare, Roscommon, and Tipperary, among other places. But O’Connell
wanted to recapture the political momentum of the late 1820s. He needed an issue that would
again appeal to the masses—one that would target the very act of legislation that had made
Ireland a part of the United Kingdom. In October of 1830, the Liberator addressed a public
“Letter to the People of Ireland,” calling for the “certain repeal of the Union.” He insisted that
Britain continued to pass laws prohibiting “Irishmen,” as it were, “from consulting together, in
order to obtain legal or legislative relief.” For Ireland to be prosperous and grow strong, it
needed a separate parliament, one akin to the supposedly independent legislative body that
served the country during the 1780s and ‘90s. According to O’Connell, only bigotry, secret
societies, and violence could prevent the Union’s eventual repeal. Erin’s sons and daughters, he
concluded, will triumph only “by the peaceable, orderly, and kindly combination of all her
People.” This was a more difficult political road, for where some liberal Protestants had eagerly
supported Emancipation, far fewer were likely to support Repeal. Rising sectarian tensions in the
North, including a recent “massacre” where a band of Orangemen had wounded or killed at least
twenty-four Catholics in County Cavan, ensured that religious suspicions were more likely to
increase than abate. And where Wellington and the state had willingly conceded Catholic
Emancipation in order to avoid bloodshed, the recently-appointed Prime Minister Charles Grey
made it clear that he would not hesitate to use force to preserve the Union. To be clear,
O’Connell’s vision of “Repeal” did not mean utter severance. At heart, he was a pragmatic
politician and constitutionalist who abhorred violence. He sought Repeal at least partly to
reinvigorate the political energies of his allies. Repeal gave O’Connell the opportunity to
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maintain the political coalition that had served him so well in the late 1820s. The “people” of
Ireland, meanwhile, did not have the benefit of this perspective. For them, Repeal meant
something potentially very different.200
In the midlands, men and women of the laboring classes responded to O’Connell’s letter
with the nonviolence that he had hoped. Between November of 1830 and April of 1831,
collective violence diminished noticeably—especially compared with the previous year’s unrest
along the Royal Canal. The assize calendar in Longford was comparatively light, as was that of
Westmeath. In Mullingar, the Lord Chief Baron commented on the exceptionally “ordinary state
of society.” In neighboring County Meath, laborers undertook peaceful approaches to seeking
higher wages. In late February, several hundred laborers assembled on the streets of Navan,
demanding one shilling per day for temporary work and six pennies per diem for plow drivers.
Due to the size of the crowd, the local constabulary panicked and incarcerated 111 people, many
of whom were “strangers” and “well supplied with money,” in the county jail. The magistracy
called upon Dublin to invoke the Insurrection Act. Nevertheless, Catholic priests in Navan
encouraged their flocks to consider appealing to Parliament directly, which the workmen did. In
all, the laborers drafted and signed five petitions seeking governmental reforms in areas such as
grand jury appointments, the misapplication of public money, and funding towards infrastructure
projects. Remarkably, one correspondent for the Dublin Weekly Register concluded that the
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incident had passed without “any tumultuous meetings.” Unfortunately, the improved state of the
country did not last.201
If some mid-landers of the peasant and laboring classes responded positively to
O’Connell’s call for non-violence, others cast aside his plea. On November 19, five armed men
in County Westmeath, including one John Sheridan, assaulted Luke McKenna for having worked
under the employment of Mr. James Farrell, a landlord who had apparently been harassing his
tenants. In December several unidentified individuals robbed two guns from the Lord Viscount
Forbes, MP for the County Longford, and another man named Terence Whitney. On January 23,
an “armed party” attacked a person named Salmon near the town of Mullingar. They broke into
his house and shot his wife Anne, wounding her. The assailants searched the premises for arms
and then demanded that her sons abandon land that they had taken at Richardstown. On the 18th
of February, a man claiming to be a “clandestine priest” from the North of Ireland came to the
town of Mullingar, where he illegally preached the doctrine of majority rule: “Come brother
Catholics,” he declared, and “don’t be trampled on any longer by either King or Government, for
you are enough in number to prevent it.” About a week later, at the fair of Edgeworthstown in
County Longford, an altercation between Catholic mid-landers over Daniel O’Connell himself
created a larger fracas. One witness later testified that the altercation began when a group of
Catholics noticed an agent for the military seeking recruitments. They turned towards another
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man, considered to be too old for service, and asked if he would “enlist for O’Connell.” “No,” he
replied, “he would enlist only for King William the Fourth who paid him.” Well into the month
of March, more than half a dozen arms raids were reported to the constabulary in County
Longford, one of which included a band of men and women rescuing a burglar from the custody
of a police officer. Apparently, not every Catholic in Longford honored the proclamations of
“King Dan.”202
In May of 1831, another general election loomed. The king had dissolved Parliament in
March following a fierce debate in the House of Commons over a new Reform Bill. Electoral
restructuring throughout the United Kingdom – not Irish Repeal – drove the campaigns of
O’Connell and his supposed Whig allies. In the town of Mullingar, Rochfort and Chapman ran
again with no opposition, albeit partly because both agreed to support the bill. And in the “rotten
borough” of Athlone, despite the heroic efforts of clergymen and the town’s liberal organization,
the Tory Richard Handcock Jr. again defeated the liberal James Talbot by a vote of 30 to 3. In
County Longford, however, the liberal Luke White, whom Daniel O’Connell openly supported,
challenged the Tory incumbents in a brief but bitterly-contested election. Yet despite a public
and libelous debate – whereby White accused the Viscount Forbes of “scandalous abandonment”
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of principle, and Forbes challenged White to a duel – the Tory candidate prevailed 223-141.
Even County Longford’s emergent political community of middle-class Catholics and priests
was not yet mature enough to defeat the old order. As it had been in 1830, the liberal candidates
were unable to procure enough support from the £10 voters. And without the stirrings of deep
religious injustice that the Emancipation campaign had harnessed, the working classes lacked
enough enthusiasm to marshal their informal political networks. Without the support of the lower
orders and the Catholic clergy, O’Connell could not expect to gain any Parliamentary allies from
the midlands.203
For the working classes of County Westmeath, politics during the summer of 1831 meant
retributive justice. On the 23rd of May, at the fair of Castlepollard, an incident involving the
police and people triggered an unprecedented confrontation. At around six o’clock in the
evening, a “dispute” between several unidentified individuals broke out at the fair. Word quickly
reached the chief of police, who had congregated with about nineteen of his fellow officers at a
public house. The constabulary returned to their barracks, prepared their weapons, and headed to
the fair. Upon their arrival, hundreds of women and children began to “shout and hiss.” Some
began to throw stones. Then someone from the crowd was heard to cry out, “Now upon the
Peelers!” “Without caution,” a witness later testified, the constabulary proceeded to open a
“destructive and murderous fire of ball cartridges in all directions.” For several minutes, they
showered hot lead upon the crowd. They “primed and loaded several times,” taking “deliberate
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aim at some hiding and others running away.” Captain Blake of the constabulary was seen
waving his sword “as if he was going to battle” and shouting to his men, “fire on boys, fire on.”
According to one testimony, the police fired over fifty rounds into the crowd, which numbered
roughly three hundred unarmed individuals. Five men and two women were killed on the spot,
while another eight languished.204
News of the “Castlepollard Massacre” rippled throughout the midlands, infuriating the
populace and thrusting the county towards civil catastrophe. Criminal activities skyrocketed after
the incident: twenty-two assaults connected with Ribbonism, sixty-eight illegal notices, nine
illegal meetings, twenty-one of injuries to property, and twenty-seven attacks upon houses. The
police officers involved in the affray at Castlepollard were quarantined and charged with murder.
Priests held public meetings to address protest the affray peacefully, but to little avail. By night,
anonymous individuals in Westmeath served attorneys and prospective jurors with threatening
notices. When the trial finally began in July, it lasted four days. Attorneys fiercely examined
witnesses. Passionate and often contradictory testimonies electrified the courtroom. As the judge
later noted, “party feeling, sooner or later, insinuated itself into every question.” On the 3rd of
August, having heard all of the testimonies and closing arguments, the jury deliberated for two
hours and forty minutes. Their verdict: acquittal. Immediately thereafter, the jury was asked to
consider a separate charge. Namely, had the police fired into the crowd well after resistance
ended? After six hours of deliberation, the jury reached a second decision: not guilty. The judge
applauded both decisions, expressing the need to “reconcile and attach the people to the law.”
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Nevertheless, few could have expected that the exoneration of a dozen police officers, accused of
murdering several unarmed men and women, would be the last word.205
Members of County Westmeath’s laboring classes responded swiftly and violently. Yet it
was the poets and printers who acted first, distributing a broadside entitled “The Castlepollard
Massacre” (see Plate 3.1), which cried out for “vengeance as black as night.” Across the
midlands, copies of the elegy circulated widely. County Westmeath’s clandestine associations
followed, targeting individuals and their property for reasons lost to history. Throughout the
month of August, “Captain Rock’s” lieutenants aggressively agitated by night. On the 4th of
August, a “well-armed party” attacked the house of Richard Grey. They warned him to prepare
for Captain Rock, would “visit and murder him.” On the 12th, an “armed party” attacked the
house of Hugh Casey near Castletown, cautioning that a man by the name of Dalton would soon
be murdered. The same party advanced to the house of Patrick Killare, where they fired shots
through his windows and threatened him with death if he turned witness for Hugh Casey. The
unidentified gang then turned towards the residence of Bryan Daly. They broke down his doors,
smashed his windows, and promised that Captain Rock woud visit again soon. Two days later,
just south of the Royal Canal at Adamstown, an “armed party” robbed Christopher Nannery of
three cases of pistols. The same night, a “printed” Rockite notice was served near Tyrellspass in
the southcentral part of the county, demanding that the workers of Messrs. Rait of King’s County
leave their employer. On the 15th, bands of unidentified individuals burned the houses of William
Crinigon and Peter Hoey of Westmeath. Two weeks later, a “party of men” ambushed a man
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named George Ronaldston and a Catholic priest near Mullingar. They spared the lives of the two
men “with difficulty,” only after they had ascertained that Ronaldston’s companion was indeed a
priest. Captain Rock even began issuing notices through the postal system. Whether or not these
attacks came in direct response to the incident at Castlepollard mattered little. The massacre and
subsequent acquittals of the police excited the passions of the laboring classes, who sought
justice for a variety of grievances. As the editor of the Westmeath Journal noted, it was “not
surprising that the finding of the Jury has created so great a feeling of disappointment.” Indeed.
Almost overnight, the county seemed to have descended into a state of insurrection.206
Across the midlands, members of the laboring classes continued to wage a campaign of
violence and intimidation. Between August and November, the issues of Reform, legal justice,
and labor increasingly permeated the criminal accounts. In August, on the county border between
Meath and Westmeath, several notices were hung prohibiting the employment of “gaggers”—a
term used to demean anyone opposing Reform during the general election. More than a dozen
laborers were listed by name. Another similar notice appeared the following month, reflecting
perhaps an impending vote on the bill in the House of Lords. On the 21st of September, just north
of the county capitol in Longford, “Captain Rock” issued a series of warnings in the townland of
Tomisky. The first warned one Richard Beatty and his wife not to appear in court. Otherwise, the
notice continued, when neither “Lord Forbes nor that upstart Fallon” were “at their back,” they
would “share the same fate” as their neighbors. A drawing of a coffin enclosed the final seven
words: “Death without mercy to every perjured prosecutor.” Another warned one James
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Mitchell, threatening “ruin” upon him, his house, and his family. The anonymous author dealt a
third notice to a laborer by the name of James Farrell, insisting that he not “have any dealing
with that perjured prosecutor.” On the 5th of October, a man named Andrew Colclough stabbed
one Anthony Lawlor for having paid a legal process server. A week later, an “armed party” near
Anville in County Westmeath issued a threatening notice to burn his house if he did not vacate
the premises. The party then turned towards the house of a gentleman by the name of S.
Longworth Esq., where they smashed his windows. Witnesses later testified that the armed
assembly intended “to banish the Connaught men” employed by Longworth, and thereby ensure
“that the labourers would get better wages”—a sentiment that later echoed along canal lines in
the United States. In early November, near Greenpark, several unknown persons delivered a
Rockite notice to a man named Coote, one of former-Sheriff George Hodson’s servants. Sadly,
Coote paid no attention to the warning, and on the 10th four armed men beat him “unmercifully.”
Two others allegedly witnessed the assault, but the Rockite “system of intimidation” prevented
their interference. Two days later, another “party of men” attacked the dwelling house of Mr.
Francis Johnston, excise officer of Mullingar. And a pensioner of the 68th Regiment verbally
assailed some of the constabulary “using opprobrious and insulting language…with reference to
the Castlepollard affray.” Collective violence, sharpened by raw memories of injustice,
continued well into autumn.207
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In December, news of unrest throughout the United Kingdom and rumors of international
revolution strained political tensions throughout the Irish midlands. To begin with, O’Connell
began opposing the Grey administration publicly, particularly over Lord Anglesey’s recent
appointment to Dublin Castle. Earlier in the year, the new Lord Lieutenant of Ireland had
reintroduced the Insurrection Act in Clare and Limerick, proclaiming all “political” meetings
held in public illegal. O’Connell cleverly skirted the proclamation by hosting “lunches” and
“dinners,” but other measures incensed the Liberator. Lord Stanley’s Tithe Act, for instance,
gave the state the right to recover overdue payments and involved landlords in their collection.
Since O’Connell was a landlord from County Clare, the law theoretically made him responsible
for collecting tithes from one of the country’s most disturbed regions. Admittedly, the Grey
administration passed the Education Bill in 1831, which created a nationally-run system of
education in Ireland. The state adopted textbooks, paid teachers’ salaries, and regulated religious
instruction. It greatly expanded literacy in Ireland. Even more importantly, however, it protected
Catholic instruction in public schools, thereby undermining support for Protestant evangelism. In
the words of Irene Whelan, education reform on the heels of Emancipation wrought a “death
blow” to the Second Reformation. Grey also permitted the expansion of radical unions such as
the Dublin Political Trades Union. O’Connell – the “leading British radical of his day,”
according to one biographer – took charge of the organization in December, however, and
renamed it the National Political Trades Union. This move exasperated Grey, especially because
O’Connell did this to take over and moderate the organization to promote Repeal. What is more,
the eyes of the Atlantic World were again upon Paris, where an uprising was widely anticipated.
Many government officials, including Lord Anglesey, reported to Grey that an Irish insurrection
was rumored to accompany the French rising. But more than any of these issues, disputations
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over Tithes and the application of the law set the Irish countryside afire. On the 15th of
December, a deadly affray occurred between dozens of police officers and hundreds of people in
County Kilkenny. A process server named Butler was killed, as were three “country people.”
Astonishingly, fourteen police officers were also killed. The “country people” were almost
exclusively Catholic, and all but one of the constabulary were Protestant. The Westmeath
Journal blamed the incident on a pastoral letter issued by Dr. Doyle in October, imploring
Ireland’s underground associations to bury their “party feuds” and “unite in their hatred of
Tithes.” Perhaps. But the Journal at least tacitly reaffirmed an essential political fact about
working-class politics: Irish men and women of the lower orders kept themselves apprised of
such news. There was little reason to expect that the year 1832 would begin peacefully in the
midlands.208
And why not? For the counties of Westmeath and Longford, the latter half of December
in 1831 was fraught with violence. Even before the deadly confrontation in Kilkenny, the
laboring classes agitated against tithe payments. On the 9th, persons unknown posted a notice
from “Terry Alt” threatening death upon anyone paying tithes in Ballymore. In the same
neighborhood, and on the same night, a house mysteriously burned to the ground. In County
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Longford near Lineen, also on the evening of the 9th, a “party of armed men” raided the dwelling
house of a Protestant named Rollins searching for arms. On December 11, “Terry Alt” issued
another warning in Ballymore to anyone “mad enough to give that mercyless scoundrel Reynolds
or his deputy agent Peter Hoare any money in the future”—that he would “leave him in a way
that he will never pay either tythes or taxes.” The following night, in the town of Mullingar, a
man named Owen Gallagher was murdered for “visiting” Sir Richard Levinge. On Wednesday
the 14th, in County Longford, a group of unknown individuals burned down a frieze mill that
belonged to a Protestant named Ledwith. The next day, an “armed party” attacked the house of a
Protestant widow near Rockinbriar in the same county. They shot her dog and then promised to
return again and kill her sons. And on the same night, a “party of men armed with guns” entered
the house of a Longford Protestant named Gardiner, where they beat his children and stole away
with two guns and bayonets. On the 22nd, the Marquess of Westmeath wrote a stirring letter to
the Lord Viscount Lorton of County Longford: it was up to wealthy Protestants of the
Ascendancy, such as themselves, “to ward off the impending ruin” of a Catholic Ireland. Given
the nature of the violence – the refusal of tithes, the procurement of arms, and rising sectarianism
– authorities in the midlands faced an impending crisis, the likes of which had not been seen
since 1798.209
The use of informal, physical force politics in the midlands did not abate in 1831.
Memories lingered, and the laboring classes settled old scores. On the evening of January 6, a
cadre of men – including Patrick Flynn, Patrick Duffy, and Thomas Fagan – assaulted a lawyer
by the name of Walsh in the town of Castlepollard. Presumably motivated by retribution for the
Men by the names of Slevin, Gill, Kane, and McKeown “determined” the murder. See
WJ, 15, 22 December 1831; Gibbons, Captain Rock, Night Errant, 235-236.
209
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previous year’s massacre, upwards of forty townspeople joined in the attack and destroyed the
attorney’s process papers. On the 22nd, an author going by the pseudonym “Mr. Freedom” posted
a notice on the chapel of Longwood, near Moyvally in County Meath, demanding that “no
person to pay tythe or church cess.” Perhaps significantly, the notification bore a rather
ecumenical tone, stating that any established church “is unfit for any country wherein the people
freely and legally profess different creeds…. Let every church maintain itself.” Meanwhile, in
County Longford, an anonymous notice was posted in Abbeyshrule, about four miles northeast
of Ballymahon. “No tithe! No tithe!” the declaration loudly proclaimed, “Any proctor or tithecollector that dare to look for tithe let it be reported to the committee, and he will be hanged and
burnt.” In February, sectarian assaults and nightly arms raids continued across the country. On
the 5th, John Ryder waylaid a Protestant by the name of William Stephenson. Days later, bands
of persons unknown seized weapons from Richard Campbell. On February 19, eight men –
including Owen Hunt, Michael Manny, and Michael Condron – attacked a house in the
southwest of the county near Crosswood. The assailants departed with a gun, a bayonet, and a
sword. In March, on the night of the 8th, four unidentified men ambushed a man by the name of
James Beckett, about a half mile from the town of Longford. They seized their victim, held him
down, and cut off his right ear—all for having prosecuted two people for burglary at the late
assizes. Four days later, word reached the midlands that a decision had been returned for those
“country people” on trial in County Kilkenny, accused of killing fourteen policemen in
December. The verdict: acquittal. That night, across the county and in every direction, bonfires
illuminated the countryside. The editor of the Westmeath Journal howled that “Bully Dan” and
his “‘Repailing’ Gang” stood armed and ready to overwhelm the country. Moreover, it had the
numbers to prove it. In an extraordinary display of paranoid-induced mathematics, the editor
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calculated that – at a ratio of one police officer for every 1,500 Catholics – “Dan’s Police” could
afford to lose some 19,200 killed and 702,400 wounded, should 12 policemen be killed and 439
wounded. The Catholic majority threatened. Since Castlepollard, working-class mid-landers had
not ceased in their violence. Insurrection appeared imminent.210
As spring approached, O’Connell returned to Ireland with a new political agenda—one
founded upon the Liberator’s desire to establish an independent Irish party and repeal the Act of
Union. Whatever “Repeal” may have meant, O’Connell pressed for it in 1832. Oddly enough,
English radicals demanding “Reform” were the first to embrace the issue. In January and
February, O’Connell spoke to enthusiastic crowds in Warwickshire and Staffordshire. He made a
speech before the Birmingham Political Unions, where his audience eagerly listened to
O’Connell lambast England’s undemocratic borough system while calling for the restoration of
the forty-shilling franchise. Grey and the Whigs tolerated his tour through England, because they
favored a moderate version of Reform, but his radical grandiloquence strained their relationship
further. Consequently, when O’Connell returned to Ireland in March, he had a new plan: the
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great Catholic Liberator of Ireland abandoned his sectarian rhetoric and began openly courting
Irish Protestant support. This meant proposing an alliance with Tories. By this time, Anglesey
and the Whigs had recognized the folly of attempting to quash political meetings in Ireland. The
way was paved for a colossal homecoming. Throughout the spring, O’Connell toured the
province of Munster, whipping enthusiastic assemblies into raucous crowds. In County Cork, the
Liberator drew an estimated 200,000 men, women, and children from all social classes. Morality
societies and more than fifty trades unions waved banners that read, “William IV and Reform,”
and “O’Connell and Repeal.” The ever-charismatic orator, adorned with a green shamrock and
an orange lily, received heartening cheers when he called for an end to sectarian conflict in
Ireland. But he received a deafening ovation when he demanded an Irish parliament in College
Green. Following the successes of his Munster tour, O’Connell outlined his political platform in
his widely-circulated “Dublin Papers.” Repeal, Reform, and Tithes comprised the Liberator’s
holy political trinity in 1832. If that meant wooing Protestants, then so be it. After all, O’Connell
stated a few months later, Ascendancy Protestants in Ireland were occasionally “more Irish than
the Irish themselves.” A Whig or “Angleseyite,” he dourly noted, was “a suffocating scoundrel
who would crush every Irish effort lest it should disturb the repose of our English masters.” It
quickly became evident that O’Connell favored the issue of Repeal so deeply that he was willing
to sever his relations with the Whig party to pursue it. Admittedly, he faced a brief but stinging
setback that May, when he compared his vision of Repeal with the federal union of the United
States. For Irish radicals, particularly with American connections, only independence would do.
But for O’Connell in the spring of 1832, Repeal was better left undefined. That way, it stood to
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herald a new mass movement, the likes of which could rival the Emancipation campaign of the
1820s.211
In the midlands, the Liberator’s politics of Reform, Tithes, and Repeal sparked a fierce
contest of petition-writing between liberals and conservatives. In early March, County
Westmeath’s elected officials publicly sparred with one another over the issue of Reform. The
conservative Gustavus Rochfort retreated from his temporary stance in 1831 and vowed to
oppose the bill. The liberal candidate, Montague Lowther Chapman, favored it. On the 9th,
Chapman petitioned Parliament on behalf of the abolition of tithes and an Irish Reform Bill, one
as comprehensive as its English counterpart. The recently-appointed Lord Lieutenant “the
Marquess” of Westmeath, and several avowed conservatives of the midlands, countered with a
petition of their own, seeking greater authority in their struggle to quell the “defiance of the
peasantry.” In Longford, liberal politicians began to witness the results of the county’s growing
electoral societies. Middle-class Catholics and liberal Protestants petitioned Parliament over the
dissolution of the Kildare Place Society, the abolition of tithes, and the repeal of the union. On
the conservative side, the county’s first Lord Lieutenant, George John Forbes, supported a
petition calling for the revocation of Catholic Emancipation. Nevertheless, with Whig support,
liberals from across the United Kingdom prevailed. Reform bills passed both houses in June, and
another election was scheduled for December. Two fiercely-contested elections awaited the
counties of Westmeath and Longford.212
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For mid-landers of the lower orders, however, the tenor of collective action changed
little. From early March to mid-July, tithe-related crimes began to disturb Westmeath. Unknown
perpetrators continued to destroy property and burn turf. At the summer assizes, fourteen people
were tried and convicted for assault. The criminal justice system continued to protect the
constabulary while punishing the peasantry. One jury acquitted Samuel Hall, a police officer
accused of firing into the crowd a year earlier at Castlepollard. Another jury convicted Michael
Carey and Denis and Martin Lowe for having assaulted a constable by the name of John
Haughton on June 10 near Kilbeggan. Apparently, a “mob” had been causing a “great deal of
disturbances” upon returning from a funeral. The Lord Chief Baron lamented the state of the
county: “If a number of men combine and pledge themselves to the same thing,” he proclaimed,
“it is an unlawful act—a conspiracy.” For mid-landers of the laboring classes, however, secretive
“combinations” took on the roles of judge, jury, and executioner. On the 24th of June, a band of
unidentified assailants murdered one William Henderson, steward to a notorious ultra-Protestant
by the name of Robert Cooke. Despite an impressive reward for two hundred pounds, the
assailants escaped. In County Longford, the situation was much the same: assaults, the
destruction of property, and the insistence, as one judge put it, of “controlling authority over the
labour of the country, by dictating to those who are necessarily obliged to employ persons under
them.” Since the affray at Castlepollard, the lower orders of Westmeath and Longford had
relentlessly pursued a course of violence and retribution. With tithe agitation on the rise, and the
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question of Repeal emerging at the national level, midland politics – of both the formal and
informal varieties – promised to be intense during the waning months of 1832.213
Between July and November, two issues predominated in the midlands: tithes and
Repeal. These issues brought together the realms of formal and informal politics as nothing had
since the contested campaign of 1826. On July 13, in County Longford, a man by the name of
Michael Petit organized a “conspiracy” against tithe payments in the town of Granard. Along
with several other members of the peasantry, Petit attempted to prevent a band of Fermanagh
spalpeens from working for a magistrate named Robert Sproule, “because he was a friend to
Tithes” and he “took a ready way of raising them.” Petit was later identified and convicted at the
assizes. Not more than two weeks later, the Westmeath Journal reported on a shocking
revelation. Sir Richard Nagle – liberal Protestant, respected gentleman, and former member of
the Catholic Association – had been dismissed from the Commission of the Peace and Deputy
Lieutenancy of the County for having attended an anti-tithe meeting in Moate. Ascendancy
Protestants throughout the county, along with the Journal, regarded his participation as
“seditious” and “treasonable.” On the 8th of August, a man named Thomas O’Reilly and “several
evil-disposed persons” held an anti-tithe meeting in the town of Granard. In front of a cart
decorated with the phrase “No tithes and Repeal of the Union,” O’Reilly and his compatriots
addressed hundreds of people throughout the day. Before bringing him in for questioning, one of
the town constables overheard O’Reilly saying, “Police, police…—there is no such word in the
English language, it must be borrowed from the French, and as we imitate them let us follow
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them and have no King.” Not all aspects of tithe politics remained peaceful, however. On
October 2, near the town of Moate, a man by the name of James Flynn and four others attempted
to kill a gentleman named Pierce Thomas Gould. They caught their victim, the son of a
Protestant clergyman, purchasing cattle that had been auctioned-off for tithe payments. Flynn
disparaged Gould as a “bloody Tithe Proctoring villain” and, before assaulting him shouted, “we
will take care that you will never drive tithe cattle any farther.” Of course, Flynn’s assault did not
stand alone. In October, at the Longford assizes, Chief Baron Joy encapsulated the rumors and
reports that defined the Tithe War in the midlands. “Persons,” the justice pronounced, “have
assembled in large bodies, with arms, with flying banners, with ensigns, denoting the object of
their assembling, and thus inspiring terror into the peaceable subjects of his Majesty.” For the
first time since Emancipation, mid-landers of all classes appeared to come together politically. In
Counties Longford and Westmeath, the majority again believed that it could rule.214
Nationally and locally, O’Connell’s opponents sensed that “King Dan” had
outmaneuvered them. After all, not only had he neutralized the Whigs in Parliament; he was on
the cusp of creating an even more impressive political machine than before. In September, the
Liberator called for the establishment of parochial committees for the purpose of mustering votes
in every single Irish parish. Twenty-four Repeal clubs were also established in 1832, as “Repeal”
became the popular rallying cry. The Liberator’s organizational vision and political acumen had
never been sharper, and his opponents knew it. In places such as Mullingar, conservatives
established their own societies and proposed a “Protestant Rent,” based off of their adversary’s
successful model. In November, Lord Melbourne wrote to Lord Stanley bemoaning the fact that
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they had few legislative tools to deal with the crises of Tithes and Repeal. Without the
Insurrection Act, he argued, “the country cannot be governed.” As the December election
approached, Ireland looked as unstable as ever—and O’Connell’s Repeal campaign looked
remarkably strong.215
Compared with the previous two contests, the election of 1832 figured to be more
competitive from the outset. In Longford and Mullingar, residents had established Independent
Electors clubs. Both counties also featured “Repeal” candidates with the full weight of
O’Connell’s machine behind them: Luke White and James Halpin Rorke in the former, and Sir
Richard Nagle, Bt. in the latter. Familiar adversaries awaited them. The Viscount Forbes and
Anthony Lefroy ran as conservatives against White and Rorke in Longford, while the incumbent
Gustavus Rochfort and his fellow conservative Gustavus Lambert faced Nagle in Westmeath.
Montague Lowther Chapman, meanwhile, also ran again as a liberal for the county. The election
of 1832 promised a more exciting campaign, because the Reform Bill – or the Representation of
the People Act for Ireland – had slightly weakened the conservative grasp on electoral politics in
both counties by marginally increasing the number of £10 freeholders. The number of electors
increased to roughly 1,300 in both counties, but the franchise still trailed distantly behind the
number of eligible freeholders in the 1826 contest. Nevertheless, with full-scale political
operations and the effects of the Reform Bill in place, the Repeal candidates of the Leinster
midlands optimistically awaited the election.216
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Both the Longford and Westmeath contests were scheduled to commence on Tuesday
December 18th—but as they had in 1826, the working classes sprang into action early. Where
collective action in the autumn months had centered upon resisting tithe payments, in December
informal politics meant arms raids, threatening notices, and violent modes of electioneering. On
Sunday the 9th of December, an unidentified “party” forcibly entered the house of a gentleman
named Thomas Braden in the County Longford at Abbeyshrule. With Braden away at church, the
intruders took a gun and a pistol. The following night, a band of unknown perpetrators destroyed
the field gate of one Dr. Clark near Edgeworthstown, apparently for opposing the pro-Repeal
candidacy of Mr. Rorke. On the 11th, an “armed party” raided the house of one Bryan
McLaughlin of Granard. On the subsequent night, near Ballinamuck, one Sergeant Morrison of
the Longford constabulary came upon a handful of men fleeing from a larger group of
approximately three hundred in number. As the multitudes approached, Morrison heard them
shouting for Mr. Rorke – who allegedly was with them – while denouncing Lord Forbes and Mr.
Lefroy, the conservative candidates. Morrison fired his pistol into the crowd and killed one
member of the “mob.” Shortly thereafter, the police called upon the 10th Hussars, who patrolled
the area thereafter. Also on the 12th of December, near Milltown in the County Westmeath,
unidentified members of an assembly maliciously destroyed three cars belonging to Francis
White, who was known to repair roads and turnpikes. They also assaulted one of White’s
employees, beating him “dreadfully.” On Sunday morning, near the town of Longford, a man
was found mysteriously drowned with the rules and regulations of the National Trades Political
Union in his pocket. On Monday the 16th, in the town of Granard, James Cummiskey discovered
a notice on his front door, threatening him with death if he voted for Forbes or Lefroy. The same
day, roughly one hundred men entered the houses of Simon McVitty and Michael Quinn in the
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district of Longford, warning both men not to vote for Forbes or Lefroy if they valued their lives.
In County Westmeath, again on the 16th, “Rockite notices” were discovered on Father Burke’s
chapel doors in Coolinstown and Tultystown. Both promised that death would come to anyone
selling wheat to one Mr. Booker, a known “black Brunswicker.” And finally, on the 17th – the
night before the elections – an “armed party” visited several tenants on the estates of Lord
Longford, ordering them not to attend the election in Mullingar or vote for Rochfort. If they
failed to oblige, the party would return and “destroy” them. Across the midlands, informal
politicians campaigned loudly and clearly: oppose the conservative candidates or face
retribution.217
On the first day of the Westmeath election, the town of Mullingar anxiously anticipated a
ferocious contest, one akin to the monumental campaign of 1826. Few expected it to be a
landslide. The streets leading to the hustings teemed with people. When Sheriff William Barlow
Smythe opened the courthouse, the masses rushed inside. Few of the candidates wished to appear
partisan during the nominations, a difficult feat. According to the Westmeath Journal, the
candidates were pressed to answer the most “momentous question” facing the country: Where
did they stand on the “Repeal of the Union?” Rochfort opposed it. Chapman refused to make a
pledge, fearing the issue would “cause division.” Nagle announced that he would proudly go to
Parliament “unpledged,” although the public knew better. He was a known supporter of Repeal.
The first day’s polling lasted well into the afternoon. When the votes were counted, candidates
Nagle and Chapman edged Rochfort, each by a count of 69-65. Lambert trailed behind with 49
votes.218
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On Wednesday, the second day of the contest, voters again flooded the hustings that
morning. Hundreds declared for their preferred candidates, while Mullingar’s residents filled the
streets. But by early afternoon, those numbers had dwindled. It became clear that day two would
mark the final day of polling. When the booths closed, County Westmeath had a new
representative to Parliament. While the liberal Chapman won the final tally with 385 votes,
Nagle came in second with 381. Rochfort, who had won the first chair in the last three elections
of Westmeath – including the dramatic contest of 1826 – received merely 238. Lambert finished
a distant fourth with 159. The chairing commenced at 2 p.m., and it featured all of the regalia one
would have expected with a victorious Repeal candidate in 1832. The Westmeath Journal
described the fanfare:
Chapman and Nagle were “drawn up and down the town by the populace, each of
them wearing a green scarf across their shoulders, and a tri-coloured flag waving
over their heads. In those days it is almost dangerous for us to state, that the one
was the emblem of former REBELLION, and the latter of past and present
REVOLUTIONARY principles, both of which, however, have been too deeply
stained in blood, easily to be effaced from human memory.219
Two days later, Luke White and James Halpin Rorke stunned the conservative electorate in
County Longford. The Repeal candidates respectively won 649 and 645 votes compared to
Forbes and Lefroy, who garnered 587 and 582. Significantly, the contest unseated the Viscount
Forbes for the first time since 1819—the only other occasion where he had lost an election since
1806. In the decade that followed, County Longford played host to several contested elections.
On three occasions between 1832 and 1841, including the campaign of 1832, Luke White won
the Parliamentary contest but lost it again in appeal. In County Westmeath, the Repeal or Liberal
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candidates swept both seats until the Home Rulers took began carrying the liberal mantle in the
1870s. Throughout the Irish midlands, the year 1832 marked a sea change in electoral politics. 220
But how did this happen? How did the Catholics of Westmeath and Longford, two classic
cases where a few landed elites had dominated the structures of power for decades, undermine
conservative control? To begin with, as Fergus O’Ferrall has noted, the Emancipation
movement, coupled with the election of 1826, brought together the organizational skills of the
Catholic Association with the energies of the peasant and working classes. Especially in County
Westmeath, the priests and people quickly recognized Wyse’s vision of a democratic, Catholic
mass movement. The liberal and Repeal clubs that formed in the wake of Emancipation also
contributed to this transformation. With the expansion of the liberal press in the 1820s, and
O’Connell’s persistent willingness to utilize that press, the clubs of Longford, Athlone, and
eventually Mullingar provided venues for the middle and occasionally working classes to read
and discuss the most current matters of the day. And atop this liberal infrastructure, the Liberator
created a national Repeal movement—what one scholar has referred to as “the first prototype of
the modern political party, with a distinct entity, a popular base, an agreed ‘platform’ and a
universally acknowledged leader.” Since by 1832 the vast majority of the electorate were
Catholics of the £10 variety, and consequently more independent in their means, O’Connell’s
machine stood to influence them a great deal. This may have been the case in County Longford,
where 97 percent of 1,294 eligible freeholders cast a vote.221
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Unfortunately, none of these albeit important factors take into account the contributions
of the laboring classes—the very people whose efforts brought victory in 1826 and 1832. When
electoral politics did not speak to their local concerns, or when they were ignored, as they had
been in 1830 and 1831, Ascendancy candidates prevailed. Naturally, the working classes did not
cast votes. Their contributions came in more violent forms. Throughout the Atlantic World
during the Age of Revolutions, politics could be a dirty business. Paris and Belgium reminded
contemporaries of this in 1830. But even in the formal realms of the United Kingdom and the
United States, participants who occupied the public sphere resorted to violent tactics in “rough
and tumble” elections. In Ireland, intimidation, arms raids, threatening notices, and marauding
the county thoroughfares helped bring victory to O’Connell’s candidates during the elections of
1832. In fact, the physical force tactics of the working classes may have aided Richard Nagle in
his victory that year, when he won County Westmeath’s second seat in Parliament. As they had
in 1826, unidentified bands of individuals blocked conservative electors from reaching the
hustings. According to the Westmeath Journal, the election ended on the 20th of December,
because “the tenantry were afraid to come into town,” even with the “admirable precaution
adopted by the High Sheriff in affording present protection.” Even the polling numbers certainly
validated this conclusion. In County Westmeath, 1,395 freeholders were registered to vote in
1832. Of that total, only 486 actually declared for a candidate—less than 35 percent. Sadly, I
have not been able to locate registration numbers for counties prior to the Reform Act’s passage
in 1832. As a consequence, I have not been able to compare voter participation numbers within
counties prior to 1832. Nonetheless, given the past political behavior of the working classes in
1826, along with the Westmeath Journal’s published assessments, it not unreasonable to presume
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that the informal tactics of the county’s laboring classes had again swayed a landmark election in
1832.222
Of course, one should not overemphasize the efficacy of violence in the political
landscape of the 1820s and ‘30s. In the midlands and across Ireland, the Catholic Rent opened up
opportunities for people of the lower orders to participate directly in a constitutional revolution,
one far more successful than a physical force uprising would have been during the pre-Famine
era. Had the Ribbonmen of the Royal Canal attempted insurrection, Irish loyalists and the British
state would almost certainly have quashed it, brutally, as they did in 1798. The peasant and
laboring classes escaped repression and helped swing the elections in favor of the Repeal
candidates, precisely because they waged a kind of electoral “guerilla” war in the midlands.
Some of county Westmeath and Longford’s informal politicians were violent enough to
intimidate prospective voters, but others also agitated by day and in the public sphere. They
waved banners, crowded the streets during elections, and organized tithe meetings. Passionately
supporting Catholic Emancipation, Tithes, and Repeal, the laboring classes derived their energies
from a centuries-old wellspring of perceived and real injustices brought upon them by an alien
state and an alien church. In sum, the working classes of the Leinster midlands played a
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significant role in fomenting a revolution in the formal realm of politics during the late 1820s
and early 1830s. And they did so by employing both violent and non-violent tactics, actions
legitimized by historical precedent and majority rule.
In the aftermath of the 1832 election, midland politicians of the laboring classes
continued their campaign of retributive justice upon freeholders who voted against the interests
of Tithes and Repeal. In County Longford, unidentified individuals by night raided homes for
arms, set fire to houses, and distributed “Rockite notices” threatening death to anyone who had
voted for either Forbes or Lefroy. In County Westmeath, an “extensive organization of the
peasantry” attempted daylight assassinations, made arms raids, and demanded that newcomers
vacate their lands. In both counties, “large bodies” of people resisted tithe payments. In a threeweek span, the Westmeath Journal reported literally dozens of violent incidents. The Irish
electorate had long memories. From the vantage point of informal politics, the election of 1832
continued well into the following year.223
*****
This chapter, and this section of the dissertation overall, has attempted to define what
politics meant to ordinary Irish men and women of the midlands. Central to this investigation,
the Royal Canal played a key role in shaping the motivations and methods by which the working
classes regarded power and sought to influence it. Between 1815 and 1832, politics were often
local. The laboring classes struggled to find and keep work, they enforced a moral code that
shunned evictions and attempted to regulate the impact of an increasingly commercial rural
economy, all the while defending their traditions as Catholics. When threatened, they pursued
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these objects primarily through violence and intimidation. To find and keep employment, they
sabotaged the Royal Canal and threatened itinerants from other regions of Ireland, who were
willing to work for less. To protect their neighbors from evictions, they issued written warnings,
assaulted newcomers who settled on their lands, and occasionally murdered those whom they
deemed guilty of violations. They raided the countryside for arms and burned houses to the
ground. And they almost never did so without overwhelming numerical superiority. Nationally,
Pastorini’s prophecies gave Catholics of the peasant and laboring classes a sense of hope. Some
even joined the Ribbon movement. But this elusive association, active in the early 1820s and
again in the early 1830s, was loosely organized at best. Certainly, it did not project anywhere
near the kind of influence that Daniel O’Connell and the Catholic Association did. To be sure,
the working peoples along the Royal Canal were primed and ready for political school in 1823.
But they began their formal educations under O’Connell. The great Liberator appealed to so
many plebeian mid-landers by blending together local and national grievances. Emancipation
became a veritable panacea for the social and economic ills that plagued the countryside, and the
working classes participated in the campaign as if it were so. Some payed into the Catholic Rent.
Others voted in the elections of 1826. Most participated in ways familiar to them—through
violence and intimidation. Contrary to those peaceful elections in Waterford and Clare, the
laboring classes of Westmeath used physical force to ensure the victory of their candidate.
Political violence of the informal variety continued until the eve of Emancipation, when it briefly
abated. Nevertheless, fearful that the Catholic majority’s victory would encourage them to seek
further concessions, Irish Protestants of multiple denominations began to demonstrate and
organize themselves. In the midlands, where members of the established Church were much
smaller in number, conservative judges and juries defended their minority status. After the
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Castlepollard Massacre, they acquitted the overwhelmingly-Protestant constabulary and
convicted the exclusively Catholic prisoners. With suffrage curtailed, and injustice prevalent in
the courts of law, the laboring classes again sought retribution and influence through physical
force. As national issues grew in importance after Emancipation, so too did violence. In
Longford and Westmeath, following the lead of County Clare’s Terry Alts, they waged a war
against tithes. Neither O’Connell nor the Catholic Church initially supported the Tithe War, but
it was too late. The working classes understood the power of majority politics on a national scale.
The great Liberator was forced again to recognize that he could only harness the political
energies of Irish peasants and laborers—in a sense, this is all that he had ever been able to do in
the midland counties, where local and national politics had overlapped so frequently since the
1810s. Characteristically, O’Connell chose to rein the masses by advancing another national
issue that promised to cure all of Ireland’s ailments: the Repeal of the Union. Initially, and
without formal “Repeal” candidates, the working classes did not participate in the electoral
campaigns of 1830 and 1831. That changed during the election of 1832. With the Reform Bill
having passed, and suffrage having modestly expanded, midland Catholics of the working
classes reengaged, as they had in 1826. A mass movement was afoot. Daniel O’Connell often
repeated a favorite phase: “There is a moral electricity in the continuous expression of public
opinion concentrated on a single point, perfectly irresistible in its efficacy.” Indeed. For the
working classes, a “moral electricity” had been sparked. A political education was underway.224
In the midlands and across Ireland, the 1832 campaign for Repeal marked a turning point
in national politics. Thirty-nine Repeal candidates won office that year. The election gave
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ordinary Catholics a reason to be hopeful. O’Connell certainly noted this. In December, he
described the election as “the best kind of triumph, that which furnishes hope and indeed appears
to reduce hope into the certainty of being able to accomplish something for Ireland.” Even
before the results had been tallied, Michael Doheny, a future insurrectionist in 1848, shared these
sentiments:
What a glorious object the people have to struggle for! How magnificent is even
the hope of national liberation! As all bitter feelings against petty injustice and
local tyranny are merged in the nation’s predominant aversion to the Union, so all
the mind and the might of the people should be directed to its Repeal.”225
Hope and promise, two notions evident in the words of many contemporaries, shaped the
mentalities of Irish mid-landers after the election of 1832. Nothing short of Repeal – of
“independence,” to borrow from the campaign placards of H.M. Tuite in 1826 – would satisfy.
Admittedly, Daniel O’Connell’s movement for Repeal stalled in 1833, and candidates did not
run again under the banner of “Repeal” until 1841. Even then, the Liberator’s ambiguous vision
never came to pass. Repeal died with Daniel O’Connell in 1847. Nevertheless, like the campaign
for Emancipation, Repeal mobilized a generation of Ireland’s disenfranchised classes. Drawing
crowds of over 100,000 at “monster meetings” in the early 1840s, it grew as a mass movement.
Even more. “Repeal was a revolution,” the founder of Irish Home Rule Isaac Butt later argued.
“The proposition was not to return to any state of things that previously existed in Ireland – not
to adopt the constitution of any European state, but to enter on an untried and wild system of
democracy.” By the end of 1832, most Irish men and women of the midlands had witnessed but a
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few years of mass politics in the land of their birth. Many of these, however, would find an
“untried and wild system of democracy” not in Ireland, but in America.226
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PLATE 3.1, “A NEW SONG CALLED THE CASTLEPOLLARD MASSACRE”
(Reprinted in the Westmeath Journal, 4 August 1831)
Come all you friends of Ireland, wherever you do be;
Come listen to the tale I tell, ‘tis a doleful tragedy—
Come listen, while through choking sighs, and many a bitter tear,
I tell the murderous deeds of death at Castlepollard fair.
In peace and quietness when on the business of the fair,
Until the Peelers were brought out to raise a riot there;
Oh! Then the work of death began, a woeful bitter fray,
The fatherless and widows to lament that dreadful day.
They drew up round the market-house—their Chief, he bade them fire.
While the astonished flying crowd on all sides did retire.
‘Twas a human blood they wanted—their deadly aim they took,
And Castlepollard streets with gore were running like a brook.
‘Twould make a heart of stone to bleed and shake in fear and dread,
To see the walls besmeared with brains—the channels running red;
While men and women, old, and young, lay dead or dying there,
And shrieks and groans, and musket’s clang, rung on the startled ear
An inquest there was ordered, and witnesses came there,
Who proved to all the Peelers done at Castlepollard fair.
These murderers then were sent to gaol—a happy sight to see—
And a sham trial was brought on, which quickly set them free.
May fiery red, and burning hell, its torments now prepare,
And vengeance black as night and death o’ertake them while their here.
And may the chief of Devils take their Chieftain in his care,
And every imp his man possess, that fired a musket there.

PART TWO
COMMENCEMENT: THE COMPLETION OF A POLITICAL EDUCATION
IN THE UNITED STATES, 1834-1840

CHAPTER FOUR
THE POLITICS OF FACTION IN MARYLAND, 1834-1840

I write this to let you know that if you take any airs on yourself at our election,
you will get what paddy give the drum. You have too much gab in common, and I
have cum to resolve to stop your mouth.227
“There is a well organized society among the Fardowns and Longford men…they
are well disciplined in the use of their arms; and from their movements, appear to
have their officers to command.”228
On the 16th of January 1834, in the western reaches of Maryland, a band of Irish
workmen on the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal severely bludgeoned a man named John Irons. For
days, as Irons languished in the town of Williamsport, dozens of his fellow canallers – recently
discharged employees known locally as the “Longfords” or “Fardowns” – assembled a party of
fellow workers numbering several hundred. On Monday the 20th, at about six o’clock in the
morning, the Longford men struck back. They marched five miles down the line and caught
Irons’ presumed attackers completely off guard. These men, whom the press labeled
“Corkonians,” had barely commenced their day’s labor. Four or five were battered and bruised,
as the remainder of their party fled. In response to the rout, and fearful of the potential danger
posed by several hundred armed Irish laborers, two armed companies of militia joined the civil
authorities in apprehending some thirty-five of the Longford party and hauling them to the
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Hagerstown jail. The day ended with no damage to the canal, although one or two shanties were
destroyed. Few believed, however, that the hostilities had come to a close.229
In fact, the day’s action had commenced a virtual “war” between the two Irish parties.
Both were comprised almost exclusively of Roman Catholics from different regions of Ireland—
with men from the North joining the Longfords and Fardowns, and men from the South filling
the ranks of the Corkonians. Work halted all along the canal, as news of John Irons’ eventual
death spread throughout the community. Both sides began organizing and gathering weapons
with “warlike preparation.” In the words of resident engineer Thomas Purcell, the conflict
“struck a panic in the hands on the whole line.” On Thursday the 23rd, according to the
Williamsport Banner, a band of Corkonians “committed excesses” and burned shanties. On
Friday, the two parties skirmished again at the Conococheague Aqueduct, leaving one man
seriously beaten. Citizens of Williamsport assembled to protect themselves, but the Irish virtually
ignored them. That afternoon, nearly three hundred Longford men, spurred on by their “intrepid
leaders,” armed themselves with guns, helves, and clubs, and then marched over the aqueduct,
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apparently with the purpose of “exhibiting their strength” to the Corkonians. A second party of
Longford or Fardown men soon joined them, however, and their ranks swelled to nearly seven
hundred combatants. Meanwhile, some three hundred Corkonians armed partly with “military
weapons” had taken up positions atop a nearby hill at Middlekauff’s Mill. When the Corkonians
challenged the Longford and Fardown men to a pitched battle, they obliged. A fearsome contest
ensued. Volleys were fired, and several men fell. Witnesses referred to the exchange as “one of
great rage and deadly violence.” Five men were reported shot through the head, while others
writhed in agony. All of the casualties had been Corkonians.230
Over the weekend, the warfare appeared to end as quickly as it had begun. Militia
companies from Hagerstown and Williamsport restored peace to the line until two companies of
U.S. soldiers arrived from Fort McHenry. One ringleader was arrested. Representatives from
Washington County appealed to the state legislature and the Office of President Jackson for the
intervention of a permanent military force. On Monday the 27th, delegates from the contending
parties met at Williamsport, under the direction of resident engineer Thomas Purcell, and
concluded a formal peace treaty between the “Longford men” and the “Corkonians.” Twentyeight individuals signed the document, pledging solemnly “to inform on and bring to justice, any
person or persons who may break the pledge contained in this agreement, either by interrupting
any person passing along or near the line of the canal, or by secretly counseling or assisting any
persons or persons who may endeavor to excite riotous conduct among the above parties.” The
document had its desired effect. On the 28th, a party of several hundred Corkonians passed
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Harper’s Ferry seeking retribution for Friday’s engagement. Upon reading the terms of the
treaty, however, they returned to the line. Work on the canal resumed. Peace had been
restored.231
Historians have examined this battle in some detail. In the 1940s, Richard Morris
reexamined the incident in the context of labor unrest, arguing that Andrew Jackson had
established a new precedent by being the first executive to send federal troops to break up a
strike. Twenty-two years later, David Baird challenged Morris’ conclusions about the
significance of the clashes, maintaining that authorities never referenced the riot of 1834 when
quelling violence along the C&O later in the decade. In 1972, David Grimsted explored the Irish
unrest of 1834 within the context of excessive popular violence. According to Grimsted, the
Williamsport battle, among other Irish riots, demonstrated that Jacksonian mobs were not always
socially purposive. Rather, their fights tended to be “imported clan battles between groups of
Irish Catholics from different areas of the old country.” In 1985, Carl Prince asserted that the
unrest marked the beginning of a period of rapid and violent change, whereby the first major
cracks in American society had developed since the Revolution. The most recent interpretation
of the unrest between Ireland’s factions in 1834, found in Peter Way’s Common Labor (1993),
has described the confrontation as an early instance of class conflict, a kind of “guerilla war” on
the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal, which spanned the decade. According to Way, the riot ushered
in a new era where the prospects of laborers dwindled in the face of dangerous working
conditions and an overbearing capitalist environment.232
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This chapter examines another dimension of the intra-Irish conflict, one forged during a
period widely-regarded in American history for the expansion of electoral participation. The
Fardown-Longford-Corkonian conflict of 1834 occurred at a moment when white males began
casting ballots in unprecedented numbers, just as black males faced historic levels of
disenfranchisement. By 1840, adults of both sexes were publicly promoting candidates in local,
statewide, and presidential campaigns—whereby politics became, in the words of one historian,
“the national pastime.” Moreover, a clear majority of states had adopted winner-take-all systems
for awarding presidential votes at the Electoral College. As a result, national campaigns became
zero-sum contests at the state level, which in turn affected elections at the local level. Across the
American political scene, majorities ruled. These shifts suited Irish emigrants very well. In
Ireland, Catholic freeholders widely regarded their majority status as the sine qua non of their
political legitimacy. And their experiences in electoral politics further prepared them for the
violent canvassing that followed American contests. As the spirit of revolution swept through
countries such as France, Belgium, Poland, and of course Ireland, emigrants looked towards the
United States as a model experiment in democratic rule. And it was in the American arena, along
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the internal improvements projects of the young republic, where Irish Catholic laborers
completed their educations that linked them into the structures of power and politics.233
Temporally and geographically, Maryland marked a critical transitional point in this
process. In the Old Line State, emigrant methods of politicking resembled those of Ireland’s
working classes more than they later did in Indiana, Illinois, or New York. Where Irish American
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laborers in the latter states had more access to the structures of power, visibly participating in the
“Log Cabin and Hard Cider” campaign of 1840, the workmen on Maryland’s internal
improvements projects did so less conspicuously. State voting restrictions limited the franchise
not only to adult white males who were citizens of the United States, but also to individuals who
claimed Maryland, and no other state, as their home. What is more, the law dictated that intended
voters must have resided in the state for twelve months, and six months within in a single county
– beyond the standard five years required by the U.S. government – in order to cast a ballot. As a
results, relatively few Irish emigrants voted in Maryland’s elections. This did not leave the Irish
completely powerless, however. If declining wages, employment competition, and personal
retribution posed problems on worksites, emigrant laborers dealt with these issues as they had
back home. Just as the Ribbonmen of Ireland had influenced workforces and wages on the Royal
Canal, western Maryland’s “Longfords” by the end of the 1830s had, in the words of Peter Way,
“achieved a certain amount of workplace control.” More than anywhere else in the United States,
canallers along the C&O resorted to the informal brand of politics that had characterized the Irish
midlands.234
In some ways, one of the arguments posited by this dissertation – namely that workingclass Irish Catholics in the early 1830s came to the United States having already commenced an
education in electoral politics – contradicts the most recent interpretations of emigrant labor. In a
recent survey of Irish America, Kevin Kenny described the current historiography of canal
culture as one “marked by transience, appalling living conditions, a highly dangerous work
environment, self-destructive expressions of masculinity (including alcoholism and faction
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fighting) and general social degradation.” Consequently, scholars have reasoned, this milieu
prohibited common laborers from participating in the electoral process. According to Peter Way,
their “limited access to the power structure” meant that they were “rarely courted as valued
constituents.” In Maryland, where suffrage was limited to citizens of the state, and from where
Peter Way drew the bulk of his conclusions, that was often the case. Yet not entirely. The
remainder of this chapter, and the dissertation overall, explores how Irish labor constituencies
linked into, and were often courted by, the state and local power structures.235
To be clear, Irish Catholic laborers in the 1830s did not simply transfer radical or
revolutionary ideologies to the United States. Rather, they brought with them entrenched
worldviews about the legitimacy of power and the means to achieve it. On American internal
improvements projects, these mentalities often conflicted with workplace norms. Faction fighting
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and collective violence often terrified native-born locals. The tacit understanding among Irish
workmen that the majority should rule led to strikes, intimidation, and violence. In both
countries, the laboring classes proved more than willing to destroy sections of the canal, go on
strike, or intimidate rival workers. In the arena of American elections, however, their
conceptions of majority governance fit neatly with the public ideology of the country’s first
“Irish” president, Andrew Jackson. The myriad of experiences wrought in places such as
Westmeath and Longford had a profound impact upon how emigrants regarded electoral politics
in the United States. Yet workmen on projects such as the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal were not
necessarily, in the words of one historian, “ready-made Democrats”—at least in the sense of
party affiliation. Irish emigrants of the laboring classes kept their options open far more than
such statements suggest, even in Maryland. Their formal experiences in Ireland, acquired in the
1826 and 1832 campaigns, provided them with a political know-how that made them appealing
to both American parties. As this chapter will show, Democrats and Whigs believed that the
votes of Irish-born laborers were in play through the election of 1840.236
Of course, the Irish in Maryland represented a fraction of a larger pre-Famine migration
to the United States. During the 18th century, Presbyterians from the northeast of Ireland settled
primarily in Pennsylvania, Maryland, Kentucky, Virginia, and the Carolinas. Those patterns
continued into the 1820s, until cheaper fares opened up migration to poorer Catholics. Most of
these emigrants sailed for Quebec or New York, which had the consequence of shifting
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emigration towards the urban northeast. Nearly one hundred thousand settled in New York City,
the “haven of Irish exiles,” as George Potter described the country’s busiest port city. By 1840,
an estimated one in four residents of the burgeoning metropolis had been born in Ireland. Many
others continued to settle in Philadelphia, the 18th-century capital of Irish emigration. In fact, the
political exile Matthew Carey estimated in 1815 that Philadelphia and New York accounted for
roughly two-thirds of all Irish-born men and women in the United States. In upstate New York,
some 50,000 settled along the line of the Erie Canal. In New England, particularly Boston and
Lowell, thousands settled where they had dug canals and built railroads. The Irish also
established communities in rural Pennsylvania and Pittsburgh, where many worked on internal
improvements. Into the 1830s, Irish emigrant communities could be found in Ohio, Indiana,
Michigan, and Wisconsin. In Illinois, Irish miners and their families settled in Galena. Others
worked on boats and docks in St. Louis. Smaller numbers settled further west, including those
who established an Irish colony at San Patrico in Texas, part of Mexico until 1836. Only eight
percent lived in the American South, the majority of whom called New Orleans their home. In
short, while most lived in the urban northeast, the Irish traveled widely and could be found
throughout the union.237
Yet in Maryland, more than any other state covered in this dissertation, Irish workers
resembled the itinerant, disenfranchised, and destitute laborers of recent studies. Yet even in the
Old Line State, this interpretation has obscured certain political realities. By 1840, Irish Catholic
labor factions had begun to integrate into the American political system. This generally followed
a familiar pattern. Irish factions battled one another over matters that had been familiar to them
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in Ireland: access to work, higher wages, and in some cases outright local control of the
construction site. Likewise, their methods resembled those learned in Ireland. Prior to combat,
they circulated rumors, sometimes issued threatening notices, and assembled into large bodies
identifiable by county or region, in order to intimidate the opposition. Numbers mattered,
because in warfare the majority often ruled the battlefield. In the wake of violence, the political
methods of emigrant workers often confounded and excited native-born Americans—particularly
those in small communities that bordered canals and railroad projects. Authorities called upon
the militia or military forces to quell the disturbances. During the legal processes that followed,
Irish laborers and contractors established connections with American social and political
networks. Often, public representatives, delegates, or party organizers served as witnesses or
members of the jury, where they made contact with the men and women of influence in the Irish
community. Witnesses with Irish surnames exposed kinship networks, crucial to understanding
how politics functioned among the laboring classes in Ireland and Maryland. Furthermore, the
comparatively large numbers of emigrant workmen, organized along the basis of their readymade coalitions, made them attractive to party politicians in United States. Having established
personal and political loyalties, much as they tended to do in Ireland, emigrant voters assembled
at elections. This frightened many nativists who, consequently, denounced the American Irish
community overall and often proposed their disenfranchisement. And during the 1830s, few
issues compelled emigrants to cast ballots as much as threats to naturalization and voting rights.
In this manner, Irish politics in Maryland became Irish American politics.
The remainder of this chapter explores how Irish labor communities regarded and
pursued power in western Maryland between 1834 and 1840. In order to explore both the formal
and informal aspects of their politicking, I have used newspaper clippings, court dockets,
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penitentiary records, and company records. Often such documents charted the associational
networks that hinted at who Irish laborers supported and how they did it. As in the previous
chapters, most of the sources – although by no means all – that commented on the subject of
emigrant politics reflected viewpoints from outside of Irish labor communities. Somewhat
surprisingly, the Irish American press in New York and Boston reported very sporadically on
these events—to the point where, by the end of the decade, neither the Truth Teller (New York)
nor the Pilot (Boston) commented directly on embattled factions. Nevertheless, enough sources
have survived to show the actions of emigrant workers—and to identify how Maryland became a
transitional point in a larger process, whereby the politicking of Irish laborers in the United
States became Irish American politics.
*****
Returning to Williamsport of January 1834, it is important to begin by noting how the
conflict bore many of the hallmarks of what politics meant to laborers along the Royal Canal—
with workers attempting to seize control of the waterway and exert control over labor practices,
often by force and always according to the principles of majority rule. According to Resident
Engineer Thomas Purcell, the disturbances were “the result of a regular organization for that
purpose, the ultimate object being to expel from the canal all except those that belong to the
stronger party & thus secure for the remainder higher wages.” As we have already seen in the
Irish midlands, particularly in the counties of Westmeath and Longford, one of the most
important goals of the Ribbonmen was to gain control of the labor force and procure better
wages. This practice continued well into the 1870s, as Niall Whelehan has recently shown. As
midland laborers had attempted to drive out itinerant Connaught “strangers” from their fields
during harvest season in Ireland, they similarly sought to establish control over the C&O Canal.
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When the Longfords attacked their Corkonian adversaries in January of 1834, they commenced a
larger campaign dedicated to bringing labor practices in western Maryland under the same type
of control that they had established on the Royal Canal in the Irish midlands.238
Yet if their motivations primarily involved seizing control of the local workspace, their
methods included not only violence and intimidation, but organizing into regionally-distinct Irish
camps as well. The Maryland press grappled with how to describe this phenomenon. The
Williamsport Banner believed that “two national parties,” consisting of laborers “from the North
and those from the South of Ireland,” had divided against one another. The Hagerstown Mail
identified three parties: the Corkonians, the Fardowns, and the Longfords. In all probability, both
papers were correct. The Corkonians represented southern counties from the province of
Munster, who in turn designated their adversaries from the midlands with the Irish appellation
Fear aduain, meaning “stranger.” According to David Noel Doyle, the Anglicization of this Irish
epithet gave newspaper reporters the term “Fardown,” and thus a name was born. Even more
importantly, Munster’s Irish-speaking emigrants regarded Longford workmen in the same
adversarial manner that mid-landers in Ireland regarded itinerant Connacht laborers, a portrait
reinforced by emigration and naturalization records. S.H. Cousens has shown that people from
the counties of Longford and Westmeath emigrated at higher rates than anywhere else on the
Emerald Isle during this time period. And in Washington County, naturalization records from
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1833 and 1834 revealed a preponderance of emigrants from Longford, Meath, Cork, and
Limerick. Irish regionalism mattered.239
Of course, while the Williamsport battle of 1834 represented the first occasion where
Fardowns and Corkonians had fought one another under such designations, it was not the first
time that Ireland’s working classes had organized themselves according to province before
combat. The first of such incidents occurred in January of 1825, the year of Pastorini’s
prophecies and tremendous violence in the midlands. Two bands of convicts aboard a ship in the
harbor of Cobh – “Leinster men and Munster men,” as the Newry Telegraph reported –
bludgeoned one another in a virtual melee over “the ridiculous claim of superiority for their
respective places of birth.” One man was killed in the affray. In October of 1831, constables at
the fair of Portumna, County Galway prevented factions of “Munster and Connaught men” from
coming to blows. A year later, the acclaimed Irish novelist William Carleton published a short
story entitled “Phil Purcel, The Pig Driver,” whereby the protagonist cleverly effected the
disembarkation of an overladen ship by pitting five hundred “Munster and Connaught men”
against each other. The men of each party “readily declared their Province, and stood together,”
before the Connaught men drove the Munster men overboard. Other similar encounters occurred
well into the decade. To be clear, Irish laborers did not take to arms on the Emerald Isle quite
like their American counterparts did in Maryland. There were no labor factions of Fardowns and
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Corkonians in Ireland. Nevertheless, regional distinctions and animosities did exist prior to the
Williamsport battle of 1834, and they manifested occasionally in violence.240
Looking back, Irish regionalism mattered for two reasons. First, it originated in Ireland,
not the United States. For those laborers in Maryland who organized and fought along provincial
lines, their Irish backgrounds informed their use of violence as much as local contexts. In short,
they were engaging in a form of Irish politics in America. Second, historians have been slow to
recognize that regional distinctions underscored deeply-held animosities. Their feelings of odium
for the other party were so intense, that company grievances and labor politics could hardly
account for all of the bloodshed. For instance, the Williamsport Banner argued that the conflict
had erupted due to “antipathies…of ancient origin, probably growing out of the measure of the
union with the British Crown.” The C&O’s superintendent of masonry feared the loss of “many
lives.” Others described the intensity of the conflict as “one of great rage and most deadly
violence.” Upon its conclusion, Resident Engineer Thomas Purcell argued that “the hatred of the
one party to the other” was “so deeply rooted,” he did not believe peace would last. Moreover, he
believed that “the quarrel had nothing to do with money transactions,” and therefore
recommended that a military force be sent that the Irish “may be awed into obedience of the
laws.” Despite all of the economic deprivations that led to both parties’ “warlike preparation” –
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and there were many that plagued the struggling Chesapeake and Ohio Canal Company – words
such as “rage” and “hatred” suggested that causes deeper than material conditions underscored
the violence. Scholars have either tended to view workplace violence in terms of material
grievances or ethnic feuds. Matthew E. Mason has perceptively argued that, for Irish laborers,
both “went hand in hand.” Indeed. Control over wages and the workforce mattered on the Royal
Canal as much as it did on the C&O. The same could be said for regional distinctions and
preventing “strangers” from taking away jobs at lower pay. It was no accident that both parties
settled their dispute with a formal treaty of peace in February. From beginning to end, those
experiences wrought in Ireland informed the motives and means of power in Maryland.241
What is more, the battle at Williamsport sparked a decade-long war between Longfords,
Fardowns, Corkonians, and other regionally-identifiable labor factions. Almost immediately, the
press began reporting a virtual firestorm of similar confrontations across the Atlantic World. In
February, bands of Corkonians and United Irishmen fought one another along the towpaths of
the New Basin Canal in New Orleans. The following month, two opposing gangs of Irish
émigrés – representing the provinces of Leinster and Ulster – took to arms against each other in
the streets of Liverpool. In June, Longfords, Fardowns, and Corkonians assailed one another
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again along the lines of the C&O Canal and the B&O Railroad. During the summer of 1835,
Fardowns and Corkonians assembled for battle on Indiana’s Wabash and Erie Canal. Two years
later, a riot occurred between Fardown and Corkonian trackmen on the Madison Railroad in
southern Indiana. By 1838, the conflicts had spread throughout states where internal
improvements were underway. In May, Fardowns and Corkonians of New York City’s Croton
Waterworks engaged in battle. In June, the two factions confronted each other on the Illinois and
Michigan Canal, as did Fardowns and Corkonians on Pennsylvania’s canal system. In 1839, the
warfare returned to Maryland, where Fardowns, Longfords, Corkonians, and Connaughtmen
reportedly engaged in battle. By the early 1840s, the conflicts had spread to public works
projects in Canada. They became such a growing concern that in 1842, the Irish-born Bishop
John Hughes of New York issued a pastoral address urging the “Corkonians and Connaught
men,” or the “far-ups and far-downs” to suspend their campaigns. To be sure, Irish labor factions
had engaged in riots and violent disputes long before construction on the C&O and B&O
projects had broken ground on the Fourth of July in 1828. But never before had regionallyidentified Irish labor factions, particularly those bearing the names Longfords, Fardowns, and
Corkonians, taken to arms so conspicuously. Following the battle at Williamsport in January of
1834, the conflicts became a regular feature in American and Irish newspapers.242
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Meanwhile, the inaugural battle fought between emigrant labor factions in 1834 also bore
potential connections to the politics of Daniel O’Connell and Ireland. Three of the twenty-seven
signatures on the Longford-Corkonian peace treaty, and countless surnames, matched those of
members belonging to Baltimore’s Friends of Ireland Society—one of more than thirty branches
established in the United States during the late 1820s, dedicated to promoting Catholic
Emancipation. Following 1829, the city’s association kept up its membership. Delegates of the
Longford and Corkonian parties – men named Timothy Kelly, John Bernes, and Patrick
McDonald – were listed among affiliates in 1832. Signatories with surnames such as Bennet,
Riley, Murray, Carroll, and Kain, among others, matched surnames on the organization’s list of
over two hundred members. It would be a mistake to presume that the men who signed this treaty
could not have belonged to a prestigious emigrant society. Irish canallers had already contributed
to the American “Rent” in the late 1820s. And in the 1830s, at least one reporter from the
Baltimore Patriot acknowledged having known “some very decent and respectable men” among
the laboring parties. Furthermore, connections with Irish politics extended beyond January’s
incident. Later in 1834, for example, two men listed on Baltimore’s Friends of Ireland Society –
Patrick Gallagher and Terrence Coyle, both natives of County Westmeath – were implicated in a
series of murders that occurred along the lines of the C&O Canal and the B&O Railroad.
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Naturally, one should not make too much of such coincidences, but the possibility merits
notation.243
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Even more importantly, such connections exposed the fact that Irish laborers did not live
entirely isolated and itinerant lives—certainly not as much as contemporary critics, such as
Frances Trollope, would have led one to believe. Her description of one abandoned and
anonymous Irish laborer’s death on the C&O formed the basis for what Peter Way has
questionably termed the “ultimate impersonality of canal labour.” Despite such depictions,
however, it is clear from court records that kinship networks were made up of Irish-born
laborers. Families brought together their communities. Fathers, mothers, brothers, sisters, and
cousins experienced meaningful human relationships along worksites. In several of Maryland’s
cases involving Irish American workers throughout 1834, relatives served as character witnesses.
Patrick, Thomas, and Maria Kelly testified for Terrence Coyle and Patrick Gallagher. Patrick,
Elizabeth, and John McEvot [McEvoy] testified against them. Philip, James, and Catherine Curry
provided testimonies on behalf of John Burns. Following the murders of two railroad contractors
in November, the city of Baltimore questioned Margaret, Mary Ann, and Samuel Bell, among
others, in their investigation. Likewise, contracting companies were family businesses, and they
often held contracts in multiple states. Firms belonging to Irish American families – Brown,
Sheridan, Brady, Sullivan, Byrne, and Gorman – dug canals and built railroads. The Brown’s,
Brady’s, and Sheridan’s contracted in Pennsylvania, Maryland and Indiana. The Byrne’s
contracted in Maryland and Illinois. The Thompson’s ran operations in Pennsylvania and
Indiana. It would be utterly tedious to catalogue all of these linkages, particularly those that
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emerged during the legal process, but it is time to reconsider the extent to which canal
communities were truly characterized by isolation and anonymity.244
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Throughout the United States, personal connections defined political networks in the
nineteenth century. Kinship and family – as recent studies have shown – heavily influenced party
loyalty. Electors who shared surnames frequently voted the same, as did those of a similar social
status and economic means. As Ronald P. Formisano has observed, “family ties and religious
preferences would often indistinguishably mix in forming mentalities and party loyalties.” The
same held true for emigrant labor communities, as court records often showed. Moreover, this
had been the case in Ireland, where convicted mid-landers were often brothers or cousins.
Politics were local and personal. Even in the formal realm, William Carleton’s fictional
campaign staffer Nicholas Drudge recognized that to win, he must be “acquainted with every
elector in the county.” In the United States, from Maryland, to Indiana, to Illinois, and eventually
New York, labor communities interconnected with informal and formal modes of politics. Even
Peter Way has described the modus operandi of secret societies in Maryland as “highly
personal.” And as this and subsequent chapters will show, Irish laborers and their families
regarded politicking, in its many forms, not altogether differently than their American
counterparts in the 1830s—in terms of associational networks and personal connections.245
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Meanwhile, the politics of faction moved to the southeast during the summer of 1834,
from Williamsport to the Point of Rocks, a narrow stretch of land occupied by both the C&O
Canal and the B&O Railroad. In 1829, the two rival companies had fought a fierce legal battle
over which firm had the right to the narrow space, barely one hundred feet wide in one spot,
which connected both operations to Harper’s Ferry. By 1834, each firm had proceeded with
construction, although laborers were forced to work, in the words of one historian, “literally on
top of each other.” Such cramped conditions – along with the declining financial status of both
companies, constant fears regarding a cholera epidemic that plagued canal and railroad labor
sites, and the tenuous peace that had theretofore kept the Longfords and the Corkonians at bay –
finally deteriorated in June. As they had in January, both sides attempted to recruit majorities
that would either intimidate or overcome their enemies. The hostilities began when men on the
C&O engaged in a series of battles between each other in early June. Three people were killed
and several others injured. Several shanties were burned. The conflict quickly spread to the
railroad. Between Sunday the 15th and Tuesday the 17th, a “furious insurrection,” as the
Baltimore American deemed it, divided Irish trackmen. Drenched in rain, Fardowns, Longfords,
and Corkonians armed themselves with bludgeons and pikes, as they waged a ferocious guerilla
war against one another. As many as ten shanties were destroyed. Four people were killed,
including a woman. One of the factions assaulted a band of German laborers, who repulsed the
Irish attack. Eventually, a company of volunteers led by Charles S. Ridgely, general of the
Maryland militia, marched out to quell the disturbances, but “no resistance was made, no
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violence was necessary, and of course none was used on the part of the state, except in the arrest
of a number of rioters.” The hostilities came to an end. This time, no peace treaty was signed. 246
Unfortunately, neither company nor the state kept records of the battle and the arrests that
followed, but the Baltimore Patriot did attempt to identify the underlying causes that led to the
conflict:
The unnatural and deadly feud appears not to have had its origin in either of the
ordinary sources of animosity among those people, Politics and Religion, but
merely in the circumstances of their coming from different parts of the same
Island! The North against the South—the Corkonians on one side, and those from
the North, Fardowns they are called, on the other—and both, I am informed, are
Roman Catholics.247
Of course, without a sophisticated understanding of rural Ireland, the reporter had little
inclination as to what “politics” meant to emigrant working classes—controlling the supply of
labor and wages were high priorities, especially to those Longford workers who had once
governed the price of wages along the Royal Canal. It is evident, however, that this reporter
regarded regional divisions within Irish society – the politics of labor factions, if you will – as
the primary cause behind the violence between workers at the Point of Rocks. The close
proximity of the workmen only enflamed the situation. Nevertheless, employment mattered, and
the Irish fought fiercely to access it. As the Hagerstown Free Press put it, “An idea can scarcely
be formed of the hatred existing between the conflicting parties.” As Longford workmen
attempted to exert their control over the labor market on the C&O, the “hatred” spilled over to
the Irish factions working the railroad lines. Later that fall, a contractor on the Washington
Branch of the B&O reported that the Irish were again assembling a force large enough to drive
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German trackmen from the line. Only by concentrating the German laborers in one section were
they able to prevent the assault. As the power and influence of the Longford men’s associational
networks grew, their intentions of asserting labor control over Maryland’s public works projects
did likewise.248
Irish politics in Maryland further manifested in a series of murders and attempted
slayings during the month of November. The first of these occurred on the C&O Canal,
reflecting tensions between Irish emigrants. On the evening of November 8, 1834, Mary Ryan,
wife of contractor John Ryan, accosted their personal cook, a man by the name of John Brady,
for his repeated indolence. Brady had apparently been ill for several days, and Mrs. Ryan had a
reputation for harassing the helping hands. That night, Brady “was not very sober,” and he
apparently did or said something that made her irate. She lashed out against the cook shouting,
“if any County of Clare man or Fardoun, or any other man would strike or offend her in her own
shantee, she would hammer the life out of him”—and then she bludgeoned him with a
candlestick. John Ryan intervened, and the badly-injured cook left the shanty. Brady wandered
through the night calling out for help, but no one responded. In the early morning, he returned to
his loft at the Ryan’s shanty and went back to bed. He never awoke. The state accused Mary and
John Ryan of murder, and their trial was set for early December.249
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Before the Washington County legal system set into motion, however, another deadly
attack occurred on the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad. This time, the violence took place further
east, closer to Baltimore, between Savage and Laurel. On the afternoon of Tuesday November
18, between eight and ten men approached the shanty of contractor John Gorman, who had
recently accused several workmen of having stolen $1,200. John Watson, the B&O’s manager of
construction, was visiting Gorman that afternoon. Watson had been the subject of some
controversy for “irregularities” and low bids. The unidentified party attacked construction
manager and beat him severely before turning their dirks upon Gorman. They wounded the
contractor so badly that many believed the wounds were mortal. That night, Watson crawled a
distance of two miles back to his own shanty, where he was greeted by his assistant William
Mercer, company clerk Jacob Smith, and two foremen named Welch and Callan. Watson’s
friends urged him to vacate the line of the works, and when he refused they promised to remain
with him through the night. Just after midnight on Thursday the 20th, between thirty and forty
trackmen descended upon Watson’s shanty, breaking down doors and shattering windows.
Dispersing his protectors, the assailants dragged Watson from his bed, clubbed him, and then
threw him under a horse rack. In the meantime, Callan escaped, and Welch fled to the second
floor, where he attempted to distract the invaders. Someone cried out, “shoot the d—d rascal,” at
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which point Callan leapt from through the window. Several members of the party fired at the
foreman, who was hit twice but escaped nonetheless. With Watson presumed dead, the crowd
turned upon William Mercer, a “pious” Irishman, according to an editorial sent to the Frederick
Herald, and a Presbyterian. Both he and Watson had been “reproached as Orangemen.” The
perpetrators forced Mercer to kneel and pray, commanding him to “recollect the cart-men” he
had “discharged.” Then, with the swing of a club, they killed William Mercer. All the while,
John Watson, who had been presumed dead, snuck into the rafters of the shanty and hid. When
the assailants returned, they found the company manager missing. He probably would have
evaded their detection if it had not been for the blood that dripped from his body to the floor of
the shanty. Several members of the party pulled him from his hiding place, threw him head-first
down the stairs, smashed the back of his skull, scorched his face with a firebrand to make sure he
was dead, and then scattered his brains across the floor. This time, Watson did not survive. Of
the four company men, only the clerk Jacob Smith remained at the premises. An unidentified
member of the assembly called for his life to be spared. The group obliged, and Smith fled. The
gruesome murders on the Washington Railroad were done.250
The violence, however, only led to more chaos. Two days later, according to the
Baltimore Gazette, “a party of the rioters” entered Mrs. Harrison’s tavern near the Washington
Turnpike and helped themselves to “every thing which they wished.” Less than a mile from
Harrison’s another party broke into a store owned by one Mr. Wheelock, taking away whatever
goods they could find. Even after the local militia had been called upon to restore order, the
unrest continued. On November 30, a party of laborers attempted to pass through a toll bridge
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along the turnpike without paying. Fearing for his safety, the gate keeper shot and wounded one
of the men. The party fled the scene. On December 2, several unknown attackers burned the
stable of an American laborer near Waterloo Maryland, because he had “fallen under the
displeasure” of the Irish workmen. Whatever the facts may have been on the ground, the
violence waged on Maryland’s public works had created a state of chaos.251
Maryland newspapers and local inhabitants expressed a clear sense of exasperation with
the violence that Irish laborers had perpetrated throughout the year. On November 24, when the
civil authority of Anne Arundel County called upon seventy volunteers to bring peace to the
railroad, “the order was not very cheerfully obeyed.” As the Niles Weekly Register indicated,
“frequent harassments of the volunteers in similar service, and the escape of all persons, hitherto
engaged in such outrages, from the hands of justice” had disillusioned the militia. Furthermore, it
had become increasingly apparent to many state residents that “secret associations,”
“combinations,” or an “unholy league” lay behind the attacks. Papers such as the Baltimore
American expressed concerns in the abilities of “the company or the State” to apprehend the
“vile monsters.” On the 26th of November, a “large and respectable meeting,” including the
inhabitants of Anne Arundel and Prince George’s counties, was held at Merrill’s Tavern in order
to “put an end to these continued murders and riots.” They passed a series of ten resolutions
against the “Irish laborers employed on the Baltimore and Washington rail road,” whom county
inhabitants regarded as nothing more than “a gang of ruffians and murderers.” Most
significantly, the assemblies from both counties pledged to “unite in expelling from our counties,
forcibly if we must, all such characters as have herein been described.” The measures worked.
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County people tore down virtually every shanty along the line of the B&O, often with the help of
Irish laborers “anxious to separate themselves from the mass who worked on the section of the
road on which the outrages were committed.” By December 27, the Niles Weekly Register was
reporting that “very few Irish laborers” remained in either Anne Arundel or Prince George’s
County. For residents of these counties, the crisis had ended.252
Both contemporaries and scholars have debated the underlying causes of the Washington
Railroad murders, but it is apparent in retrospect that emigrant laborers from Ireland targeted
individuals by means and motives that were broadly “Irish” in nature. To begin with, workers on
the B&O sought retributive justice for discharging workmen or underpaying employees, as they
or their kinsmen had done in the Irish midlands. In November 1834, contractor John Gorman had
recently dismissed workers from his section. So had William Mercer—most visibly evinced by
reports that his assailants urged him to remember the cart-men he had discharged moments
before they murdered him. John Watson was known throughout the B&O for underbidding
contracts, and for paying less in wages. Sectarian motives may have likewise factored into the
murders. Nationally, anti-Catholic nativism throughout the United States was surging, as
Massachusetts Protestants burned down a convent of Ursuline nuns. According to historian Ray
Allen Billington, the fire reflected a nativist “spirit which had spread through the nation—a spirit
which the gutting of the convent fostered rather than dampened.” Locally, as the Frederick
Herald noted, both Watson and Mercer were known “Orangemen.” Likewise, repeated
references to secret societies or “combinations,” by the press and local residents, more than
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suggested that specifically-Irish modes of politicking characterized the violence. To be clear, the
murders bore no visible ties to the Longford, Fardown, and Corkonian battles of January and
June. When an eastern newspaper blamed the murders on the overconsumption of whiskey, the
Niles Weekly Register countered, noting that spirits were forbidden among persons employed on
the railroad. Rather perceptively, Hezekiah Niles argued that the murderers resorted to deadly
violence primarily because of their “accustomed resorts to force in their own land, to redress real
or supposed wrongs—‘taking the law into their own hands.’”253
Just as Maryland newspapers responded with horror to the murders, the state clamped
down with overwhelming force. On November 26, one week after Watson and Gorman were
murdered, three hundred twenty-seven prisoners – all from the line of the Washington Railroad –
were escorted to the Baltimore City Jail for questioning. Again the politically-independent Niles
Weekly Register weighed in, noting that the measures had “been a hard case on the innocent—
but so it is in all cases of force.” Indeed, Maryland courts handed out several convictions to Irish
laborers that winter. In Washington County, Thomas Brady was sentenced to ten years at the
state penitentiary for assault and battery with intent to kill. In Frederick County, one Joseph
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January, 1834. This name also appears on the list of states witnesses against all of those
implicated in the Watson and Mercer crimes. Similarly, one John Bernes signed the same peace
treaty in January, but was implicated and acquitted in separate trials for the murders of both John
Watson and William Mercer. Again, these connections – without another corroborating source –
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O’Connor of Ireland received eighteen years for murder. Terence Coyle and Patrick Gallagher
were also given sentences of eighteen years imprisonment for their roles in the Watson and
Mercer cases. Owen Murphy faced the ultimate condemnation, being sentenced to death by
hanging at the place where Watson and Mercer had been killed. Faced with the vigilante-style
resolutions of Anne Arundel and Prince George counties, the judge felt publicly compelled to
prosecute to the full extent of the law:
I have thus endeavored to depict your crime in terms of abhorrence and
reprobation, suitable to its atrocity; it is not to hold you up, but your crime, to the
gaze of an outraged community. In your situation there is every thing to call forth
feelings of commiseration. You are about to render unto Justice all that Justice
can demand of you—the sacrifice of your life.254
It is important to note that – in the midst of all of the violence, retribution, and legal
recourse – Irish labor communities maintained associational networks that connected them to a
larger world of Maryland politics. These connections were most visible in the cases of Mary and
Patrick Ryan, both of whom had been indicted for the murder of John Brady, their cook. Despite
the outrage that local Marylanders expressed in the wake of November’s fatalities, which
included no fewer than ten separate trials, Mrs. Ryan and her husband escaped conviction. It was
not for a lack of trying. The prosecution called eighteen witnesses to the stand, including
prominent citizens of the county such as Dr. James J. Beatty and Dr. James B. McKee. The
defense, however, countered with twenty-two witnesses of their own, many of whom were noted
“Jackson” politicians. Most conspicuously, candidate Jacob Fiery, Washington County’s
representative to the state assembly the following year, took the stand for the Ryan’s. Eventual
“Report to the Commissioners of Baltimore County,” 19 December 1834, Baltimore
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Dilts, Great Road, 181.
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assemblymen Jacob H. Grove and Andrew Rench also testified, as did resident engineer to the
C&O Canal Thomas Purcell. Respected citizens Dr. Frederick Dorsey, Dr. William Van Lear,
and Colonel Jacob Hollingsworth – the commanding officer who oversaw the conclusion of the
January riot between Longfords and Corkonians – lent their testimonies as well. The revered
Justice of the Peace, assemblyman, and tavern-owner David Brookhart served as a juror. Such
reputable witnesses helped secure an acquittal for both Ryan’s, despite evidence of “a more
serious character” presented at Mary Ryan’s trial. Apparently the defendants’ “record of service
to the canal” ultimately led the jury to rule in their favor. Cumulatively, they exposed links
between the hidden world of Irish laborers and American politics—and it is towards the realm of
American politics to which this dissertation now turns.255
If 1834 saw an upsurge in anti-Irish Catholic vitriol – whether at New York City’s
election riots in April, or at the burning of the Ursuline Convent in August, or within the pages of
Samuel B. Morse’s Foreign Conspiracy against the Liberties of the United States – newspapers
throughout the Mid-Atlantic region began to discuss the participation of Irish voters at the polls.
In March, the American Quarterly (Philadelphia) editorialized that only natural-born citizens
should have the right of enfranchisement: “Let us close at least our ballot boxes, if not our ports,
against this threatened tenfold immigration of the starving, the vicious, and the restless
population of Europe. Untrained to the discipline of self-government, political power runs riot in
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their hands—let them not be trusted with it.” The Washington Globe, a pro-Jackson rag, derided
the Quarterly for promoting “the recent inventions of the Bank party,” whereby “Irishmen who
opposed its corruptions have been stigmatized as Tories.” In April, the Hagerstown Mail
reprinted an article from the New York Standard, a Democratic paper, reporting that naturalized
Irish citizens had been provoked during the New York Election Riots. According to the
Standard, the opposition party had offered “forty dollars for any Irishman’s vote, and had made
use of every term of taunt and contumely that could provoke aggression from the Jackson
democrats assembled in that vicinity.” Likewise, the anti-Jackson Philadelphia Evening Star
accused the author William Cobbett (Life of Andrew Jackson) of being a “foreign mercenary and
tool of English toryism,” for attempting “to secure Irish voters in this country for the Jackson
cause,” by dedicating his book “to the working people of Ireland.” Qualitatively, these editorials
not only encapsulated the tacit acknowledgement that naturalized Irish citizens voted—but that
their votes mattered.256
In no small part, the Irish in Maryland owed this newfound attention within American
politics to the Empire State. The three-day mayoral campaign in New York City attracted a
national spotlight on the impact which Irish voters could have on an American election. Between
the 8th and 10th of April, electors in New York City swarmed to the polls. For the first time, antiJackson candidates, who styled themselves “Whigs,” reached out to the Irish electorate. Their
candidate, the ex-Democratic politician Gulian Verplanck, had a positive reputation among
Catholic voters and enthusiastically courted their votes. Indeed, the Whigs made significant gains
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with the Irish electorate, winning the endorsement of the esteemed United Irishman Dr. William
McNeven and hosting a rally for “adopted citizens,” which was apparently attended by
“thousands of foreign born.” Nevertheless, during the election, tensions between Whig poll
guards – toughs who vowed to “keep those damned Irishmen in order” – and Irish Democrats
flared in the Sixth Ward, home of the infamous Five Points and thousands of working-class
emigrants. For three days, as the contest transpired, individuals from both parties brawled in the
streets of New York City. Hundreds joined in the fracas. Dozens were injured. Remarkably, only
one person was killed. Both sides blamed each other. Quickly abandoning their congenial stance
towards the Irish, Whig newspapers accused Tammany Hall of flooding the Marine Courts with
“Irishmen of the lowest class.” The strategy apparently worked. Out of a total 34,969 votes cast,
Verplanck lost the election by 181 votes to Cornelius Lawrence. In the wake of the defeat, Whigs
cursed the pivotal role the Irish had played—so much so that many left the party and created the
Native American Democratic Association, “the first important example of political nativism in
New York City,” as one historian has called it, the following year.257
Returning to Maryland, a political shake-up of a different nature occurred in Washington
County. Since 1827, “Jackson” Party candidates had won twenty-six of twenty eight seats in the
House of Delegates, having lost two to the “Anti-Administration” ticket in 1830. In October of
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1834, a month before the infamous murders had beset Irish labor communities, the tables turned.
The “Anti-Jackson” Party won three of four seats. “What a change!” the Hagerstown Torch
Light exclaimed, “the majority is on the other side—it is with the whigs.” According to the
Democratic press, the financially-strapped C&O Canal had been a key issue during the election.
Whigs naturally supported the measure, but Democrats split their votes between “river men” who
favored state appropriations and those who opposed public funding. Furthermore, Washington
County witnessed a substantial increase in voters that October. Where previous elections had
seen between 3,100 and 3,250 participants, in 1834 more than 3,600 electors cast ballots.
Hundreds of Irish emigrant laborers continued to pour into the county, as they had since the
previous year. By 1834, an estimated 2,200 laborers were at work in Washington County on the
Chesapeake and Ohio Canal. The vast majority, noted earlier, could not vote according to state
law, but that did not preclude the Whig press from regarding them as potential future allies.258
For the time being, however, the Democratic Party seemed to have the upper hand on
courting the Irish vote. Across Maryland, nativism began to take root in 1834. Whig papers such
as the Hagerstown Free Press often expressed anti-Irish sentiments, particularly in the wake of
violence. Following the June riots between Fardowns and Corkonians at the Point of Rocks, the
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Free Press characterized the Irish as “poor creatures” living in “miserable and filthy hovels,”
who “danced, yelled, and drank” while their enemies suffered. The Baltimore Visitor decried
such acts as “a disgrace to humanity.” In western Maryland, however, the Democratic Party
loudly supported the Irish. In July, the Mail noted a prominent role played by Captain Kelly’s
“company of Irish infantry,” who marched along the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal during the
Fourth of July celebration in 1834. According to the editor, their “appearance and gentlemanly
deportment were the admiration of all.” Moreover, the Democratic press took shots at their
opponents by associating American Whigs with the Whig Party of the United Kingdom. In one
memorable instance, the Mail quoted Daniel O’Connell, who described Whigs as “a whining,
whimpering, hypocritical set of KNAVES.”259
Further evidence suggested that Irish laborers in 1834, regardless of their citizenship,
showed a keen interest in electoral politics and likely supported the Democratic Party. In
October, an “anonymous letter” written to Justice of the Peace Samuel Dietrich appeared at the
post office in Sharpsburg. Written five days prior to the election, Hagerstown Mail printed the
letter, warning “Sam Tetrick” effectively to watch his back during the upcoming contest:
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I write this to let you know that if you take any airs on yourself at our election,
you will get what paddy give the drum. You have too much gab in common, and I
have cum to resolve to stop your mouth. Now mind if you see a man of my size
that looks right sharp at you on that day, be on your guard, for it is a plan fixed
and determined on to give you a sly lick. I hope there will be no murder done, but
let me advise you to stay at home more in future than you have lately, let me tell
you as a friend not to be out after night, as you may depend upon it you will meet
something you don’t know. One thing, they say, your children won’t cry after
you. Now mind my advice, it will be for your good, these are dangerous times.
Now mind if something does not happen to you: he wears a blue coat watch his
pistol pocket, he is cocked and primed. Yours in haste.
– Jackson Van Buren, Esq.260
The letter effectively amounted to a threatening notice, written in the style of countless
warnings issued by working-class politicians in Ireland. As a “friend,” the author apparently
intended to warn Dietrich that a plan had been hatched to silence him, but he also resolved to
“stop” the justice’s “mouth” – or give him “what paddy give the drum” – if Dietrich kept talking.
This reference to “paddy,” along with the phonetic misspellings and grammatical mistakes,
suggest that an Irish individual of the laboring classes wrote the letter, since threatening notices
issued in Ireland contained similar errors. Furthermore, Irish notices were occasionally sent via
the postal system, as this had been. That the author signed the warning “Jackson Van Buren”
identified him as a Democrat. Samuel Dietrich, likewise a Democrat, initially believed that the
letter was written by a “night mantled ruffian” and was the “production of a whole-hog Anti-Van
Buren man and Bank wig.” The pro-Whig Torch Light denied any knowledge of the letter,
however, and countered that it had been delivered by “a Jackson man.” Whatever the case, this
“anonymous letter” provided a rare piece of evidence to the political inclinations of Irish
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American canallers in Maryland: Even when few Irish men of the working classes had the right
to vote, state and local politics mattered.261
*****
As Irish laborers and their families continued to face a hard existence, often living on the
edge of poverty, they dug their way westward—and for over a year, they did so peacefully. In
February of 1835, one unidentified contingent of laborers went on strike for eleven days. They
only returned to the line after a company of riflemen appeared on the scene. Yet all the while, the
Longford and Corkonian factions remained at peace with one another. By 1836, construction had
reached Allegany County.262
As they moved west, further conflicts awaited the rival parties. On the 8th and 9th of
January, with construction suspended due to weather, bands of Longfords and Corkonians
resumed their hostilities near Clear Spring, Maryland. The combatants burned two shanties and
wounded several members of the opposition party. One of the factions drove off the remaining
German and native-born canallers. In the aftermath of the violence, contractors such as Lee
Montgomery, a Methodist parson with experience on Pennsylvania canals, resorted to temporary
hires, or “scabs”—a practice that the Irish would not soon forget. The conflict slowly flickered
out on its own, leaving a tense cessation to the hostilities. According to the Hagerstown Torch
Light, both parties stood “in dread of each other” and posted guards at night “with as much
vigilance as would two threatening armies.” In contrast with the severity of justice administered
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in eastern Maryland following the Watson and Mercer murders, the residents of Clear Spring did
not call upon the militia, although the Torch Light urged authorities to “keep a close eye upon
them.” As the violence drew to a close, hints of nativism shone through the Niles Weekly
Register’s editorial comments: “Thus are the ancient feuds of these foreigners, disturbing the
peace of the country, and making life insecure!”263
Although the Irish factions did not take to arms for the remainder of the year, workmen
from the Longford sections began targeting several of the contractors who had outsourced labor
during January’s confrontation. During the first week of May, laborers in the region of Clear
Spring struck for higher wages. Anyone who did not participate was attacked. On one occasion, a
slave was stabbed, and on another, a man was beaten to death on a hill named Round Top near
the border with Allegany County. The state was powerless to respond. According to company
engineer George Bender, “no man dare give evidence even if there was physical force in the
country to arrest the disorderly. This they know there is not, and act accordingly.” The strikers
lashed out against contractors such as Sherlock and Watkins, men who pressed their men to work
during labor stoppages. Bands of unknown perpetrators tore down their shanties and beat several
of their workmen. Another contractor named Millahan was attacked and then threatened with
death. Bender feared that he would not return. About six miles south of Clear Spring, at Prather’s
Neck, MacCulbin’s men ceased working as well. Lee Montgomery escaped the violence this
time. According to the contractor, he had been spared because his laborers “were generally
picked men” who had provided themselves with “guns and a few Little sticks” (Montgomery’s
partner was a man named Little). Eventually, Bender advocated for the establishment of a
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permanent military force, particularly as operations moved westward into the “wild unsettled
regions.” The strike ended, however, before the company entertained any such ideas. Again, the
C&O demonstrated its ability to outlast strikers during periods of work-stoppage.264
In November, Irish canallers struck for higher wages once more, and they issued written
warnings. At the western edge of the line near Paw Paw, where Lee Montgomery’s workmen had
begun the daunting task of blasting through 3,118 feet of mountainous rock, an unknown
association of individuals notified several contractors that they must abandon their sections.
They knew that any halt to construction along the C&O that winter would damage the
waterway—the implications of which were reminiscent of canal-cutting practices in the Irish
midlands. According to company engineer George Bender, noncompliance was often greeted
with “a midnight beating, which in many cases causes death.” A cadre of unknown perpetrators
attacked a contractor named Tracy when he refused to leave. Later, Tracy escaped certain death
when he discovered several laborers lighting a “train of powder” under his shanty. More often,
however, the anonymous assailants destroyed contractors’ property. When William Brown, John
Daily, and P. Crowley ignored such placards, their offices were burned, and their equipment was
thrown into the Potomac River. Nevertheless, violence underlay all of the warnings. Lee
Montgomery was served with the following notice:
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That we give ye a civil notice concerning your manager Mr. James Reynolds that
you will discharge him out of our employment so as that it will save us some
trouble for coming here a distance. I come from the round top to save trouble
because we respected you and your partner without giving ye a regular notice. But
any laboring man that will work under the said James Reynolds let him mark the
consequence hereafter any carter that works his carts under the said Reynolds let
him mind it also for I give them all a fair notice that I will come with stronger
forces the next time and when they will not be aware of it. But not to disturb you
Mr. Montgomery or any thing belong to your establishment or your property
either a fair notice I give ye without no more trouble if Reynolds leaves the tunnel
in 6 or 8 days time after this notice will be no more trouble.”265
Several factors accounted for the resurgence of violence. In particular, retribution for the
convictions of Murphy, Gallagher, and Coyle – who murdered Watson and Mercer on the B&O
line in November of 1834 – lay at the heart of the assaults. According to George Bender, the
“enmity” that the Irish had for John Daily seemed “to have arisen from his having given
testimony when the Rail Road rioters who murdered Watson were tried.” Anyone who had given
testimony, the company engineer continued, received a “severe midnight beating.” Moreover, the
town of Hancock, located at the narrow stretch of western Maryland between Pennsylvania and
Virginia, was the “seat of a regularly organized society.” Organized indeed. Whenever a member
of the association felt “aggrieved,” he put his case before an assembly, who decided upon the
“measure and mode of punishment.” If the retribution were to be executed at the Round Top, the
“men from below” took the responsibility. If it were to be consummated at Millstone, further
down the line, then “persons from the Round Top” took charge. Under such circumstances, few
dared testify against the Irish. Ribbonism had come to Maryland. Bender marveled in their level
of organization, and how it undermined the American legal system:
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The society is believed to be but a branch of one in the City of New York, and
that it has branches in all the states where internal improvements are in progress.
It is a state of things which puts the laws of the country, as they at present stand,
to positive defiance. Men in speaking of it talk in whispers and innuendos.266
Chief Engineer Charles Fisk echoed Bender’s sentiments. “A murder may be committed. A
hundred of them may witness it. And yet not one person can be found who knows anything about
it.” Clearly, Irish canallers in 1836 had begun to establish the kind of control that they once had
exerted over operations on the Royal Canal.267
Meanwhile, during the autumn of 1836, the unrest between Irish laborers coincided with
another shift in American politics. Ever since the adoption of Maryland’s constitution in 1776,
the state had awarded each county with an equal number of delegates: four in the House and two
in the Senate. The two chambers, not the state’s electorate, voted for governor. Consequently,
less populated counties had a disproportionate influence upon Maryland’s politics, with a
majority of delegates representing as little as one-third of the state. As Baltimore grew rapidly,
and people migrated into the western reaches of the state, the disparity became even further
pronounced. Since the early nineteenth century, politicians throughout Maryland had attempted
to address the problem, but inter-party discord always prevented reform. In June of 1836,
delegates from the city of Baltimore and six counties, including Washington, drafted a series of
resolutions urging voters to elect pro-reform candidates at the ensuing house and senatorial
campaigns that fall. Initially, the proceedings moved forward in a spirit of cooperation, with
representatives from both parties in support of the measure. With the upcoming presidential
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election, however, preceded by a fierce senatorial contest, party rivalries clouded the spirit of
reform. In September, Washington County elected two Democratic or “Van Buren” candidates,
while Allegany County selected one senator from each party. Overall, nineteen Van Buren
representatives and twenty-one Whigs had been elected, although more votes had been cast for
candidates of the former party than the latter. When the Senate met for the first time in late
September, only the Whigs reported to the chamber. The Van Buren men stayed home in protest
of the election’s inequitable outcome, leaving the Senate without a proper quorum and incapable
of enacting legislation. Instead, the Democratic electors proposed a new constitutional
convention, whereby each county would send six delegates to Annapolis. The Whigs countered
with their own plan, and a public crisis ensued. Thousands of people across the state convened
town meetings, some in favor and some opposed, on behalf of their respective parties. In
Allegany County, a grand jury denounced the Van Buren electors as “unfaithful public agents
and disturbers of the public peace.” The stalemate continued through the month of November,
when Martin Van Buren defeated William Henry Harrison in the national election. The day after
the election, Governor Veazy issued a proclamation calling upon civil and military authorities to
force the nineteen Van Buren politicians to return to work, thus leaving the constitution
unaltered. Residents in Prince George’s County organized a contingent of dragoons, but their
services were never needed. By the end of November, the Senate had reached a quorum. The
state assembly finally elected a governor, and the legislature resumed its session. Despite the
contention and controversy that had plagued the state since September, the new government
adopted a series of reforms, including the popular election of the governor and the
reapportionment of delegates to each county, based more equitably upon population. The law
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stipulated that the reforms would take effect in the October elections of 1838. The state of
Maryland had narrowly averted a political crisis.268
Throughout this tumultuous season, however, little in the press suggested that Irish
canallers were heavily engaged in electoral politics. To be sure, there were references. In
September 1836, an editorial to the Hagerstown Mail sarcastically referred to an unnamed rival
as “the Hero of the Neck,” for having subdued the strikers at Prather’s Neck and having guarded
“against Irish insolence and misrule.” The Mail also indirectly appealed to Irish workmen by
accusing William Henry Harrison of promoting “white slavery.” While a senator in Ohio,
Harrison had supported a measure whereby indebted convicts could be legally detained and their
labor sold to prospective employers. This position, defended by the candidate himself and not
altogether unheard of during the 1830s, prompted the Mail to decry, “HE WOULD SELL, AT
PUBLIC SALE, POOR WHITE MEN.” The Mail then went on to list a series of offenses for
which Irish canallers and trackmen were frequently convicted: Assault and Battery, Abuse of a
Judge or Justice of the Peace, Sabbath Breaking, and Keeping a Tavern without a License.
Meanwhile, when it came to the state’s internal improvements bill, which was adopted in the
summer of 1836 and provided both the C&O and B&O projects with eight million dollars, the
Democratic press found it difficult to oppose the measure outright. Not only did western
Maryland’s economy benefit from the canal and railroad so conspicuously; Democrats had no
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interest in deriding a project that employed so many prospective voters—those Irish workers
who chafed at the Chesapeake and Ohio’s consistently late payments.269
Nevertheless, the Whigs fared comparatively well in western Maryland during the 1836
campaigns. Previously, both Washington and Allegany counties had elected exclusively
Democratic candidates to the state assembly, as they had done overwhelmingly throughout the
decade. That changed in 1836, due in no small measure to the controversy regarding electoral
reform. In Washington County, three out of four House seats went to the Democrats. In
Allegany, the Whigs and Democrats split the contest, with each party winning two seats. In the
presidential race, the state of Maryland went for Harrison, with Washington and Allegany
counties giving majorities to the “hero of Tippecanoe.” Nevertheless, since the state had gone for
Henry Clay in 1832 and John Quincy Adams in 1828, this did not mark a significant change.270
*****
By 1838, engineers from the C&O again attempted to make sense of the Irish-run
organization, which seemed dedicated to controlling the supply of labor on the canal. In
February, Chief Engineer Charles Fisk wrote to George C. Washington, president of the C&O,
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complaining about the discipline of these associations. “This state of things alone,” he began, “I
know has been very instrumental in keeping up the high prices of labor upon our canal.” Fisk
argued that the company felt the effects of Irish politics in several ways. “It keeps down the
supply of labor below the demand. It gives us an inferior class of workmen – and afraid to give
them directions contrary to their will, – the contractor is sometimes to all intents and purposes
under their control.” This had been no easy task. In 1837, laborers came at a dime a dozen in
Maryland. One company employee wrote Charles Fisk that men in search of work swarmed the
company’s office in Washington D.C., who despite the absence of openings, would not leave
“for love nor money.” The ensuing financial panic in 1837 also weakened the C&O’s fiscal
health, as recession gripped the country. Wages fell, and jobs disappeared. What is more, in
February of 1838, laborers again began threatening the canal itself. In Allegany County,
following two months with no wages, the Irish laid siege to Lee Montgomery’s office at Paw
Paw, warning the chronically-broke contractor that if they did not receive their wages, “they
would destroy certain parts of their work.” Montgomery knew better than to test their resolve.
During the previous year, he had imported forty English miners to dig the tunnel – hoping that
they would be easier to control than the Irish – only to see all but two of them driven off the
project. In light of such threats, Lee Montgomery fled to Washington. Only in mid-April, after
the C&O had provided the contractor with $25,000 in funds, did he return to the line.271
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In May, the association of workmen shifted their focus towards Clear Spring, at a place
called Prather’s Neck in Washington County. There, two contractors had accrued a debt of nearly
fifty thousand dollars, and one of them abandoned his section of the line, leaving hundreds of
workers without a total of $17,000 in wages. In response, the Irish apprehended 140 kegs of
gunpowder and demanded their payment in full threatening to destroy the locks of the canal. The
C&O intervened, promising to pay workers fifty cents on each dollar owed. The Irish declined,
and the negotiations that ensued became intense. Chief Engineer Fisk reported to the Board of
Directors that initially they had demanded “all or none,” even if it meant that “all the other
creditors got nothing.” It was a risky proposition. According to Fisk, they had been idle for three
weeks, most of them owed money for provisions, and some were “actually starving.” The chief
engineer made a final offer of twenty-five percent, yet the workmen stiffened their resolve. “We
have put this work together well,” the laborers told Fisk, “We can take it down again.” If the
company did not accede to at least fifty percent by Friday the 11th, the emigrant canallers
indicated that “there may be difficulty.”272
Significantly, in the course of the labor dispute and within the realm of American politics,
the Irish had the support of numerous members of the community. According to General
Williams, a number of his men – whose service had been called upon throughout the 1830s –
avowed that they if the workmen were to turn out, they would “fight for the Irish.” During the
initial phase of the negotiations, Fisk expressed concerns that residents of Washington County
were advising the workmen “not to take anything less than the whole—that they had the
Company in their power.” Likewise, the commanding officer of the state militia, General O.H.
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Williams, reported that the citizenry was expressing “excitement and prejudice against the
Company,” essentially because they regarded the C&O as a recipient of corporate welfare.
Contractor David Lyles, who had fled the line and abandoned his section in April, deemed it in
his best interest to support the workmen. Upon returning to Prather’s Neck in early May, he
urged his laborers to hold out for at least fifty percent. Local storekeepers, many of whom were
second or third generation Irish, such as John Kennedy, sold provisions to the emigrant workmen
and their families at prices below cost. Farmers gave food to their starving families, because “the
Company had withheld from the Contractors their just claims for services rendered, and that the
laborers had, in consequence thereof, been deprived of the means of support, and that many
families were in an actual state of starvation.” Even the state militia supported the canallers.273
The 11th of May passed by without incident, but tensions remained high. Colonel
Fitzhugh’s Horse Guard arrived over the weekend, standing ready to procure the gunpowder, “by
force” if necessary. On the night of Tuesday the 15th, however, the emigrant workmen rioted.
Details are sketchy as to what this “disturbance” meant, but it lurched the company into action.
Fearing the calamities that would befall the canal itself if they attacked, the company sent for
experienced diplomats to help obviate any further escalation. A contractor by the name of
William Byrne – who operated a firm on the Illinois and Michigan Canal, and whose son
attended Mount St. Mary’s College in Frederick, Maryland – answered the call. According to
Colonel Fitzhugh, Byrne was an “old and efficient contractor, and withal an Irishman,” who gave
the company hope that the stand-off could be resolved peaceably. Byrne’s presence did not
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disappoint. The laborers agreed to surrender the powder, “provided it was kept for the benefit of
the creditors of the contractors,” and that the workmen would receive their wages. This
promising turn of events was short-lived, however. The negotiations “entirely failed,” according
to Fitzhugh, “thro’ the interference of a Mr. Callan.” Three and a half years earlier, a foreman by
the name of John Callan had barely escaped the clutches of the B&O trackmen who had
murdered Watson and Mercer. Admittedly, I have been unable to confirm whether this was the
same Callan. Nevertheless, with his abrupt appearance at the negotiations in 1838, all
compromises halted. The Irish “made use of many abusive epithets,” some of which were aimed
at Byrne, “and the excitement became so high, that the gentlemen were advised to retire.” The
politics of Maryland’s Irish canallers, it seemed – even in 1838 – still harkened back to the
retributive justice of 1834.274
Given the intensity of the stand-off, events concluded rather quietly. On Thursday the
17th, General O.H. Williams ordered his forces to seize the powder. The militia apprehended the
explosives with “little or no opposition,” despite the general unwillingness of the laborers to
relinquish it. Only one man was arrested. The militia then returned the power to the Washington
County Courthouse, where volunteers nervously guarded it upon the condition that it be returned
to the contractors until the workmen received their due wages. A contingent of the militia
remained at Clear Spring under J. Gore, but it was never needed. “The laborers are quiet,”
General Williams reported to President G.C. Washington, “and now manifest a disposition to
continue so, under the belief that the Company will compel the contractors to pay what is due to
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them.” Eventually, this is what happened. The contractors and the company reached an
agreement, and the workers received payment forthwith.275
As soon as the turbulence in Clear Spring had passed, labor strains reemerged up the line
in Allegany County at the Paw Paw tunnel—where the association of Irish canallers exerted new
levels of control over the works. Despite considerable advances from the C&O’s Board of
Directors, Lee Montgomery could not afford to pay his hands. Again, this led to violence. A
mining boss, who had recently been brought in by the contractor “on account for his fitness of
the situation,” had been beaten by roughly twenty to thirty men. They broke one of his arms and
also a leg, “merely because,” in the words of Chief Engineer Fisk, “he was faithful to the interest
of his employer and would not permit the men to trifle away their time.” Others faced similar
fates, as had the English miners brought in by Montgomery the previous year. As the contractor
lost authority over his laborers, both the costs of construction and wages increased. By 1838,
expenses were twice what they had been the year before. Fisk determined that the Irish laborers
and miners had achieved nothing short of “mastery” of the situation—“a regular conspiracy
among the men to have their work carried on to their own liking.”276
The Chesapeake and Ohio Canal Company found itself in a tight fix as it sought to bring
order to the canal. If it allowed the workmen to suspend operations, the company would lose
money. If it attempted to prosecute the offenders, no one would testify. If it posted a permanent
military force on the line, it would be in the words of President G.C. Washington, “both difficult
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and costly.” Fisk advocated for the final option: “I am satisfied that the tunnel cannot be carried
through to completion at a reasonable cost without what will be equivalent to a military force
being stationed near it.” The chief engineer seemed to understand that the Irish aimed at nothing
less than complete control of the canal, as they had on the Royal Canal in Ireland. In the end,
however, the C&O disagreed with Fisk, instead compiling 127 names whom contractors should
not hire in future operations—effectively, a blacklist.277
The blacklist, which was distributed on the 1st of August to “prevent the employment of
disorderly men,” revealed the influences of kinship and family connections within the inner
realm of Irish politics in Maryland. Among the 127 miners, bosses, blacksmiths, and laborers,
there were four Dougherty’s, three Murphy’s, three McVoy’s, three Seary’s, and three
Harkins’—not to mention the countless pairs of Irish surnames. Nearly one-third of the list was
comprised of like cognomina. And as we shall see, their blacklisting did not necessarily mark the
end of their employment on the C&O. Several returned to take part in the infamous riot of
1839.278
If the Irish unrest of 1838 had any impact upon western Maryland’s electoral politics that
fall, it did not easily show. In Washington County, the Democrats swept the elections for the
state assembly, as they had the previous year. In Allegany County, the Democratic Party
regained its monopoly, defeating the lone Whig candidate who had taken one of the House seats
in 1837. More importantly, the election of 1838 marked the first contest run according to the
reform regulations of 1837, whereby the governor was elected by a popular vote. There, the
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Democratic candidate William Grason defeated John Nevitt Steele in a hotly-contested race. Out
of 55,174 votes cast, Grason won by 260. In those districts where Irish canallers were at work,
Democratic candidates won handily: over fifty-two percent of the vote in Clear Spring, and fiftyfour percent in Oldtown. Some of the political rhetoric used by the local press may have spoken
to Irish Catholic voters experienced in the art of electioneering in the Irish midlands. The
Democratic Mail appealed to all “reformers” to vote for Grason, whom the paper depicted as “a
plain republican farmer—of frugal, unostentatious habits: who entertains his friends in a plain
unpretending manner—whose principles of economy will go with him, in the administration of
Government.” It also invoked the memory of General Jackson, as was common in the 1830s, in
the fight against the “Federal Whig” Party. A pro-Reform editorial compared the electoral
contest with the American Revolution. When the contest concluded, the Mail celebrated
Grason’s victory over the “minority” that “heretofore ruled the majority,” a concept that would
have visibly appealed to Irish Catholic emigrants. But on the whole, laborers on the canal did not
play a visible role in either Washington or Allegany County.279
At the national level, however, anti-emigration presses renewed their attacks in 1838.
Newspapers such as the Native American, which had been established in Washington D.C. the
previous year, reprinted accounts from across the country that depicted the Irish as contaminants
to the American political system. Shortly following the Maryland elections, the nativist rag
posted a clip from the New York National Banner, which cried foul over the tactics of a
prominent Irish citizen – “one of the highest functionaries in this city” – who petitioned on
behalf of a “certain Irishman confined in the penitentiary.” Because the prisoner could “influence
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a hundred Irish Votes, at the approaching election,” the Banner concluded, the prisoner was
freed. In November, a correspondent from the Daily National Intelligencer (Washington D.C.)
reported that laborers from the Croton Water Works in New York abandoned their work and
flooded the polls: “The Irish population unquestionably will settle the vote of the State. It holds
empire here, and consequent empire in these United States, at its disposal.” In Illinois, the Irish
were depicted as running rough-shod over Galena’s state election. And in Chicago, an Irish
resident of only seven months reportedly defeated a native-born American for the office of
sheriff. “All the Irish on the canal,” the Chicago Democrat claimed, “to the number of five
thousand, voted at the late State election, though the majority of them had not been three months
in America.” The Native American also ran a weekly “Black List” of swindlers, murderers, and
absconders, almost exclusively comprised of Irish-born Americans who often threatened
violence at the polls. If the Whig and Democratic presses in western Maryland did not depict
much of an Irish impact upon the electoral process, nativist papers in the nation’s capital, and
across the country, clearly did.280
*****
By 1839, the politics of Irish emigrants along Maryland’s internal improvements still
meant securing and projecting control over the labor force. On the 11th of August, around one
hundred canallers armed themselves with “guns, clubs, and other deadly weapons” and attacked
an encampment of German workmen in western Allegany County. Valuables were stolen,
several people were beaten, and one man lay mortally wounded, having been cast into a fire.
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Father Guth, a German Catholic priest, remarked of the Irish, “were I superstitious I would really
believe they are incarnate Devils.”281
By all accounts, the “Irish Rioters on the Canal,” as the Cumberland Civilian termed
them, had achieved an impressive level of organization. It took the company nearly two weeks to
respond to the violence, in part because the militia was reluctant – for whatever reason – to move
against the Irish. Only after Governor Grason had declined a request to call for federal troops did
General O.H. Williams send out an investigative team to appraise the situation. In their report,
George W. Haller and G.W. Reid identified “a well organized society among the Fardowns and
Longford men…well disciplined in the use of their arms; and from their movements, appear to
have their officers to command.” The Irish were also heavily-armed. A correspondent from the
Whig-affiliated Daily National Intelligencer (Washington D.C.) reported that they had purchased
$700 worth of fire-arms, which the authorities in Oldtown had discovered “by mere accident.”
What is more, no one would testify against the “society” of canallers. The company investigation
stalled. As Peter Way has argued, by August of 1839, “the Irish on the C&O had achieved a
certain amount of workplace control.”282
On August 24, Father Guth put forth a list of names, whereby the C&O was able to assist
the militia in rounding up the ringleaders of the disturbances and suppressing the Longford
organization. Three days later, Colonel C.M. Thurston of Cumberland and Captain
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Hollingsworth of Hagerstown arrived at the work camp to arrest the suspects identified by Father
Guth. The detachments had a difficult time in apprehending the accused, however, until Chief
Engineer Fisk arrived and assumed de facto command of the operation. Fisk had long grown
weary of how the Irish could control the workspace with relative impunity, and under his
leadership, the militia left no stone unturned. Initial reports suggested that as many as ten
laborers had been shot, and that the shanty town had been demolished. In fact, the devastation
had not been not quite that bad. One person who had crossed the Potomac into Virginia was later
shot, between forty and fifty shanties were burned, and the militia destroyed one hundred twenty
weapons. Fisk’s operation lasted five days, turning up evidence suggesting that a “regular
organization” had indeed been in control of the canal works: passwords, countersigns, and five
hundred stands of arms. On August 31, the militia returned to Cumberland with twenty-six
prisoners, fourteen of whom were convicted and sentenced to the Maryland penitentiary, most
for a period of fourteen years or greater. During the trials, a labor spy by the name of James
Finney provided information to the company, although court records indicated that he testified
on behalf of the defense as well. As a testament to the influence that the Irish had been able to
exert over the workplace, wages fell from $1.25 per day to 87.5¢ afterwards. Effectively, the
“riot” of 1839 marked the final instance where emigrant laborers resorted to violence on
Maryland public works projects. Irish politicking on the C&O – the tactics and methods used by
working-class mid-landers on Ireland’s Royal Canal – had come to an end.283
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Historians have disagreed as to what exactly caused the Irish labor “organization’s”
disappearance in western Maryland after 1839. David Baird has argued that the community’s
fatigue with Irish violence, along with Fisk’s repressive measures and the subsequent legal
crackdown, factored most prominently. Without a doubt, the chief engineer worked diligently to
this effect. Several residents of Allegany County, whose homes had been destroyed by Fisk and
the militia during the reprisal, sued the company for unlawful destruction of property. They
eventually received thousands of dollars in damages. But this only underscored the community’s
disdain for the C&O. What is more, at least some of the Irish remained undeterred. As many as
six convicts revisited “their old haunts” in Allegany County the following year—having served
less than six months at the state penitentiary before being pardoned. Other factors, therefore,
contributed to the downfall of the Irish. As Peter Way has contended, “economic rhythms” broke
the labor network. Despite the C&O’s issuances of scrip rather than cash in September of 1839,
the company could not prevent financial disaster. The C&O eventually halted construction in
1841 and did not resume until 1847.284
Local politics also played a role in the decline of the Irish labor organization, perhaps
reflective of an increasing German influence. This was evident in the court documentation of
Allegany County. During the trials of the Irish workmen in 1839, witnesses for the state bore
strong ties to both the German community and Protestant churches in western Maryland. George
Martz, founder of the German Lutheran Church the following decade, testified for the state, as
did Alex King, a Presbyterian trustee. Samuel Rinehart, a merchant from the town of Hancock,
Baird, “Violence along the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal,” 131-134; Way, Common
Labor, 227; Maryland State Penitentiary Records, 81, PEN/MSA; One individual from
Washington County, a man by the name of Patrick McLaughlin, sued the company for their
wanton actions and won $3,500 in damages. See HM, 11 December 1840.
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turned state’s evidence, along with E.R. Keefer, member of one of the county’s most prominent
families. John Moore, later a Justice of the Peace, provided testimony as well. Naturally, both
G.W. Reid and George W. Haller, investigators for Thurston and Fisk, testified against the Irish.
Yet Haller also served as the “sworn interpreter” for German laborers.285
The Irish, meanwhile, maintained stronger connections in Washington County, where
during the previous year residents had sided with the Irish over the C&O. In September, an
indicted laborer by the name of Patrick Brady had been removed to Hagerstown for the role that
he played in the disturbances. The courts charged Brady with arson, upon which several
newspapers reported in the same columns as the other indictments. Yet while juries in Allegany
County universally convicted the Irish, the Washington County courts exonerated Patrick Brady.
In the trial, three witnesses testified for the state, including one William Brown—possibly the
same William Brown who signed the Longford-Corkonian treaty of 1834. The defense called
upon only two witnesses, one of whom was John Cline, relative of a prominent minister of the
county’s United Church of Brethren. Overall, the press paid little attention to Brady’s case,
which, unlike the Allegany trials, received considerable attention.286
Associational linkages were even more apparent between the Allegany convicts and those
blacklisted the previous year. A miner named John O’Donnell and laborer by the name of Felix
Mallen had been listed by the company in 1838 as undesirable, but somehow both found their
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ways back to camp. Multiple Kelly’s and Donoho’s could also be found both among the names
of convicts and those blacklisted. What is more, Timothy Kelly – who had been indicted for
assault and battery with intent to kill – was also listed with William Brown on the initial
Longford-Corkonian peace treaty of 1834. As the Cumberland Civilian noted in the wake of the
disturbances, the Irish workmen’s “savage thirst for bloody revenge” compelled them to
violence. Even into the final year of the decade, the politics of retribution continued to shape
labor relations along the canal.287
All the while, Irish politicking in western Maryland remained connected with the state’s
electoral politics. Reactions to the violent course of repression pursued by Fisk and the C&O
split along party lines. In September, the editor of a Frederick County newspaper accused the
Chief Engineer of having arrested the Irish for “political purposes.” After all, Democratic
Governor William Grason, the first popularly-elected governor in the Old Line State, replaced
President G.C. Washington and other Whig members of the canal board with Democratic
officials earlier that summer. In September, the newly-appointed President of the C&O, Francis
Thomas, was running for Congress. Chief Engineer Fisk’s actions had the effect, in the words of
the newspaperman, of “injuring Mr. Thomas.” The Cumberland Civilian, a Whig publication in
Allegany County, retorted that “men of both political parties” had participated in the arrests and
judicial inquiries. Tellingly, however, the Civilian praised Fisk for his “active and assiduous
exertions in ferreting out the evidence, and assisting to arrest the offenders.” The Whig paper’s
support for Fisk’s actions, and the C&O Canal in general, contrasted with the Democratic Mail
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which hardly reported on the unrest. What is more, while Whig papers frequently referred to the
rioters as “Irish,” Democratic papers did not. Amidst all of the financial, legal, and labor
implications tied to the riot of 1839, contemporaries clearly associated the unrest with
Maryland’s electoral politics.288
In 1840, presidential politics gripped the citizenry of the Old Line State. With the Panic
of 1837 having contaminated the presidency of “Martin Van Ruin,” the Whig Party tirelessly
promoted their candidate, William Henry Harrison. Supporters depicted “Old Tip” as a rugged
westerner who defeated the Shawnee at the Battle of Tippecanoe. Men and women assembled at
raucous meetings across the country that summer, where members of various artisanal and ethnic
associations consumed libations and sang campaign songs. The Whig press published slogans
and poems celebrating the country’s first mass-media candidate. Fittingly, Harrison received his
nomination in the city of Baltimore beneath a “triumphant arch.” As they had done in 1836, a
majority of Maryland’s electors chose Harrison. In Washington County, the Whig candidate won
by a count of 2,483 to 2,290. In Allegany county, Harrison won by a count of 1,271 to 1,093.
The results were indicative of the country at large. On December 2, “Old Tip” was elected the
ninth president of the United States of America.289
Throughout Maryland, emigrant Catholics played a more visible role in the Election of
1840 than ever before. Pro-Harrison newspapers, such as Thomas Allen’s Madisonian
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(Washington, D.C.) turned their backs on nativist outlets, opting instead to court the Irish vote. In
February, the paper featured an “Irish Letter,” which lamented the corruption that had occurred
on Van Buren’s watch. “Who would eat with the divil, must use a long spoon,” the clipping
sarcastically ended. In May, the Madisonian began targeting laborers as a key constituency. “No
reduction in wages,” became a Whig Party cry. “Look at this, ye ‘working classes!’” the rag
proclaimed, “Let those who are in favor of such a reduction vote for Martin Van Buren, and they
will be gratified.” On June 11, the newspaper printed the memoir of a contemporary who had
been a schoolboy during the War of 1812. His Irish tutor had “as true an American heart as ever
beat in a son of Erin.” Memorably, the Irishman had canceled class to celebrate the victory of
William Henry Harrison’s forces over the British. On the eve of the election in 1840, editorials
doubled-down on the paper’s anti-British rhetoric. One author warned its readers that Democrats
were accusing the Whig Party of having been “bought with British gold,” degraded by the
“British credit system,” and for having desired to place laborers “on a footing with the Irish
tenantry, who toil for landlords residing in England and France….” Nevertheless, the author
resolved, “we shall remember Mr. Van Buren, who, while he professes such great devotion to the
interests of the poor man, establishes a system which he and all his followers admit, will reduce
his wages, and bring him on a level with European bondsmen.” “No reduction of wages,” the
editorial concluded, and “No system which gives gold to one class and rags to another.”290
Democratic newspapers referred to Whig overtures as “humbug.” At least some Irishmen
agreed. On October 10, an editorial by an author who styled himself “Grattan” appeared in the
Washington Globe. The political tract belittled Harrison for having been “born with a silver
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spoon in his mouth,” for having supported the Alien and Sedition Acts during John Adams’
“reign of terror,” for proudly accepting the appellation “the sole Monarch of the West,” and for
supporting “Federalism”—an insidious synonym for “that blood dripping monster, Irish
Orangeism, in all its naked abominations, and diabolical deformities.” The Washington Native
American seized upon the editorial, accusing the author of having been a “foreign renegade” and
an “Irishman, with the brogue broad and indelible” in his writing, and having interfered with the
American electoral process. This was not an isolated incident. In September, the Irish-born
Bishop John England of South Carolina published a letter urging Catholics to lend their support
for Van Buren. A journalist by the name of Duff Green, editor of the nativist Baltimore Pilot and
Transcript, responded scathingly to Bishop England’s letter, warning readers of a vast, Catholic
conspiracy. “We are aware,” Green began, “that there is a well arranged plan on the part of
Catholic monarchies in the old world to revolutionise our government by the introduction of
Catholic emigrants.” Green’s paper, and other conservative presses, derided Catholic emigrants
for their interference in American politics. Reports of Irish laborers destroying William Henry
Harrison’s plantation in Ohio, along with allegations that the Democratic Parties in New York
and Illinois had flooded the polls with Irish canallers, only cemented nativist fears. Voter fraud,
too, became a contentious issue for both parties in 1840, as concerns over falsified emigrant
“fagot votes” increased. In one case, New York Whigs had been indicted for attempting to bribe
voters from the neighboring state of Pennsylvania into participating in the New York contest, a
process known as “pipe-laying.” In Maryland, however, journalists such as Duff Green went too
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far. Nativist paranoia eventually consolidated the support of Catholics against the Pilot and
Transcript, which went out of business the following year.291
In western Maryland, where Irish factions had labored and fought during the previous
five years, the Democratic press made overtures for emigrant support during the campaign. In
September, the Hagerstown Mail specifically invited “Irish Democrats” to “arouse” and join the
Democrats of Washington County in a celebration “with such banner or banners as may be
appropriate.” More often, however, Van Buren papers appealed to their Irish audience through
innuendo. With an eye towards the notorious Alien and Sedition Acts of 1798, which had been
passed during the Adams administration in part to exclude Irish exiles from the United States,
they referred to the opposition party as “Federalists,” the “Federal Whigs,” or the “British
Whigs.” The Globe, reprinted in the Mail as it often was, referred to the Whig Party’s
intimidation tactics as a “second reign of terror.” In its final edition before the presidential
election, the Mail called upon “workingmen” to vote Democratic, lest he wished to invite “an
American Aristocracy and the masters of that Aristocracy in the British Islands” to rule the
country. Only by voting Van Buren could the working man “avoid the fate of the Irish peasant
and the English operative, whose labor goes to make ‘the rich richer,’ while they and their
families often suffer and perish for want of wholesome food and comfortable raiment.” Again,
readers were told that voter fraud had brought the Whigs into power, and that their intent was to
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“destroy the purity of the Ballot-box in Maryland.” This rhetoric contrasted with that of Whig
papers in Allegany County, where Irish networks were less developed. According to a letter to
the Mail, party leaders were courting the German vote by inducing them “to believe that Mr. Van
Buren was an Irishman, and had sent off immense sums of the public money to Ireland.” Again,
the Democratic Party of Washington County told a different story. There, the press prophesied
that Harrison would introduce “white slavery,” thereby placing “foreigners on a footing with
their slaves, by repealing the Naturalization act.” The Democratic Third Ward in Washington
County called “upon every Foreigner who has become a citizen of the home of the free, to pause
before he casts his vote for the man who has publicly declared that he ‘cares not for the good
opinion of those who come hither 3,000 miles across the water’”—and to pause before
supporting a party that “publicly compared foreigners with cattle, and pronounced them
unworthy of belief, even on oath.” To be sure, neither the Democratic nor Whig presses of
western Maryland made direct reference to Catholic Irish canallers during the presidential
campaign of 1840. Yet the rhetoric and appeal made on behalf of Irish and foreign working men,
in hindsight, more than suggests that emigrant laborers participated in electoral politics. In short,
the Irish working classes mattered.292
And yet, compared with places outside Maryland, in states where suffrage rights were
more liberal and internal improvements were publicly funded, the emigrant trackmen and
canallers of Maryland were not as visible in electoral politics. As we shall see, along
construction sites in Indiana, Illinois, and New York, Irish laborers influenced the American
political realm more visibly and distinctly. In western Maryland, Irish politics among the
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working classes generally meant controlling labor and wages—much as it had meant for those
clandestine associations in Longford and Westmeath. Electoral politics were secondary at best.
Admittedly, there were moments when Irish laborers engaged in the electoral process. The
threatening letter from Sharpsburg in 1834 testified to this, as did the dozens of naturalization
applications in Washington County that year. Court dockets revealed the stuff of “politics” in
kinship and associational networks. And in 1840, both Whigs and Democrats appealed broadly
to the Irish vote. Yet despite this evidence, Irish American politics did not develop to the extent
that it did near other worksites. Neither the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal nor the Baltimore and
Ohio Railroad experienced prolonged periods of fiscal certainty, thereby making work-related
issues the prime concern. On these projects, the Longford Irish in particular resorted to the kinds
of tactics that had worked for them previously on the Royal Canal: association, organization, and
intimidation. The state’s election laws played a role as well, curtailing emigrant citizenship and
deciding its governorships by popular vote only in 1838. After these reforms, Irish participation
in electoral politics became much more visible, as nativist newspapers often revealed. Just the
same, Maryland’s Irish stood apart. Distinctive from the Irish in Indiana, Illinois, and New York,
the emigrant workmen of the Old Line State rioted and went on strike more than they did
anywhere else between 1834 and 1840. And more than any other state in this study, Maryland’s
privately-funded works projects and limited suffrage rights resembled Ireland’s in the 1830s. It
should come as little surprise, therefore, that the politics of working-class emigrants in Maryland
most-closely resembled those of Ireland.293
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*****
But it would be those emigrant laborers who ventured westward during the 1830s, who
forged even deeper associations within the electoral arena. Jeremiah Sullivan was one such man.
Standing six feet tall, the athletically-built Munster native bore a dark complexion, had dark
eyes, and often wore a broad brim hat upon his head of curly black hair. Sullivan was, according
to one Indiana newspaper, a “Corkoniain.” And unlike the mid-landers who comprised the
Fardown faction, he spoke with “a large share of the brogue upon his tongue.” But even more
importantly, Jeremiah Sullivan had worked extensively across America’s burgeoning internal
improvements projects. And no matter where he went, conflict seemed to follow. In 1831, he had
been implicated in a murder committed along the line of the Pennsylvania Canal near
Williamsburg, whereby a laborer named Thomas Crayton stabbed three men with a penknife in a
tavern brawl. Less than three years later, Sullivan found work on the Baltimore and Ohio
Railroad. He was there during the riot at the Point of Rocks in 1834. That winter, Jeremiah
Sullivan was listed in the Baltimore Jail records alongside those Irish men and women who had
been called in for questioning over the Watson and Mercer murders. He did not remain there
long, however. During the spring of 1835, he joined a large contingent of his fellow Corkonians
and headed for new employment on Indiana’s Wabash and Erie Canal. And it is towards the
Hoosier State that this dissertation now turns.294
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CHAPTER FIVE
INDIANA’S “IRISH WAR” AND THE RISE OF
WHIG PARTY POLITICS, 1835-1840
“Corkonians and Fardowns,” who had been engaged in those bloody affrays at
Williamsport in Maryland, and at the “high rocks on the Potomac,” within the last
two years, had come since September in ’34, to the Wabash & Erie Canal, with,
as it is said, many of their leaders, and of course brought their animosities with
them.295
The Irish on the public works in this country are divided into two great parties,
viz., Fardowns and Corconians, & bear a deadly hatred towards each other…. The
only cause for the enmity which I could discover was an old spleen which the
lower counties of Ireland entertained against the Kerry militia for some lack in
sustaining the bravery of an Irish militia in the Battles of the Irish Revolution, &
though the militia of the County Kerry were only in fault, all the southwestern
counties were included in the spleen.296
Attracting a great deal of attention, was the highly gratifying spectacles of the flag
of the sons of the Emerald Isle, composed of the stars and stripes of liberty—a scene
of a Log Cabin and the Shamrock, with an inscription of “Harrison and Tyler,” on
one side, and on the other the American Eagle—a canal boat under weigh – a wheel
barrow – a spade and shovel; underneath was written in large letters—“No
reduction of wages.”297
By July 10, Jeremiah Sullivan could take it no longer. With more contracts being let on
the Wabash and Erie Canal, more canallers arriving to work in the Hoosier State, and Fardown
contractors such as Patrick Brady cornering the labor market, Sullivan and his fellow Corkonians
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found themselves losing out to their rival faction—just as they had back east. So the volatile
Sullivan called upon a handful of cohorts, and on an unseasonably cool July day, set off after
Patrick Brady. Somewhere between the Corkonian community at Lagro and the Fardown camp
near Wabash, they found him. Sullivan reached for his musket and discharged it. The contractor
heard the gun blast and the spin of the bullet, but he did not flee. The challenge was on. Grasping
a cudgel with both hands, the burly Corkonian rushed at the contractor and struck him
repeatedly. Fortunately for Brady, the blows were not mortal, and sympathetic onlookers
managed to pull him out of harm’s way. Sullivan appeared satisfied. As he and his entourage
returned to Lagro, however, tensions again mounted. For miles along the line, dozens of laborers
abruptly stopped their work and headed towards the safety of their respective communities. Just
as the Corkonian assault upon John Irons had triggered a three-day melee in western Maryland
the previous year, Sullivan’s attack upon Patrick Brady had elicited a general call to arms. 298
In a matter of minutes, several workmen gathered near the new county seat of Wabash
with sticks, stones, and clubs in hand. Many others ran to their shanties to grab pistols and
muskets. All together and numbering roughly forty, they began a steady, determined march
eastward along the canal towpath to avenge the attack upon Patrick Brady. They were the
Fardowns. Meanwhile, back at Lagro, some fifty men began gathering around Jeremiah Sullivan
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and his comrades. To native-born residents, a distinct “share of the brogue” characterized their
speech. Like their rivals, many bore firearms, while others clung to axes and spades. These men
marched slowly westward from Lagro towards the approaching enemy. They were the
Corkonians.299
As the Fardowns continued their march towards Lagro, they gathered in strength. Forty
grew to over two-hundred fifty, much to the terror of the local community. An engineer for the
Wabash and Erie Canal hastily informed Commissioner David Burr, one of three men appointed
by the state of Indiana to oversee construction, that the two armed parties occupied more than
fifty miles of the line—and they were about to engage in battle. According to his own account,
Burr found the Fardowns near his residence in Wabash, “in very orderly array, well armed, and
not a noisy or drunken man amongst them.” Desperate to prevent the kind of violence that had
plagued Maryland’s internal improvements projects, he approached the growing crowd and
asked them to explain their grievances. Several men stepped forward and responded that a
constant threat of violence had frayed their nerves. Many had families to protect and regarded
fighting as their only recourse. In short, the time had come for either the Fardowns or the
Corkonians to claim sole possession of the workplace. Burr offered to procure a truce. The men
agreed—provided that Burr could arrange a formal peace treaty, similar to one signed by Irish
canal workers on the C&O during the previous year. He then escorted a handful of Fardowns to
Other names appearing in Sweeney’s case included Simon Boyle, Hugh Ward, Felix
McCraskey, and David Murphy. See Indiana v. Simon Sweeney, Michael Brown, and Others, 29
February 1836, WCC; Other Corkonians may have included Dennis Keefe, Michael Donovan,
Timothy O’Brien, Michael Evans, Daniel Malarkey, and John Chain. See Writ of Habeas
Corpus for Dennis Keef et al., 5 August 1835, MCC/ISA; To complement MacLysaght’s
surname analysis, I have cross-referenced naturalization records from Maryland, Indiana, and
New York that identify Irish counties of origin. See Edward MacLysaght, The Surnames of
Ireland (1985; repr., Dublin: Irish Academic Press, 1999); IJ, 11 September 1835.
299
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“the reputed battle-field,” where he found the Corkonians “fully prepared, well disposed in a
strong military position, [and] exceedingly exasperated.” They too, like the Fardowns, had grown
from a handful of combatants to roughly three hundred. Only with “considerable difficulty”
could he keep the Corkonians from attacking the cadre of Fardowns who had accompanied him.
After some discussion, however, both sides agreed to suspend their hostilities and appoint
representatives “to agree on terms of peace.” Burr’s diplomacy had saved the community of
Lagro from a violent melee.300
The quick-thinking commissioner used the truce to buy time and seek help. Facing some
“seven or eight hundred armed men,” he called for the militias of Huntington, Fort Wayne, and
Logansport—covering a fifty mile radius. Late on the evening of the 11th, the militia arrived. On
the morning of Sunday the 12th, they went into action, taking few precautions in establishing
their authority. The militia swept the canal lines, looking for concealed weapons and powder.
The sheriffs of Huntington and Wabash counties arrested the Corkonian ringleaders and sent
them to a jail in Indianapolis under the supervision of Captain Elias Murray—a prominent citizen
and canal contractor. As the weekend drew to a close, Indiana’s characteristic humidity returned.
Tassel on the corn began to show. Indiana’s “Irish fight” of 1835 had drawn to a close.301
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Since the nineteenth century, local historians have remembered this confrontation as the
state’s “Irish War.” Yet similar to the body of work on factional violence in Maryland, the
scholarship written on the Indiana clash has dealt largely with religion, ethnicity, and labor. The
oldest and least satisfying explanation has maintained that Protestant and Catholic workers
fought over sectarian differences, which had peaked near the anniversary of Ireland’s Battle of
the Boyne. As canal historian Tom Castaldi has pointed out, however, both parties in were
Catholic. Peter Way, meanwhile, has argued that canal conflicts, such as Indiana’s “Irish War,”
resulted from “competing pulls” between “particularist loyalties and emerging class solidarity.”
By this line of reasoning, the confrontation at Lagro was as an attempt to create a closed-shop
environment that eliminated the competition of one rival faction while increasing wages. Oddly
enough, Way virtually ignores the Fardown-Corkonian standoff in 1835, relegating it to the
status of a “faction fight” in the appendix. More recently, scholars have begun to characterize
Indiana’s “Irish War” as an extension of those conflicts which erupted on the Chesapeake and
Ohio in 1834. Jay Martin Perry’s “Shillelaghs, Shovels, and Secrets” (2009) posits that
clandestine emigrant associations, much like the Ribbonmen of the midlands, waged violent
campaigns against rival secret societies as they made their way westward. Ryan Dearinger’s
Filth of Progress (2016), meanwhile, contends that Maryland’s “guerilla war” of 1834 spread to

A Review of Two Centuries of Occupation of the Region About the Head of the Maumee River
(Chicago: Robert O. Law, 1917), 325-326; Both David Burr’s letter and the Wabash County
court records invoked the word “terror” when describing the reactions of native-born Hoosiers to
the “Irish War.” However, one local tale described the events differently, with a man choosing
to hide his gunpowder from the militias rather than share it. See Thomas B. Helm, History of
Wabash County, Indiana: Containing a History of the County, Its Townships, Towns, Military
Record, Portraits of Early Settlers and Prominent Men, Personal Reminiscences, Etc. (Chicago:
John Morris, 1884), 347.
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the Hoosier State the following year—a defensible argument, in light of the available
evidence.302
As in Maryland, however, politics have remained conspicuously absent from these
interpretations. In part, this is due to the fact that most accounts have relied upon a common set
of published letters, newspapers, and government documents. Lamentably, these have tended to
exclude local archives. This chapter, therefore, utilizes court dockets and county histories to
capture the faint voices of the Irish participants themselves. It analyzes census data,
naturalization records, diaries, and letters, in order to establish relationships between Irish
canallers and influential networks of Hoosiers. And as we shall see, those connections often bore
political ties to local associations that hardly regarded them as “marginalized from mainstream
society.”303
In the summer of 1835, Irish politics and Indiana’s political networks influenced the
causes, course, and repercussions of the state’s “Irish War.” In Wabash County, Fardowns strove
to make and maintain profitable links with the community’s “men of influence.” This was
particularly true for Patrick Brady. Connections and kinship mattered. So did majority rule.
When Jeremiah Sullivan assaulted Brady, he triggered a massive confrontation. Hundreds of
Irish laborers sought refuge within their respective factions—what one might describe as an
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informal two-party system. Employment remained important, as did memories of their
altercations from the previous year. They were willing to come to blows over these issues. Only
the quick response by Indiana’s Canal Commissioner David Burr prevented a catastrophe.
Almost instantly, journalists and politicians from across the state made reference to, and
occasionally exaggerated, the confrontation. In time, the “Irish fight” in Wabash County became
Indiana’s “Irish War.” But amidst the rhetoric and hyperbole, emigrant workers continued to
establish political connections that eventually spanned the state and the decade. Nativism in
Indiana never reached the heights that it did in Maryland, where Duff Green’s Pilot and
Transcript and Henry J. Brent’s Native American villainized Irish Catholics. The state’s suffrage
laws, which required voters to be white, male, and U.S. citizens, were more relaxed than
Maryland’s had been. And Irish laborers began establishing communities along the Wabash and
Erie Canal, where some of them settled, became farmers or artisans, raised families, and – of
course – engaged in electoral politics. By 1840, Indiana’s Irish canallers had become
conspicuous participants in Harrison’s “Log Cabin and Hard Cider” campaign, giving the state’s
Whig Party a valuable, if perhaps surprising network of working-class politicians.
*****
What caused the state’s “Irish War” in July of 1835? Was it religion? Was it labor
competition? Had workmen from the C&O transferred their animosities with them to Indiana?
Was it the weather or too much liquor? Contemporaries and historians alike have professed all of
these as potential causes. I argue that the underlying basis for the conflict was indeed rooted in
retribution from the C&O. Yet in order to understand the confrontation historically – where
laborers regarded violence as an informal mode of political expression, and their Irish
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backgrounds as well as local contexts informed their motivations and methods – we must delve
into each of these factors.
To begin with, whether in Maryland, Indiana, or elsewhere, canalling was physicallydemanding. Intense heat and humidity accompanied excavations during the summertime—work
that involved back-wrenching labor, calloused hands, a pickaxe, and a shovel. Bands of sturdy
laborers “grubbed” dense forests, chopping down hardwoods with axes and extracting the stumps
with teams of oxen. The seemingly endless process of digging, made possible by six to eight men
scratching away at the earth and filling horse-drawn carts with their excavations, meant that
workers no doubt preferred a respite from the heat. Twelve hours per day, they loaded their carts
as drivers lugged away the dirt. Every section required a base of twenty-six feet, by a depth of
four feet, and an upper width of forty feet. The tow path rose two feet above the water line and
measured ten feet across. Once the sweat-drenched workmen finished digging a section, they
tamped the base of the canal with their feet. The canal was ready for water.304
The process of digging a canal during the summer of 1835, on the eve of the “Irish War,”
was no different than it had been back East, but the physical and financial circumstances varied
significantly from those in Maryland. For one thing, nobody could blame tensions on the heat.
An uncharacteristic chill greeted the Irish at work that summer. According to the diary of an
Indianapolis attorney by the name of Calvin Fletcher, residents awoke to a frost-covered ground
in early July. If anything, the unseasonably cool weather brought relief to a normally oppressive
task by keeping the flies at bay. Even more importantly, the state of Indiana publicly funded its
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internal improvements projects—so much so that the state narrowly avoided bankruptcy a few
years later. Laborers were thus relatively well paid, and labor shortages only helped keep wages
high. Captain Elias Murray inaugurated construction on the Wabash and Erie Canal on the 22nd
of February, George Washington’s birthday, in 1832 by driving his spade into Fort Wayne’s
cold, hard turf. The on-looking crowd cheered in anticipation of their majestic canal, but
progress was slowed by a lack of labor. Despite the state’s promises for “very liberal wages in
Cash” and “good accommodations,” strict anti-liquor policies deterred workers. By 1833, the
completed sections of the canal had reached a mere five miles—empty and dry, just like the
workmen. Indiana needed the Irish. Canal commissioners pushed even harder to acquire labor in
the spring of 1834, taking out advertisements in newspapers across the United States. The
commissioners invited both “emigrant and native laborers” to earn money quickly, where wages
were rumored to be as high as two dollars per day. Such reports proved to be fantastical, but Irish
canallers in Indiana did make as much as twenty dollars per month, and many purchased land
and settled near the vicinity of the canal. Contractors and workers from Pennsylvania and
Maryland responded quickly to the advertisements. In some cases, prospective laborers arrived
so soon that contractors weren’t ready for them and turned them away. But the Irish were
steadfast, and with two thousand laborers hard at work on the canal, progress continued rapidly
during the summer of 1834. In fact, they dug with a speed that only the Indiana legislature could
match in digging up loans to pay for their work. By August, roughly sixty miles of construction
proceeded under contract. By November, the workmen had extended the canal to nine miles—
this time filled with water and ready for navigation.305
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Without experienced laborers, construction would have continued at a sluggish pace, but
not everyone appreciated the arrival of these skilled canallers. To religious leaders, progress
came at the expense of temperance, and Protestant clergymen began voicing deep misgivings of
Irish-Catholic settlements in Indiana. Throughout May of 1834, missionaries such as James
Chute – member of the Protestant non-denominational Home Missionary Society, who had
traveled westward to bring organized religion to the sparsely-settled region – derided workers for
their lack of “moral character.” Father Stephen Badin, a Catholic priest known for purchasing the
land upon which Notre Dame University was founded and for having established the state’s first
orphanage, lamented that the Irish of “the lower class” were “too fond of drinking.” “The
character of our Cath[olics],” Badin concluded in a letter to Cincinnati Bishop John Baptist
Purcell, “has been so little respectable in general, that they rather confirm Protest[ant]
prejudices.” In 1835, Chute expressed deep discouragement about liquor usage, noting that
contractors had been “broken over, being too much influenced by their workmen.” Across the
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towpaths of the early republic, laborers consumed heavy amounts of alcohol to cope with long
hours of back-breaking digging and lifting. Alcohol contributed to the masculine, rough-andtumble canal culture that sometimes prevented a better life for the Irish, but also was the only
thing that helped them cope with the lives they had. Yet canallers did not merely drink for
recreation or to alleviate depression. Many contemporaries considered whiskey a remedy for
malaria. As work intensified, and a rise of illness and mortality accompanied it, the demand for
whiskey arose. Many contractors on the Wabash and Erie Canal hired “jigger bosses,” men who
distributed one shot or “jigger” of whiskey every hour to thirsty workers. In short, the use of
alcohol on the canal arrived with Irish laborers in 1834, much to the dismay of Protestant and
Catholic religious leaders. Yet just as it caused problems, those working on the canal valued its
practical uses.306
Nevertheless, the introduction of alcohol, much like higher wages and access to land,
reflected efforts to lure and maintain an industrious and experienced workforce. Whereas the
Irish factions of Maryland had fought one another and private companies over sporadic pay,
Indiana’s Irish were a welcome sight to politicians who favored the public funding of internal
improvements. Despite a potential fifty-percent increase in wages, Whig senators such as John
Tipton urged the state to extend excavations on the canal during the spring. Money was
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apparently not an obstacle for lawmakers in 1835. By summer, these incentives had begun to
show results. Despite poor weather and illness, Indiana’s canal commissioners had issued
receipts well in excess of $150,000—enough money to cover contractors’ expenses and pay over
one thousand laborers twenty dollars per month. The Irish were flocking to the Hoosier State.
According to the Catholic Bishop Simon Bruté de Remur, some two thousand Irish workmen and
their families had already settled between Fort Wayne and Logansport, and more were coming.
Local histories later waxed nostalgic about the increase of Irish laborers on canal lands: “These
men were paid off at Huntington at stated times, and a large part of the money spent here,
making times easy and money plenty, and the population and business of the town increased very
rapidly.” In Indiana, the Wabash and Erie Canal needed labor, and the Irish answered that call
enthusiastically.307
In retrospect, these facts temper the notion that Fardowns and Corkonians fought
desperately over limited access to meager wages. Often times, scholars have attempted to explain
intra-Irish conflicts in terms of closed-shop union tactics, where one workforce excluded another
and thereby benefitted from a labor shortage through higher wages. Simply put, many historians
have correlated jobs with peace and a scarcity of employment with violence. This was not the
situation on the Wabash and Erie Canal in the 1830s. If Fardowns or Corkonians sought to drive
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up the price of wages, they did so in a very profitable economic climate. As early as 1834,
commissioners publicized their “right of paying the laborers, out of any money due the
contractors, in case the latter should refuse or neglect to do so.” Neither the distraction of other
Indiana canals nor the shortage of labor inhibited progress on the Wabash and Erie in 1835.
Official canal reports from 1835 indicated that laborers had dug twice as many miles as they had
the previous year, while the state more than doubled its funding of the canal in 1835—enough
money to employ more than a thousand workers at the maximum rate of $20 per month for more
than seven months. During the summer of 1835, labor shortages drove wages higher for
northeast Indiana, as they had done in previous years, and notices for new canal lettings
promised even more jobs and higher wages. The commissioners did this in good faith: specie
was plentiful thanks to the creation of the State Bank in 1834 as well as the robust trade that
occurred between canal workers and Miami Indians, who received sixty thousand dollars
annually from the federal government. Workers earned cash wages and had opportunities to save
the money or spend it. Land office records and later historical accounts suggested that many Irish
canallers purchased land with their earnings. None of this is to say that Indiana’s Irish canal
force lived charmed lives; most lived in rugged shanties and could not count on a full-year’s
employment due to winter weather. It does suggest, however, that it was not a limited number of
jobs or artificial labor shortages that produced Indiana’s “Irish War” of 1835.308
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Sectarian enmities did not incite the confrontation either. Despite contemporary reports to
the contrary, Catholics made up the overwhelming majority of both factions. In Maryland, where
the hostilities between these two groups commenced during the previous year, reporters
identified Fardowns and Corkonians as having been Roman Catholic. Catholic priests who
delivered sermons to canallers throughout Indiana in the 1830s recorded having preached to
thousands of Irish laborers and their families. One of the first collective acts of the Irish who
settled in Wabash County was to erect St. Patrick’s Catholic Church. Others followed suit in
Peru, Huntington, and Logansport. Protestant missionaries only rarely made reference to services
for canallers. Furthermore, the tide of emigration had already begun to swing in the favor of
Catholics sometime during the 1830s, and the ritualized nature of their modes of combat
resembled prison ship fights and attacks against “strangers” as much as it did sectarian
altercations, where casualties tended to be much higher. Even Indiana historians of the early
twentieth century, such as Clarkson Weesner, attempted to correct the misconception that
Fardowns and Corkonians warred over Protestantism and Popery.309
If one factor alone caused the “Irish War” of 1835, it had to have been the anxieties
generated by the violent conflicts that beleaguered worksites in Maryland the previous year.
Indiana’s Canal Commissioner David Burr certainly held this view, arguing that the Fardowns
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and Corkonians “brought their animosities with them” from Williamsport and the Point of
Rocks. The Indiana press concurred. According to the Fort Wayne Sentinel, Jeremiah Sullivan
had played a “prominent part” in the B&O disturbances in 1834. Furthermore, the Corkonian
ringleader had been “deeply implicated” in murders on the Pennsylvania Canal four years earlier.
In 1831, a double homicide had occurred at a tavern along the canal’s Juniata division near
Williamsburg, where one Patrick Brady incidentally was listed as a contractor. Sullivan was
never indicted in Pennsylvania, but he did see jail time in Maryland after the murders of Watson
and Mercer. Meanwhile, in Maryland, Washington County naturalization records listed several
“Brady’s” of County Longford. And it was the Longford faction that had driven the Corkonians
from Maryland’s public works projects the previous year. What is more, prominent Hoosiers
later alleged in a petition to Governor David Wallace that the “Irish War” had been nothing more
than a “County Feud” between the Fardowns and Corkonians—what contemporaries “commonly
called an Irish fight.”310
Brady’s relationship with the Fardowns belies a simple explanation, because
contemporary documents never directly referred to him as a “Fardown.” Yet three factors
suggest that Brady was a Fardown. First, a verified Corkonian (Jeremiah Sullivan) attempted to
murder Patrick Brady, and the assault led to the general confrontation of 1835. Second, Brady
shared another contract with a confirmed Fardown (Michael Sheridan). Third, the surnames of
“Brady” and “Sheridan” were common in the Irish midlands, which placed them squarely in the
Fardown camp. See Indiana Journal (Indianapolis), 11 September 1835; Agreement between
Patrick Brady & Michael Sheridan and David Burr for Section 18 East, 10 November 1837,
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Indiana, Huntington County: To the Hon. Noah Noble Governor of the State of Indiana (Petition
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None of this suggested that work and wages did not matter, however. While Fardowns
and Corkonians remained suspicious of one another, they recognized that the opposing party,
under the right circumstances, might attempt to monopolize their position on the line. Midland
emigrants plainly understood this, but so did those men and women who came from the
southwest of Ireland. They too understood the power of majority politics. They had been born
into a society where the Catholic, laboring population overwhelmingly outnumbered land owners
and Protestants of all denominations. Often, Rockite agitators pressed for numerical advantages
just as the Ribbonmen had on the Royal Canal. And of course, majorities mattered in electoral
contests. Sullivan and his fellow Corkonians may have attended or even participated in
O’Connell’s victory in County Clare during the by-election of 1828. Both the Fardowns and
Corkonians were aware that the market economy could shift at any time, and wages could fall.
Both parties understood, particularly after Maryland, the impact that an excessive labor supply
could have on their pay. This was as true in Indiana as it had been in Ireland.311
Religion mattered as well. Or at least the symbols and rituals of Ireland’s centuries-old
sectarian conflict did. Scholars should not be too quick to dismiss references to the Battle of the
Boyne and its significance within Irish history. Those Irish men and women, who patrolled the
towpaths at night and took cover deep within Indiana’s forests during the summer of 1835,
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would all but assuredly have connected the proposed date of the “battle,” the 12th of July, with
the Protestant William of Orange’s victory over James II’s Catholic army on the same date in
1690. Commissioner Burr himself dated the hostilities to around July 1, suggesting that
animosities had been rising for nearly two weeks and would have reached a veritable crescendo
of violence, had volunteers from as far away as Logansport (roughly 75 miles) not responded.
Some accounts of the confrontation on the 12th actually indicated that the battle was underway
when the state militia arrived. Moreover, the commissioner emphasized that “these frays were
confined to the Irish almost alone.” Given the date’s significance in Irish history, and the
collision of forces that nearly occurred, it is reasonable to conclude in hindsight that something
deeper than personal animosities and wage insecurities were at stake.312
Fortunately, an Irish stonemason by the name of Andrew Leary O’Brien identified what
he believed was the source of the bitterness between the two Catholic factions in a diary entry
from June 1839. O’Brien was a middle-class Catholic who came to the United States in 1837
intent upon training for the priesthood with the renowned Bishop John England of Charleston.
Short of money, he took a job on the Susquehanna Canal in Pennsylvania the following year.
There, O’Brien came to despise the coarse “Irish character” of most canallers, but he did
document what he believed to be the source of the antipathies between Fardowns and
Corkonians. This hostility, O’Brien noted in his journal, was due to an “old spleen,” which the
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northern counties held against the southwestern counties for the Kerry Militia’s “lack in
sustaining the bravery of an Irish militia in the Battles of the Irish Revolution.” In short, O’Brien
believed that memories of 1798 were foundational to the two parties’ regional enmities.313
Moreover, this reference to the Kerry Militia held a distinctive meaning to Irish laborers,
one rooted in sectarian violence and rebellion. During the 1790s, Catholics predominantly
comprised the ranks of the Kerry Militia, while Protestants served as its officers. In 1797, Dublin
Castle received word that many of the militia’s Catholics had joined the Defenders, an oathbound secret society which had begun swearing “not only to be true to one another but to unite
and correspond with the Society of United Irishmen.” The Kerry Militia’s alleged “lack” of
bravery came during a riot in Stewartstown, a United Irish stronghold in County Tyrone, one
year prior to the Rebellion of 1798. On July 12, 1797, the anniversary of the Battle of the Boyne,
the militia passed through the town on their way to Galway. Being the 12th, yeomanry of the
local Orange Order – the King’s “loyal” yet “licentious” peacekeepers, as historian Allen
Blackstock has labeled them – had assembled in the town for their customary procession.
Donning cockades and orange ribbons, the yeomanry of Stewartstown were passionate but
poorly trained. The situation grew volatile as a crowd of women and children wearing green
bonnets and green ribbons, symbols of Irish independence, gathered in the streets to cheer on the
militia. The yeomanry regarded the reception as treasonous. When they attempted to remove the
women’s bonnets and ribbons by force, the predominantly-Catholic militiamen intervened.
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Violence ensued. In all, twelve people were killed, and the Kerry Militia retreated in defeat.
Later that year, the British Army reorganized the unit and purged it of rebel sympathizers.314
The confrontation passed, but it survived in the historical consciousness of local Irish
Catholics. The yeomen who committed the violence went unpunished, and following the
suppression of the uprising in 1798, Stewartstown’s yeomanry became the domestic
peacekeepers for the local community. Catholics who remembered the event chafed under the
circumstances, but could do little other than pass along stories of the incident—at least until the
1820s. Immediately following the success of Emancipation, and amidst the anti-O’Connell
demonstrations that occurred throughout Ulster during the summer of 1829, ordinary Catholics
demonstrated their own abilities to organize. In Stewartstown, they made a historic display of
force on July 13, 1829. In a confrontation which hearkened back to the riot of 1797, the
procession turned deadly. Six Catholics and two Protestants were killed. Local Catholics
enshrined the sacrifice by erecting an obelisk with the following inscription:
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Old Tyrone—first in the field and last to leave. Glorious Glenoe will plant the tree
of liberty as they have done in America, should blood manure its roots, that our
friends may say when mourning over our graves: these heroes died for liberty
rather than live like slaves.315
Meanwhile, news of the violence in Stewartstown circulated throughout Ireland, inspiring
songs and broadsides—sources in retrospect which help illuminate the confrontation in Indiana
six years later. Two ballads in particular honored Catholic Irish men who fought against the
Orangemen in County Tyrone. The first, entitled the “Lamentation of James O’Sullivan”
mourned the protagonist’s death sentence following his capture (see Plate 5.1). The second,
entitled a “New Song on the Banishment of Patrick Brady,” celebrated an Irish “patriot” who had
been expatriated from the Emerald Isle following a pitched “battle” with Orangemen (see Plate
5.2). According to Zimmerman’s Songs of the Irish Rebellion, both of these ballads circulated in
port cities such as Cork and Dublin, where news and stories proliferated among emigrants
waiting to depart for North America. Those who later came to Indiana as canallers passed the
time in ports hearing these songs and retelling these tales.316
Indiana’s “Irish War,” consequently, bore significant cultural links to the Rebellion of
1798 and the violence at Stewartstown—references not easily understood by Hoosier
contemporaries. The 12th of July was not a benign date in Irish history. Emigrants of all ranks
regarded it as a contentious political and religious holiday, as Irish men and women had for
nearly a century and a half. According to Andrew Leary O’Brien, Fardowns and Corkonians
resented one another due to the Kerry Militia’s “lack of sustaining bravery” during the “Irish
Revolution.” To be sure, given the history of conflict in Maryland the previous year, along with
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potential concerns over the security of employment, the Irish in Indiana did not face off against
each other over memories of Stewartstown. Indeed, O’Brien’s reference shows us less about
political motivations than it does about methods. Rather than a battle over the particulars of 1798
or 1829, it seems to be more suggestive of two sides taunting one another, for a lack of
patriotism or bravery. To emigrants of the laboring classes, memories of the Kerry Militia and
the anniversary of the Battle of the Boyne connoted the incident at Stewartstown, violently
reenacted only six years earlier. The local enshrinement at Stewartstown celebrated planting the
“tree of liberty” and cemented Catholic Ireland’s cause with America’s. Irish ballads celebrated
the sacrifices of O’Sullivan and Brady at Stewartstown in July 1829, martyrs in execution and
exile. And it just so happened that the names of the key participants in Indiana matched those of
the ballads almost identically.
In short, religion mattered. As did regionalism. Both factions effectively organized their
own provincial militias, with Fardowns mocking their Corkonian foes about a notorious incident
in 1798. O’Brien’s diary – a rare contribution, in retrospect – ties together seemingly disparate
political strands of sectarian violence, rebellion, and memory in ways that help us understand
how Irish laborers engaged in informal politics. To be sure, the confrontation was, at its
foundation, rooted in the distrust and desires for retribution that stemmed from the violence in
Maryland. Concerns over job security and wages played a role as well. Yet by assembling for
battle on the 12th of July, both sides – comprised overwhelmingly of working-class Catholics –
signaled that something conspicuously Irish was at stake. Perhaps it was a sense of honor or even
bragging rights. Whatever the case, both sides recognized the importance of the date, and both
understood the sectarian and regional implications associated with the Kerry Militia and the
Stewartstown affray. In Indiana, the occasion gave the “Fear aduains” another opportunity to
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taunt the Corkonians in yet another confrontation between the hostile parties. In this way,
emigrant laborers regarded the “Irish War” of 1835 as a distinctly Irish matter.
*****
Just as important to the question of why Indiana’s Irish came into conflict is how they
went about it. For Indiana’s Fardowns, social connections within Wabash County provided them
with more access to the local structures of power. And no one in Wabash County practiced the
art of network politicking more adeptly than Patrick Brady. Brady had arrived in Indiana during
autumn of 1834. He made friends with local Hoosiers, drinking, gambling, and fighting together,
despite Indiana’s statutes dictating otherwise. Before long, Patrick Brady was arrested for
larceny and sentenced to the state penitentiary. The contractor’s friends did not allow him to
remain there for long, however, as two groups of prominent individuals drafted separate petitions
for his release. The first of these, addressed to Governor Noble on the 4th of September 1834,
claimed that “if there was ever a case that demanded the interposition of the executive powers
that it is the present.” If Brady was guilty at all, they noted, “he was only guilty of becoming
intoxicated & while in that state was urge [sic] on by others & in the company with others
committed the crime alleged against him.” The second petition came a day later. The authors of
this document respectfully requested that the governor pardon Patrick Brady “at the end of six
months,” contending that “the said Brady deserve [sic] the pity and favour” of the state.317
These petitions revealed that Patrick Brady had gained access to networks of political
influence and power in Wabash County. To begin with, none of the names from the two petitions
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overlapped, and each reflected a distinct opinion—the first in favor of an immediate pardon and
the second in favor of clemency after six months. The first petition was the more radical of the
two. It bore twenty-one signatures from two jurymen, two bailiffs, three canal contractors, a
farmer, and both defense attorneys. That two members of the jury and professional defense
attorneys signed this document indicated a serious effort to have Brady pardoned and, perhaps,
considerable fiduciary means on the part of the defendant. The second petition contained the
names of thirteen citizens, two judges, the prosecution, two defense attorneys, the clerk, the
sheriff, three bailiffs, and twelve men of the jury. Of both lists, nine were fellow canal
contractors. All were native-born Americans. Evidently, enough of Brady’s peers and residents
of Wabash County, including local authorities, deemed his early release important to their
community.318
The timing of Brady’s sentence and return also proved critical. Canal work in Indiana
proceeded full-scale for roughly seven months during each year. Between November and early
March, freezing temperatures, snow, and ice typically prohibited digging. Therefore, even by the
most conservative requests for Brady’s clemency, he would have returned to the line before
construction completely resumed. For all practical purposes, Patrick Brady barely missed work.
And as history would have it, his return coincided with a tremendous influx of Fardown laborers,
the letting of new contracts, and rising animosities that drove Jeremiah Sullivan to his fateful
assault on July 10, 1835.
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Brady’s relationships may have benefited him and the Fardowns prior to and following
the confrontation. At least five leaders of the local militias involved in restoring order had signed
one of Brady’s petitions or had been a fellow canal contractor. Sometimes both. Captain Elias
Murray had signed the second petition and was a fellow contractor. Wabash County Sheriff
William Johnson and Lieutenant Samuel Edsall also signed the second petition. Ensign Henry
Rudisill was also a signatory and a fellow canal contractor. General John Tipton of the
Logansport militia, although neither a contractor nor a signatory, owned a great deal of land in
Lagro and was also listed as its first proprietor. Coincidentally, Patrick Brady also owned
property in Lagro not far from Tipton’s. In sum, Patrick Brady had the support of influential men
far beyond those of normal contractors in Wabash County, Indiana.319
These networks continued to serve other Irish canallers through and beyond Indiana’s
“Irish War.” By August 1835, Wabash County’s legal authorities found themselves in a rather
compromised position. Newly-arrived county judges released nearly one hundred prisoners
captured in the wake of Indiana’s “Irish War.” Wabash County’s jail facilities simply could not
retain them all. Furthermore, more than forty Irish canallers flooded the courts to receive their
naturalization papers, just as other emigrant laborers faced trials for indictments of debt, assault,
and battery. Among these were several charges against one presumed ringleader, Simon
Sweeney. Sweeney had been accused of minor crimes, such as robbery, but he notoriously had
also been charged with leading forty of the rioters on the 10th of July. Curiously, the court tried
Sweeney on the minor accounts first, finding him guilty and fining him one-hundred fifty
dollars—a massive fee for the mid-1830s. Yet Sweeny’s political connections paid off in the end.
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None other than Patrick Brady and Sheriff William Johnson agreed to pay for the laborer’s debt.
In the meantime, several of the ringleader’s cohorts fled the county. By February, only two of the
six defendants appeared in court: Simon Sweeney and Michael Brown. Both were found guilty,
but Brown received a light sentence of six hours in jail. Sweeney garnered another massive
fine—this time seventy-five dollars. Following this entry, his name, along with Michael
Brown’s, appeared in the court records only once more in 1836. After that, the emigrant agitator
disappeared from the written records, and history.320
Meanwhile, Jeremiah Sullivan and his fellow Corkonians did not enjoy the same kinds of
influential connections in Wabash County. Through the end of July 1835, concerns regarding a
large-scale Irish riot continued to reverberate. As units from the militias rounded up nearly one
hundred Fardown and Corkonian “prisoners,” civilians scampered as far as Indianapolis in
search of arms and powder to “keep down,” in the words of Calvin Fletcher, any further
“inserrection [sic] among the Irish.” Somewhere back near Lagro, Captain Elias Murray and
William Johnson, sheriff of Wabash County, quarantined Jeremiah Sullivan and six other
Corkonians. Lacking a proper facility to incarcerate the prisoners, Murray, Wilson, and a squad
from the militia marched the criminals to Indianapolis. They arrived on the 23rd, delivered the
prisoners, and returned for home—but Sullivan and his comrades did not remain there long. On
July 30, a justice of the peace filed a writ of habeas corpus on behalf of the Corkonians, and an
Indianapolis judge released them from prison six days later.321
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The other Corkonian prisoners were never heard from again, but for reasons unknown,
Jeremiah Sullivan returned to Wabash County after having been granted freedom in Indianapolis.
In short order, authorities discovered him and brought him to trial in Wabash for the assault,
battery, and attempted murder of Patrick Brady. Between the 24th and 29th of August, Sullivan’s
case dominated the local courts. Despite the defendant’s plea of not guilty – which reportedly
had been given “in the English language” – and requests for a jury de medietate linguae,
meaning a call for a new jury comprised of half citizens and half aliens, Sullivan was convicted
on the first two counts. The jury fined him twenty dollars and sentenced him to seven years hard
labor at the state penitentiary. In a dramatic conclusion to the trial, Sullivan identified himself as
“an alien and subject of William 4th to whom his allegiance [was] now due & that he had not
become a citizen of the United States.” Furthermore, Sullivan repudiated Americans for their
“prejudice against the aliens now settling in this country,” and castigated the legal system
because “he could not receive justice if he should be tried by native born Americans as his jury.”
Yet the tenacious Corkonian did not entirely surrender to his fate. On August 30, Sullivan
escaped custody and remained at large for several days before authorities recaptured him and
ensured his incarceration at the state penitentiary.322
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What did this mean? The answer lies partly in the Irish language and regionalism. Wabash
County identified Jeremiah Sullivan as an Irish speaker, and newspapers labeled him a
“Corkonian.” Most emigrants from the southwest of Ireland were primarily Irish speakers during
this time period. Unfortunately, scholarship on the Irish language has not kept pace with debates
over politicization during the pre-Famine era, and only recently have historians such as Nicholas
Wolfe begun to explore the role that the native language played in Irish society. Nevertheless,
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Looking back at Indiana’s “Irish War,” one more point deserves to be acknowledged
regarding how emigrant canallers approached politicking: through majority rule. While Indiana’s
Fardowns outperformed their Corkonian rivals in their utilization of local political networks,
both factions relied upon the tried and true method of achieving a majority against their
opponents. In Ireland and the United States, working-class Catholics found strength in numbers.
On the Emerald Isle, Catholics were the majority religion, comprising roughly 80 percent of the
overall population. Along the Royal Canal, plebeian politicians rarely took action against
opponents – be they agents, farmers, or peasants who voted for Ascendancy candidates – without

secondary scholarship on emigrant laborers has suggested that Irish speakers from Munster and
Connacht tended to participate less conspicuously in the formal realm of politics than their
midland counterparts during the 1830s. Studies of Irish labor communities in New England have
made this particularly evident. In Massachusetts, where “Corkonian” encampments were
common sights on public works, the Boston Pilot frequently lamented the lack of political
participation among emigrants. Such tended to be the case in Worcester and Lowell as well.
Even Pádraig Cúndún, an Irish speaker and poet who emigrated from County Cork to upstate
New York circa 1826, had little time or interest for national politics. A former canal worker
himself, Cúndún longed for his Irish community and referred to America as a “malicious host,”
not terribly unlike Jeremiah Sullivan in his testimony. Frankly, the evidence that I have
assembled remains impressionistic, but it does suggest reasons why Sullivan had a more difficult
time integrating into Indiana politics than Patrick Brady. Language and regionalism mattered.
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prodigious numbers. In the Westmeath and Longford elections of the late 1820s and early 1830s,
Irish Catholic laborers overwhelmed the public sphere and intimidated their opponents. On
American public works projects, Irish factions similarly attempted to overwhelm one another
numerically. In Maryland, the Longfords worked tirelessly throughout the 1830s to achieve and
maintain a majority of the workforce on the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal. And as Irish canallers
moved further westward into the Hoosier State, they continued to do the same. In Commissioner
Burr’s own words, “they had no resource left but a battle; that the weaker party might leave the
line.” In the summer of 1835, Indiana’s “Irish War” marked only the latest effort in a long series
of conflicts between factions that regarded political action in terms of achieving a majority.323
Native Hoosiers could neither ignore the vast populations of itinerant Irish laborers nor
the inherent politics of their numbers, particularly in the wake of July’s near-catastrophe.
Understandably so. Between Fort Wayne and Peru, the Irish outnumbered all other residents. The
city of Fort Wayne had a population of roughly five hundred, while an estimated two thousand
laborers worked the canal. By the mid-1830s, Irish canallers and their families had already begun
to establish towns along the Wabash and Erie. Some emigrants from the southwest of Ireland
founded an “Irish settlement,” as the community of Lagro was known for decades, near the
Corkonian encampment. In 1834, they founded St. Patrick’s Church and fourteen years later built
a cemetery. Other Irish Catholic communities cropped up along the canal in Peru, Huntington,
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and Logansport. All the while, the press made readers keenly aware of their presence, often
suggesting incorrectly that the contest between Fardowns and Corkonians had been over religion.
Not only had the Fort Wayne Sentinel blamed the disturbances on sectarianism, emphasizing that
the battle had been planned for “the anniversary of the battle of the Boyne,” but other
newspapers agreed. The Brookeville Indiana American, a nativist publication, specifically
described the altercation as a conflict “between the Catholics and Protestants.” Its editor also
highlighted the fact that Commissioner Burr was himself a Catholic. And with caustic reference
towards Ireland’s historic political and religious contexts, the American issued its readers an
ominous warning: “The Catholics are striving for the ascendancy.” In December, Governor Noah
Noble addressed concerns over the rising tide of Irish immigration. According to the governor,
“five to seven hundred on a side assembled for several days armed for battle, to the great terror
of the citizens of that vicinity.” Such a show, in the words of the governor, had necessitated
increased punishments for “riotous conduct.” In fact, the Wabash and Erie Canal Board of
Commissioners made it policy in the wake of the “Irish War” to “dismiss any laborer who may
engage in a broil and give his name to the engineers that he may not be employed on the line.”
Yet the numerical superiority of Irish canallers continued to impress Hoosiers for decades.
Sanford Cox later recalled that the citizens of Miami County “were in constant fear [of] the Irish,
who were much more numerous than the citizens of the town.”324
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Nevertheless, if working-class Irish Catholics and their vast numbers had the attention of
native Hoosiers in 1835, some communities welcomed them. Cass County, home to the town of
Logansport, most conspicuously greeted the Irish with benevolence. Canal-letting began there
during the spring of 1835, and construction was in full swing by the following year. Politically,
the county boasted a growing Whig presence, made evident in the columns of the Logansport
Canal Telegraph. Unlike Whig newspapers from the eastern seaboard, however, Cass County’s
publication heralded the increasing presence of the Irish. As early as 1834, the Canal Telegraph
eagerly awaited the arrival of emigrant laborers, with the editor’s “firm belief” being that “any
number of hands…will meet ready employ.” The following year, less than a week before
Fardowns and Corkonians faced off in Wabash County, the Canal Telegraph printed an article
entitled “Irish Peasantry,” which extolled the virtues of the Irish, notably their “filial piety.” Two
weeks after the conclusion of Indiana’s “Irish War” – adjacent to a report of the notorious
incident – the Canal Telegraph praised Irish laborers in New Orleans for their “kindness of
heart” after having come to the rescue of residents trapped in a fallen building. Later that
November, a clip entitled “Irish Wit” appeared in the paper, which portrayed the Irish as good
humored and intellectually sharp. Contrary to the nativist reception that the Whig press in New
Digger,” 185; Dearinger, Filth of Progress, 50; Sanford C. Cox, Recollections of the Early
Settlement of the Wabash Valley, 148. The Irish canal community in northeast Indiana professed
strong Catholic tendencies. Canal workers entirely funded the construction of St. Patrick’s
church in Lagro as well as two Catholic churches in Fort Wayne during the 1830s. Protestant
American missionaries often lamented their lack of influence among canal workers in Indiana
during the mid-1830s. Still, historians have tended to overstate the role of Catholicism in the
affray. Many accounts, for instance, incorrectly cite the participation of Father Lalumiere in
quelling disaster, where evidence suggests otherwise. Moreover, scholars should not understate
the significance of Fardowns from the North of Ireland agreeing to premeditated combat on or
near July 12. In short, the evidence supporting sectarian differences as the cause for Indiana’s
“Irish fight” of 1835 comes solely from the observations of Hoosiers who may or may not have
comprehended the situation. See Lang, “Irishmen in Northern Indiana,” 190-198.
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York, Washington D.C., and Maryland had given emigrant laborers, Cass County’s Whigs
openly courted Irish workers and regarded them generally as a valuable addition to their
community.325
In fact, Indiana’s Whig Party benefited politically from the arrival of Irish canallers.
Between 1834 and 1840, across counties where emigrant laborers were employed, Whigs gained
seats in the General Assembly and controlled the governorship. These victories often coincided
with the arrival of the Irish. In Miami and Wabash Counties, Whig assemblymen won ten out of
eleven contests beginning in 1835. Both counties went for gubernatorial Whig candidates David
Wallace in 1837 and Samuel Bigger in 1840, and both supported William Henry Harrison in
1836 and 1840. In neighboring Cass County, Democrats held the lone assembly seat in 1836, the
year that Irish canallers commenced their work in that county. They lost it to Whigs three out of
the next four years. Support for the Whig gubernatorial and presidential candidates remained
steady at 60 and 64 percent respectively. In Carrol County, a renowned Democratic stronghold,
Irish laborers began their work in 1837. Yet while Democratic candidates consistently held all of
the county’s seats between 1836 and 1840, the county’s support for Whig governors and
presidents rose from 40 to 48 percent in the case of the latter, and 36 to 45 percent in the case of
the former. In Tippecanoe County, the Irish had been at work on the Wabash and Erie since
1838. The following year, the Democrats took both county seats for the Assembly, but they lost
both to the Whigs in 1840. And while the county’s support for gubernatorial Whig candidates
fell from 59 to 54 percent in 1840, the county’s enthusiasm for Harrison – “the hero of
Tippecanoe” – rose from 54 to 56 percent. To some extent, these increases reflected state trends.
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During the 1830s, Indiana residents and their legislature had a serious case of “canal fever,”
prodigiously authorizing 10.5 million dollars of taxpayer money to fund the state’s internal
improvements in 1836. Hoosiers loved their canals. As the foremost historian of Indiana’s
“pioneer era” has noted, “from 1837 to 1843, the Whigs achieved the zenith of their domination
over state politics.” Just the same, wherever Irish canallers in Indiana went, Whig victories
followed.326
No wonder. Many Whig politicians were directly affiliated with the Wabash and Erie
Canal, and by extension, the Irish laborers who settled along the line. As noted earlier, Indiana’s
first “Irish settlement” was located along the eastern sections of the canal. There, Josiah L.
Wines and William N. Hood, Whig assemblymen for Wabash and Miami Counties respectively,
supported the canal politically and economically. The Wines family contracted extensively
throughout the Mid-Atlantic and Midwest, with Marshall, John, William, and Josiah Wines
contracting canals in Pennsylvania, Maryland, and Indiana. And William N. Hood had several
contracts on the Wabash and Erie between 1833 and 1834, two years before he was elected to the
Assembly. In Cass County, Spear S. Tipton – son of the Whig General John Tipton and
commander of the county militia which had helped quell the “Irish War” of 1835 – was a staunch
supporter of Indiana’s internal improvements and one of two Whigs to run for the State House in
1840. Joseph Holman of Miami County, also a former contractor, ran for the Assembly in 1839
but was defeated by a fellow Whig. Unsurprisingly then, when Senator John Dumont ran for
governor in 1837, partly by appealing to nativist sentimients, he lost badly in canal counties. In a
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public speech to the State Senate, Dumont had warned Hoosiers that “the lowest and most
ignorant classes” of foreigners were bringing their “civil wars” with them—that the “Fardowns,
and the Corkonians may again convert the banks of our canals to fields of slaughter.” Neither the
Irish nor native-born Hoosiers would have any of it. Senator Dumont, xenophobe and opponent
of the internal improvements spending, garnered just over 40 percent of the vote in Cass County
and a paltry 20 percent in Miami and Wabash Counties combined. Dumont’s nativist tactics were
ineffective along the Wabash and Erie Canal. The Irish were too well-connected and too
essential to the state’s project.327
Retrospectively, Irish support for the Whig ticket during the latter half of the 1830s
matters for three reasons. First, Indiana’s Irish voted at higher rates than their Maryland
counterparts. Unlike the laborers of Washington County, twenty of whom had applied for
citizenship following the riot of 1834, forty-five Hibernians in Wabash County registered for the
vote after the “Irish War” of 1835. More followed. And given the tendency of officials in Indiana
to look the other way during elections, a practice that one historian has described as “selective
enforcement of the requirement,” even more voters cast ballots than had been naturalized.
Second, the Irish of Wabash County represented a large percentage of the overall electorate. Had
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those forty-five Irish-born voters cast ballots for governor in 1837, they would have done so
alongside only 150 others—making them 23 percent of the county’s electorate. That number
would have been even higher if some of the workmen voted without citizenship. Third, and
perhaps most importantly, Indiana’s Irish canallers voted for the Whig ticket. For historians of
the United States, it has long been axiomatic that Ireland’s working-class emigrants voted
Democratic. As Lawrence McCaffrey has put it, to be “Irish, Catholic, and Democrat comprised
a trinity of associations.” During the 1830s, in Indiana, this had not been the case, and the Whig
Party benefited from Irish votes. As the decade progressed, this trend only continued.328
Simultaneously, during the latter half of the decade, intra-Irish politicking and violence
continued between Fardowns and Corkonians across the state. In 1837, on the night of St.
Patrick’s Day, seven Corkonians assaulted three Fardown laborers on the Central Canal near
Indianapolis. Two of the victims were badly wounded, while the other – a contractor named
Michael Sheridan – was killed. According to the Indiana Journal, authorities detained the
assailants immediately and sent the case before a Marion County grand jury. A week later, a
young canaller by the name of Thomas Finch appeared before the court. Nine witnesses,
including men and women, gave testimony to the fact that Finch had beaten Sheridan to death
with a club. A judge set the trial for the third week in July.329
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Over the next four months, rival canallers sought to connect with social and political
networks that might bring them any advantage in a court of law. Significantly, Thomas Finch
obtained the legal counsel of the highly-regarded Calvin Fletcher. Fletcher was a Methodist and
a former State Senator who favored the expansion of internal improvements and actively
supported the Whig Party. Between March and July, the attorney recorded his concerns about the
case in his diary, noting the “great responsibility” he shouldered. Calvin Fletcher admired Finch
for his “good character,” describing him as “a young Irishman of the common grade” who
exhibited “great vivacity” and “apparent good intintion [sic].” Quite possibly, Fletcher held the
defendant in high esteem due to the persistent efforts of Father Michael Shawe. In early June, the
Catholic priest visited the attorney on at least three separate occasions, where Fletcher found him
“an intelligent man.” By July 19, when the trial of Thomas Finch commenced, Fletcher and his
partner Mr. H. Brown Esq. had invested many hours of preparation into the case. The trial
continued into the 22nd, when the defense delivered its closing remarks—Mr. Brown speaking
for over two hours and Fletcher for three and a half hours. The jury deliberated until midnight, at
which point they returned to a crowded courtroom. To Fletcher’s dismay, the jury found Thomas
Finch guilty of manslaughter and sentenced him to five years in the state penitentiary. 330
The murder of Michael Sheridan and subsequent trial of Thomas Finch also bore links to
Indiana’s “Irish War” of 1835. For one thing, retribution appeared to motivate the violence.
According to Calvin Fletcher, Finch attacked Sheridan in response to a separate incident,
whereby Sheridan had previously assaulted Finch’s employer. Witness testimonies also revealed
that Finch had killed Sheridan, “feloniously, willfully, unlawfully, and of his malice
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aforethought.” What is more, the Sheridan family contracted with Patrick Brady on Indiana
canals. Brady and Sheridan apparently had met in Wabash County, where multiple Sheridan’s
from County Cavan had become naturalized citizens. Furthermore, Thomas Finch and his fellow
Corkonians assaulted their Fardown adversaries on the most renowned of all Irish holidays in
America. Much like the anniversary of the Battle of the Boyne, St. Patrick’s Day celebrations
became increasingly important to Catholic Irish emigrants. This murder, much like the “Irish
War” of 1835, underscored connections between the Fardown-Corkonian rivalry and Irish
regionalism.331
The retributive violence that beset the Fardown and Corkonian factions did not end in
Indianapolis that year. It spread to the southern reaches of the state. Between 1835 and 1837,
hundreds of Irish laborers continued to migrate westward, looking for work on well-funded
internal improvements projects—and they continued to bring their enmities with them. On the
Madison and Indianapolis Railroad, where construction had commenced in 1836, the Fardowns
owned the line. Yet a sizeable minority of Corkonian laborers had worked alongside their
adversaries for months. When news of the Finch verdict reached the railroad in August, violence
resurfaced. Again – as Jeremiah Sullivan had in Wabash County and Thomas Finch had in
Indianapolis – Corkonian assailants targeted a lone Fardown in an apparent act of revenge.
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Merely one month after a jury had found Thomas Finch guilty of manslaughter, Michael
Brennan and Martin Crotty assailed and murdered one Patrick Galluly.332
Few details from the case survived, but the violence clearly led to further acts of
retribution. Less than two weeks later, Fardowns and Corkonians assembled for battle in
Jennings County. Local lore has described the ruction as a “free-for-all fight” that resulted in the
death of one Corkonian—a fact verified by contemporary newspaper accounts. In all likelihood,
the “fight” was rather lopsided. Of the estimated two thousand laborers at work on the railroad,
only three hundred were Corkonians. After the affray, the county sheriff searched the Fardown
camps only to discover blood on the clothing of a few of the men. He apprehended the suspects
and placed them in jail. In response, hundreds of Fardowns from across the line marched on the
town and threatened to raze it unless their comrades were set free. The stand-off lasted into the
following day, when a band of citizens armed themselves and demanded that the Irish return to
the line of work. The Fardowns agreed to a parlay and promised to disband in return for
permission to advance to the estate of Lord Flanigan, a British aristocrat who had conspicuously
settled in Jennings County. According to legend, “he was held in great honor by the laborers, and
was the supreme authority and ultimate judge in all their difficulties.” The authorities agreed, and
labor on the Madison and Indianapolis Railroad resumed the next day.333
In late September, the Jennings County Court tried Brennan and Crotty for the murder of
Patrick Galluly. In front of a “large crowd of spectators,” both were found guilty and sentenced
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to death. The Vernon Visitor reported that the Honorable Miles C. Eggleston issued the verdict
with “a strong sensibility of the momentous consequences.” Echoing the verdict that Judge
Kilgour had issued Owen Murphy in Maryland two and a half years prior, Eggleston
“admonished them to make preparation, from fatal necessity, to meet death with its fearful
consequences, and closed with the usual invocation of divine mercy on their souls.” Brennan and
Crotty were scheduled to be hanged on the 20th of October.334
If the Fardowns had their revenge, it did not last. Father Michael Shawe, who had labored
tirelessly on behalf of the Corkonian Thomas Finch, sprang to the aid of Brennan and Crotty.
Seeking clemency for the condemned laborers, Shawe joined several other prominent men from
Jennings County in petitioning Governor Noble. According to the Indiana Journal, members of
the jury, the president and associate judges, the clerk, the sheriff, and various citizens signed the
petition. Not everyone in Jennings County supported a pardon, however. John Vawter, an
influential legislator from Vernon and one of the state’s founders, opposed the executive’s order.
In a letter to Noah Noble, Vawter beseeched the governor to maintain the decision of the courts.
The murders had resulted from a “most wanton attack,” and only the speedy application of
justice would restore the “peace and quiet of the labourers on the line of Public works.” Noble
eventually decided in favor of the defendants. Brennan and Crotty’s sentences were reduced to
life in prison—a fact that the Fardowns would not easily forget.335
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In both Jennings County and Indianapolis, Father Michael Shawe had been instrumental
in obtaining justice for the Corkonian prisoners. Father Shawe had been born in England, helped
found St. Michael’s Church in Madison in 1839, became known for his rhetorical talents, and
later joined the first generation of faculty at the University of Notre Dame. He taught courses in
Latin, Greek, and English. Shawe may or may not have spoken Irish, but he certainly had the ear
of those emigrants from the southwest of Ireland. Without the exertions of the Catholic priest,
Thomas Finch, Michael Brennan, and Martin Crotty would not have had the support of
prominent citizens during the legal process. Their experiences would have been more akin to
those of Jeremiah Sullivan, who continued to serve out his sentence at the state penitentiary
during the late 1830s. In hindsight, it is noteworthy that those Fardowns from the Irish midlands
did not require the services of a Catholic priest in connecting with influential Hoosiers. When
they participated in Indiana’s legal system, as witnesses or defendants, they succeeded without
the aid of clergy. And while few sources have survived to explain this phenomenon, one can
extrapolate from emigration data and Sullivan’s testimony that the Fardowns’ familiarity with
the English language gave them a profound advantage in their abilities to connect with local men
of influence. For those Irish speakers of the Southwest, such connections would have been far
more difficult to obtain.336
Yet they could still learn. And few emigrants obtained a political education as quickly as
Jeremiah Sullivan. In 1839, roughly four years into his sentence of hard labor at the state
penitentiary, a petition appeared before members of the Indiana legislature requesting assistance
in the pardon of one Jeremiah Sullivan. Its authors argued that in 1835, the Wabash County jury
Marvin R. O’Connell, Edward Sorin (South Bend: University of Notre Dame Press,
2001), 206-207.
336
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had convicted Sullivan wrongfully on the “much exaggerated and misrepresented” testimony of
“Fardown Irishmen who were engaged in said quarrel and fight.” The struggle “between the
Corkonian and Fardown Irish laborers then on the Wabash and Erie Canal” had its roots in “a
County Feud existing between said parties” and resulted in what was “commonly called an Irish
fight.” Furthermore, as contemporaries had known in 1835, no one had been killed or seriously
injured. The document persuaded dozens of members from the state legislature to petition
Indiana’s Governor David Wallace, the Whig candidate who had defeated John Dumont. Early in
1840, with more than two and a half years remaining on his sentence, Jeremiah Sullivan received
the governor’s pardon and walked free.337
In many regards, Sullivan’s petition presents historians with fascinating questions: Who
initiated the original petition, and why did they care if the Corkonian convict spent two more
years in jail? Answers to these questions provide insights into the transformation of politics
among Irish canallers. The first fourteen names listed on the petition came from prominent
citizens, including a grocer, a tavern-keeper, a farmer, and a pharmacist. Of the remaining four,
however, two had emigrated from Ireland and the other two had lengthy criminal records. One
had been convicted for trespassing, for taking part in an affray, and one had been summoned to
court on a writ of capias. Another had a history of breaking the Sabbath, had participated in a
riot, and would later be charged with attempted murder. Two of the men claimed to know
Sullivan personally—one an Irish native of County Kerry, and the other a Hoosier named John
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H.B. Nowland of Indianapolis. He and his brother James, also a signatory of the petition, were
respected residents of Marion County, but they too had been arrested for offenses such as
“wagering” and contempt of court. Over the next few years, John faced charges for “gaming,”
and James faced charges of grand larceny.338
What is more, Sullivan’s connections linked him to influential politicians. To begin with,
Sullivan’s primary signatory and personal acquaintance was John H.B. Nowland, an Indiana
native of Irish lineage who lived in the same community as most of the other signatories. From
as early as 1835, Nowland had owned a tavern in Indianapolis. As in Ireland, taverns served as
the most common meeting places for clandestine activities and political meetings. Moreover,
Nowland’s brother James was a key political organizer in the Whig Party. James and another
signatory of the petition were members of a delegation called the “Wild Oats of Indianapolis.” In
the upcoming presidential campaign, the “Wild Oats” planned to support the hero of Tippecanoe,
William Henry Harrison. Between 1835 and 1839, Jeremiah Sullivan had made notable inroads
into a community of powerful Hoosiers, and he did so by networking with established Irish
Americans. John H.B. Nowland actually knew Jeremiah Sullivan, meeting perhaps for the first
time when the Indianapolis justice of the peace released Sullivan and his cohorts on a writ of
habeas corpus in 1835. Whatever the case, such connections had begun to pay off for the
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Corkonian ringleader. For a common laborer from the south of Ireland, Jeremiah Sullivan had
tapped into a larger realm of power and influence in Marion County during the late 1830s.339
For the “Wild Oats,” Sullivan’s release came at an opportune time. Early in 1840,
Tippecanoe County, Indiana became a focal point for the landmark election. After all, the Whig
candidate William Henry Harrison had famously defeated Tecumseh’s brother Tenskwatawa and
hundreds of Shawnee warriors there in 1811. Furthermore, thousands of Irish canallers were hard
at work in the county digging their way westward. The Panic of 1837 had turned some Hoosiers
against public spending for internal improvements, but construction still continued on the
Wabash and Erie Canal. In the election of 1836, prior to the arrival of the Irish, Tippecanoe
County went for Harrison by a count of 1,244 to 1,041, roughly 54 percent of the whole. By
1840, the county’s electorate had grown, due in part to the Irish, by nearly 450 new voters. For
Indiana’s Whig Party, it was essential to secure those new members of the electorate for
Harrison. Tippecanoe County, therefore, would have been the perfect place to send Jeremiah
Sullivan.340
No sources definitively stated that the “Wild Oats” had petitioned Sullivan’s release in
order for him to “whip” Irish votes in Tippecanoe County, but emigrant canallers did vote the
Whig ticket in 1840. In mid-summer, during the campaign for State Legislature, contractors on
the Wabash and Erie reportedly used a variety of methods to coax, threaten, or cajole laborers
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was dismissed from the work”—unless the worker agreed to vote Whig. Another “strong Whig”
by the name of Jesse Beard offered to increase the monthly wages of his laborers from thirteen to
fourteen dollars per month. Beard also reportedly warned them that if the Democrats were
elected, they would “be turned out without employment.” Such tactics apparently worked.
Tippecanoe County electors voted out their two Democratic incumbents and replaced them with
Whigs. According to the Crawfordsville Examiner, the number of participating voters had
surpassed the previous year’s total by 480, a staggering figure. The Democratic Indiana Eagle
laid the blame partly on “aliens of the British Whig Party,” who had “put in their votes under
oath, and have since fled the county.” The Eagle also alleged that “a few” Whigs in Lafayette
and Indianapolis had “entered into a combination, not intended for the ‘public eye.’” If Sullivan
benefited from a quid pro quo, whereby the Wild Oats had orchestrated his release from prison
to “whip” the Irish labor vote, he would not have been alone. In New York, the National Banner
reported in 1838 that an influential Irishman, who had been incarcerated in the penitentiary for
vagrancy, was released by a police officer “in obedience to party dictation,” because the prisoner
“could influence a hundred Irish Votes, at the approaching election.” To be clear, following his
release from prison in 1840, Jeremiah Sullivan vanished from history. Retrospectively, one
cannot argue definitively that Sullivan played the role of William Carleton’s fictional Captain
Blaze, the so-called “Chairman of the ‘Intimidation Committee,’” from Ireland’s forty-shilling
elections. Yet his connections with Irish canallers, the Wild Oats society of Indianapolis, and the
manner of subsequent Whig victories in Tippecanoe County – in sum – at least suggested that
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that had been the case. Jeremiah Sullivan had risen to a position of importance in Indiana
politics.341
Hoosier newspapers certainly recognized the rising influences of Irish laborers in
electoral politics. In 1838, the Indiana Journal mockingly suggested that the votes of canallers
themselves were keeping alive internal improvements projects, even stating that “to be an Irish
laborer on public works bids fair to be one of the most profitable avocations which any man can
follow.” The following year, the Journal attributed the Congressional victory of Democratic
candidate William Wick in Marion County to Captain Douglass O’Riley. Apparently, O’Riley
had “traversed the whole line of canal,” urging the Irish laborers to vote for Judge Wick. “He
promised the Catholics among them that certain individuals would give $1,000 to aid them in
building their church in this place.” The Hoosier press even noted the increasing influences that
Irish voters were having at the national level. While Whigs of the Empire State remained
enamored with the presidential candidate Henry Clay, one editor argued that he was bad for the
party, because he turned off “many voters who are now to be found in the Whig ranks.” Namely,
Clay would never be able to “convince the Irish voters that Daniel O’Connell was the ‘plunderer
of his country’”—a statement that Clay himself had infamously issued.342
The Whig press tirelessly appealed to the material conditions of Irish laborers to win their
votes. During the 1840 presidential campaign, the party focused its attention heavily upon the
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economic miseries that followed the Panic of 1837. Under the Van Buren administration, they
noted repeatedly, banks had failed, currency depreciated, unemployment skyrocketed, and most
importantly wages fell. Thurlow Weed’s Albany Evening Journal, a cornerstone of the Whig
press, reported that the wages of common laborers had fallen 32 percent under the Democratic
president. Canal workers in New York averaged $110 annually—roughly 70 percent of what
Indiana’s canallers made. All the while, the working classes appeared not to benefit from the
decreases in cost of living that accompanied the recession. Beginning in the spring of 1840,
Whig papers began a “no reduction in wages” campaign, with the hopes of peeling the labor vote
away from the Democratic ticket. In April, the Logansport Canal Telegraph reprinted a clip from
an Ohio newspaper, accusing Van Buren’s presidency of accepting wage reductions for working
people while maintaining the pay of salaried politicians: “Make hard times for the laborer, hard
times for the manufacturer, hard times for the farmer—but touch not the salary men.” At the
national Whig convention in Baltimore the following month, delegates waved banners
emblazoned with the slogans, “Huzza for Old Tippecanoe” and “No reduction of wages.” Weeks
later, Whigs from across the country gathered at the Tippecanoe Battlefield, where political clubs
enthusiastically campaigned for Harrison. Processions of devotees paraded with flags and
chanted slogans on behalf of the general: “The Hoosier boys are always ready to do their own
voting as well as their own fighting,” “Union of the Whigs for the sake of the Union,” and “No
reduction of wages.” From Ireland to Maryland to Indiana, job security and good wages
remained the cornerstone of political issues important to Irish laborers. In the past, Irish canallers
had looked for solutions to wage problems in the traditional modes of politicking—by driving
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away “strangers” and establishing oath-bound associations. Now, a national political party in the
United States was reaching out to the aspirations of common emigrant laborers.343
Yet if Whig newspapers sought the Irish vote through a “no reduction of wages”
campaign, Democratic newspapers in Indiana appealed more directly to the Irish American
experience, at least as they saw it. In March of 1840, Terre Haute’s Wabash Enquirer accused a
“federal whig abolition editor” of a New York paper of slandering naturalized emigrant citizens.
“Read it, Irishmen,” the Enquirer stated, “and then give your suffrages to men who stigmatize
you as ‘low and uneducated,’ ‘mistaking your neighbor’s property for your own’…Can you do
so?” In May, the Madison Courier, a newspaper that circulated among Irish laborers in nearby
Jennings County, reprinted a New York editorial attacking Whigs in the Empire State for
promoting laws that would curtail the suffrage of emigrants. “United Irishmen, and you their
descendants!” the column began, “The present crisis is one scarcely inferior in point of
importance, to the Revolution of ’98. The same vindictive, vengeful feeling is entertained
towards you by the Federalists of America (the present self styled whig party) that was
entertained towards you by the ‘Orangemen’ of unhappy Ireland.” In Tippecanoe County, days
prior to the state congressional election, the Indiana Eagle called upon Irishmen to “Read and
Ponder!!!” “Irishmen, what can you expect from Federal ascendancy—their idol measures, an
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alien law and a National Bank…. Degraded and degenerated must be the Irishman who would
coalesce with British Whiggery.”344
Rhetorically, the Democratic press linked the Whig Party with Federalism, nativism,
abolitionism, and most importantly British tyranny. For Irish canallers, these references were
effectively dog whistles, employed to remind readers of America’s revolutionary past and to
appeal to a growing enthusiasm for Irish American nationalism. In May, the Indiana Eagle
published a clip entitled, “Who are Whigs?” The paper’s answer: “Federalists, National
Republicans, Antimasons, Conservatives, Abolitionists, disappointed Office-hunters, Aristocrats,
claimants of all the wealth and talent, and all who have no principles, but affect wonderful
admiration for log cabins so long as they are on the outside.” In June, the Terre Haute Wabash
Enquirer ominously ran a headline stating, “HARRISON IN FAVOR OF PLACING
UNNATURALIZED FOREIGNERS ON A LEVEL WITH NEGROES AND MULATTOES!”
In September, the Eagle reprinted an article by a New York newspaper entitled, “British
Influence Design of the Opposition.” It also attempted to smear the image of Harrison with the
appellation, “The Black Cockade Candidate”—a reference to Federalists who had supported
John Adams’ Alien and Sedition Laws in 1798. On occasions too countless to document,
Democratic papers described the party of William Henry Harrison as “British Whigs” and the
“British Whig party.” Given Daniel O’Connell’s affiliation with the actual Whig Party in Britain,
Irish voters may or may not have been swayed by such references. Nevertheless, the Hoosier
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press repeated such aphorisms frequently and presumably believed that they would persuade the
vast numbers of emigrant laborers to vote Democratic.345
Yet it was Indiana’s Whig Party that conspicuously won the support of Irish canallers
during the presidential election of 1840. Qualitatively and quantitatively, newspaper publications
and election returns suggested that Irish laborers in the Hoosier State again voted Whig in canal
counties. During the convention for Harrison held at the Tippecanoe Battlefield in May, the
Logansport Canal Telegraph depicted a conspicuous display of Irish support for the Whig Party:
Attracting a great deal of attention, was the highly gratifying spectacles of the flag
of the sons of the Emerald Isle, composed of the stars and stripes of liberty—a
scene of a Log Cabin and the Shamrock, with an inscription of “Harrison and
Tyler,” on one side, and on the other the American Eagle—a canal boat under
weigh – a wheel barrow – a spade and shovel; underneath was written in large
letters—“No reduction of wages.”346
In Indiana, Irish canallers voted their economic interests in 1840, a sentiment apparently
widespread among the working classes of the Hoosier State. Across the western stretches of the
Wabash and Erie, where the Irish were at work or had recently been at work, support for William
Henry Harrison rose over the previous election’s totals. In Carrol County, his percentage went up
eight points. In Tippecanoe County, it increased two points. And in nearby Fountain County,
where many Irish laborers had already begun digging new sections of the canal, support for
Harrison improved by three points. The slogan, “no reduction of wages” apparently resonated
with Irish Americans who had customarily regarded labor and wages as integral to politics.347
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To the Democratic press, Whig successes among the Irish were an aberration. The
Indiana Eagle of Lafayette in particular cried foul, insisting that the opposition had fraudulently
won the race. “This result was unexpected,” the Eagle stated following the Democratic defeat at
the state elections. The numbers did not add up, partly due to the itinerancy of the Irish. “A great
number of the floating population, who were laborers upon the public works, have left the
county,” the editor believed, “at least an equal number to those that have since become eligible
voters.” The newspaper refused to concede that the election had been a fair contest. The “British
Whigs” only could have won the county through “bribery, coercion, spurious voting, double
voting, false swearing, &c.” Of course, some laborers may have been coerced into voting Whig,
but “fraud” became the watchword among Democrats following their defeats in 1840.
Throughout September and October, the Eagle continued to accuse the “British Whigs of
Lafayette” of “falsehood and deception,” and of having committed “numerous frauds.” Yet if
such accusations were repeated in order to damage Harrison’s prospects before the presidential
election, they did not succeed. “Tippecanoe and Tyler too” handily defeated Van Buren that
November. And in the aftermath, Democratic papers in Indiana and from across the country
continued to blame their defeat on voter fraud.348
Despite contemporary and historical perceptions otherwise, Indiana’s Irish canallers
supported the Whig Party at its peak period, between the mid-1830s and early 1840s. In a state
that later nearly bankrupted itself over internal improvements, the working classes had ample
reason to support the party of William Henry Harrison. Even after the state suspended
construction on most projects in 1839, Hoosiers elected the Whig candidate Samuel Bigger to the
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governorship by a count of 62,932 to 54,274. On the national level, scholars such as Michael
Holt have long acknowledged that the Whig Party reached out to a wide range of voters during
the election of 1840. This included the Irish. From New York to the Old Northwest, throughout
the late 1830s, Whigs courted the votes of working-class emigrants. Unsurprisingly, the closer
the Whig Party aligned with the surging nativist movement in the 1840s and ‘50s, the fewer Irish
backed it. But even for the 1860s, scholars have found a surprising amount of Irish electoral
support for the Whig Party’s successor, the Republican Party. According to Richard Steckel, in
the election of 1860 a majority of Irish Americans in northern Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois voted
for Lincoln. For Steckel and others, this has posed a historical problem that needs to be
explained—that Irish Americans in the Old Northwest somehow would not have voted for
Lincoln. Given the successes that the Whig Party had among Irish laborers, perhaps it is time to
apply Occam’s razor to antebellum politics: the Irish in the Indiana voted for Lincoln because
they were Republicans.349
At the very least, the Irish canaller vote in Indiana complicates the standard depictions of
Irish Americans as “ready-made Democrats.” Such depictions have been a standard assumption
within the historiography for decades. In his influential study of Jacksonian Democracy in New
York, Lee Benson claimed in 1961 that “the Catholic Irish voted Democratic…whether they
lived in urban or rural communities, whether they were day laborers or freehold farmers.” Such
presumptions have echoed into the 21st century. In his recent survey of Irish America, Jay Dolan
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argued that during the 1830s, the Irish “entered into an alliance with the Democratic Party that
would endure for over a century.” David Emmons even attempted to quantify this. In Beyond the
American Pale (2010), he estimated that, outside of southern states between 1820 and 1920, “95
percent of the Catholic Irish voted Democratic.” Unfortunately, the two studies that he cited to
support this claim examined politics in Midwestern states after 1850. And as the remainder of
this dissertation will demonstrate, prominent Whigs in Illinois and New York believed that the
Irish vote was in play.350
In Indiana, three things in particular made the Irish more open to Whig overtures than
they had been in Maryland. First, the state’s suffrage rights were less restrictive. As noted, white
males only had to be U.S. citizens, and in some cases, election officials enforced that
requirement selectively. The state remained hospitable to emigrant voters through the early
1850s, when Hoosiers redrafted their constitution to allow foreign-born residents the right to
vote. Second, the state lacked the kind of nativism that had taken root in other states. In part,
relatively low numbers of emigrants may have contributed to this. In 1850, the first census to
record one’s nativity, the state’s foreign-born white inhabitants numbered 55, 537, merely 5.6
percent of the overall population. Of those, according to Elfrieda Lang, most were upwardly
mobile residents in canal counties, having become farmers since the 1830s. Third, the Whig
Party appealed to one of the key goals that had motivated laborers since their upbringing in
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Ireland—steady, well-paid employment. Indiana’s Whig Party had long promoted public funds
for internal improvements. The state spared no expense, and the Irish working classes
appreciated it. Yet the party’s successes were not relegated to economic imperatives. Whig
politicians also took advantage of Irish associational networks, as the connections with Brady
and Sullivan repeatedly showed. Indiana’s Whigs appreciated that emigrant laborers were
already well on their way towards obtaining an education in democratic (lower-case “d”)
politics.351
Overall, the emergence of Irish Whigs in Indiana during the late 1830s underscored how
ordinary emigrants had transformed their conceptions of politics. In 1835, Fardowns of the Irish
midlands and Corkonians of the Southwest faced off against one another over issues articulated
in distinctly Irish terms. As Fardown contractors in the Hoosier State tightly controlled the labor
market – just as the Longford party had on the Chesapeake and Ohio, and the Ribbon party had
on the Royal Canal – Corkonian laborers such as Jeremiah Sullivan resented such practices. The
animosities between these two parties went back at least as far as Maryland, perhaps earlier to
Pennsylvania. And their “feud” spanned across public works projects throughout the United
States. Thanks to the journal of Andrew Leary O’Brien, it is evident that these factions
articulated their grievances against each other in terms of regionalism, with the Fardowns
effectively taunting their adversaries for the Kerry Militia’s apparent “lack of bravery” at
Stewartstown. This form of derision was manifestly Irish—and emigrants of the laboring classes
utilized familiar methods of violence to resolve their differences. Occasionally, nativists
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denounced the bloodshed, real or imagined, as John Dumont did before the Indiana Senate in
1837. But such criticisms in the Hoosier State fell on deaf ears. The United States was, after all,
an exceptionally violent country in the mid-1830s, as scholars such as David Grimsted and Paul
Gilje have demonstrated. Consequently, Irish canallers accessed networks of prominent Hoosiers
more easily than historians have heretofore believed. For those Fardown Irish of Meath,
Westmeath, Longford, and Cavan, connections were made easier. They had experience in mass
politics and spoke the English language more fluently than their southwestern counterparts.
“Fardowns” such as Patrick Brady and Michael Sheridan won contracts on Indiana canals, while
their Corkonian adversaries disparaged them as “Fear aduains” and even attempted to kill them.
Yet Corkonian laborers learned how to tap into Hoosier networks as well. It took Jeremiah
Sullivan four years of a prison sentence to earn his political education, but he ultimately made
the kinds of connections that served him on the outside. Prominent Hoosiers petitioned for his
release, whereby his own standing among fellow Corkonians may have persuaded them to offer
the notorious ringleader a quid pro quo. Nevertheless, Irish canallers helped Indiana’s Whig
Party secure victory in 1840—at the state, local, and national levels. As Irish fights subsided
after 1837, laborers turned their attention to American politics. Job security and good wages had
long motivated the Irish working classes, and they continued to do so in 1840. The Whig Party’s
“no reduction in wages” campaign succeeded, because it spoke to deeply-rooted economic
concerns. Much like the laboring classes of County Westmeath had done in 1826, working-class
Irish Hoosiers pursued their interests electorally. Irish politics in Indiana had transformed into
Irish American politics.
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*****
In Illinois, new prospects and better pay beckoned Irish emigrants further westward. On
July 4, 1836, the Prairie State broke ground on the Illinois and Michigan Canal. Where Indiana
had offered $13 per month in 1835, Illinois advertised between $20 and $30. Thousands of
experienced canallers ventured into new and promising communities such as Chicago and
Ottawa. If Indiana had seemed to offer new opportunities for the Irish, the Prairie State promised
even more.352
Yet just as Irish laborers had transferred their hostilities from Pennsylvania and Maryland
to Indiana, they brought their factionalism with them to Illinois. In 1834, following the riot
between Fardowns and Corkonians at the Point of Rocks, one Jeremiah Sullivan fled to LaSalle
County, Illinois. Few details survived to indicate the purpose of his visit there, but it was widely
known that the Prairie State had commissioned a new canal to run through the county. Illinois
had even begun to plat new towns in anticipation of a population boom. In October, Jeremiah
Sullivan failed to appear for jury duty. The following spring, Sullivan’s criminal file in LaSalle
County asked the sheriff “to show cause if any…why he should not be fined for his contempt, in
not appearing to answer for his delinquency.” In all likelihood, he had come to Illinois, scouted
out the availability of employment, and then returned to Maryland. Opportunities looked
promising. Work on the canal had not yet begun, but the state had very liberal suffrage laws,
primarily intended to attract new settlers to its sparsely populated prairies. History may never
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know Sullivan’s real story, but it is to the Prairie State and its internal improvements that this
dissertation now turns.353
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PLATE 5.1, “THE LAMENTATION OF JAMES O’SULLIVAN”
(ca. 1830. O’Sullivan was executed at Omagh Jail for his involvement in the battle between
Catholics and Orangemen at Stewartstown in July of 1829).354
Come all you loyal Catholics and valiant-hearted men,
I pray you’ll pay attention to those few lines I pen,
A doleful lamentation I mean for to reveal,
Since we have lost a faithful youth who died at Omagh Jail.
July the 12th at Stewartstown, most awful to relate,
The Orangemen assembled their vile deeds to complete;
Our holy altars to abuse, our chapels to destroy,
Those tyrants they collected round Cookstown and the Moy.
Our bold undaunted Catholics they quickly did attend,
Likewise their holy pastor, his altar to defend,
Although their numbers were but small, those heroes of renown
Left twenty-two of that vile crew a-bleeding on the ground.
Our hero was James O’Sullivan, whose loss we now bewail,
Was quickly taken prisoner and sent to Omagh Jail;
He was tried and found guilty, as plainly you shall see,
And sentenced for to end his life upon a gallows tree.
Before the awful sentence passed the judge to him did say,
The truth reaveal your life to save, and that without delay;
Your pardon you shall freely have, likewise two hundred pounds.
To prosecute your friends who fought that day in Stewartstown.
But like a fearless hero to the judge he thus replies,
The Church of Rome I won’t disgrace – your offer I despise,
It shall never be said O’Sullivan a traitor he would be,
Or spill the blood of Catholics for cursed bribery.
The scriptures tell that numbers fell by Nero’s cruel hand,
St. Peter fell a victim by that tyrant’s vile command,
Then should I dream my blood to shed for truth to loyalty,
Oh, welcome death, I’m willing now to die for liberty.
Now to conclude my doleful theme, you Christians who attend,
Your humble supplications to Heaven for me send,
For the soul of James O’Sullivan now pray most fervently,
The hero died in martyrdom for Erin’s liberty.
354
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PLATE 5.2, “NEW SONG ON THE BANISHMENT OF PATRICK BRADY”
(First half of the 19th century. Broadside probably printed in Cork.)355
You sons of poor old Granuale, I hope you will attend,
I humbly ask your pardon while those feeling lines I pen,
Since I am forced to banishment, no shelter can me screen,
For bein an upright Irishman that loved the shamrock green.
My mother is a widow, as you may understand,
She never thought I’d have to leave my own dear native land;
For standing faithful to my creed this hazard I must run,
They are in search both night and day fort the poor widow’s son.
‘Twas in the county of Tyrone I spent my youthful days,
But with the sons of Luther I never could agree;
I always proved myself a man, I never will disown,
Against the foe that dare oppose the holy Church of Rome.
The reason of my banishment I mean to let you know,
‘Twas to the fair of Carmanrock those tyrants they did go,
The holy temple of our Lord they swore they’d pull it down,
Where is the priest or papist on us will dare to frown?
The word went round to be prepared – no coward there would do,
Like sons of blessed St. Patrick our foe we did subdue,
We cut them down before us like corn in a field,
We gave them three cheers, long live the Pope, and poor old Granuale.
The battle stood three hours – we slaughtered right,
With heavy sticks and loaded butts we worked with all our might,
We left those perpetrators their bleeding heads to moan
And curse the day they did offend the holy Church of Rome.
It’s true I was arrested by the constabulary,
My comrades fought like heroes brave until they set me free,
That very night I took my leave of them I left at home,
Long may they live for to protect the holy Church of Rome.
Farewell, my aged mother, I’m bidding you adieu,
And likewise to my comrades boys that always did stand true;
If e’er your foe dare to oppose as they had done before,
In triumph say: now clear the way for Paddy’s evermore.
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Now since those lines I must conclude, no more I have to say,
I hope the Lord will bring me safe unto America,
For Patrick Brady is my name, a patriot so bold,
No heretic of Calvin’s breed will ever me control.

CHAPTER SIX
ILLINOIS’ “IRISH REBELLION”: THE BEGINNINGS OF IRISH AMERICAN
POLITICS IN THE PRAIRIE STATE, 1837-1840
In the late election, the Irish employed on the canal, “Corkonians and
Fardowners,” poured out by thousands to the polls and gave in their votes.356
The fault generally urged against Irishmen…is not that they do not conduct with
propriety, but that they do not vote right; that is, they do not vote the whig ticket.
If they would be consented to be dictated to by the whigs, all would be well. They
would then be the finest fellows in christendom; the generous, warm-hearted sons
of the Emerald Isle, and all that. But, because they exercise the dearest privilege,
in an independent manner, and according to the beat of their judgement and
inclination, they ought not to vote at all.357
A warm summer’s breeze broke thorough the still, damp air in LaSalle County on the
afternoon of June 11, 1838. The rustling of leaves and the gentle flow of the Illinois River
muffled the sounds of plodding boots, but there was no mistaking it. The Corkonians were on the
march. Some two hundred, armed with firearms and sharpened sticks, had caught wind of an
impending clash between their party and a group of Fardowns. Along the line of the Illinois and
Michigan Canal, from its genesis in Chicago to its westernmost terminus at LaSalle, rumors of
renewed warfare between the rival factions were circulating. Again, an influx of new laborers
combined with retributive politics to spark the conflict. Following Father Shawe’s successful
reprieve for Brennan and Crotty on Indiana’s Madison and Indiana Railroad, transient Fardown
laborers in Chicago attacked the clergyman, who had unsuspectingly taken sides in the four-year
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feud. While this act had surprised the respected Bishop Simon Bruté de Rémur, workmen from
the Emerald Isle understood their plight. Once again, Fardowns and Corkonians planned to face
off in an effort to establish supremacy on the towpaths of America’s internal improvements
projects.358
This time, however, the Corkonians held the initiative. Outnumbering the Fardowns, and
apparently under the influence of “bad whiskey,” they swiftly defeated their opponents in a
skirmish near Marseilles. They turned westward and swept the line from Ottawa to Peru,
“maltreating,” in the words of one contemporary, “every luckless County Longfor[d] man who
came in their way.” Near the town of Ottawa, men under the contract of Edward Sweeney joined
the Corkonians, whose numbers now swelled to nearly five hundred. Practically nothing could
stop them, and they intended to press their advantage. They seized the town’s ferryboat and then
crossed the Fox River towards LaSalle. According to Father Aloysius John Mary Parodi, a priest
who observed the hostilities first-hand, the Corkonians “were resolved to burn all the houses
along the Line that belong to people of the hated province.” They did. That night, the rowdy
canallers celebrated their triumph.359
Their victory, however, was short-lived. While Corkonians reveled into the night, the
Fardowns regrouped. Sheriff Alson Woodruff and Deputy Zimri Lewis of LaSalle County
assembled a posse to arrest Sweeney and his fellow Corkonians. Under the seasoned leadership
of contractor William Byrne, a Leinster native who had recently returned from Maryland after
Tobin, “Lowly Muscular Digger,” 184-185; Henry S. Beebe, History of Peru (Peru,
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attempting to arbitrate a standoff between Longford-men and local authorities, dozens of
Fardown laborers eagerly agreed to join the deputies. The following morning, under the
command of Lewis and Ward B. Burnett, a party of eighty locals and Fardowns marched from
the town of LaSalle towards Ottawa. They passed several Corkonian shanties along the way, and
only “with difficulty” were the locals able to prohibit the Fardown contingent from exacting
revenge. Nevertheless, along the Illinois River at an island bluff known as Buffalo Rock, Lewis’
cadre met Sweeney’s Corkonians. Somewhat foolishly, the deputy announced his intention to
arrest the ringleaders. The Corkonians closed ranks. Lewis ordered his men to fire a volley,
which sent Irishmen reeling. Then came the cavalry. Sweeney’s men fled in all directions,
including into the river where some were allegedly shot. Ten Corkonians died. Of the posse, two
were badly injured. Deputy Lewis and his posse rounded up sixty prisoners. They stayed only
temporarily in Ottawa’s meager jail, however, because the facilities were too small to
accommodate so many individuals. All were released. Illinois’ “Irish Rebellion” had ended.360
LaSalle County’s Fardown-Corkonian riot of 1838 marked at least the seventh such
incident in less than five years, and the same causes that fomented conflict in Maryland and
Indiana led to violence in the Prairie State. Retribution, regional animosities, an influx of
laborers on canal projects, a malaria outbreak, and hard times following the Panic of 1837 all
contributed to the hostile work environment, as I demonstrate in this chapter, utilizing
newspapers, court records, letters, and local histories. Furthermore, just as Indiana’s “Irish War”
had preceded an uptick in Irish voting, Illinois’ bloody encounter occurred amidst a sharp rise in
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emigrant politicking. In the months that followed the “Irish Rebellion,” canallers increasingly
turned their political energies towards electioneering, campaigning, and voting. Yet Illinois’ Irish
enjoyed a numerical dominance that their Maryland and Hoosier counterparts did not. As the
state’s population skyrocketed from 157,445 in 1830 to 476,183 in 1840, emigrants from the
Emerald Isle took an unprecedented role in the development of state and local politics. Unlike
the Irish canallers of the Hoosier State, they voted overwhelmingly for the Democratic Party. In
Illinois, the Corkonians outnumbered the Fardowns, and in many places along the line of the
canal, the Irish outnumbered native-born Americans. Just as it had in Ireland, Maryland, and
Indiana, politics in the Prairie State meant majority rule.
*****
Construction on the Illinois and Michigan Canal began fittingly on the Fourth of July in
1836. Fourteen years earlier, the state legislature had supported a measure to fund an internal
waterway that would connect Lake Michigan to the Illinois River, but neither the land nor the
labor were sufficient to commence digging. A federal land grant in 1827 gave the state 290,915
acres of land for the project, yet debates over how wide to make the canal, along with rising
costs, delayed construction. Governor Joseph Duncan eventually secured a loan of $500,000 in
1836 to start the job. The Irish provided the lion’s share of the labor. With good reason. Illinois’
state-funded project paid laborers a whopping $26 per month, even higher than the Wabash &
Erie’s $20 and the C&O’s unreliable 87¢ per day. At over ninety miles in length, the Illinois and
Michigan Canal contained three sections: the “Summit,” which included Chicago, the “Middle,”
which ran through Will County, and the “Western,” where the canal joined with the Illinois
River in LaSalle County. The I&M offered good wages and fertile land for laborers willing to
relocate, and the state platted towns, such as Chicago and Ottawa, during the early 1830s in
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anticipation of their arrival. By the end of the decade, both towns had grown to be among the
most populous communities in Illinois.361
The Prairie State boasted opportunities for white settlers, but it was particularly suited for
the Irish. At least contemporaries believed this. In 1818, the very year that the State of Illinois
was founded, Irish Emigrant Associations of New York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, and Baltimore
had petitioned the United States Congress to set aside land in the Illinois Territory specifically
for Irish settlers. Congress rejected the measure, but the Irish still came. During the 1820s,
migrants from the Emerald Isle joined the vibrant lead-mining town of Galena, the state’s largest
and most economically prosperous community at the time. Into the 1830s, in places such as
Joliet, Seneca, and LaSalle, Irish men and women established prosperous farming settlements.
To be sure, nativism and anti-Catholic rhetoric often greeted them. In Chicago, the Reverend
Jeremiah Porter, a Massachusetts-born Presbyterian and later political reformer, publicly made it
known in 1834 that he prayed for the failure of Father John M.I. St. Cyr’s newly established
Catholic Church. The pro-Whig Chicago American frequently decried the spread of “popery,”
and in the western reaches of the state, the abolitionist editor Elijah Lovejoy insisted in his St.
Louis Observer that the “influence of foreign Papists” and “foreign money” were threatening the
country. Nevertheless, emigrants came by the thousands to a state praised for its land “of the
very best quality.”362
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Somewhat surprisingly, and despite quality research, historians have tended to
marginalize Irish canallers in their accounts of Chicago’s rise to prominence. William Cronon’s
Nature’s Metropolis (1991), for instance, sparingly analyzes immigrant contributions to the
city’s development and makes no reference to specifically Irish influences. Larger surveys, such
as Daniel Walker Howe’s What Hath God Wrought (2007) and Walter A. McDougall’s Throes
of Democracy (2009) discuss the rapid growth of Chicago in terms of migration rather than
emigration. Admittedly, one incident involving Irish canallers has captured the attention of some
scholars. On July 4, 1836, members of Chicago’s “beau monde” elite, as one historian has
described them, celebrated the groundbreaking of the I&M aboard a steamship on the Chicago
River. When they reached the canaller community of Hardscrabble (later Bridgeport), Irish
laborers began hurling rocks at the men and women partying on the ship’s upper deck.
According to the Chicago American, “Some fifty passengers leaped ashore, some with
bludgeons,” who captured the “assailants…covered with blood and wounds.” For Peter Way, the
incident “hints at the public presence of canallers,” albeit violently. It evinced exclusion rather
than inclusion from Chicago society. For Ryan Dearinger, the episode symbolized tendencies of
the city’s power brokers, “white citizens celebrating progress,” to marginalize the Irish—in the
moment as well as later, when they recorded histories of the canal. According to James L.
Merriner, “Irish grievance against such nativist contempt vivified Chicago politics for the next
150 years and more.” Lamentably, the remainder of his Merriner’s work skips over the politics
of the 1830s. Beyond the confrontation at Hardscrabble, however, few historians have discussed
Irish contributions to Chicago’s growth. If they wish to learn how the Irish contributed distinctly
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to power and politics in the emergent city, scholars have more work ahead of them. This chapter
makes a modest step in that direction.363
Meanwhile, with towns plotted, lots for sale, and construction underway, Irish Catholic
emigrants began arriving in Illinois during the summer of 1836. All along the line of the canal,
populations rose steadily. Cook County boasted over ten thousand people by the decade’s end, as
did Will County. More than nine thousand people came to reside in LaSalle County—impressive
numbers, considering that each of these of these entities was less than ten years old. The national
press took note of the “incredible rapidity” of Chicago’s growth. Between 1833 and 1836, the
lakeside community had burgeoned from six hundred inhabitants to several thousand. Some
papers, such as the Niagara Democrat, overestimated its population at five thousand, marveling
at the town’s “bustle and enterprise.” In fact, the number of residents had grown to 4,470 by the
end of the decade, but the paper’s hyperbole merely attested to the astonishment that
contemporaries had for the city’s robust development. The editor of the Chicago Democrat, an
amateur press operator by the name of John Calhoun, found the endeavor of running a newspaper
amidst such growth to be overly burdensome. In his final issue in November, Calhoun described
the acceleration of the community’s expansion: “Now, all is changed…in place of log cottages,
we see spacious and elegant buildings; and on every side we witness the progress of real and
substantial improvement.” It is impossible retrospectively to identify exactly what percentage of
this blossoming population came from Ireland, but it was undoubtedly substantial. As many as
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3,200 canallers worked on the I&M during the latter half of the 1830s, and many brought
families with them. In 1838, at least one newspaper estimated that more than ten thousand Irish
men and women resided in Illinois, but that particular publication – the nativist and pro-Whig
Peoria Register – had an interest in inflating the numbers of Irish emigrants to its readers.
Nevertheless, the Prairie State was growing rapidly, and the Irish significantly contributed to this
growth. By 1850, the first year where nativity statistics became available in the Federal Census,
foreign-born residents comprised nearly half of Cook County’s population, and an estimated
27,800 Irish men and women had settled in Illinois.364
With increasing numbers of laborers and their families coming into the state – and a
nativist press denouncing the influx of foreigners – it did not take long before the Irish made
their presence in the realm of electoral politics. In August 1836, the Democratic incumbent
William L. May faced the Whig candidate John T. Stuart in a race for the third district’s
Congressional seat in Illinois. From Chicago to Ottawa, both candidates waged fierce campaigns.
Both flooded the state with handbills and circulars. Both candidates, and their respective political
parties, endorsed the construction of the Illinois and Michigan Canal. The party presses split,
however, in their appraisals of the Irish. The up-and-coming Whig press of Illinois continued to
sound the alarm over the dangers of “popery” and “the influences of foreigners.” At the previous
election, the Chicago American had reported that an “array of bludgeons, shillalahs, and
muskets” had begun attending town elections. Consequently, its editor argued, “no man of
foreign birth should be admitted to the political rights of an American citizen.” During the
summer of 1836, the Sangamo Journal of Springfield concurred, insisting that Roman
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Catholicism was attempting a hostile takeover of the Prairie State: “What mean the Catholic
priests that are now pouring into the Mississippi Valley direct from Rome?” For more than a
year, the abolitionist editor Elijah Lovejoy had printed anti-Catholic invective alongside his antislavery columns in the St. Louis Observer, a practice that apparently incensed Irish readers. On
the eve of the election, after the editor had moved his operation across the river to the Illinois
town of Alton, over one hundred individuals marched upon Lovejoy’s facilities “at the sound of
fife and drum” and destroyed his entire printing apparatus. Irish politicking had come to
Illinois.365
Yet the Irish made an arguably bigger mark on the congressional election in 1836. In
those counties where laborers had begun digging, the Democratic incumbent William L. May
defeated John T. Stuart handily. In Cook County, May received 834 of 1,069 votes. In Will
County, 291 of 404 electorates declared for the incumbent. In LaSalle County, 353 of 598 went
for the Democrat. Just two years earlier, before construction on the canal had begun, May won
Cook County by a smaller count of 325 to 195 and LaSalle County by an even narrower margin:
154 to 127. To be sure, following the Congressional election of 1836, the Whig press merely
hinted at Irish influence. The Chicago American cried foul over alleged fraud, estimating that
some one hundred fifty illegal votes had been cast. The Sangamo Journal echoed these concerns.
“Does it not seem as if liberty was sacrilegd [sic],” both papers exclaimed, “when thousands of
foreigners are landed on the shores of New York from vessels that have scarcely performed their
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quarantine to cast in their votes—for any of the officers of Europe?.... The sooner we cease
talking of our morality and enlightenment the better.”366
In fact, Illinois had passed some of the most “enlightened” and liberal naturalization laws
in the country. Citizenship was not required for white males to vote in the Prairie State. In 1836,
a mere six months residence was all one needed to take part in an electoral contest. Of course,
the State of Illinois required voters to participate vive voce, whereby they declared publicly for
candidates. Interestingly enough, this practice was nearly identical to how elections functioned in
Ireland. Some lawmakers in Illinois found the six-month residency requirement to be too liberal.
The city of Chicago adopted a charter in 1837 that enfranchised only those who contributed three
dollars annually in property taxes—although this was hardly enough to deter canallers who made
as much as eight times that amount in a single month. Statewide residency requirements
remained in place until 1847, when legislators redrafted the constitution and defined voting
rights according to citizenship. In the meantime, for those laboring classes from the Emerald Isle
who received their political educations in a land where the franchise was restricted, Illinois
represented the cutting edge of opportunity.367
Indeed, the Democratic Party appealed to Irish canallers, albeit in a veiled fashion, during
the presidential campaign of 1836. While Whig papers persisted in vilifying Catholics and
foreigners – even accusing Martin Van Buren of being a closet Catholic – the Democratic press
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welcomed emigrant voters to support their prospective candidates. Less than two weeks before
the election, the Chicago Democrat accused the editor of the American for being duplicitous and
cowardly in its reporting on foreign votes, internal improvements, and class conflict—for
masquerading as “a sheep in wolf’s clothing.” Indeed, the Whig paper had styled the
campaigning of its opponents as the “cant of demagogues” and applauded “persons of
refinement” for rebuffing them. The Democrat responded in a manner perhaps appealing to
humble canallers: “So then we must bid this ‘refined person’ good bye, good riddance, &c.”
Additionally, it concluded in a manner befitting to any Illinois constituency, by reassuring
readers that “Mr. Van Buren has always been a friend of internal improvements.” The
Democratic press knew that its party could ill afford to be seen as opponents of the canal. The
Ottawa Republican, a Democratic paper from LaSalle County, even went on the attack, going so
far as to accuse “Chicago speculators” of preparing to abandon the I&M completely in favor of a
railroad. On the eve of the election, the Democrat also employed many of the same dog whistles
used by similar papers in Maryland and Indiana, accusing William Henry Harrison of favoring
white slavery and referring to Whigs in general as the party of “Nullifiers, Federalists, AntiMasons, Political apostates, Abolitionists, and Aristocrats in every shape.”368
Martin Van Buren won the presidency in 1836, and he did so with the marginal support
of Illinois voters in canal counties. In LaSalle County, where a sizeable Irish community was
emerging, Van Buren garnered 257 of 406 votes. In Will County, his share was even greater,
earning 306 of 492. In Cook County, however, Van Buren lost to Harrison by five votes,
receiving 519 of 1043. Illinois was shaping up to become a “heavily Democratic” state, as
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Michael Holt has styled it, but the Irish had not yet come to the Prairie State in numbers large
enough to affect the political process manifestly. They had not yet created the Democratic
machine that later shaped the course of Chicago politics.369
If 1836 had concluded auspiciously for Democrats, residents of all political stripes faced
hardships the following year. The year 1837 was poised to be a red-letter year for the State of
Illinois. With renewed funding for the I&M passing the state legislature the year before, and
hopeful settlers populating the lands along the canal, the people of the Prairie State had reason to
be optimistic—at least until March 17. By a quirk of fate, the Panic of 1837 began on St.
Patrick’s Day in New York City, when the financial firm of Joseph & Joseph went bankrupt
following interest rate hikes issued by the Bank of England. British investors had funded projects
in Indiana and Illinois through their purchase of state bonds, so when credit suddenly dried up
both states were forced to halt most of the construction. In both states, legislatures opted to
continue work on their top priorities, the Wabash & Erie in Indiana and the Illinois & Michigan
in Illinois. Yet the Prairie State took the financial collapse harder than its eastern neighbor did.
Virtually overnight, the second State Bank of Illinois lost all solvency. Thousands lost their life
savings. Residents of the state’s northernmost counties briefly attempted to secede and join
Wisconsin. According to historian Roger Biles, Illinois’ finances did not fully recover until 1880.
In Chicago, residents were hit particularly hard. In May, the town incorporated into a city, and at
the forefront of chief concerns loomed the depressed economy. “Hard times” forced the city’s
inaugural council to take the bold step of issuing $5,000 worth of paper scrip, but such desperate
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measures hardly addressed the new city’s economic woes. To top it off, the state decided to
reduce canaller wages from $26 to $22 per month.370
For the laboring classes of Irish in Chicago, “hard times” and wage reductions created
conditions ripe for violence. On the night of June 7, merely six days after the City Council had
resolved to issue its own scrip, several unidentified workmen struck back against the I&M.
According to the Chicago Democrat, they inflicted “considerable damage” upon the “working
utensils and property about the canal.” Retributive justice, however, had not yet been served. The
following night, around ten o’clock, a contractor by the name of Dodson, and several fellow
overseers of the canal, heard whistling pounding nearby. The contractors advanced to the works,
only to find several laborers attempting to destroy sections of the canal with sledgehammers.
Dodson’s son approached “an Irishman,” and asked why he was there. The unidentified laborer
leapt hammer-in-hand at young Dodson, but the boy’s father was quicker than the “Irishman.”
The contractor shot and killed his son’s assailant with a single musket shot. The laborers
dispersed, and the courts later cleared Dodson of all charges. Chicago’s first homicide therefore
featured a combination of hard times, labor violence, and Irish politicking.371
As the Irish continued to migrate en masse to the Prairie State, and with relief from the
Panic of 1837 nowhere to be found, tensions continued to mount. Much of the unrest shifted
southward towards LaSalle County, making some of the locals uneasy. The Protestant
missionary Reverend Nahum Gould noted that residents were becoming “alarmed at the Catholic
population,” while others considered them “but transient inhabitants.” According to court
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documents, individuals with typically Irish surnames began to engage in criminal activities. In
September, shortly after a disturbance had been reported over another reduction of wages on the
I&M, one William McCarmick was indicted for having beaten and bitten a constable by the
name of Angus McMillan. In November, three men by the names of John Hurly, John Connelly,
and Michael Connelly assaulted and threatened the life of Alexander McK. Groves. One Edward
Armstrong assaulted an officer of the law named Russell Kimball and was indicted in December
for having stolen some of the constable’s firewood. Even the “Fardown” contractor William
Byrne faced criminal charges in 1837 and 1838 for having cut down trees on sparsely timbered
canal lands. Both laborers and contractors were feeling the pinch of economic depression. 372
Hard times and the seasonal nature of the work strained relationships between laborers
and contractors between 1837 and 1838, but Irish canallers did not exclusively resort to violence.
They also utilized the legal system to press their employers for compensation. A laborer by the
name of William Kelly brought a case against the “Fardown” contractor William Byrne in
August 1837 for having neglected to pay him $98 for work on the canal. The court decided in
favor of the laborer. Coincidentally, the “Corkonian” contractor Edward Sweeney faced similar
charges for unpaid wages that fall. One Matthew Nara sued Sweeney for services on the canal in
the amount of $100. The case dragged on into the following year, but the laborer eventually won
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his day in court. In January of 1838, Benjamin Hess and Matthew March also took Sweeney to
court for unpaid wages. As opportunities for Irish canallers to access the legal system opened up
in the State of Illinois, they took them. Clearly, in LaSalle County, some emigrant laborers
preferred to utilize non-violent modes of recourse when they were available and fairly applied.373
And so the Irish kept coming. With newspapers such as the Democratic Vandalia
Register proclaiming that the state continued to offer “the finest opportunity of employment,”
many emigrants regarded the West as their best access to labor and land. Between January and
August of 1838, the number of laborers on the I&M surged from 790 to over 3,200. According to
the Vincentian Father John Blaise Raho, over 2,000 of these were Catholic. Moreover, according
to the Chicago Democrat, they voted “en masse democratic.” Construction was in full swing.
Neither cholera, nor malaria, nor the drought that befell Illinois that summer halted the
population boom. As long as work and wages were available – and increasingly the state resorted
to paying laborers in scrip redeemable for land – the Irish continued to set their sights on the
Prairie State.374
In fact, many Irish Catholics in and around the town of LaSalle intended to settle there
permanently. As early as 1837, members of the community had begun to plan the construction of
a church. None other than the Fardown contractor William Byrne led the endeavor. Known
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locally as “Billy” Byrne, the Leinster native stood six feet two inches in height, was regarded as
good-natured if occasionally impetuous, and resided in the largest log cabin in the Illinois
valley—where the canal joined with the Illinois River. Born in 1776, biographers remembered
him as “a patriot of the days of the Immortal Emmet.” It is unknown whether Byrne had
participated in the Rebellion of 1798 or supported Robert Emmet’s uprising in 1803, but he and
his wife Sarah immigrated in 1812 – along with many other United Irish exiles – to the Irish
community in Pittsburgh. After years of contracting on multiple canals, including the C&O
alongside one Michael Byrne, “Billy” and Sarah joined thousands of other Irish emigrants in
moving to Illinois in 1837. In December of that year, Byrne reached out to Bishop Joseph Rosati
of St. Louis, informing him that he could muster at least $1,000 from other contractors and
laborers towards the construction of a brick church. Persuaded by Byrne’s letter, Rosati sent
Fathers Raho and Parodi to LaSalle that spring. The community greeted the missionaries with a
procession of “flutes, fifes and drums” to the tune of “Garryowen,” an Irish drinking song and
military march denounced, in the words of one 19th-century author, “as an ultra-Rebel tune of the
Catholic party of the South.” Both priests intermittently lodged at the Byrne’s through August. In
the meantime, Father Raho established a temporary chapel, which “thronged with canallers and
farmers” on Passion Sunday that April. An even larger crowd appeared the following week. In
fact, Catholics and Protestants reportedly worshipped together on these occasions, and again on
Christmas Eve—an experience that distinguished rural Illinois from rural Ireland in the 1830s.
Lamentably but not surprisingly, some local Protestants were less neighborly. A wealthy banker
and canal contractor by the name of A.H. Bangs agreed to help finance the church’s construction
with land and capital, provided that Raho deposited their contributions with him. Into the
summer, Father Raho found it easy to collect donations from the canallers, and eventually raised
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a sum of $9,000. Instead of staying true to his word, however, Bangs fled with the investments.
Nevertheless, the Irish remained, building a humbler church out of wood that summer and
founding the community’s first school. Clearly, many Catholics of the Emerald Isle intended to
make LaSalle County their home.375
It was precisely during this period, between January and August of 1838, when the
historic strains between Fardowns and Corkonians first simmered and then erupted into violence.
As early as December of 1837, a skirmish broke out between a band of Irish emigrants and a
sheriff’s posse in LaSalle County. Two months later, on an extremely cold evening, “a gang of
Irishmen” numbering nearly four hundred went on a rampage along the canal twelve miles south
of Chicago, “destroying all the property within their reach,” apparently “threatening to take the
lives of the people in the vicinity.” Authorities responded swiftly, assembling a force of nearly
one hundred locals. One Captain James Brooks shot one of the rioters who was in the process of
setting fire to his buildings. According to the Chicago Democrat, the disturbance arose “from an
attempt to pay the Irishmen in ‘Wild Cat’ money”—scrip that could not be exchanged for
provisions. Arrests were made, but disorder prevailed. The Democrat warned readers that “the
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Irishmen on the upper and lower sections [were] hastening as fast as possible to the seat of war.”
In a letter to the state’s Canal Commissioners dated February 22, Captain Brooks agreed,
decrying the “rapacity of the Irish” and calling for the protection of his property. None came, but
the conflict momentarily abated. Further down the line, in LaSalle County, criminal activities
associated with the canal sharply increased. In March, men by the names of Patrick H. Flood and
John Durenberry, “violently and with force of arms,” robbed a contractor’s shanty of shovels,
bedding, and picks—and threatened the life of John C. Waldron in the process. With no formal
jail yet established in the county, authorities found themselves hard-pressed to respond
effectively to lawlessness. On May 28, a band of individuals assaulted one William Caldwell and
beat him badly. The following day, one Thomas J. Potter knocked William Wheatland from his
horse “with force and violence.” On June 7, a man by the name of Charles Button threatened to
kill a resident of the county named Peter Schoonover. All along the line of the canal, the
economic crisis of the previous year continued to reverberate. It had been particularly hard on
Irish canallers, and many of them resorted to familiar modes of violence.376
This was the backdrop of the “Irish Rebellion” of 1838. Hard times, disease, drought,
reductions in wages, an uptick in violent crime, and an influx of laborers, served as a prelude to
the Fardown-Corkonian riot that June. In these regards, the infamous event resembled the
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economically and culturally driven conflicts that Peter Way has standardized in American
historiography: “Workplace issues, involving the nonpayment of wages, regular employment and
control of the labour market, led to worker organization. The Irish secret society, born of
exploitation in the homeland, acted as a model.” Or as the historian Catherine Tobin has put it,
canal workers rioted “to improve conditions.” With the recent surge in population, Corkonians
may have feared another decline in wages—a rational assumption. With the “sickly” season upon
them, coupled with the state’s depressed economy, laborers had ample reason to be agitated.377
Yet other contexts affected the course of violence as well. It mattered that Irish Catholics
of LaSalle were building a church. It mattered that they were preparing to open a school. It
mattered that William Byrne and his Fardown employees were putting down roots. Moreover,
regional differences, or “national passion” as Father Parodi termed it, still mattered. Smaller in
number than their Corkonian adversaries, the Fardowns of LaSalle had a reputation for being
more civil. The “Irish Catholics of the Blackwater,” as one local historian later termed the
Corkonians of Ottawa, had a nastier reputation. According to Father Raho, they were “the worse
of the two.” They desired to be “the only ones to work on the canal and therefore try to force the
Fardowns to give up and leave.” While the Fardowns of Lasalle reputedly maintained
“dispositions for piety and devotion,” the Corkonians of Ottawa had been “scandalized”—later
referred to as the “shipwreck of their faith.” After the contest ended, Father Raho lamented of the
Corkonians: “I do not know what to do with those of Ottawa. They beat and kill their own
countrymen; they destroy houses and crops, and they pretend to send away for their lives those
of the north of Ireland, called ‘Fardowns.’” “Thank God,” he concluded, “the people living in
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LaSalle are quieter, drink less and come to Church. Unfortunately, the same can’t be said of the
people living along the line, two or three miles north of here. They are extremely depraved and
untouched by the grace of God.”378
To be sure, economic malaise and deplorable working conditions factored into the riot,
but the “Irish Rebellion” of 1838 was also part of a long-standing feud over Irish American
politics that dated at least back to 1834, when the two parties faced off against one another in
Williamsport, Maryland. As they had in Indiana, Fardown and Corkonian laborers brought their
animosities with them to the Prairie State. According to Bishop Simon Bruté de Rémur, writing
two months after the riot to Bishop John Hughes of New York, Fardown canallers had assaulted
the Reverend Father Shawe in Chicago for having sought reprieve for the Corkonians Brennan
and Crotty. The bishop did not know it, but the incident involving Brennan and Crotty also
linked back to Thomas Finch’s murder of Michael Sheridan, which connected with Jeremiah
Sullivan’s assault upon Patrick Brady, which was tied to the Fardown-Corkonian strife of
Maryland in 1834. Personal networks reinforced their enmities, as did regional divisions. After
all, the two parties had taunted one another in Pennsylvania and Indiana over their provinces’
revolutionary reputations (noted the same year by Andrew Leary O’Brien). Even five months
before the riot occurred, “Billy” Byrne described his canallers as having “strong and national
attachment to the Catholic religion” and “often divided by and contending with party spirit.”
Furthermore, Byrne’s standing and reputation in the town of LaSalle gave him and his fellow
Fardowns access to the local structures of power in ways that Edward Sweeney and the
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Corkonians of Ottawa did not have. Byrne was an acquaintance and advocate of Resident
Engineer Ward B. Burnett, a Democratic candidate for the state legislature and one of the men
assigned to command the forces that routed the Corkonians at Buffalo Rock. Language barriers
may have impeded networking for those Irish emigrants of Munster, just as they had in Indiana.
These contexts mattered at least as much as crime and labor competition, both of which
historians have noted were relatively scarce in LaSalle County in 1838. Nevertheless, when
Father Raho wrote to Bishop Rosati immediately after the conflict, attributing it to the
“Corkmen” not wanting “the workers from northern Ireland (that they call Fardowns) to work on
the canal,” he was characterizing a form of Irish politics. Per usual, the Corkonians were
attempting to impose majority rule on the line of construction. All of these factors – retribution,
labor protection, regional divisions, and access to local power structures – were the stuff of Irish
politics in Illinois.379
In the aftermath of the affray, tragedy struck. A cholera outbreak swept the line of the
canal, killing hundreds. In the town of LaSalle alone, eighty-one people died of the affliction. At
Bridgeport, dead bodies lay unburied in the streets for days for fear that the epidemic would
spread to Chicago. Father Timothy O’Meara, a controversial and beloved priest among canallers
in the lakeside city, condemned the wrath of God upon “the rioters and scandal givers.” Father
Raho took O’Meara’s pronouncement seriously, writing to a colleague, “If it is so, I see the
effects of it.” Through September, priests along the line of the canal tended to the sick and buried
the dead. What is more, aftershocks from the “Irish Rebellion” continued to reverberate. In
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LaSalle County, three assailants named Michael Haley, Michael Mahoney, and William Hogan
beat and killed a fellow countryman named Brian Killian. No one recorded the details of the
incident, because a trial never took place—all three defendants jumped bail that had been set at
$100. According to at least one contemporary author, several other small “Irish wars” occurred
along the line of the canal, leaving many local residents “in constant fear of what the Irish might
do.”380
Meanwhile, in August of 1838, Illinois residents voted for Governor and Lieutenant
Governor, but the election for the seat of Illinois’ Third Congressional District captured the most
attention among Irish canallers. The two-time Whig candidate John T. Stuart faced off against
Democrat Stephen A. Douglas. Both candidates supported a continuance of funding for the I&M
(although Stuart repeatedly accused Douglas of opposing the canal), and both men courted the
Irish vote. Stuart attempted to woo support by highlighting his Scotch heritage and compassion
for Irish causes. Douglas claimed that his ancestors, the “McDooglases,” hailed directly from
Ireland. The two candidates waged ferocious campaigns across the state, and they canvassed
many crowds filled with Irish workers. Years later, Douglas remembered one encounter with “a
great, big, burly Irishman” during the campaign, where the man “patronizingly” leaned over the
candidate and spread out his arms, exclaiming “What a divil of a dissent!” Meanwhile, the
Chicago Democrat predicted that Douglas would have the support of no fewer than 2,000
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canallers. With massive emigration since the previous election, and the State of Illinois’ liberal
suffrage laws, both Democrats and Whigs expected a high turnout.381
In fact, the contest exceeded expectations, in voter turnout and in the margin of victory—
with Irish laborers standing at the epicenter of the political controversy that followed. To begin
with, it took over five weeks for officials to determine the winner. Not until September did the
final tally show Stuart defeating Douglas by a painfully narrow count: three dozen votes out of
36,000 cast. Whig editors blamed the Irish. The Jacksonville Illinoisan’s A.H. Buckner referred
to the contest as “a terrible display of Irish politics and foreign influence.” According to the
Illinoisan, “at least 2,500 Canal and railroad laborers, who do not pretend to make Illinois their
residence” had corrupted the election. The Peoria Register put the number of Irish voters at
10,000 (a clear exaggeration), and described their participation as “unprecedented in the annals
of American elections.” One resident of Sangamon County claimed to have personally witnessed
4,000 “canal men” vote for Douglas. The Quincy Whig blamed “railroad Pat-riots and other
unnaturalized foreigners” for having illegally tipped the scales in Douglas’ favor. Democratic
papers responded by referring to Whigs as the party of the “aristocracy” and by declaring that
their opponents had merely paid lip service to the Irish vote.382
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Significantly, prominent Whigs pointed to the Fardown-Corkonian unrest in June as
justification for questioning their place in Illinois’ democracy. With the election’s outcome still
in question, the Backwoodsman ran an editorial arguing that foreigners, until they became
citizens, had no business participating in Illinois elections:
Who has forgotten the riot that took place, not long since among them, and was
only quelled by the strong arm of military power?... The outrages they committed
in tearing down and firing the dwellings of their opponents – the ruthless acts of
violence and outrage upon the persons of those who were obnoxious to them – is
yet fresh in the minds of our readers…. It is not a crime that the laborers on our
canal, fresh from ‘Ould Ireland,’ should still be Irishmen, without one American
feeling.—Nor will we interfere with their bloody fights between ‘Corkonians and
Fardowners,’ but we issue a PROTEST against such men going to the polls.383
Debates over suffrage requirements in the Prairie State effectively became debates over
the Irish and their increasing political influence. For Whigs, the state’s laws did not require
enough of a waiting period for emigrants to acclimate themselves to a “republican” political
culture. Certainly, that was the case with the Backwoodsman’s editorial, which had accused the
Irish of voting in blocs—“as one man.” In September, the Sangamo Journal took a similar
stance, arguing that “these foreigners,” who had recently been “subjected by military force,” now
had “given law to the citizens of LaSalle County.” According to another clipping, the Irish
trackmen in western Illinois did not intend to make permanent residence in the state, and many
possessed a “strong aversion” to the state’s “system of Government.” A week later, the paper
alleged that emigrants were not taking advantage of a simple and affordable naturalization
process. They were “still aliens at heart,” the Journal argued, and for native-born Illinoisans “to
quietly permit such men to take our elections out of our own hands” would be “both weak and
degrading.” The Galena Gazette concurred, maintaining that Irish voting “must be understood
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and acted upon.” In full appreciation that they risked losing support by villainizing the entire
emigrant population, papers such as the Quincy Whig hedged its commentary: “No one need
suppose from these remarks that we are opposed to foreigners. We like to see them coming into
our state and settling.” Even editors of the Backwoodsman and the Sangamo Journal had no
desire of taking an overly-nativist tone, with the former referring to his press as “firm friends of
foreign emigrants,” and the latter insisting that he was not “opposed to oppressed foreigners
making their homes amongst us.” Nevertheless, this did not prohibit Democratic papers from
tagging Whigs as anti-foreign. The Quincy Argus accused “the whole Whig press of the state” of
“pouring bitter invective upon the heads of the poor, and heretofore oppressed foreigners.” The
state’s top Democratic paper, the Vandalia State Register, inquired: “Are the Whigs really
determined to disenfranchise every voter who unfortunately happens to be born out of the
country?” Clearly, emigrants of all stripes, and particularly Irish laborers, had become a
constituency that few politicians desired to offend.384
And why not? Between the elections of 1836 and 1838, the populations of Illinois’ canal
counties virtually exploded. In Cook County, at the “Summit” Division of the I&M, the number
of individuals who participated in the election effectively doubled from 1,069 to 2,506. In Will
County, at the canal’s “Middle” division, the number of voters leapt from 404 to 1,301. In
LaSalle County, at the “Western” division of construction, a staggering 1,903 participated in
1838, as opposed to 598 two years earlier—an increase of over three-fold. Interestingly, in both
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Cook and Will Counties, the Democratic Party lost ground, with the former county falling from
78 percent to 67 percent, and the latter stunningly from 72 percent to 47 percent. In LaSalle
County, however, the Democrats increased their share of the vote from 59 percent to 68
percent.385
These numbers, even considering their limitations in hindsight, suggest alongside other
sources that Irish canallers possessed the kind of sway that nativists decried. In September, the
Madisonian of Washington D.C. bemoaned that “six thousand Irishmen, owing allegiance to
Queen Victoria” had effectively stolen the state elections. In November, the Native American,
another newspaper from the federal capital, published an account entitled the “Influence of
Irishmen at the West” (immediately preceding a clipping that described “a fight” between
“Fardownians and Corkonians” at a Chicago funeral). According to the newspaper, “an Irishman
run [sic] against a native American citizen for Sheriff. Though the Irishman had been but 7
months in the country, he was elected!!” This was true. At the Summit Division of the I&M, in
the city of Chicago, constituents elected an Irish emigrant, one Isaac R. Gavin, to the office of
sheriff. Gavin ran as an “independent Democrat” that year, and later in 1841 he challenged
Francis Cornwall Sherman for mayor. What is more, Irish canallers, many of whom were fresh to
the country, had helped secure his victory. Referencing the Chicago Democrat, the Native
American declared that “all the Irish on the canal, to the number of five thousand, voted at the
late State election, though the majority of them had not been three months in America!!”
Whether or not this was true, Irish emigrants were clearly becoming a potent political force.386
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Between the winter of 1838 and spring of 1839, despite their apparent political influence,
living conditions for Irish laborers hardly improved. The seasonal nature of canalling had already
compelled some workers to leave the state to find employment elsewhere. According to the
Sangamo Journal – still incensed over the roles that canallers had played in the previous election
– “these Irish…come in the spring—work during the summer—and leave the state in the fall—
many never to return. They are transient persons, and neither citizens or inhabitants.” The
Quincy Whig later referred to them as “birds of passage.” Following the city of Chicago’s
mayoral election, the Democrat complained that fewer votes had been cast compared with the
previous year’s state election. The Sangamo Journal quipped that Democrats had forgotten to
account for the city’s hundreds of votes “ascertained to be illegal.” Meanwhile, as the Whig
press argued for suffrage reform, the general economic malaise also continued. The Michigan
State Bank, a primary source of funds for the I&M, suspended payments in March. Shortly
thereafter, canal commissioners began issuing scrip instead of cash. Between $150,000 and
$200,000 of “canal money,” as it became known, went into circulation. At the opposite end of
the line, crime rates began to creep upward in LaSalle County. Tragically, in March of 1839,
John McMahon, James Rafferty, and Margaret Rafferty murdered one Patrick Herrington by
bludgeoning him with a stone. The defendants fled the county before they could be tried. In
April, William McCormick was indicted for attempting to set the prairie on fire. William Byrne
and other prominent members of the community were summoned for trespassing. In May, the
court held one Michael Ryan in contempt for not reporting for the grand jury. Thomas Dixon
was indicted for a debt that he owed William Byrne. James Mahomah faced charges for
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“Keeping a Tippling House on the Sabbath Day.” The courts also tried numerous individuals for
keeping “disorderly houses.” What is more, on May 17 the foreman of the grand jury, in his
inspection of the county jail, found it unable to accommodate more than two or three prisoners.
Hard times continued to plague canallers. With the “sickly season” approaching, one visitor to
the I&M reflected upon the miseries that they faced: “Laboring from day to day in low lands and
stagnant water, human life has proved to be very short. Out of 1500 laboring men employed on
the canal, 1000 died during the past year of over-exertion and the diseases incident to the
climate, fever and ague and bilious weather.” Such outlandish estimations flew in the face of
Father Raho’s measured account a year earlier, but they exemplified the difficulties and
hardships that continued to face canaller communities. During the summer of 1839, life in the
Prairie State had improved little.387
Nevertheless, evidence presented at the grand jury’s inquest of Patrick Herrington
suggested that Irish canallers in LaSalle were better-connected to social and political networks
than scholars have generally acknowledged. Again, as cases revealed in Maryland and Indiana,
emigrant laborers associated with prominent local citizens. Captain Zimri Lewis, who had
commanded the “Fardown” entourage during the “Irish Rebellion,” served as a witness for the
state. Significantly, Lewis resided with a dozen canallers and their families, as did many of his
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neighbors. Witness lists also confirmed the presence of many Irish families, male and female.
Herrington’s murder left his wife, Margaret, a widow. Dennis and Mary Hurley testified for the
state, as did Morris Murphy and his wife Joonis. One Margaret McMahon, perhaps a relative of
the indicted John McMahon, also served as a witness. Historically, such lists qualify perceptions
of canaller communities as places of “rough masculinity.” Men may have outnumbered women
considerably along the line of the I&M, but they did not entirely eclipse their presence. To be
sure, when it came to politics, women lacked opportunities. Men congregated and politicked in
the places where they drank—in this case, Scotch Mack’s grocery. Multiple testimonies
indicated that two of the defendants were seen conversing at the popular establishment the night
before the murder. According to historians such as Paul Gilje, groceries served as networking
hubs for working-class Irish men and women in New York City. They did the same in LaSalle.
Clearly, in the Prairie State as well as Maryland and Indiana, Irish canallers and their families
had established links to larger communities. They were neither isolated enclaves nor exclusively
masculine.388
In part, networking explained why so many Irish continued to migrate to the Prairie State
during the late 1830s—but so did advertising. In May, the Chicago Democrat reprinted a letter
that “several Catholic families residing in Sangamon County” had written to a Philadelphia
newspaper. They advised their “Eastern friends” of the “very favorable opportunity” that now
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existed “for entering a body of choice farming” in the soon-to-be-created Logan County. To
sweeten the offer, a Catholic proprietor offered to donate fifty lots and purchase “whatever else
may be required to facilitate the enterprise.” Perhaps ventures such as these inspired the Irish
Canadian politician and poet Thomas D’Arcy McGee, who composed the following poem in the
1850s:
‘Tis ten long years since Eileen Bawn
Adventured with her Irish boy
Across the seas and settled on
A prairie farm in Illinois.
“Sweet waves the sea of Summer flowers
Around our wayside cot so coy,
Where Eileen sings away the hours
That light by task in Illinois
Chorus—
The Irish homes of Illinois,
The happy homes of Illinois,
No landlord there
Can cause despair,
Nor blight our fields in Illinois.389
Meanwhile, in the summer of 1839, Chicago’s urban landscape was changing. In August,
the American reported that “notwithstanding the cry of dull times, and the acknowledgement of
depression in the spirit of trade and commerce, there are now going on in our city many valuable
and permanent improvements.” Indeed. The city’s first theater had opened the previous year.
New warehouses stored goods, both imported and for export. New homes and cottages dotted the
streets. The Common Council reviewed plans to build a bridge that would span the Chicago
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River. Residents of the city that had been referred to as the “Venice of the West” remained
confident of its “future greatness” and its undeniable “progress of improvement.”390
Amidst the growth that was occurring in Chicago – which witnessed an explosive rise in
population and rapid expansion in the context of economic discontent – suffrage requirements
and Irish American politics divided the city’s electorate. That August, with county elections
approaching, an Irish “Canaller” Party ran their own candidates for recorder in Cook and Will
Counties. Party presses sprang into action. “American citizens! Stop! Think! Reflect! To what
pass are we fast approaching,” the Chicago American implored its readers.
Already an Irish representative and an Irish sheriff, with entire foreign deputies;
two Irish candidates for recorder and five Irish candidates for the offices of county
clerk, county surveyor and constables. In the name of all we love most, our country
and our liberty, shall we submit to such dictation?391
The creation of a separate “Canaller” candidacy disrupted the status quo and highlighted the
political vitalities of the Irish working-classes in Illinois. Democratic leaders rightly had begun to
grow concerned that they could not harness the influence and enthusiasms of their alien allies.
Although they did not comprise a majority of voters in the city – ten percent of Chicago’s 7,580
residents by 1843 had been born in Ireland – they had garnered respect, and perhaps fear, for
their numbers and their capabilities to vote as a bloc. The election approached a watershed
moment, as the position of recorder had become, in the words of the American, “a bone of
contention among the faithful…the rock on which they split.” Indeed. The Democratic
establishment eventually appealed “most lustily with the Whigs,” as the Sangamo Journal put it,
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“to join them, and put down the Canallers.” Still divided over suffrage rights and internal
improvements policies, however, the Whigs had little interest in a temporary alliance.
Consequently, the vote split three ways. In Will County, where the proportion of Irish laborers
had been higher than it was in the city, the “Canaller” Party “wrested the election out of the
hands of the citizens—kept possession of the polls, and elected their men.” Irish canallers had
won a key victory in electoral politics. According to the Sangamo Journal, five hundred “British
subjects” had swayed the contest. Perhaps. But the men who voted for the “Canaller” Party were
not, as one historian has argued, “lumpen proletarian” individuals “set off from society” living a
“marginal existence.” They organized along national lines, a band of united Irish men, projecting
a form of power inaccessible in their native Ireland. The county election of 1839 marked a
distinct turn in Irish American politics. This was majority rule—the beginnings of a “machine.”
This was Chicago-style politics.392
The election of an Irish recorder sent shock waves through Will County, prompting
members of both parties to join forces, lest the Irish become too powerful. On the 6th of August,
the “Van Buren men and whigs” of Will County held a mass meeting. According to the Sangamo
Journal, they acted “together as American citizens, possessing common rights and common
priveleges,” and thereby adopted proceedings to ensure that future elections would be decided by
their “own citizens.” The Juliet Courier described a “perfect unanimity of feeling” between the
two parties:
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The attempt of foreign subjects to prevent American citizens from exercising their
dearest rights should be met with the most determined resistance. Our fathers
fought and bled to free themselves from the domination of foreign tyrants, and we
are glad to see that their descendants will not submit to the dictation of foreign
subjects.393
Yet if this was the case in Will County, where Whigs predominated, Cook County
remained politically divided. Despite the candidacies of Irish American politicians, Whigs and
Democrats mistrusted each other more than they feared the growing strength of Irish canallers.
Even after the election, the Chicago Democrat responded sympathetically to the Irish:
“Unnaturalized and uncivilized…it is thus that foreigners are denounced by our whig
contemporaries.” It lauded their political intelligence and independence:
The fault generally urged against Irishmen…is not that they do not conduct with
propriety, but that they do not vote right; that is, they do not vote the whig ticket.
If they would be consented to be dictated to by the whigs, all would be well. They
would then be the finest fellows in christendom; the generous, warm-hearted sons
of the Emerald Isle, and all that. But, because they exercise the dearest privilege,
in an independent manner, and according to the beat of their judgement and
inclination, they ought not to vote at all.394
The Prairie State’s Whig Party revamped and revitalized its electoral tactics in 1840. In
Illinois, and across the country, Whigs directed their campaign message squarely at ordinary
people. In December of 1839, they nominated the renowned general and Indian fighter William
Henry Harrison for the presidency. The nomination electrified Illinois Whigs. The former
general was very popular after all, having served as governor of the Old Northwest in the decade
before Illinois became a state. Whigs began organizing public events. In Sangamon County, the
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formidable Abraham Lincoln led fellow party members in “three day debates” against Stephen
Douglas and the Democrats. The state’s Whigs were among the first to embrace Harrison’s
western image. When eastern Democrats mocked the Whig candidate as the “Log Cabin
Candidate,” the Galena Advertiser shot back, “Never mind!” General Harrison had spent his
“youthful vigor” defending log cabin dwellers “from the savage scalping knife” of Indians. “In
those days of DEMOCRACY,” the editor concluded, “the hairy headed patriot was not mocked
by supercilious foppery.” The Chicago American agreed, “Let the Whigs of Illinois not forget
their favorite governor of the North Western Territory.” A veritable “republican of the old
school,” and a champion of “the supremacy of the law,” General Harrison was “the POOR
MAN’S FRIEND.” Despite a small pox epidemic and their minority-party status, the Whigs of
Chicago waged, in the words of one contemporary, “a campaign most enthusiastically lively and
noisy.” Another 19th-century historian declared that the Whigs of Cook County in 1840 had
“literally sung their candidates to success.”395
The conditions for Whig victories looked as promising throughout the state as they ever
had—and these included the Irish. Many Illinoisans blamed Martin Van Buren for the Panic of
1837, and they blamed the state’s Democratic Party for the economic malaise of 1840. Just as
they had in Indiana, the Whigs of the Prairie State ran a fierce “no reduction of wages” campaign
that appealed to Irish laborers. In January of 1840, Abraham Lincoln optimistically wrote his law
partner and legislator John T. Stuart on the improvement of his party’s prospects: “You know I
am never sanguine; but I believe we will carry the state…. A great many of the grocery sort of
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Van Buren men, as formerly, are out for Harrison. Our Irish Blacksmith Gregory, is for
Harrison.” The possibility of Irish laborers voting Whig appeared even greater after February,
when several communities along the canal changed their voting laws from vive voce to ballot. No
longer did one have to declare his vote verbally and publicly. Several new publications around
the state, such as the highly partisan Old Soldier and Old Hickory, were established to meet the
rising demand for information regarding the campaigns. In May, caravans of delegations headed
to Springfield’s “Tippecanoe Convention,” where mobile log cabins headed by teams of oxen
paraded before thousands of euphoric spectators. One correspondent for the pro-Harrison Old
Soldier described the scene: “with flags flying and banners streaming to the breeze,” audiences
“who looked on and saw the long lines of wagons, canoes, &c., filled with men and the hundreds
on horseback, might well have supposed that the whole Sucker land had broken loose.” What is
more, a conspicuous contingent of Irish Whigs had joined in the festivities. About two hundred
“sons of ERIN” paraded before a “banner of GREEN SILK, with streamers of the same color.”
The “gallant band of Irishmen,” as the reporter described them, proceeded before a large harp
surrounded by shamrocks. A banner with the words “Harrison and Tyler” flew over the harp, as
did their motto: “Where Liberty dwells there is my country.” On the reverse, the delegates had
printed an homage to the Irish American general of the Revolution, Richard Montgomery:
“Where is there a battle field for freedom, where Irish blood has not been spilt?” “The effect,”
the reporter concluded, “was thrilling.”. In June, a Whig visitor passed through a community
near Peoria called “Irish Grove,” where he witnessed a woman swinging her shawl in front of her
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log cabin, shouting “All Whigs in this grove!” Perhaps, as Lincoln had predicted, the “grocery
sort” of Irish were beginning to swing their allegiance to Harrison and the Whig Party.396
The outcome of two scandalous episodes involving Irish emigrants, one at the canal’s
“Summit” in Cook County and the other at the “western” edge in LaSalle, tempered such
prospects. On May 1, just weeks before the lakeside city sent its glorious band of delegates
singing their way to the convention in Springfield, a thirty-four year old Irishman by the name of
John Stone was indicted for the murder of one Lucretia Thompson. The case excited a great deal
of interest. Stone repeatedly swore that he had never been in Thompson’s house, nor had he seen
her on the day of the murder. Nevertheless, a Chicago jury convicted him, and the Democratic
Judge John Pearson sentenced him to death. Meanwhile, in LaSalle County, Sheriff William J.
Reddick, the county’s first elected Irish official, faced accusations for neglect of duty,
embezzlement, and pandering. In a public letter to the sheriff, several “sundry good citizens” of
Troy Grove, located in the northwestern reaches of the county, blamed Reddick for failing to
keep a proper jail. They reminded readers that a Grand Jury in February had found prisoners held
in a “cold, dark and dismal looking den, the floor of which is covered with filth, and the
persons…infested with vermin.” Reports from the previous year corroborated the charges.
Moreover, prominent citizens of Ottawa – including one who had served as an inspector of the
county jail – compounded Reddick’s woes by accusing him of failing to arrest one William
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Lavinia for committing assault and battery with intent to murder. And they insinuated that the
sheriff had acted either weakly or corruptly—that he had been under “Lavinia’s power, and that
Lavinia could ruin [him].”397
In Cook County, Stone’s conviction and execution reenergized the nativist movement.
Following a failed appeal to the Illinois State Supreme Court, Stone went to the gallows on the
10th of July. According to the Chicago American, he “persisted to the last in the assertion of his
innocence,” even noting that “two individuals were engaged in the murder.” When authorities
pressed him on their identities, however, Stone declared that “he would swing before their blood
should be upon him.” He did. The American further reported that the county sheriff, the Irishborn Isaac R. Gavin, “seemed particularly affected, even unto tears.” Not every Chicagoan felt
the same way, however. That afternoon, Stone’s body was delivered to Drs. Boone and Dyer for
dissection, even without the family’s approval. The trial’s publicity and resultant xenophobia
compelled prominent citizens to renew their fight against alien suffrage. Only this time, they
attacked the core precepts of naturalization as well. On June 26, some two hundred fifty residents
of Cook County petitioned the U.S. House of Representatives “to repeal entirely the laws which
now exist in regard to the Naturalization of foreigners.” As one local historian put it, the
petitioners hoped “to deprive all foreigners not already enfranchised of the right of suffrage in
the United States.” Even the esteemed Whig representative and law partner of Abraham Lincoln,
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John T. Stuart, signed the document. Nativism had reached new heights at the I&M’s Summit
Division, but the political fallout had yet to come.398
At the county elections of August 1840, neither Democrats nor Whigs in Cook County
could take Irish votes for granted. The blowback from the Stone case and the impending issue of
canal debt plagued both parties as they tried to figure out what to do regarding the foreign vote.
The Chicago Democrat sought to gain ground with Irish voters over the controversy of John
Stone’s execution, blaming the fatal outcome on the state’s majority-Whig high court. It also
accused the Whig press of having printed an insensitive caricature of Stone’s post-mortem
dissection. The Chicago American vehemently denied any such thing, reminding its readers that
the editor of the rival paper “was one of the Jurymen who convicted John Stone of murder,” and
that the Democratic candidate for senator, Justice John Pearson, had been “the Judge who passed
sentence of death upon him.” Meanwhile, amidst the storm of accusations, the Democratic Party
had splintered over the issue of canal debt. For years, some party members had reluctantly
supported the state-funded I&M. Others openly preferred railroads to canals, but the party could
ill-afford to lose the votes of those laborers who made their livelihoods from its construction. At
the convention that summer, debates over how to fund the waterway fractured the party. At the
behest of the Chicago American, pro-canal Democrats joined forces with Cook County Whigs on
a distinct “Canal Ticket” (although local historians later referred to it as the “whig canal ticket”)
for the state legislature. This move prompted the city’s Irish to nominate their own local
candidates for sheriff and coroner, which in turn compelled the county’s German community to
form its own ticket. With the vote split four ways, the local Whig Party prevailed. Isaac R.
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Gavin, the county’s first Irish sheriff, garnered only 230 of 1,148 votes, while the victor, Mr.
Steele, received 510. For coroner, 239 individuals cast ballots for the Irish candidate Edward
Murphy, while 427 electors went for Eri Reynolds. In both contests, Irish candidates won nearly
the same number of votes (eleven fewer) as their native Democratic counterparts, while the
German candidate trailed by several dozen. “The August election of 1840,” in the words of one
local historian, had really been “a test of the foreigners against the native Americans on the
question of naturalization.” As long as Cook County’s Whigs were able to divide Democrats
against each other, the former would prevail.399
For the state’s legislative offices, however, where the native and foreign Democratic vote
did not split, the Whig-supported “Canal Ticket” went down to defeat—as did their hopes to win
over the Irish along the line of the canal. “It is well known,” the Chicago American opined, “that
a large portion, perhaps a majority, of the voters in this district were unnaturalized foreigners.”
Referencing the previous years’ election, where emigrants along the I&M had swept Irish-born
politicians into office, the American continued to rage against their interference. “It is also
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known,” the newspaper claimed, “that this foreign influence is perverted to the election of men
unfit for office, and that the foreign population of Cook and Will counties have asserted the right,
as they hold the power, to elect officers for the sole reason that they are Irishmen.” Clearly, the
American had given up its attempts to woo the Irish vote. Decrying the “immense locofoco
majorities given by laborers on the Canal in the Counties of Cook, Will, and LasSalle,” the
American saw the party’s future in the hands of the “farming regions of the state,” where it was
confident the opposition would be “struck to the dust” and replaced with “the glorious banner of
Whig principles.” Indeed. The Irish of northeastern Illinois were intensifying their support for
the Democratic Party. At least one of the Democratic representatives who prevailed that year,
Richard Murphy of Lake County, was Irish-born. What is more, newspapers further down the
line, such as the pro-Irish Illinois Free Trader, made sure that their vast Irish readership had
access to such reports. Along with the Whig Party’s manipulation of the “Canal Ticket” and their
complicity in the Stone execution, the August election of 1840 had turned Cook County’s Irish
population almost entirely against the Whig establishment. The same could be said for the
infamous petition demanding a halt to foreign naturalization. As one Chicago historian put it, “as
a record, it proved a stumbling block in the way of success to many a political aspirant who
stood in need of the foreign vote of Chicago, for years after, if his name was to be found among
the signers of the petition.” The damage was done. No amount of persuasion from the Chicago
American, or any other Whig paper or politician for that matter, could woo Cook County’s Irish
for “Tippecanoe and Tyler Too” before the upcoming presidential contest.400
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In LaSalle County, where Sheriff Reddick faced his own pre-election scandal, the
political context differed from that at the Summit Division, but the results did not: the Irish on
the I&M redoubled their opposition to the Whig Party. Thanks to the Illinois Free Trader of
Ottawa – a recent publication dedicated to exposing the “buffoonery” of the Whig Party’s “log
cabins,” “cider barrels,” and “Tippecanoe songs” – Reddick had access to a newspaper
sympathetic to the rights of Irish emigrants. On July 31, the Free Trader published two circulars
from the sheriff, defending his actions and counter-accusing his opponents of politically
motivated slander. Appealing to “farmers” of the county, he rhetorically questioned why the
friends of his political opponent, whom he referred to as “Mr. Walker’s anonymous Blackballers,” had waited until “within four days of the election” to make their charges. The answer
was simple. The “half dozen Ottawa loafers and pettifoggers who…like hungry hounds yelp at
their master’s bidding,” knew the charges “to be false, while they expected to impose upon the
credulity of the community.” In short, the accusations against him were political. Whatever the
case, the sitting sheriff’s popularity and public appeal to the voters of LaSalle gave him the edge.

riot in the western town of Quincy, the newspaper asked if violence was “a just return for the
hospitality” that foreigners had received in the United States—was it justification for the Irish “to
array themselves on the side of power here, and by force and violence to keep in office the unjust
and corrupt rulers who oppress us?” See Baltimore Pilot and Transcript, 27 August 1840; See
also St. Louis Republican in SJ, 21 August 1840; For a different perspective, whereby the state’s
Whig press continued to court the Irish vote that fall (“An Irishman” raged against a Van Buren
supporter for having stated that “he would much rather a NEGRO should have a vote than an
IRISHMAN!” And the paper reported: “Mr. Van Buren Opposed to Universal Suffrage” and
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William Reddick defeated George E. Walker for the office of sheriff by a stunning count of
2,054 to 506. Only in Walker’s home township of Dayton did the Whig challenger garner more
votes than the Irish incumbent did. The official Whig candidate for sheriff, Charles C. Hidden,
received a paltry count of 22.401
Reddick won handily in LaSalle, but he had crucial help from the local Democratic press.
In the weeks leading up to the election, the Illinois Free Trader ran multiple columns appealing
directly and indirectly to all classes of Irish emigrants in the county. The Free Trader derided its
opponents as “Hard Cider Federal Whigs.” It branded Whig candidates as charlatans who only
pretended to share common cause with the laboring classes. None of the “Log Cabin gold-plate
buttons,” “Tippecanoe silk pocket handkerchiefs,” “Log Cabin letter paper, with gilt edges,” or
“Hard Cider Soda Water,” the paper declared, would deceive the “freemen of Illinois, many of
whom reside in ‘Log Cabins.’” What is more, the Free Trader also printed editorials written by
Irish emigrants. On July 24 and 31, the paper ran two columns signed “An Irishman.” This
author was the first to break news of the Cook County petition denying the franchise to all new
emigrants. He accused the national Whig Party of being anti-foreign, claiming that Irish voters
could be “BOUGHT WITH A GLASS OF GROG,” and insisting that the Irish intended nothing
less than “the complete subjugation of the Native citizens to their dictation.” “An Irishman”
excited his readership by quoting the Whig Matthew L. Davis, editor of the New York Courier
and Enquirer: “Had I the power, I would erect a GALLONS [sic] upon every wharf in the city of
New York, and HANG EVERY D—D IRISHMAN as fast as they come on shore.” He called

Reddick acknowledged that the LaSalle County jail was a “disgrace” and “hardly
worth the name it bears,” but it only could be improved “were it differently constructed.” See
IFT, 23 May, 31 July, and 8 August 1840 (emphasis in original).
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upon his fellow countrymen, “in the name of Emmit, Curran, and O’Connell—men who always
sustained the best interest of Irishmen, and at all times were opposed to oppression and
bondage,” to rally around “the Old Democratic Ship.” Even native-born Democrats reached out
to support their “adopted Fellow-Citizens.” Just four days before the election, an editorial signed
“C” warned Irish emigrants of the newly adopted ballot system’s pitfalls: “false tickets, scattered
by our enemies will undoubtedly be handed to you as you go to vote…. Be careful from whom
you obtain your tickets…. Believe not the slanders which will then be propagated concerning our
candidates.” But it was “An Irishman” who had the last word with his fellow countrymen:
Recollect that by your votes you decide, not only your own destinies but the
destinies of your descendants. That you not only disenfranchise yourselves, but
your friends, your countrymen and your children, if you cast your votes for the
hard cider party, and raise the monster whiggery to reign over you.402
The Democrats of LaSalle County crushed their Whig opponents in August of 1840. Not
only did William Reddick secure his reelection, but the Irish-born farmer Christopher Bailey
won his bid for county coroner. The Democratic candidate Abram R. Dodge handily defeated the
Whig Lewis W. Link for the office of state representative, 1,620 to 1,102. Alson Woodruff, also
a Democrat, won his bid for county commissioner. Whig candidates did not fail for a lack of
effort. Even in LaSalle County, they attempted to paint their opponents as hostile to internal
improvements. According to the Illinois Free Trader, “prominent members” of the party had
“traversed the canal from one section to another, crying…‘the CANAL is in danger!’—‘the
Canal! Oh the Canal!’” Nevertheless, despite “every effort that ingenuity could devise,” the
paper exalted, “they signally failed.” With Democratic victories across the board, a vocal
newspaper sympathetic to emigrant issues, and elected officials securely in their positions, the
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Irish of LaSalle County appeared to be assembling a formidable political machine—even more
dominant in its locale than those nascent organizations in Chicago or New York.403
With the state’s county elections having passed, and anti-Whig attitudes hardening
among the canal’s Irish American communities, politicians and the press turned their gaze
towards the presidential race. In August, the Democrats and Whigs of Cook County organized
partisan clubs. Nary a week passed without a torchlight procession and singing. Naturally, the
Chicago American predicted a Harrison victory. Confident that the Democratic Party’s recent
victories had not been supported “by the farming community of the state, but by the transient
laborers and scalawags who congregated along the canal,” the Prairie State was “safe for Old
Tippecanoe.” In September, the Sangamo Journal echoed the Chicago paper’s buoyancy, noting
that “if the friends of Harrison choose to do so, they can carry the State in November by a
handsome majority.” Unsurprisingly, the Democratic Illinois Free Trader held a different
opinion. Urging its readers not to “be deceived by the boasting and deception practiced by the
Whig presses,” it claimed that a Van Buren victory in the country’s key electoral states was all
but “certain.”404
As the inter-party banter ratcheted up during the fall of 1840, the Democratic press made
a more impassioned, direct appeal to Irish voters than ever before. Often, the authors were Irish.
In a communication from the Illinois Free Trader dated August 31, an “Old Countryman”
compared the Whig Party to “the Orangemen of Ireland”—“they care not what their means,
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provided they gain their ends.” In an attempt to rouse Irish readers, he charged the Whig Party
with accepting campaign contributions from British investors. “They are now busy in building
log cabins,” the author warned, “buying up as far as they can, illegal votes, and drinking hard
cider, not at their own expense, but at the expense of British Speculators.” Should Harrison and
the Whigs be elected, the “Old Countryman” maintained, the fates of “us adopted citizens”
would be doomed. A Whig victory, he concluded, promised “a repeal of the naturalization laws,
amounting to a prohibition of ever becoming citizens—a qualification law for those in the
country, and, to crown the whole, we would be marked as a distinct race of beings for the scorn
of others.” On October 16, an editorial signed “A Canaller” appeared in the Free Trader,
imploring his “fellow countrymen” to stand together in support for the Democratic Party. “It is
only by union, pure and inseparable union, untarnished by the noxious breath of party feeling,”
the “Canaller” maintained, “that we can establish for ourselves a character and standing in
society, and enjoy with American citizens those equal rights and privileges, which are
guaranteed to us by that glorious Constitution.” One week later, the Free Trader railed against
the “old Federal party” for having always been “hostile to FOREIGN IMMIGRANTS.” The
editorialist reminded his audience that Whigs of the U.S. Senate had attempted to deprive
foreigners of the right of preemption, and that William Henry Harrison had been quoted that “he
cared not for the opinion of those who came here 3000 miles across water, but relied solely on
the judgement of native American citizens.” The author also reminded readers that Whig
petitioners from the City of Chicago had recently attempted to revoke their naturalization rights,
and that the Whig Party was “allied with those dangerous fanatics the Abolitionists.” Clearly, the
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Democratic press went to great lengths, even commissioning authors from the “Old Country,” to
excite its base of Irish electors during the presidential election of 1840.405
Meanwhile, despite William Reddick’s clear victory at the August polls, the emigrant
sheriff faced another political challenge. As the executive of the county and its tax collector,
state law required Reddick to present a quietus to the state thirty days after his election, showing
that the county’s tax receipts had been paid in full. In part because several members of the
community still owed the sheriff a “considerable sum,” and he was therefore forced to cover the
difference with his own funds, Reddick made his payment to the state six days late.
Consequently, Governor Thomas Carlin ordered a special election for sheriff to be held on the
same day as the presidential contest. On the 9th of October, Reddick publicly issued his own
account of what had occurred in the Illinois Free Trader, itemizing his outstanding expenses and
expressing confidence that the people of LaSalle County would reelect him yet again. The Whigs
of LaSalle County, however, had different plans. Rumors began to circulate that they intended
run their own Irish-born candidates for sheriff, the most prominent of whom was a highly
esteemed laborer by the name of Patrick Hanly. When the Free Trader’s editorialist “Canaller”
caught wind of their objective, he published a fiery response:
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With feelings of indignation mingled with surprise, have I heard of another
nerveless effort of envenomed whiggery, by which those debased, designing, and
unprincipled minions of that Orange aristocracy have endeavoured to create a
split and its consequent contentions between us by prevailing, with a specious
promise of friendship and support, on a man whose private character we have
always esteemed – I mean Patrick Hanly – to oppose Sheriff Reddick in his next
election…. BE NOT DECEIVED. It is only a political manoeuvre to divide that
power which, from division before, had suffered the woes and pains of Orange
chains.406
Clearly, as Whigs and Democrats vied for the support of emigrant canallers, Ireland continued to
loom large in Illinois politics.
In the weeks leading up to the presidential contest, the presses of both parties sought to
win over the Irish vote. At the state’s capitol, the pro-Whig Sangamo Journal worked hard to
refute Democratic propaganda and distance itself from those nativist elements of the party.
William Henry Harrison, the paper contended, was not an “ABOLITIONIST,” had not favored
the “SALE OF POOR WHITE MEN FOR DEBT,” and had not adorned the “Black Cockade of
John Adams.” Harrison promised, according to the Journal, to end patronage appointments and
to promote “FAIR WAGES to the Laborer.” And it was a Democratic editor, the Journal noted,
who had infamously declared, “Foreigners will render our elections rather a curse than a
blessing.” In Cook County, suffrage and naturalization remained the most prominent
campaigning issues. The Morning Democrat called upon “foreigners” to remember the “innate
hostility” of Whigs, and to recall that “when political strife rages they know you no longer, but
as ‘God d—ned Foreigners!’” While Whig justices such as Cyrus Walker of the Illinois Supreme
Court had argued against foreign suffrage rights, Democratic legislators such as Stephen Douglas
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had argued on behalf of the Irish. In conclusion, the Morning Democrat urged the “old
countrymen” of Cook County to “Rally for your liberty. Rally for your rights.” At the opposite
end of the line, in LaSalle County, the Democratic Free Trader posted another impassioned
editorial by “A Canaller.” With a particular eye towards his Irish audience, the author argued that
the “drunken fumes of ‘hard cider men’” were nothing more than a thinly veiled attempt to
reestablish a “tyrannic aristocracy” in the United States. Ireland, the “Canaller” persisted, had
been “scourged under that vilest of all imports that tyranny ever inflicted on an unprotected
people—THE TYTHE SYSTEM.” This system, along with a “British aristocracy,” had
convinced the Irish “too clearly that to be Freemen we must be Exiles.” Under these
circumstances, the “Sons of Erin” could take stock only in the “heart-cheering notion, that
FREEDOM we’d find on American shores.” “Fellow Countrymen,” the writer implored, for “all
of us who, within the last 10 years, left ‘the dairy-clad hills and the green-vested valleys of
Erin’s Isle,’” it had become too easy to “forget the storms and the wrecks that have crushed us in
the all-engulphing [sic] sea of former tyranny, as to be gulled by whiggish lures into the meshes
we so lately escaped, and thus, as if by destiny, forge the chains of our eternal bondage…God
forbid it!” The “Canaller” then closed with a plea to eschew the promises of Whigs and unite
instead behind the Democratic incumbent, Sheriff William Reddick:
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[T]he increase of population is the principal element of a state’s prosperity; and
what immigrants, I ask, form a larger portion of the community than we do? and,
consequently, who ought to be more zealous in uniting heart and hand to obtain
those rights of freemen which we are thus entitled to enjoy, and crush the last
hope of those sharks who, already gorged, are still insatiable? They now expect a
heavy bite in the split they hope to create in this quarter by supporting three
candidates for the Sheriffality, two of whom, I am aggrieved to say, they have
seduced from our ranks for the sole aim of lessening that power which would
otherwise defeat a third, a known Whig. Look sharp to this! Be not deluded….407
This editorial by an Irish “Canaller,” taken in conjunction with the author’s previous
opinion pieces, suggests a high degree of political interest among emigrant laborers and farmers.
For one thing, the writer believed he could appeal to his predominantly Irish audience by
depicting their migration as political exile. While scholars have argued whether the theme of
exile was more distinct to American or Irish climes, it is clear in this case that the Free Trader’s
“Canaller” regarded the Irish context as crucial to his argument. Secondly, these editorials
emphasized the primacy of local politics for Irish emigrants. Sheriff Reddick’s special election
captured the author’s attention far more than presidential politics. As most historians of the Early
Republic have noted, this tended to be the case for Americans during the first half of the 19th
century. Yet this emphasis on local politics also serves as a reminder that Irish emigrants – even
the supposedly marginalized common laborers of the I&M – were politically savvy. Their
understandings of power structures and democratic practices, cultivated in Ireland, gave them a
distinct appreciation for the strength of a majority in electoral campaigns. Whigs recognized this
and, outside of Cook County at least, ardently appealed to the Irish vote. Based upon the fervent
rhetoric employed by the Free Trader’s “Canaller,” one may presume that he and other
Democrats regarded Irish support for the Whig Party as a legitimate concern. Moreover, should
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the Irish vote split, it would diminish their ability to elect an executive who shared experiences
with them from the “old country.” Overall, local politics mattered, and for emigrants with a keen
interest and intellect in governance, the majority had to rule.408
On the eve of the presidential contest, both parties anticipated a fierce contest. Members
of both parties sang, drank, and chanted their slogans in various public spaces. At the state’s
capitol, energetic Whigs raised a log cabin in honor of Harrison’s campaign. In LaSalle County,
where Representative Stephen Douglas and editor of the Chicago Democrat John Wentworth
mocked “Whig absurdities,” both speakers kept their audiences in a “constant state of laughter.”
In Chicago, Democrats congregated frequently in the saloon rooms of the city’s only hotel, while
the city’s Whigs met in “Tippecanoe hall” on the north side of town. Amidst the energy of both
campaigns, voters braced themselves for fraud, foul play, and possibly violence. The Sangamo
Journal urged its readers to check the poll books, beware of illegal voters from outside of the
state, remain vigilant to false ballots, bring their friends to the polls, and stand up to anyone
interfering with the process—“with force if necessary!” Remarkably, the Illinois Free Trader
mirrored its rival paper. “British Whiggery,” the paper cautioned, had plans to drop “false votes”
in the ballot boxes, employ “bullying at the polls,” sway prospective voters with “liquor and
lies,” and threaten “a resort to FORCE” if they were defeated at the polls.409
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In Cook County, the presidential election of 1840 did turn tragically violent. On the
morning of the 2nd, for reasons the Chicago American attributed to either “Locofoco negligence
or fraudulent design,” officials failed to deliver ballots to the districts of Hanover and Barrington.
There, voters patiently awaited the arrival of S.W. Sherman, an election judge, who supervised a
system of improvisational hand-written ballots. Nevertheless, the missing materials sparked
rumors that the Whigs of Hanover and Barrington had marched to Lake Precinct, where they cast
ballots. Amidst the kerfuffle, and in anticipation of fraudulent voting, citizens in Chicago grew
suspicious. Tensions mounted. As one local historian later put it, “great excitement prevailed,” as
did “much disorder.” In the city’s precinct, three prominent citizens – an ex-Democratic
alderman by the name of John C. Wilson, the registrar of the land office, James M. Strode, and
one Captain Hunter – went to jail for resisting the orders of the Whig Sheriff Ashbel Steele to
disperse. When Illinois Supreme Court Justice Theophilus W. Smith caught wind of the
incarcerations, he assembled a crowd and stormed the jail. According to the Chicago American,
the justice stated that he would “be damned if he would not have the prisoners out.” A brief
standoff ensued, until the sheriff “flourished his pistols,” persuading the crowd to retire.410
Nevertheless, in LaSalle County – where Irish farmers and canallers had become a part of
the power structure – non-violence prevailed. The Irish of LaSalle helped build the institutions of
the county from its earliest days. When “Billy” Byrne and his Fardown compatriots settled near
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the town of LaSalle in the mid-1830s, they immediately began building a community. In 1838,
they reached out to Bishop Rosati to assist them in constructing a permanent church. That same
year, they founded the county’s first school. To be sure, they also sparred violently with their
Corkonian rivals from Ottawa that summer, but veterans of the conflict also reached out to
Resident Engineer Ward B. Burnett in December to propose a local hospital, offering a portion
of their wages for its construction. Even in the town of Ottawa, where Father Raho had described
its Corkonian inhabitants as being “extremely depraved,” local violence tapered off after the
election of Sheriff Reddick that year. County court records reveal that, despite two murders and
various assaults that occurred in the eight months following Reddick’s election, violent crime
tapered off significantly after the spring of 1839. For the entire year of 1840, the county
prosecuted zero violent criminal cases. Conflict declined. Even Patrick Hanly decided not to run
against Reddick, having dropped out of the race on the eve of the election. What is more, state
records from the I&M indicated that, despite a sagging economy after the Panic of 1837, much of
the Western Division had been completed or far advanced by the end of 1838. In the years that
followed, an estimated ninety percent of laborers left the line of work, but several hundred
remained. They became farmers and merchants who, in the words of one contemporary,
“amassed wealth” and made LaSalle a conspicuously Irish American community. In March of
1841, “the Irishmen and citizens” of LaSalle organized the county’s first St. Patrick’s Day
parade. Indeed, Irish men and women – William and Sarah Byrne, their son John B. Byrne,
William Reddick, Christopher Bailey, John Kennedy, and many whose names have been lost to
history – helped to make LaSalle prosper. They invested in peace and prosperity. During the
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election of 1840, as in previous elections, they had no reason to riot. LaSalle County, Illinois had
become an Irish American community.411
Nationally, Harrison and the Whig Party triumphed in 1840. Yet in the Prairie State, the
voting statistics suggested that Van Buren did not fail. In canal counties, the Democrats
dominated. In LaSalle County, Van Buren received 1,638 votes compared to Harrison’s 1,080. In
Will County, Van Buren defeated Harrison by a count of 1,367 to 753. And in Cook County,
where violence had engulfed some of the proceedings, Van Buren defeated Harrison 1,989 votes
to 1,034. In fact, Cook County witnessed a 16 percent increase for the Democrats, whereas Will
and LaSalle Counties saw little change from four years earlier. Despite the best efforts of many
Whigs, Irish electors along the line of the canal remained solidly Democratic.412
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In the weeks that followed the election, news of Irish politicking in the Prairie State
alarmed nativist sensibilities across the country. Not only did Illinois’ Whig presses, such as the
Sangamo Journal and Chicago American, accuse the opposition of voter fraud; nativist rags on
the East Coast began to print accusations of Irish interference at the polls as well. In November,
the National Intelligencer reported that 12,000 “unnaturalized” foreigners had cost Harrison the
State of Illinois during the election. It accused Democrats of “forming political alliances with
those who will bid the highest for their votes.” It asked Democratic presses why they had “said
so much about foreign gold,” yet said “so little about foreign votes.” The Baltimore Pilot and
Transcript echoed such sentiments, asking readers if they were willing to forfeit their rights to
“German and Irish Colonies” of Catholic voters, whose leaders had instructed them to “go with
zeal, and spread ignorance, bigotry, crime, and pauperism, every where in the great west.” If
such zealotry continued, the paper warned, U.S. citizens would become “like the Catholic
Austrians, and the wild Catholic Irishmen.” Yet it was the Native American of Washington D.C.,
which sounded the loudest alarm:
There are many hundred Foreigners employed in Illinois, particularly in
excavating the canal from Peru to Chicago. At the recent state election, they, the
Foreigners, most of whom are Irish, voted two or more times, or as often as by
changing their clothes and otherwise disguising themselves, they could deceive
the judges. After voting at one place, they repaired to two or three other precincts,
and repeated the imposition. Waggons [sic], with ten men in them, voted at four
or five different places, and several times, at each. The citizens of Ottowa [sic] do
not deny this fact; the most intelligent among them state their conviction that
more than three hundred votes were taken in that county (LaSalle) from men who
had voted before during the election.413
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Clearly, in perception and reality, Irish emigrants along the line of the I&M Canal
overwhelmingly supported the Democratic Party. Why? The answer to this question lay not in
Ireland, but in Illinois. From the outset – as they had in Indiana, Maryland, and Ireland –
emigrant factions regarded majority rule as their measure and method of politics. The concept of
majority rule had not changed, but their firm allegiance to the Democratic Party had. From their
earliest arrival, many emigrants took advantage of the Prairie State’s liberal suffrage laws. Even
before the Fardown-Corkonian riots of 1838, reports of Irish voting (and violence) pervaded the
state. Nevertheless, both Whigs and Democrats attempted to woo Irish voters during the
elections that followed. The Whigs had an admittedly more difficult task ahead of them, partly
due to the strength of the Democratic Party in eastern seaboard communities. Nevertheless, they
had made some headway with Irish voters by 1840. In Chicago, however, incidents such as John
Stone’s alleged murder of Lucretia Thompson, coupled with a growing sense that the Irish were
gradually usurping the structures of power, sowed the seeds of fear among many native-born
citizens. The petition of 1840, written with the intent of disenfranchising all future emigrants,
solidified Irish canaller support for the Democratic Party. In places such as LaSalle, newspapers
sympathetic to Irish causes repeatedly sounded alarms that the Whigs were hoping to
disenfranchise not only them, but their children as well. Furthermore, the Illinois Free Trader of
Ottawa gave voice to “Old Countrymen” and “Canallers,” who could speak directly to the
political mentalities of the emigrant community. Against established Democratic leaders, a
sympathetic press, and genuine fears regarding the loss of suffrage rights, the Illinois Whig Party
of 1840 had little hope of winning over Irish electors along the line of the Illinois and Michigan
Canal.
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Yet to be clear, this alignment with the Democratic Party was neither natural nor
inevitable. Irish Whigs lived and cast their ballots in Sangamon County and “Irish Grove.”
During the election of 1840, it appeared as if the “grocer sort” of Irish emigrants, as Lincoln had
predicted, might go for Harrison. Looking back, we can see that this had happened in Indiana.
And even in Democratic LaSalle County, the Free Trader’s “Canaller” regarded Whig
campaigning and disunion among the Irish as legitimate concerns.414
Nevertheless, Irish canallers did not transfer their support to the Whig Party. Rather, their
transformation began with disputes over Irish politics, between Fardowns and Corkonians, just as
they had in Maryland and Indiana. Again, distinct regional differences and access to steady
wages mattered most to Irish laborers. The pro-Whig Backwoodsman made this observation
following the “Irish Rebellion” of 1838:
Nothing American had any share in this insurrection. The quarrel was strictly
European—a battle royal between the ‘Corkonians and the Fardowners,’ two rival
factions of Ireland, that have been, for the last half century, in the habit of
breaking each others heads about politics on the day of every annual fair…. They
have come to our country, indeed, and made it their home, but Ireland occupies
and engrosses just as much of their hearts and affections, as if the stripes and stars
had never waved over them. Instead of becoming Americans, they have brought
Ireland with them, and all the bitter feuds and deadly animosities of that ill-fated,
ill-governed distracted land.415
Despite its limited and myopic perception, the Backwoodsman placed Irish politics at the
center of their quarrel. Divided along regional lines, and perhaps according to dialects or
language barriers, Fardowns and Corkonians had “brought Ireland with them.” And while many
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scholars have become quick to interpret the conflicts of the 1830s through lenses of economic
determinism – as resorts to “a union of fists, rocks, pickaxes, and shovels,” according to one
recent study – they have also tended to overlook prevailing political mentalities. Americans of
the late 18th and early 19th centuries, as Sean Wilentz has argued, “inherited from a
Revolutionary era a republican perspective that regarded political institutions as the foundation
of social and economic relations, and not the other way around.” Admittedly, Wilentz may not
have had working-class Irish emigrants in mind when he made this point, but Irish canallers too
were inheritors of the Age of Revolutions. As the first three chapters of this book have argued,
many, if not most, Irish emigrants who came to the United States after the summer of 1826 had
experience participating in electoral politics. And despite the disenfranchisement of the fortyshilling freeholders in 1829, Ireland’s working classes continued to do so.416
During the early 19th century, the politics of Ireland – where a majority of the population
faced legal, religious, and economic injustice – provided the contextual framework for how
Erin’s exiles viewed power contests. Strong adherents of “majority rule,” working-class
emigrants had embraced Daniel O’Connell’s brand of Irish Catholic nationalism, which
harnessed the energies of the masses. As the Leinster native “Billy Byrne” pointed out, workingclass Catholics had a “strong and national attachment” to their faith. Their desire to build
churches along the line of the canal could not be divorced from their homeland: memories of
failed uprisings, the victory of emancipation, the quest to end tithes, and repeal of the Act of
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Union. It was no coincidence that when Fathers Raho and Parodi were paraded into LaSalle
earlier that year, the band played “Garryowen” on the fife and drum: During the late 1820s, the
“ultra-Rebel tune” had been illegal in parts of Ireland to play on the fife. The Fardowns of
LaSalle exercised their independence to play whatever tune they wished, on whatever instrument
they wished, in celebration of whatever religion they wished. Undoubtedly, when contemporaries
such as Father Parodi attributed Irish antagonisms to “national passion,” they lacked deeper
appreciation for workplace insecurities. But for Ireland’s laboring classes, workplace and wage
insecurities had existed in Ireland long before emigrants began canalling on American internal
improvements projects. Naturally, the editor of the Backwoodsman did not have ready access to
such information, but scholars today must nevertheless contend with those prevailing
mentalities.417
Once the Fardowns had established primacy on the I&M, albeit with the aid of nativeborn Americans and the county’s legal infrastructure, the two factions never warred so
dramatically again. Almost immediately after the conflict, they began to focus their political
energies on gaining access to the local structures of power. In hindsight, it is perhaps no accident
that William Reddick was elected to the office of sheriff less than two months after the “Irish
Rebellion.” The same also might be said of Cook County’s Isaac R. Gavin. Whatever the case,
Illinois state and local politics clearly superseded the provincial strife between Fardowns and
Corkonians in the year that followed. From Cook County to Will to LaSalle, Irish American
politicians ran for office in 1839, and they won. As the Chicago American lamented that year:
For “Garryowen” in Irish law, see Cork Mercantile Chronicle, 25 July 1828, where
12-year old Robert Ellis faced trial at the Cork summer assizes for having allegedly played
“Garryowen” on a fife. In 1851, the Second Irish Militia of New York adopted “Garryowen” as
their regimental march; See also Finn, The “Garryowen” Sketches, 78.
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Already an Irish representative and an Irish sheriff, with entire foreign deputies;
two Irish candidates for recorder and five Irish candidates for the offices of
county clerk, county surveyor and constables. In the name of all we love most,
our country and our liberty, shall we submit to such dictation?418
Successful efforts to gain power and influence, therefore, helped to trigger nativist
politics in Illinois in the late 1830s. To be sure, such anti-foreign impulses existed in the mid1830s, but even those attacks resulted from concerns over Irish Catholicism and the vast
numbers of emigrants headed westward. The state’s earliest critics of the Irish recognized the
potential strength of an Irish majority. By 1840, in canal counties, the Irish had made themselves
so integral to the political infrastructure that both Whigs and Democrats vigorously courted their
votes. Only in Cook County, where established citizens petitioned the U.S. Congress to
disenfranchise all future emigrants, did the Whig Party harden its line against the Irish—and that
occurred amidst a divided field of candidates. Nevertheless, the Democratic press worked
tirelessly to characterize their Whig opponents as the party of nativism. As the results from the
1840 presidential election showed, it worked.
Historically, the influence that Irish canallers displayed in Illinois – as early as 1838 –
challenges public and scholarly perceptions that Irish Americans only won access to offices of
power and prestige in the 1840s and beyond. In New York City, it was not until 1841 that the
charismatic radical Michael Walsh, a Protestant advocate of workingmen’s rights, became the
first Irish American assembly member for the state. Only in 1880 did William Russell Grace
become the first Irish Catholic mayor of New York. Even in Chicago, scholars have virtually
overlooked the successes of Irish politicians prior to the American Civil War. Isaac R. Gavin
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became the first Irish-born sheriff of Cook County in 1838. William Reddick did likewise for
LaSalle County that same year. For both counties, whose populations registered over 10,000 and
9,000 respectively in 1840, the office of sheriff had access to a tremendous amount of power and
prestige. As we have seen in LaSalle, the sheriff was not only the county’s executive; he
collected the state’s taxes as well. Emigrant politicians also became clerks, coroners, and
constables during this period. Throughout the canal regions, Irish emigrants sought and won
public office during the late 1830s.419
These early political successes in the Prairie State also suggest retrospectively that Irish
canallers were indeed ready-made democrats (with a small “d”). Not only did they see their
inter-factional contests in terms of majority rule; they also participated early and often in the
state’s electoral processes. Thousands voted, and their passion for politics awed both parties.
Their political experiences, in Ireland and along American internal improvement projects, put
their votes in play for the Whigs far more than historians have typically appreciated.
Nevertheless, emigrant laborers typically supported the Democratic Party in Illinois. Many voted
by bloc, but only because outspoken members of the Whig Party had vehemently opposed their
right to suffrage. Interestingly, many Irish candidates who ran for office during the 1830s – Isaac
R. Gavin, William Reddick, and Patrick Hanly – had surnames common in the Irish midlands.
The Irish of the I&M demonstrated the same kind of political acumen that the Irish along the
Royal Canal had, particularly in Westmeath and Longford. Unlike other places in the United
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States, the Irish of Illinois got in on the ground floor of politics. With only a six-month residency
requirement to vote, and new communities being founded along the inland waterway, Ireland’s
emigrants had the opportunity to hit the ground running. They did. Like nowhere else, the Irish
of Illinois were able to put their Irish political educations to practical use.420
*****
Returning to 1838, less than two months after LaSalle County’s “Irish Rebellion” had
concluded, Bishop Simon Bruté de Rémur appealed to the esteemed Bishop John Hughes of New
York for help. The “Corks” and “Fardonians,” as he referred to the two groups, fiercely hated
each other and even refused to attend mass together. What is more, the ringleaders of these two
factions appeared to be forcing laborers to take oaths to their respective parties. Bishop Bruté
entreated Bishop Hughes “to devise some means of deterring the emigrants when they first
landed in New York from enrolling themselves in these associations.” Coincidentally, Fardowns
and Corkonians in New York had come to blows with each other while working on the line of
the Croton Aqueduct in that May—just one month before Illinois’ notorious factions had
resorted to violence. It is towards the Empire State where this dissertation now turns.421
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CHAPTER SEVEN
NEW YORK’S “CROTON CAMPAIGN”: THE POLITICS OF IRISH
LABORERS IN WESTCHESTER COUNTY, 1838-1840

Some of the wards in which our friends were sanguine of success, materially
disappointed us. They had overestimated their strength; or rather they had underestimated that of their enemies, and had failed to make due allowance for the
ragged regiments that were thrown in from the Croton water-works, Jersey and
Long Island, to dragoon New York into submission.422
Wednesday was a horrible day in the 12th Ward…. A gang of demi-savages from
the Water Works surrounded the Poll, and kept possession all day, attempting to
prevent any person voting whom they even suspected of being a Whig, or from
approaching the Polls to exercise his right…. These horrible outrages are asserted
by unnaturalized Irishmen, even upon their own countrymen, too! Some of them
are Water Works men, and more are announced today as coming from the Water
Works, with drum and fife.423
The mayor with the soldiers then turned down 86th street, to the shanties close to
the receiving reservoir. Here there was a great crowd of Irishmen, and some very
beautiful girls and women; a noisy fellow named O’Brien was addressing them,
and saying that he could raise 5000 men to beat the soldiers, and that he would
kill any man that tried to work. As soon as the troops came he set off and ran like
the devil…. “Now gentlemen,” said the Mayor, “I’m werry glad it’s ended so. It
mought have been a good deal worse.” “You’ll lose the election, Mr. Varian,”
said a spectator. “Never mind, praps I mought and praps I moutent.”424
On April 23 1838, in Westchester County, New York, a stonemason by the name of
Michael Dunn and a laborer by the name of Edward O’Brien brutally assaulted their supervisor –
a man by the name of Paul H. Lent – on the line of the Croton Water Works, because he had
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recently dismissed the “unruly” men from employment. Dunn responded by bellowing
disparagements at Lent’s workforce, besmirching them as “D—d Corkonians” and threatening to
“flog them when he caught them in the village.” In so doing, Dunn had sullied the honor of the
Corkonian laborers. Only a “match fight” could avenge such denigration. The following
morning, Fardown and Corkonian laborers assigned “principals, seconds, and friends” for a
“duel” that would permanently establish to which party would hold sway over the line of
construction. At an agreed-upon time, both sides commenced waylaying each other with “peck
axes.” One unnamed Fardown fell with a broken leg, and a Corkonian had his front teeth
shattered. The incident turned deadly, however, when Patrick Baxter, a “second” in the affray,
received a mortal blow to the head. The violence then spread quickly along the line. This time,
the Corkonians predominated. An estimated one hundred fifty laborers from the Southwest of
Ireland rallied around their coworkers and marched towards a Fardown boarding shanty. The
Fardowns could only muster thirty men in its defense. For a while, they fought bravely, but the
day belonged to their enemies. The clash ended abruptly, when authorities from Westchester
County and nearby Sing Sing prison finally arrived. They rounded up ten of the alleged
ringleaders and hauled them off to the county jail. In this fashion, New York’s Fardown and
Corkonian riot of 1838 drew to a conclusion.425
In 1838, New York’s Catholic Irish laborers on the Croton Water Works began a political
metamorphosis – not unlike those transformations of Maryland, Indiana, and Illinois – which
started over distinctly Irish issues but developed over time into Irish American politics. The
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violence between Fardowns and Corkonians in New York began with concerns over
employment, retribution, and honor. Coming to blows over their “trifling local prejudices,” as
one newspaper put it, the two factions organized themselves according to the recognizable
monikers of the day: Fardowns and Corkonians. Yet before the dust had settled from the affray,
the Irish laborers on the Croton Water Works faced opposition from New York City’s nativist
ranks. As emigrant voters demonstrated a proclivity to engage in conflict over Irish matters on
the line of construction, they also participated en masse in city elections—which incidentally
affected the budget from which the Croton workforce was paid. Consequently, as the city’s
primarily Whig population grew alarmed over the political influence of Irish construction
workers, they began advocating a citywide registry law designed to curtail the “illegal votes” of
“aliens and strangers.” Yet unlike those Irish canallers on western internal improvements
projects, the Croton Aqueduct’s emigrant laborers simultaneously gained advantages and faced
challenges wrought by a long-established Irish community in New York City. The Irish of New
York were by no means a uniform group. Where previous generations of economically and
religiously diverse emigrants had integrated within the community, often practicing politics
through legal channels – a tactic useful to minority populations – the Catholic Irish of the Water
Works resorted to familiar modes of majority rule. By 1840, this fact had become evident not
only along the line of the Croton Aqueduct, but in New York City politics as well. By the time of
the “Log Cabin and Hard Cider” campaign, emigrant labor factions had banded together into a
potent political force of “United Irishmen.” This chapter explores how this transformation
occurred.426
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*****
Before examining what politics meant to the Catholic Irish laborers who built the Croton
Water Works, it is important to outline the contours of the city’s Irish community that had
existed since the late 18th century. During the first half of the 19th century, New York boasted
one of the most established Irish communities in the United States, and emigrant laborers played
a conspicuous role in the development of the city’s politics. According to Paul Gilje, New
York’s “mobocracy” developed around three distinctly Irish American events: the Saint Patrick’s
Day riot of 1799, the election riot of 1834, and the city’s draft riot of 1863. To be clear, this
chapter focuses on those Irish workers, and their families, who labored primarily in Westchester
County—up to forty-one miles north of the aqueduct’s endpoint in the city. Nevertheless, most
presumably came from New York City and at least some had families there. The presence of an
established Irish American community exerted influences and pressures on newly-arrived
Catholic emigrants in ways that distinguished the politics of New York from Maryland, Indiana,
and Illinois.427
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For one thing, prominent legal professionals stood at the forefront of New York City’s
Irish community. Most, Protestants and Catholics alike, had been members of the United
Irishmen and exiled to the United States. William Sampson, a Catholic and the country’s “first
career civil rights lawyer,” according to one historian, famously defended the free exercise of
religion in the case of People v. Philips (1813). Thomas Addis Emmet, a Protestant and one of
the most esteemed lawyers in the United States, argued unsuccessfully on behalf of the defense
in the landmark case regarding interstate commerce and navigation, Gibbons v. Ogden (1824).
Yet he successfully defended working-class Catholics who had participated in a riot against
Orangemen in New York City on July 12, 1824. When Emmet died three years later, the city
honored him with a public funeral. William James MacNeven, a Catholic, headed the city’s
Association of the Friends of Ireland, a benevolent society established to promote emancipation
for Catholics in Ireland as well as assisting newly-arrived emigrants in the city. For more than a
generation, these revolutionary exiles were the face of a powerful and influential, secular Irish
American community.428
Ireland’s working classes participated in the city’s electoral politics as well. In 1817,
before the state had adopted universal white male suffrage and before Tammany Hall – soon to
be the city’s most powerful political network – had understood the value of wooing emigrant
voters, around two hundred Irish forcefully occupied Tammany’s meeting facility in order to
promote the candidacy of Thomas Addis Emmet for State Assembly. A riot broke out, and
Tammany leaders refused to accede to the intruders’ demands. According to Jason Duncan, the
Walter J. Walsh, “Religion, Ethnicity, and History,” in The New York Irish, eds.
Ronald H. Bayor and Timothy J. Meagher (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1996),
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alliance between the Irish working classes and Tammany began that very year, with the latter
advocating on behalf of the Erie Canal and the expansion of suffrage rights in exchange for the
former’s political support. The canal was completed in 1825, and suffrage came the following
year, when New Yorkers redrafted their election laws and extended the vote to all adult white
males. Eight years later, at the city’s first popularly-elected mayoral contest, Irish laborers of the
infamous Sixth Ward – home to the Five Points and thousands of political enthusiasts – waged a
rough-and-tumble campaign on behalf of the city’s Democratic candidate, Cornelius W.
Lawrence. By the 1830s, the Sixth Ward had become a veritable “Irish bastion,” according to
one historian, “intimately connected to the Democratic Party.”429
Unlike Maryland, Indiana, and Illinois, New York City had an Irish press. In 1810,
Thomas O’Connor began publishing the Shamrock, or Hibernian Chronicle. Other papers sprung
up between 1815 and 1840: the Exile, the Globe & Emerald, the Irish Shield, and the Old
Countryman. By far, however, the most popular and influential newspaper belonged to William
Denman. Founded in 1825, the Truth Teller became the newspaper of preference for workingclass emigrants. The “course” of the newspaper, as Denman determined it, was in “political
affairs.” On the eve of construction on the Water Works, the Truth Teller gave “unqualified
praise” to Andrew Jackson’s presidency, reporting on the latest actions of Daniel O’Connell, and
decrying British “butchery” during the rebellion in Canada. By the 1840s, the newspaper boasted
a readership of 4,500. Of course, residents in the city had access to other papers from the
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northeast, including the Irish Shield of Philadelphia and the Pilot of Boston. Incidentally, across
the eastern seaboard, the Irish American press virtually ignored the riots between Fardowns and
Corkonians until the late 1840s, by which time a fierce nativist movement had emerged. At any
rate, New York laborers had better access to information tailored to an Irish audience than their
western counterparts.430
The New York Irish faced organized nativism sooner than those in other communities. In
1834, following the tumultuous and violent mayoral contest, the city’s Whig press repeatedly
blamed “Irishmen of the lowest class” for the chaos. They also accused Tammany Hall of
flooding the Marine Courts with un-naturalized “aliens.” The following year, a band of
predominantly Whig supporters founded New York City’s first nativist institution: the Native
American Democratic Association. Their inspiration was none other than the inventive Samuel
F.B. Morse, who published an anti-emigrant tract that year proposing that “no foreigner who
may come into the country after the passage of the new law shall ever be allowed to exercise the
elective franchise.” In 1836, the nativist association ran Morse as their candidate for mayor, but
he lost badly to the two-term incumbent and Democrat, Cornelius W. Lawrence. In the face of
defeat and party in-fighting, the nativist party disbanded that year. Nevertheless, the association
had established a precedent that other, more successful coalitions later followed—particularly
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that of James Harper, the American Republican Party candidate (not to be confused with the
G.O.P.) who won the office of mayor in 1844.431
Immigration societies provided newly arrived Irish with relief by introducing them to
reputable social networks, providing them with legal counsel if necessary, and more generally by
attempting to project respectability through dinners and celebrations. They attempted to unify
disparate elements of the community and consolidate strength as well. In 1816, the Shamrock
Friendly Association of New York was established to promote the United Irishmen’s secular
brand of bourgeois nationalism. In the 1820s, the Hibernian Universal Benevolent Society began
organizing the city’s Saint Patrick’s Day parade. In 1836, the Hibernian Universal Benevolent
Society joined forces with Saint Patrick’s Fraternal Society to establish the Ancient Order of
Hibernians—the most renowned of all Irish societies. The A.O.H. became a place of refuge for
emigrants against nativism in the late 1830s.432
The Catholic Church also provided refuge for the laboring classes. Saint Patrick’s
Cathedral, founded in 1815, had a membership of predominantly lower-class Irish—as did the
Church of the Transfiguration, built in the Sixth Ward during the 1830s. By the late 1830s, Irishborn priests ascended to positions of power within the Catholic hierarchy. The most significant
of these was the renowned Bishop John Hughes. In January of 1838, the County Tyrone native
was appointed Apostolic Administrator to the New York diocese. In 1850, he became
Archbishop. But contemporaries knew Hughes best for his zealous defense of Catholicism and
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for protecting his predominantly Irish-born flock. Known locally as “Dagger John,” he not only
served the religious needs of a diocese containing roughly 50,000 Irish Catholics; he fiercely
engaged in state and local politics as well. In 1840, Hughes vocally supported the Whig governor
William Seward in his initiative to extend public funding to Catholic schools. In New York City,
however, Hughes faced opposition from suspicious Democrats and Whigs. No matter. He
endorsed his own list of candidates, the “Carroll Hall ticket,” and encouraged his parishioners to
vote accordingly. Hughes’ methods eventually succeeded in overturning a law that, in the words
of the city’s Catholic leadership, had been founded on “anti-republican principles.” The New
York Assembly banned sectarian religious instruction in public schools in 1842. In his recent
study of machine politics in the city, Terry Golway has described Bishop John Hughes as “the
first effective political boss of the New York Irish.” Indeed. Before his arrival, the city’s Irish
Catholics lacked political cohesion. Hughes changed that. He consolidated authority, stripped lay
trustees of their power at the parish level, and recruited faithful clerics from Ireland to join his
ranks. By the late 1830s, the Catholic Church and “Dagger John” had become pillars of the
emigrant community.433
Immigrant associations and the Catholic Church notwithstanding, the Irish of New York
by no means constituted a monolithic emigrant community in the 1830s. The generation of
United Irishmen that had fought for a secular brand of nationalism was aging, and its influence
waned. Those Irish of the professional and middle classes upheld a vision of secular-minded
republican ideals that conflicted with the mentalities of many of the Catholic emigrants who had
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come more recently. Occasionally, such differences manifested in the realm of American
politics. William Sampson and William James MacNeven, for instance, both identified with the
Whig Party, and both supported the National Bank. Working-class Catholics generally did not,
and they resented the former generation’s opposition to Andrew Jackson. In fact, MacNeven lost
a state senatorial bid in 1834, due in no small part to the fact that working-class emigrants voted
against him. Nevertheless, many Whigs attempted to woo their support over the course of the
decade. And no wonder. In 1836 alone, the year before construction began on the Croton
Aqueduct, over 15,000 emigrants landed in New York, with over 4,000 from Ireland. The 1830s
also saw a shift in the relations between Irish Protestants and Catholics, whereby Irish
Presbyterian emigrants – the so-called “Scotch-Irish” – sought to distance themselves from their
poorer yet numerically superior Catholic counterparts. Religious prejudice and nativism divided
New York’s Irish community further, as working-class Catholics found refuge in their numbers.
According to Paul Gilje, those Irish emigrants of the laboring classes ultimately developed a
“siege mentality” in response to the prejudice that they faced—one that led to a “hybrid identity”
rather than assimilation.434
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In contrast with New York City’s Irish institutions, Westchester County had none. Before
1840, the county was almost entirely agricultural. That began to change with construction of the
Croton Water Works in 1837 and the New York and Harlem Railroad in 1838. Irish settlements
sprung up along the lines of both works, and they contributed to the county’s rapid growth. In
1835, the population stood at 38,789. Five years later, it had grown to 48,686. At the peak of
construction, some 4,000 Irish were hard at work in Westchester County. In terms of its rural
setting, sparseness, and rapid population growth, the county resembled those construction spaces
in Indiana and Illinois more than it did New York City.435
Construction on the Croton Aqueduct began in 1837, following decades of partisan
wrangling in New York City over how to finance its water source. It took five years to build the
forty-one mile marvel of engineering. The canal began at the Croton River in the northern
reaches of Westchester County and concluded in Manhattan. When contracts went up for
bidding, more than two dozen companies applied for twenty-three sections. That summer, 390
laborers, iron smiths, and stonemasons worked on the aqueduct. The following year, that number
rose to 4,000. Laborers typically made anywhere from 68 ½ cents to one dollar per day. Since
public money funded the project, contractors and laborers avoided the economic despair felt by
their counterparts in Maryland following the Panic of 1837.436
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Nevertheless, Irish laborers on the Croton Water Works organized strikes, just as their
fellow canallers and trackmen did. Just a few days prior to New York City’s mayoral election in
1838, and two weeks before the infamous Fardown and Corkonian riot, laborers under contract
to Timothy N. Ferrell went on strike. According to reports issued to the Water Commission, the
contractor had been paying his men between 68 ½ and 75 cents per day during the winter
months. In April, he planned to raise their rates to between 75 and 81 ½ cents per day. The
laborers, however, demanded a dollar. When Ferrell refused, his men marched towards Sing
Sing, the location of the state prison, recruiting fellow laborers along the way. Several hundred
men eventually turned out that day, although the incident apparently concluded without violence.
On April 10, Engineer Assistant Horatio Allen wrote to Chief Engineer John Jervis that the strike
had “ceased, but very few more are at work than when you passed through the line.”
Recognizing limitations in the labor supply, the Water Commission had to negotiate carefully.
Allen continued: “The object is, I believe, to make the men feel the want of work, and then to reemploy them. I think it would be well to let it be known that men are in demand.” Records do not
indicate the specifics details of the outcome, but in this case the workmen on the Croton
Aqueduct had flexed their muscular majority—a potentially relevant factor in New York City’s
upcoming mayoral election.437
On the 11th of April – merely a day after Allen reported on the strike’s conclusion and the
scarcity of labor – New York held its annual three-day election for the City’s executive office.
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Tensions strained between Democrats and Whigs, who divided sharply over the issue of the
National Bank, which had expired in 1836 due to Andrew Jackson’s “war” on the institution.
The Panic of 1837 had devastated the New York economy, leaving members of each party in an
anxious state. Two days prior to the election, at a meeting of the Common Council, Alderman
Isaac Varian had to restrain a fellow councilman of the Sixth Ward named Brady from assaulting
a Whig by the name of Hoxie. According to the politically-neutral Morning Herald, the
confrontation had originated in another dispute with an alderman named Patterson and was
rumored to be headed for a “duel.” Nevertheless, in matters related to the Croton Aqueduct, both
parties preferred to be seen in support of the public works project. With such a competitive race
approaching, neither could afford to risk alienating prospective voters over a generally popular
project.438
In fact, the contest of 1838 saw one of the narrowest margins of victory ever for a New
York mayor. Over three days of ballot casting, partisan newspapers prematurely declared victory
and excoriated each other over fraudulent voting. Before the voting had concluded, Thurlow
Weed’s popular pro-Whig Albany Evening Journal described the election as a “violent contest”
and depicted its opponents as “all but desperate.” The Democratic St. Lawrence Republican
cautioned its readers against the Evening Journal, instead claiming that “the federalists have had
a hard run,” and it blamed both the New York Express and the Evening Star of claiming victory
on the basis of partial returns. The New York Commercial Advertiser called the election the
“most severely contested election that ever took place in New York.” No wonder. Whig
candidate Aaron Clark defeated the Democrat Isaac R. Varian by a count of 19,728 to 19,204—
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merely 524 votes out of nearly 40,000 cast. For the second mayoral contest in a row, the Whigs
had had their day.439
Crucial to the narrow outcome of the election, laborers from the Croton Water Works had
come to the city to cast their votes. Not surprisingly, Whigs blamed their slender margin of
victory on un-naturalized Irish laborers. According to the New York Courier and Enquirer, some
of the wards in which they had been “sanguine about success” disappointed them, because they
had underestimated the “ragged regiments that were thrown in from the Croton water works.”
The Albany Evening Journal complained that more people voted than were legal. Six thousand
Irishmen, according to the rag, had befouled the outcome. The Whig Party sent investigators to
Westchester County to determine whether illegal voting had indeed occurred. Accusations
abounded. Shortly thereafter, New York’s Morning Herald reported that a woman discovered the
pocket book of a Democratic supporter in the city. The wallet contained “notices” from a party
meeting. One promised “to put down the ’34 whigs.” Another was accompanied by three stage
tickets for a ride to Harlem, “to bring in voters from the Croton water works,” among other
things. Still another contained an “original poem.”
The coming election
Is the day of resurrection
To rowdies and their rights
We’ll put down the whigs,
Put an end to their rigs,
And make all the scoundrels see sights!
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Clearly, these three newspapers – one Whig, one Democratic, and one unaffiliated – regarded the
participation of Irish laborers as critical to the election.440
It was in this context, following the strike and a heated mayoral race, that Michael Dunn
and Edward O’Brien made the assault upon Paul H. Lent, which triggered the Fardown and
Corkonian riot. If Irish-born laborers saw politics in terms of majority rule, as they had during
both the strike and the election, Dunn and O’Brien did likewise. Tactically similar to the
methods of Ribbonmen on the Royal Canal and the Longford men on the C&O, they sought to
influence hiring decisions through intimidation and retribution. Twice, during the assault, Lent
escaped—once by leaping over the side of a bridge into a creek. Twice, Dunn and O’Brien
caught him. According to Lent’s own testimony, another laborer stood off at a distance during
the attack. With three workmen to one supervisor, the victim barely stood a chance. The majority
ruled. Moreover, Lent had connections to more formal structures of power. Before accepting a
position on the Croton Water Works, Paul H. Lent had been employed by the State of New York
as a prison keeper at Sing Sing. His brothers, Robert and John B. Lent, still worked there. Along
with another former prison employee named Thomas J. Carmichael, Robert Lent served as a
witness in the trial against Dunn and O’Brien. All four were forced the following year to stand
before a House Committee investigating prison cruelties at Sing Sing. Their testimonies led to a
political scandal, since the prison was run by Democrats, and the House was predominantly
Whig. Both Dunn and O’Brien were convicted in May of 1838 and sentenced to ten years at Sing
Sing. Looking back, it is practically impossible to determine how these relationships affected the
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decision of Michael Dunn and Edward O’Brien to target Paul H. Lent for dismissing them from
work, but it is clear that the assault bore linkages to state and local politics.441
What is more, the trials that followed the attempted murder of Lent and the FardownCorkonian riot exposed the same regional cleavages that separated Irish emigrants along lines of
construction in Maryland, Indiana, and Illinois. Not only did Dunn reproach Lent’s workforce as
a group of “d—d Corkonians,” but Dunn himself was clearly not one of their party. On the
Croton Water Works, laborers of the two factions integrated at least occasionally. In the court
room however, the county’s legal system separated the accused and their witnesses according to
region. For instance, on May 28th, the Westchester County Court of General Sessions arraigned
fifteen prisoners for their participation in the April riot, or “duel.” Shortly thereafter, the courts
divided the defendants into four separate cases. In the first, Owen McManus, Andrew Dardis,
and Thomas Murray stood trial for their participation in the riot. Through surname analysis, it is
possible to suggest the significance of regionalism in the conflict. All three defendants’ names
were popular in Ulster or the Irish midlands—Fardown territory. Conversely, the prosecution’s
witnesses largely bore surnames common to the southern counties of Ireland: Michael Neelus,
Henry Gilboy, Edward Dougherty, and Edward McCarty. And both factions testified against one
another, when the Corkonians went to trial in September. Another band of Fardowns were tried
in September as well: Michael McGovern, Michael Ford, Peter Flanagan, John McGee, Patrick
Berry, and Joseph Shaw. Most of these men testified against Neelus and his fellow Corkonians.
Strikingly, not one single Irishman was convicted for his participation in the riot. A jury even
Lent’s testimony in HRC, 5 June 1838; Livingston Republican, 30 April 1839;
Oswego County Whig, 28 May 1839; New York v. Michael Dunn and Edward O’Brien, May
term 1838, Minutes of the Court of the General Sessions, Westchester County Archives,
Elmsford NY (hereafter MGS/WCHA).
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acquitted Michael Ford for the alleged manslaughter of Patrick Baxter during the affray. Still, in
retrospect, it is striking the degree to which regional distinctions mattered, and the degree to
which Westchester County’s legal system maintained those constructs. Irish politics, as working
class emigrants understood them, mattered in the State of New York.442
Meanwhile, as the courts of Westchester County attempted to sort out the legal
implications of Irish politics, newspapers readers in the Empire State grew curious over the
regional identifications that the Irish used to describe themselves. On May 5, 1838, less than two
weeks after the riot on the Water Works, the Morning Herald published a joke. It began: “What
is a Corkonian, Brady?” “A man with a cork leg,” went the reply. “What is a Fardownian?” “A
man so far down in the world that every one tramples on him,” read the punchline. Three days
later, according to the Herald, the clipping had prompted “a dozen communications, asking the
meaning of the word ‘Fardonian,’ as applied to one of the factions in the late Croton Water
Works riot.” The editor, James Gordon Bennet, Sr., asked his readers for help: “Give us light on
the subject, somebody.” The following day, someone in the Herald attempted to define the word.
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A “Fardonian,” the definition began, was a “corruption of ‘Fardownian.’” “The people from the
south of Ireland apply that term to those of the north of Ireland; and they love each other as Satan
loves holy water.” Other newspapers even took interest in the subject. On the 15th of May, the
Hudson River Chronicle made reference to the “origin of ‘Far-Down.’” According the writer, a
“Far-Down to an Irishman is what Down East is to a Yankee, with this difference, that the FarDowns claim a locality somewhere within the limits of the Emerald Isle, while Down East is so
far beyond sun-rise, that we believe its whereabouts has never yet been found.” The most serious
response, however, came from “An Irishman” in the Morning Herald five days earlier. The
author claimed that, since the 9th century, Irish families had sent their sons to be educated at the
College of Armagh. With “Armagh lying and being in the northern province, which was far
down as it were,” all of its inhabitants were, “as a synopsis called Fardowns.” The “Irishman”
further identified the term as a “general insult” used by “the three provinces” outside of Ulster –
Munster, Connacht, and Leinster – due to their “jealousies.” “I am sorry to say,” the author
concluded, “that they carry with them from the other side of the water, that provincial spleen
which causes many a direful catastrophe in this, the land of their adoption.”443
Regardless of the definition’s accuracy, the “Irishman’s” explanation alluded to an
important conclusion: the divisions between the two parties were Irish in nature. Intra-Catholic
conflict in New York, just as it had elsewhere, traced its roots to Ireland. Naturally, workingclass emigrants of the Empire State sought to control their access to jobs and good wages. That
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had been true in the Irish midlands, when local laborers fought small-scale skirmishes with
itinerant “Connaught men.” This had also been true on every line of construction across the
United States. Nevertheless, Ireland’s working classes began dividing themselves along regional
lines only after Daniel O’Connell and the Catholic Association raised the political consciousness
of the countryside in 1824. Only after that fateful year does one find evidence of laborers or
convicts organizing around provincial identities. During the riot of 1838, the Fardowns and
Corkonians of New York fought over a mixture of Irish and American issues, while organizing
themselves according to regionally identifiable Irish affiliations.444
Native-born New Yorkers, meanwhile, reacted in a variety of ways to the violence of
Irish laborers. Some evinced benign or even sympathetic attitudes towards the Irish. As noted,
the Morning Herald expressed curiosity over the word “Fardown.” Following Michael Dunn’s
conviction, which came following his eventual confession, the Hudson River Chronicle reported
that Dunn had also exonerated his partner-in-crime, Edward O’Brien. According to the
Chronicle, some residents of Westchester County were skeptical of the confession, that Dunn
had only given it to free O’Brien of his charges and plea for a shortened sentence. The
Chronicle, on the other hand, believed that the courts should take the admission seriously:
“Nothing can be more harrowing to one’s feelings than the idea of an innocent man being
confined at hard labor for ten years.” Democratic newspapers such as the Westchester Spy
reported on the assault and riot once, and then dropped the matter. Just the same, pro-Whig and
politically independent newspapers invoked negative stereotypes of the Irish in covering the
violence. “They may talk about Far-Downism, Corkonianism, Catholicism, Protestantism, and
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all the other isms which are supposed to lead to these outrages,” the Chronicle opined, “But let
him be whoever he may, or whatever he may, we deem it our duty to point him out…his name
is—Whiskey.” Whig papers in particular focused on the violence. Both the Oneida Whig and the
Sag Harbor Corrector sensationalized the tragedy and pronounced Lent dead, only to revoke the
claim later. Both recounted the incident in gory detail, describing the victim’s “skull broken in
two places, jaw and shoulder bones broken, &c.”445
Yet for the state’s Whig Party, the greater sin had been the alleged illegal participation of
laborers from the Croton Water Works in the mayoral election. In fact, both parties decried
fraudulent voting throughout 1838, with Whigs complaining of emigrant ballots and Democrats
accusing Whigs of “pipe laying”—whereby party officials paid electors from other states to vote
in multiple wards. Just the same, it was the state’s Whigs who sought to create a law to remedy
what they regarded as the city’s predominant electoral malaise. For this, they proposed a
“registry law,” dedicated to preserving, in the words of the Albany Evening Journal, the “purity
of elections.” In the wake of the city’s historic contest, Whigs submitted a bill to the State
Assembly stipulating that voters in the city must register formally with their municipality to cast
a ballot in his respective ward. In Massachusetts, a similar law had been in place since the early
19th century, and it had the effect of driving down that state’s voter participation. A similar law
was enforced in Philadelphia, which incidentally had a large Irish community as well. On May 8,
the Journal made an impassioned argument in support of the measure: registration would
provide by law “that every citizen shall vote in his own Ward, and those who are not entitled
shall be kept from voting altogether.” “How it would have kept out the foreign regiments from
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the Croton Water Works,” the Journal exclaimed. “How it must have staggered the Custom
House recruits and their allies from the U.S. vessels in the harbor!” The newspaper’s second
point came in reference to the new Collector of Customs, a Van Buren man by the name of Jesse
Hoyt, also connected with the Irish of New York. Allegedly, Hoyt promised positions of
employment to “sundry gentlemen from Europe…not yet naturalized”—code for Irish laborers
on the Croton Aqueduct. According to the Hudson River Chronicle, an offshoot of the
Democratic Party – the anti-Tammany Loco Focos – had laid “great stress upon the fact that
foreigners have been appointed to fill their places.” Moreover, as the Chronicle sarcastically put
it, a “vast majority of these foreigners were taken from the Croton Works to vote at the late
charter election in the city, and certainly if a man is not possessed of a legal vote, he should be
entitled to a Loco Foco office.” Legislative battles over the registry law continued through the
year, but nothing new passed the State Assembly. Yet despite the bill’s political failure, the Whig
Party’s support for such a measure suggested that Ireland’s working classes, and Tammany Hall,
might have a new policy around which to organize. As one scholar put it, the politics of New
York in 1838 “proved that if the Whigs wanted to line up with the native Americans, the
Democrats intended to stay with the Irish.” And of course, the Croton Irish stood right in the
thick of it.446
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During the fall campaigns of 1838, the Whigs won an important race for the office of
governor. William H. Seward defeated William L. Marcy by a statewide count of 192,882 to
182,461—“with the good wishes of many of our fellow Irish citizens,” as one contemporary had
it. Yet while Westchester County went for Marcy and the Democrats, New York County
(Manhattan) voted solidly for the Whig ticket. Sensing an opportunity, Seward wasted little time
in reaching out politically to its Irish community. In January, the governor delivered a speech
praising the new “tide” of European migration as economically and politically beneficial to the
entire United States. As emigrants brought both sides of the Atlantic closer together, Seward
argued, they also promised to “reinvigorate the energies of Europe, substitute democracies for
her thrones, and religious toleration for her hierarchies.” And he concluded in a fashion
uncharacteristic for a Whig governor in New York, maintaining that “we must extend to them the
right of citizenship with all its inestimable franchises.” In the aftermath of the governor’s
message, Democratic and Whig presses debated Seward’s message primarily in terms of its
economic impact. The Truth Teller, meanwhile, gave the governor and his speech high marks:
“Seward has had the sagacity to discover which way the tide is setting, and directs his course
accordingly.” Yet the editor remained clear that it would take more than words to win his paper’s
political endorsement—“Let not, however, the opposition…entertain for themselves any idea
that they can flatter the adopted citizens into their support.”447
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Governor Seward’s speech revealed the extent to which the rapidly growing Irish
emigrant community was in play for the Whigs in the late 1830s. It opened up new opportunities
for the Whigs of New York City to depict themselves as a viable alternative to the Democratic
Party. In the run up to the city’s mayoral election during the spring of 1839, a fierce contest for
the Irish vote ensued. In dramatic fashion, the Democratic Isaac L. Varian challenged the Whig
incumbent Aaron Clark to an electoral rematch. This time, the Whigs energetically solicited
foreign votes instead of abjuring them. Mayor Clark canvassed at revelries hosted by the city’s
emigrant communities: Scottish festivals held at St. Andrew’s Society, German dinners, and
even Jewish events at synagogues. Naturally, he spoke before New York’s Hibernian Society.
The mayor boasted about his own Irish ancestry, toasted the Irish nation, and stated that – despite
being a Whig – he felt “warmly attached to a people, who have forsaken their home, the Green
Emerald Isle.” To this, the Evening Post reported, the mayor received “unbounded applause.”
Clark even made friendly overtures to emigrants in typically hostile wards, including those
“Citizens of the Foreign Ninth.” The Truth Teller acknowledged the real possibility of Irish
support for the Whig Party. In one instance, it threatened “all the evils” upon any “adopted
citizen that would sustain Mr. Clark for Mayor.” On another, the Truth Teller editorialized more
bluntly:
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It is astonishing to observe with what zeal the Federalists are now applying
themselves to conciliate the feelings, and gain the favor, of naturalized citizens….
No more does Mayor Clarke [sic] send forth his malignant abuse of the “wild
strangers”…the once numerous and powerful “Native American Party” can only
muster a corporal’s guard…. The “wild strangers” are still regarded by most of
the Federalists as “scurvy fellows” but so many of them have votes that it will not
answer to abuse them at present, particularly as Governor Seward happens to be a
liberal gentleman who entertains such sentiments as the genuine American will
ever possess, and it will not suit to differ with the head of the state
administration.448
Simultaneously, the Democratic press attempted to discredit those efforts by Whigs
during the three-day contest. Dailies such as the New York Evening Post called upon “Irishmen
and the friends of the foreigner” to “remember the past and not be deceived by false professions
of zeal.” The true character of Whigs, as they saw it, had been revealed. The Post reminded
readers that in a Common Council meeting in 1837, the mayor had lamented the foreign
“scourge” of the city, and the “wild men” bent upon destroying “our happy system.” It also
continued to promote funding for the aqueduct and its construction, while accusing Whigs of
accepting money from English firms. The Truth Teller appealed to Irish voters by pitting the
Democratic Party against the “Federalists.” No friend to the “obnoxious” Clark, its editor
accused Whigs of having won the previous year’s contest due to their support from the “Native
American” faction. “Are we to be treated like serfs and slaves?” the newspaper queried. Once the
voting commenced, Democratic papers upped their attacks. They reported instances when Irish
beggars had been “turned away from Bellvue for not voting whig,” and party officials had
offered had as much as five dollars for each vote procured of a fellow Irishman. The situation for

The mayor’s canvassing of the foreign electorate, according to the Post, was captured
in a contemporary pictorial fold-out. Unfortunately, this graphic representation of the campaign
has not survived. See NYEP, 18 March and 10 April 1839; NYTT, 9, 30 March (italics in
original).
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Democrats was dire. “Irishmen should hasten to the polls,” the Evening Post implored on the
final day of voting.449
It is impossible to determine the role that New York’s Irish community played in the
outcome, but by the end of three-day’s voting, Isaac L. Varian had defeated the two-term
incumbent Aaron Clark. With a count of 21,072 to 20,005, the city’s Democrats had retaken the
office of mayor for the first time since 1836. The margin of victory numbered just over one
thousands votes, nearly double that of Clark’s during the previous year. Yet the mayor-elect
could hardly declare it to be decisive. New York’s municipal politics remained closely
divided.450
In the aftermath of Varian’s triumph, the city’s Whig press again accused Irish laborers
from the Croton Aqueduct of illegal interference. In the city’s northernmost ward, the one
nearest to Westchester County, emigrant laborers engaged in a particularly violent form of
politicking. Immediately following the election, the New York American reported on a “Horrible
State of things in the Twelfth Ward,” whereby a “gang of demi-savages from the Water Works”
had surrounded the polls, “and kept possession all day, attempting to prevent any person voting
whom they even suspected of being a Whig.” Describing the same “horrible” incident, the Daily
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Express noted that “several peaceable and unoffending persons attending the Polls…were
brutally attacked, beaten, [and] disfigured.” According to the Sag Harbor Corrector, the
Irishmen marched “with drum and fife” into the Twelfth Ward, even committing outrages “upon
their own countrymen too!” What is more, both papers accused Irish contractors – who had, in
light of the previous years’ electoral violence, “pledge[d] themselves for the Public Peace” –
with “abetting these brutalities.” Both identified the guilty men: Peter Quinn, John Quinn,
Alexander Parker, John Meggs, and Richard Crawford. In all, some five thousand Irish laborers
from the Water Works had allegedly cast ballots, although the Democratic Evening Post retorted
that there were not more than 2,500 men on the line. Nevertheless, for the second year in a row,
Irish workmen from the Croton Aqueduct had played a visible role in determining New York’s
executive choice.451
Remarkably, the story of working-class Irish politics in the Twelfth Ward exposed
networks of emigrant laborers and politicians that stretched back to the Fardown-Corkonian riot
of the previous year. As the Daily Express and the American noted, Peter and John Quinn had
failed in their promises to keep the polling from turning violent. Both papers also identified Peter
Quinn as a contractor. In May of 1838, authorities in Westchester County had indicted him,
along with Michael Neelus and several others, for their alleged participation in the infamous
affray. Curiously, Peter Quinn was dropped from the list of the accused as well as the list of
witnesses. Meanwhile, John Quinn was later tried in Westchester County’s Court of Oyer and
Terminer, along with another individual, for assaulting Michael O’Donnough with the intent to
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kill. One of the state’s key witnesses was none other than Thomas J. Carmichael, the Sing Sing
overseer who had testified against Michael Dunn and Edward O’Brien for the assault upon Paul
H. Lent. Visibly, at the individual level, Irish labor networks on the Croton Aqueduct had a
discernable impact on New York City’s rough and tumble municipal politics.452
During the summer of 1839, further unrest in Westchester County revealed how another
individual associated with the Fardown-Corkonian riot had adjusted to New York life. On May
29, a band of Irish workmen went to trial for rioting and committing assault with intent to
murder. Alongside John O’Brien, Patrick Hays, Cornelius Dolan, Cornelius O’Leary, John
Mahoney, and William Donovan stood the former convict, Edward O’Brien. Somewhere during
the course of 1838, Edward O’Brien had had his sentence commuted. Given the lack of
convictions after the previous year’s riot, O’Brien and his cohorts may have expected to escape
punishment again. Nevertheless, Westchester County clamped down on violent crime in 1839.
John O’Brien went to jail for fourteen days. Hays, Dolan, O’Leary, and Mahoney served thirty
days. The infamous Edward O’Brien was sentenced to ninety days in the county lockup. And
while newspapers generally ignored the convictions and sentences, the court’s decisions reflected
a growing intolerance for the violence – even intra-Irish confrontations – that occasionally
accompanied the construction of New York’s Croton Water Works.453
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Results from the contested election and the Westchester proceedings helped generate a
more powerful sense of nativism. Since the previous state election, newspapers such as the
Native American (Washington D.C.) had claimed that thousands of Irish laborers from the
Croton Aqueduct, along with emigrants from other regions, were distorting the city’s political
outcomes. “This Irish population unquestionably will settle the vote of the State,” a
correspondent warned. “It holds empire here, and consequent empire in these United States, at its
disposal.” In April of 1839, the Native American returned to attacking the legitimacy of Irish
participation in New York politics. In a clear reference to Seward’s appeal, the paper charged the
city’s Whig Party of timidly courting the foreign vote by “coaxing” or offering “questionable
sacrifices.” Others in the Empire State apparently agreed. Anti-Irish sentiment was on the rise
following the municipal election. Even in the distant city of Buffalo, one observer described how
the recently-appointed Whig superintendent of a local quarry made his “first act” the “discharge
of every Irishman employed in the quarry—on the ground of their being Irishmen, and adherents
of the political creed from which he himself had apostatized.” Throughout the country, from
Massachusetts to Louisiana, Native American associations sprung up, primarily with one

Federal census records indicate that Dunn was listed with his wife and child in 1840 New York
City Ward 13. See 1840 U.S. Census, New York, New York, Population Schedule, Ward 13,
273, digital image, http://www.ancestry.com (accessed 19 September 2016); See also HRC, 12
June 1838; Edward O’Brien was listed in 1840 Federal census at Mt. Pleasant in Westchester.
See 1840 U.S. Census, Westchester County, New York, Population Schedule, Mount Pleasant,
21, digital image, http://www.ancestry.com (accessed 19 September 2016); According to the
Albany Evening Journal, Governor Marcy pardoned 102 convicts in 1838. William Seward, the
following year, had only pardoned 35. Admittedly, it remains a historical conjecture to claim that
O’Brien was released from Sing Sing in 1838. Nevertheless, in 1840, both O’Brien and his
counterpart Michael Dunn would reappear in the politics of Croton laborers. See AEJ in HRC, 7
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intent—“the entire repeal of the Naturalization Laws, by Congress.” Back in New York, Whigs
of the State Assembly again began reconsidering the passage of a registry law. 454
If nativism experienced a resurgence in New York during the summer of 1839, it faced
clear opposition from a wide range of political ideologies and outlets—none of which were
willing to abandon liberalism entirely. Democratic and independent newspapers began decrying
the Native American’s “illiberal and anti-republican creed.” The Truth Teller described Henry J.
Brent, the paper’s editor, as a “Native American Party hack,” whose paper was a “loathsome
fungus” with only “fifty subscribers.” The Evening Post argued that the publication advocated
aristocratic entitlement: “It is the spirit which lurks in these, the love of privilege, the lust of
power, the devotion to self, and a serious hostility to the equal elevation of the mass.” The
Rochester Republican praised the Irish for “their instinctive love of liberty” and reproached
nativists for being the arm of “Federalism,” which had “always abhorred the Irish race, because
the oppression of British tyranny, for centuries, has made them the sworn foes of a government
which the Federal party has always held up as the exemplar for imitation.” Yet even Whig
newspapers, such as the New York Courier, recoiled at the Native American’s bigotry:
We bet the American to understand, that we would be the last to recommend the
Whig party to propitiate the foreign vote in this city…but we would not force this
vote away from us, by driving the industrious, though humble foreigner from our
shores—by seeking to withhold from him all the privileges of an American citizen
when he has complied with the requirements of the law.455
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New York’s Catholic Irish community desired neither to leave their political fate, nor
their civic rights, to the hands of Democrats or Whigs. Amidst the nativism that swept the
eastern seaboard in 1839, many Irish of the working classes looked towards one another for
support. On the 27th of April, immediately following the city’s fierce mayoral contest, William
MacNeven, Thomas O’Connor, and William Denman of the Truth Teller began articulating the
need for a new emigrant society. Such an organization, the newspaper noted, would furnish
“necessary information to the operative classes of Irish immigrants,” namely “laborers.” Fraud,
dishonest contractors, unlimited alcohol, and bigotry posed the most looming “evils” to the Irish
worker. “Every Irishman who feels for his countrymen in a foreign land,” the editor concluded,
“should lend his energetic aid to the accomplishment of this praiseworthy object.” In early June,
in a letter to the Truth Teller, an author identified as “Hibernia” shared a surprising bit of news.
Apparently, a little-known institution called the Irish Emigrant Relief Association had begun
holding meetings on Thursday evenings at a saloon known as the New England House. This
society, as the author had it, promised to serve “all classes of Irishmen” by providing information
and networking with Catholic clergymen and employers. By the end of the month, the Truth
Teller had begun promoting the association’s meetings—which even attracted a “warm interest”
from Irish ladies of the city. Throughout the remainder of 1839, the Truth Teller – and other Irish
papers of the northeast – advocated for the association and other like institutions. Indeed,
throughout 1839, Irish Catholics from across the country increasingly turned in solidarity
towards one another.456
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Nevertheless, with an election for State Assembly approaching in November, the Whig
Party appeared to be making some headway with the Irish constituency in Westchester and New
York. Governor Seward’s defense of naturalization rights had made him increasingly popular
with at least some of the Empire State’s Irish population. In June, he began corresponding with a
Catholic priest from Carthage named Michael Gilbride, who had written the governor regarding
the execution of one Lawrence McCarthy. The convict had been sentenced to death for the crime
of murder in Lewis County. When McCarthy called for Gilbride to administer him the sacrament
of confession and his last rights, the jailer of the county refused. Seward shocked the political
world by siding with the clergyman: “it is certainly consistent with the spirit of toleration which
pervades our free institutions that the convict should enjoy the visits of ministers of his own
faith, whatever that faith may be, whether Catholic or Protestant.” Ultimately, Governor Seward
recommended that Lewis County accept Gilbride’s application and permit him to administer the
sacraments. Even the editor of the Truth Teller praised the governor for taking a “liberal and
highminded course” in the matter. No wonder “several” of his “fellow Irish citizens” had “lent
their aid to the whig party,” he noted (although remaining confident that they would return to the
Democratic fold). Doubtless, it was for such reasons that Seward had “the good wishes” of many
Irish New Yorkers.457
That Seward had some of their “good wishes” may have saved the Whig ticket during the
elections for State Assembly that November. During the previous year’s campaign, the Whigs
had carried 82 seats to the Democratic Party’s 46. In 1839, however, they held onto their
majority by a count of 61 to 59. In Westchester and New York, Democrats won handily, with the
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former electing two representatives and the latter thirteen. Westchester’s electorate voted as they
usually did. In New York, voters had made a virtual about-face compared with the previous year,
when they sent an exclusively Whig cohort to Albany. Nevertheless, even the narrowest of
majorities ensured that the Empire State’s Whigs had the numerical advantage in 1840—a year
that began with renewed concerns over illegal voting and legislative proposals to address the
civic malady.458
In the meantime, with nativism on the rise and the city’s Irish community organizing
benevolent societies, middle-class emigrants engaged in a debate over the merits of public works
projects and westward migration. The discussion had begun during the autumn of 1839, when the
Truth Teller recommended that Irish laborers seek employment on Pennsylvania’s North Branch
Canal. The Keystone State had promised $1.12 ½ per day to some five hundred laborers, which
compared favorably to the $0.75 which the Croton workforce earned during the winter. The
editor assured readers that the presence of Reverends Fitzinmons and O’Reily would provide
applicants with “the most accurate information in relation to the honesty or dishonesty of the
several contractors on this immense work.” Concerns over the proverbial “immoral contractor”
had not only plagued workmen on private concerns, such as Maryland’s C&O Canal, but they
loomed over publicly-funded schemes as well. Indeed, a “nameless correspondent” from
Philadelphia’s Catholic Herald disagreed with the Truth Teller’s recommendation: “For our own
part we distinctly say we do not by any means intended to recommend our countrymen to seek
public works as the means of support; we regard these places as the certain destruction of
many—Alas! too many.” The New York paper responded in kind, noting that most Irish
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migrants “do not belong to that class, who come prepared to ‘settle on farms.’” “There are
hundreds in New York, of those poor people,” the Truth Teller continued, “who cannot find three
days employment on average in the week. Is it not an act of duty, an act of humanity to tell them
where they are most likely to find permanent employment?” As the two papers exchanged
banter, the matter developed into a controversy, with the Herald proclaiming that Denman, the
Truth Teller’s editor, “much deceive[d] himself” on the matter. In November, an author who
identified himself merely as “Justice” apparently agreed. To be sure, “whenever public works are
undertaken,” the author conceded, “there also will you find them with their acknowledged faults
and redeeming qualities, and here likewise have they their enemies to contend with as
elsewhere.” Nevertheless, “Justice” maintained that on Virginia’s St. James Canal, Irish laborers
often faced bigotry and procedural inequity in the state’s courts of law, citing an unethical
coroner’s inquest as evidence. The Truth Teller responded by maintaining that the vast majority
of Irish Catholics on internal improvements projects were better off for the construction, as were
the communities that employed these “peaceable, sober, and industrious” individuals.459
The debate effectively reaffirmed a common perception of New York’s Irish—that they
preferred to remain in cities, where they could find strength in their neighbors and optimize their
majorities. In fact, into the 1840s, many of New York City’s most prominent Catholic Irish
personalities ended up disagreeing with the Truth Teller. Bishop Hughes certainly did. Before,
during, and after the Famine migration, he opposed the westward movement of Irish men and
women. In the 1850s, he famously engaged in a public dispute with the Young Irelander and
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leading Canadian politician, Thomas D’Arcy McGee. Hughes described McGee as an apostle of
“red-hot Irishism,” meaning one who feared Irish assimilation in the United States, and thus
favored the rural settlement of Irish emigrants. By then archbishop of New York, Hughes
disagreed. Better to keep Irish emigrants together in the city, where their numbers made them a
viable political force. At least one poem from the late 1830s captured this sentiment:
I tell ye not to leave the city,
Because you know ‘twould be a pity,
To see men digging farms, and doating,
Who should be in the city voting.460
By the spring of 1840, New York’s population of Catholic Irish voters had the respect of
the city’s political organizations, as well as that of the governor. As he had done the previous
year, Seward reached out to the state’s emigrant communities. This time, he boldly proposed to
reform education in New York City, permitting Catholics to receive public monies for their own
schools. As historian Terry Golway has recently noted, the Public School Society of New York,
while officially secular, assigned texts that often included anti-Catholic rhetoric and required
students to read from the King James Bible. For migrants of the Emerald Isle, many of whom
had lived through the proselytization of Ireland’s Second Reformation (see Chapter One), New
York City’s education system was an abomination. Seward’s plan appealed to Irish Catholics. It
was also deeply political. While the governor appeared genuinely sympathetic to emigrant rights
and the separation of church and state, he recognized that by splitting the Irish vote further he
would greatly improve the Whig Party’s chances during subsequent elections. Despite the fact
that Irish Americans of all political affiliations recognized his motives, it appeared to work.
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Newspapers such as the Catholic Herald supported the measure, as did the city’s Catholic
leadership. The Truth Teller opposed it on partisan grounds. Naturally, the city’s more
xenophobic Whigs denounced Seward’s proposition. In a letter to the Morning Herald, an
opponent who styled himself “Paul the Apostle” warned readers that the governor was playing
with fire. The political “design to get the ‘damned Irish’…to vote the whig ticket next fall”
would lead to an undesirable “union of Church and State, and as many languages as were given
to the builders of the Tower of Babel.” While such rhetoric appealed to the city’s nativist
population, the newspaper’s editor, James Gordon Bennet, regarded it as claptrap. Referring to
“Paul the Apostle” as an “old ass,” he downplayed the threat of Seward’s proposal, noting that
“Catholicity in this country and age has no horror in it…. All [priests] care for are fat salaries to
pocket and pretty women to embrace.” Later that autumn, Bishop John Hughes returned from
Ireland to challenge such perceptions and embrace Seward’s proposal. For the time being,
however, the governor’s education policy had only served to excite and divide New Yorkers.461
Meanwhile, the State Assembly consolidated support for a bill that had an even greater
proportion of Whig backing—an electoral registry law for New York City. The proposed law
gave Seward the authority to appoint three commissioners whose job would be to divide the
municipality into districts, each with approximately 500 electors. Anyone who wished to cast a
ballot in the upcoming mayoral contest, therefore, needed to prove his citizenship and register in
his appropriate district. The bill also authorized inspectors to oversee the election, which state
lawmakers had recently confined to a single day, and challenge any suspicious voters. Most
importantly, it decreed that any fraudulent registration or illegal votes be prosecuted. Despite
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efforts by the Democratic Party, the registry law passed the assembly on March 30, 1840—two
weeks before the City of New York’s mayoral election, and just as all hell had begun to break
loose on the Croton Aqueduct.462
On the 1st of April 1840, in Westchester County, more than a thousand Irish laborers laid
down their tools and ceased work on the Croton Aqueduct. The workmen intended to maintain
the dollar-per-day wages that they had enjoyed the previous year. Contractors argued that the
lingering depression, brought on by the panic of 1837, had compelled them to reduce their pay to
seventy-five cents. The two parties quickly reached an impasse. Construction ground to a halt.
Soon rumors circulated that 500 strikers had begun marching down the line of operations,
forcing any workers in their path to halt and destroying sections of the aqueduct along the way.
Uncooperative laborers were allegedly assaulted, and some threatened with murder if they
returned to work. At least one foreman was reportedly beaten. The strike lasted into the first
weekend in April, when “gangs” of Irish workmen were seen organizing into companies,
swearing off liquor, and taking oaths. It was as if the Ribbonmen of the Royal Canal had been
transplanted to Westchester. On Tuesday April 7, the Morning Herald reported that at least 3,000
“well organised” laborers – who never appeared in companies smaller than 200 – had occupied
the Harlem Bridge. They “appeared to be very conscious of their power.” If Mayor Varian did
not act soon, the Herald maintained, their “next movement will be, a detachment from the 3,000,
sacking the city of New York itself.” Even with violence threatening the city, and an election
approaching, Democratic Mayor Isaac Varian proceeded cautiously. Finally, on about the 13th of
April, the mayor summoned the “Washington Greys,” the city’s prestigious cavalry detachment,
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to make a demonstration of force before the strikers. That was about all they could do. With only
100 men on horseback, and outnumbered by as many as 30 to 1, neither the militia nor the mayor
had hoped for a military confrontation. With the strikers still organized and united, the “Greys”
made a few token arrests and then returned to the city. Thus ended the “Croton Campaign” of
1840.463
At its core, this incident was about power and politics. As disenfranchisement had
preceded collective violence in the Irish midlands and Maryland, New York’s registry law
compelled Irish-born laborers to resort to informal modes of politicking. The “first outbreak,”
according to the Morning Herald, occurred on March 28, a day after newspapers had begun
reporting the bill’s imminent passage. With the election just over two weeks away, the registry
law coincided with the refusal of Water Works contractors to return wages to $1 per day. Many
laborers in Westchester County had come from New York, and many claimed residency there,
particularly during the winter months when cold weather prevented work on the aqueduct—a
fact which accounted for their overwhelming participation in New York City elections the
previous two years. Without access to formal structures of power, Irish Catholic laborers resorted
to a variation of the “Ribbon” tactics that had been effective on the Royal Canal. They
encouraged the willing, while they intimidated the uncooperative. They created a majority.
According to the Morning Herald, they were “very conscious of their power.” Yet they also
remained conscious of how their tactics intersected with electoral politics. They and the city’s
press knew that both parties considered the Irish a key voting bloc. Mayor Varian, a Democrat,
did not wish to appear too bloodthirsty in his “campaign” to bring the strike to a close. The
NYH, 7, 8, 13, 15 April 1840; SHC, 11 April 1840; The “first outbreak” of the strike
actually began on March 28th.
463
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Morning Herald captured this sentiment on multiple occasions. On April 7, the paper satirized
Justice John M. Bloodgood’s reluctance to use military force: “Oh! Oh! What is that? You want
us to send out a lot of them solgers [sic] to kill the Irishmen just before the election.” The
following day, the editor caricatured a laborer following the apprehension of a fellow
countryman. “There, my honey, Warian’s election’s gone—that arrest knocks up ould Warian.”
A native-born New Yorker echoed the response of the Irishman, bluntly telling Mayor Varian
that he would “lose the election.” Moreover, the Herald’s editor argued that Democrats and
Whigs alike encouraged the Irish to “violate the law, and destroy public and private property,
merely to catch their votes at the ensuing election.” And naturally, the course of electoral politics
affected the strikers’ aims. “There is an impression among the rioters,” James Gordon Bennet
concluded, “that, in consequence of the state of politics, they will succeed sooner or later.”464
What is more, at least two prominent Irishmen who participated in the Croton strike of
1840 had also played critical roles in the Fardown-Corkonian affray of two years earlier. At the
close of Mayor Varian’s “Croton Campaign,” the Morning Herald identified a handful of arrests
made by the Washington Greys on the outskirts of the city. According to the newspaper, they ran
into a “noisy fellow named O’Brien,” who was addressing “a great crowd of Irishmen,” claiming
that “he could raise 5,000 men to beat the soldiers, and that he would kill any man who tried to
work.” The cavalry apprehended him and carried him off to prison at the “Egyptian Tombs.”
When they returned, however, they found that that another man, a “fellow named Dunn was
carrying on as O’Brien had.” According to the Morning Herald, the soldiers captured him and
sent him to prison as well. Dunn and O’Brien – the two men convicted and later pardoned for the
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assault and attempted murder of Paul H. Lent in 1838 – had returned to their roles as workingclass politicians, this time on behalf of a “united” cause.465
In this context, the Fardown-Corkonian riot of 1838 had evolved into a coordinated,
collective struggle by 1840. Irish politics in Westchester County had transformed into the politics
of Irish New Yorkers. Newspapers certainly suggested this, when they referred to workmen as
the “United Irishmen” and labeled the strike the “Irish Rebellion”—names which implied
national unity rather than regionalism or factionalism. To be sure, from the vantage point of
Croton laborers, Irish “ringleaders” encouraged unity by way of force. According to the Herald,
the strikers mustered a “simple and summary” form of politics. They “came gradually down the
line, and asked the laborers to knock off; if these refused, the others knocked them down.” From
the vantage point of New York Democrats, no one dared challenge the Irish before the next
election. According to the Herald, one politician was “in a towering passion, to think that any of
the poor Irish should be killed off before the election.” And despite the mayor’s blustering that
he would always do his “duty” when his “country called,” New Yorkers remained wary that he
did not have the fortitude to confront the workmen. In fact, he did not.466
Mayor Varian understood what few scholars have recognized—that Irish factions adapted
quickly to the shifting political landscapes of the early republic. In 1838, Fardowns and
Corkonians fought one another over regional distinctions and to monopolize the labor pool. By
1840, the “United Irishmen” had come together to protest declining wages. In 1838, Fardowns
and Corkonians battled over Irish politics, with apparent disregard to local power structures. By
1840, the Croton Irish went on strike two weeks before the mayoral election, with a relatively
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sophisticated understanding of New York politics. They recognized that their votes could decide
the narrow elections that characterized mayoral politics during the 1830s and ‘40s. Remarkably,
they almost succeeded. Many papers came out against the contractors in the days preceding the
mayor’s “Croton Campaign,” and contrary to contemporary Whig publications and historical
perceptions today, many defended the Irish “Pat-riots.” Even the Morning Herald expressed
sympathy, noting that they “work harder, and are worse paid…than any other set of men under
the sun.” In the end, the independent publication mocked the mayor’s half-hearted efforts to
break the strike, referring to it as the “Croton Campaign.” In fact, with an eye to New York
politics, the Irish workmen on the aqueduct had staged a “Croton Campaign” of their own. 467
Mayor Varian won re-election in 1840 – with 21, 243 votes to 19,622 for the Whig
challenger – and the Croton Irish had again played a part in the campaign. The strike continued,
but they had demonstrated their ability to influence New York politics, as Irish laborers had in
other regions of the United States. Similar to the Irish in Indiana and Illinois, the working-class
Catholics of New York visibly affected the campaigning and the outcome. Even in 1840, with
the registry law in place, which Democrats found “particularly obnoxious,” Whig newspapers
continued to solicit the Irish vote. They accused Democrats of supporting a reduction of wages.
They referred to Van Buren candidates as “British Tories.” Even the Albany Evening Journal
urged Irish voters not to be “duped by the ‘democratic’ name.” Interestingly, Isaac L. Varian
won the office of mayor in 1840 with a larger margin than he did the previous year. Indeed, it
was the largest margin of victory for any mayor since 1837—a fact that raises more questions
than answers about Irish partisanship. Had the Whigs been guiltier of fraud than emigrant
HRC, 2 June 1840; Fayette Bartholomew Tower’s letter to his mother, dated 3 July
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Democrats? Had some of the Croton workmen been voting Whig? Were Irish Catholics in New
York the “solid voting bloc” that scholars have continuously portrayed? Lamentably, insufficient
evidence prevents us from answering these historic questions. Nevertheless, it appears clear in
hindsight that the Croton Irish played a smaller role in 1840 than they had the two previous
years.468
In the wake of Varian’s reelection, the strike gradually drew to a close. On the 17th of
April, three days following the electoral contest, the mayor agreed, in cooperation with
authorities in Westchester County, to send cavalry and militia to suppress the strikers and protect
the aqueduct. The stand-off did not end quietly. On April 20, between one and two hundred
laborers from the Croton Aqueduct took a train to the northern end of the city, compelling the
Varian to dispatch a troop of horsemen to disperse the protestors. By the 24th, however, the
military had restored order along the line. The strikers lost and were forced to accept the seventyfive cents per day. In this manner, the Croton strike of 1840 ended.469
In Westchester County, however, the subsequent trial of the incident’s ringleaders
revealed the continued political influences of Irish laborers—even in the wake of the strike. On
May 1, Michael Kelly, William Coffee, Joseph Anderson, and eleven other workmen from the
line of construction faced indictment for charges of riot as well as assault and battery. Naturally,
the case garnered the attention of the Whig press. The Hudson River Chronicle, delighted at the
“conscience” of the court, referred to the defendants as “lusty sons of Erin” and a “sorry looking
set of Pat-riots.” The judge sentenced thirteen of the fourteen to the county jail. Most received
HRC, 14, 28 April 1840 (Actual quote reads, “British Tory.” Italics in original); NYH,
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five to ten days. Kelly and Coffee received thirty and forty respectively. Joseph Anderson,
however, was acquitted, primarily due – according to the Chronicle – to “his bearing the name of
a very clever fellow, and as our Locofoco friends intend to run Joseph Anderson for Congress
next fall, they could hardly consent that he should be found guilty of a riot in this early stage of
the canvass.” By sharing the same name of an intended congressman, Anderson escaped
conviction, because the Democrats of Westchester County did not wish to antagonize Irish
voters. Even in a court of law, Irish politics and politicians mattered.470
With the impending presidential campaign, New York’s political discourse turned
towards national issues during the summer of 1840. Both parties canvassed the electorate
vigorously, and both courted the Irish. For Whigs, the economic devastation wrought by the
Panic of 1837 made particularly good talking points. As they had in other states, Whigs
emphasized how decreases in pay and increased rents occurred on Van Buren’s watch. They
promoted the slogan, “no reduction in wages.” They shared stories of “General Harrison’s
Kindness to an Irishman in Distress.” They also depicted the life of the Irish canaller as one of
want and misery. The prominent Irish-born Philadelphian Matthew Carey testified that, on
Pennsylvania canals, half of all workers “returned to their families in winter with constitutions
broken by fever and ague.” In New York City, Whigs held rallies, sang songs, and in one case
built a fifty-foot log cabin on Broadway. Statewide, politicians such as William Seward and
Thurlow Weed made New York’s electoral operation the most “tightly knit,” according to one
historian, in the country. As one scholar put it, Weed’s dedication to a Harrison and his Albany
Evening Journal “made him the axis of the organization network in New York, if not in the
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entire nation.” Democrats, meanwhile, depicted Whigs as “Aristocrats, Monarchists, Enemies of
the Poor, especially hostile to Foreigners, and desirous of excluding them form all rights and
privileges, if not from the Country itself.” Occasionally, Whigs made such charges easy for
Democrats to make. New York politicians such as James A. Hamilton accused Van Buren of
drawing “to his support the Catholics of this country through their priests here, who were to be
operated upon by the head of the Church abroad.”471
The Irish press overwhelmingly supported Van Buren and the Democratic ticket
throughout 1840—namely on the issues of naturalization and suffrage. The Truth Teller praised
the efforts of Congressman Augustus Hand, who in July proposed a “uniform rule of
naturalization” and the reduction of time for citizenship from five years to two. Conversely, the
Truth Teller vocally opposed the state’s Whig-supported registry law. “It is well known,” the
editor stated, “that a very large proportion of our adopted citizens are day-laborers, mechanics,
and journeymen, who, if omitted by the Commissioners in their visits for the purpose of
ascertaining the names and residence of voters, cannot afford to lose the time which will be
necessary to call at the office which these commissioners have in each ward.” The Truth Teller
also frequently printed letters from Irish-born authors, such as one in September from an author
signed “Grattan.” Addressed “To the Citizens of Irish Birth or Origin,” the editorial called upon
readers to defeat “British Whiggery,” “Federal Whiggery,” and “Federal Bankism.” The Irish
had been faithful and dedicated citizens who “kindled the fire of liberty in America.” They were
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needed to defeat the “condescension, and hypocritical love for the humble inhabitants of log
cabins.” “Arouse, arouse one and all,” the author concluded, “and like a band of brothers meet
your enemies at the ballot-box.” Nationally, nativist papers attacked the partisanship of the Truth
Teller and continued to argue, as the New Orleans Native American did, that “foreign
naturalization should cease.” Yet even the typically apolitical Boston Pilot, another Irish
publication, began to engage in the discourse over naturalization. “Has it come to this,” the
newspaper inquired, “that if an Irishman or Catholic dares exercise the common right of a
freeman in choosing for himself who shall receive his vote, that the religion which he professes
is to be attacked…?” On the eve of the election, Duff Green’s Pilot and Transcript of Baltimore
accused European monarchs of sending “Catholic paupers” to destroy American institutions. The
Boston Pilot responded: “The Catholics of Ireland, and in the United States, are lovers of liberty
for the sake of liberty…they are advocates of freedom and of Republican institutions.” Clearly,
from the perspective of Irish emigrants, naturalization had become one of the top political
concerns of the year, and the Democratic Party remained the staunchest advocate and defender of
the issue.472
It was precisely during this moment that the question of public education and Catholicism
began to dominate the New York City press, and it was precisely this matter that thrust Bishop
John Hughes into the realm of party politics. Throughout the year, Governor Seward had
continued to solicit the emigrant vote. During the spring, he made a speech before Albany’s St.
Patrick’s Society, where he expressed liberal sympathies towards the Irish: “Why should
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alienation exist between liberal and adopted citizens? We are all of one race…. Were I a citizen
[of Ireland], I would ‘agitate and agitate,’ until that union was repealed, and Irish parliaments
and Irish liberty were restored.” The Whig governor also continued to advocate on behalf of
distributing public money for Catholic schools—this, despite a 16-1 vote by the city’s Assistant
Board of Aldermen against a recent Catholic petition for funds. Thus, when Bishop Hughes
returned to New York from Ireland during the summer of 1840, he faced a difficult political
situation. The governor supported the measure, the city opposed it, and Irish Catholics remained
divided, with the Truth Teller leading the opposition.473
Bishop Hughes set out to unify his flock behind Seward’s policy. Speaking on multiple
occasions before parishioners in the basements of St. Patrick’s and James Churches, he drew
parallels between the Kildare Place Society of Ireland and the Public School Society of New
York. He demonstrated how the city’s standard texts contained cultural biases against the
Catholic faith. To those opponents who preferred the secularization of education, he exclaimed,
“Exclude sectarianism! And in a country, too, which prides itself on its Christianity!” “Take
away Catholics, Baptists, and Methodists, and Presbyterians and some others…and they had no
more Christianity in the land.” Yet Hughes’ most masterful tactic lay in taking his case before
the public and couching his argument in terms of liberty and equality. “They must seize the
public attention, and if their just claim was still denied,” the bishop bellowed to roaring applause,
“then let it be branded on the flag of America that Catholics were denied and deprived of equal
rights.” With Governor Seward’s quiet encouragement, Hughes drafted a second petition and
delivered it to the Common Council in October. During two days of public hearings, the dynamic
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clergyman defended Seward’s plan and the rights of Catholics. As one historian has noted, “no
cleric of Hughes’s standing and reputation had ever before addressed the legislature of New
York City or so publicly challenged his critics.” Indeed, few clergymen had done so in such
distinctly democratic, egalitarian terms: “We are a portion of this community; we desire to be
nothing greater than any other portion; we are not content to be made less.” His wit and courage
won him respect among friends and adversaries alike. On October 30, however, the Board of
Aldermen overwhelmingly rejected the petition. Hughes had lost his first political battle, but it
was not his last. During the following year, he put pressure on the city’s aldermen by mobilizing
Catholic Irish voters behind a ticket of his own design. Finally, in 1842, the State Senate passed a
bill prohibiting sectarian instruction in public schools, a minor victory. Nevertheless, Hughes’
organizational skills allowed him to harness a movement. In so doing, he became, in the words
of Terry Golway, the city’s first political “boss.”474
With debates over naturalization and Catholic education still fresh in their minds, Irish
voters went to the polls, along with the rest of New York’s electorate, on November 4, 1840. The
Evening Post waxed optimistic of a Van Buren victory. The Albany Evening Journal printed
“testimonials” by Washington, Jefferson, and Madison hailing the virtues of Harrison. The
Morning Herald expected the contest to be “tremendous.” Indeed, given the high drama of
Hughes’ public school funds petition, along with the raucous presidential campaigning,
politicking had reached a fever pitch. For the city’s Irish Catholics, however, the contest proved
even more intense. Not only had they failed in their petition, but politicians began lambasting
Hughes and his coreligionists. Two days before the polls opened, Alderman Bond chastised the
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Irish for their maneuver, “at this period of high political excitement – on the eve of the
Presidential election.” He accused Hughes of using “intimidation” to get “what had been denied
to their former entreaties.” The message was clear: similar to those laborers on the Croton
Aqueduct, who had timed their strike to coincide with an upcoming election, the Catholics of
New York had organized their petition for education funds immediately prior to a ferocious and
impending political contest. To be sure, some Protestant New Yorkers, such as an editorialist for
the Herald known as “Crito,” defended the petition. Yet the political milieu for the city’s
Catholic Irish appeared chaotic at best. The Democratic Party’s pro-emigrant stance on
naturalization rights gave them an edge. Hughes’ alliance with Governor Seward and the Whig
Party’s position on public education gave them an advantage. In the end, Harrison won the
Empire State by nearly six percentage points, and Seward won his gubernatorial reelection, albeit
narrowly. In both hard-fought contests, the Whigs had prevailed.475
Looking back on these results, two important questions arise. First, how did Irish
Catholics, and in particular the working classes, vote in the state and presidential elections? And
second, why? Again, given the issues of naturalization, the city’s registry law, and public
education, emigrant voters had rational reasons to lend their support to either party. In previous
elections, the Irish of New York had not voted as a bloc. Scholars such as Lee Benson have
acknowledged this. So did contemporaries. During the mayoral election of 1839, the Sag Harbor
Corrector reported that “a great many Irishmen in the 12th Ward vote the Whig ticket,” while
suggesting that only “unnaturalized Irishmen…vote the Loco Foco Ticket.” One answer to this
first question, while impossible to verify, came from Governor Seward shortly following the
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election: “the Irishmen throughout all those counties [heretofore with us], voted against us
generally, and far more generally than heretofore.” Of course, New York County (Manhattan)
had been “heretofore” with Seward and the Whigs in 1838. Not so in 1840. Whereas the Whigs
won the county by 322 votes two years earlier, they lost it by 1,100 in 1840. Even the editor of
the Evening Post, no friend to the Whig Party, agreed that the governor’s endeavors “to welcome
the support of the catholics from the democratic cause by proposing an appropriation of money
for the catholic schools…have disaffected more persons than they have attached to his cause.”
During the “Log Cabin and Hard Cider” campaign, New York’s Irish presumably went for the
Democratic ticket.476
But why? In a sense, this question retrospectively pits the significance of suffrage rights,
championed by the Truth Teller, against public funding for Catholic education, advocated by
“boss” Hughes. Democrats were more dependable allies on voting rights while Whigs were
better on education. As things turned out, the two issues proved to be mutually exclusive. Whigs
who backed the public funding of Catholic education could not distance themselves from their
party’s advocacy of the registry law. Democrats were either slow or reluctant to provide even
tacit support for Governor Seward. Repeatedly, the newspaper of the Irish working classes, the
Democratic Truth Teller, offered praise to the governor for his authenticity and affinity for Irish
rights but ultimately opposed him on partisan grounds—in the words of its editor, “as we have
ever opposed, and ever will oppose those who take their stand under the Federal banner.” To be
sure, the registry law had made it difficult, if not impossible, for laborers on the Water Works to
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cast ballots in 1840. Earlier in the year, the Truth Teller had articulated the voting difficulties
faced by the working classes, particularly their inability to “afford the time” to meet with
electoral officials. Following the mayoral contest of 1840, independent papers such as the New
York Morning Herald tracked abuses of the registry law, including the illegal detention of one
Patrick Farrell of the Fourteenth Ward. After the presidential contest, the Evening Post reported
that the “registry law has borne severely upon the poorer classes and disenfranchised many of
them…. They have forced the law upon us with all its hardships.” Nevertheless, hundreds of
Irish New Yorkers responded to the challenge, flooding the courts for citizenship papers during
the fall of 1840. As the Herald reported on the eve of the November election:
There was nothing doing yesterday in the Marine Court of Law, except the
admitting individuals to the right of citizenship. How many were so admitted, it is
impossible to state with any degree of accuracy, but judging from the numerous
applicants since the commencement of the Registry season, we should incline to
the opinion that 1,000 had been admitted within the last two months.477
Despite the legal obstacles, such records suggest that the Irish working classes, perhaps including
Croton laborers, overcame them.
Naturalization and suffrage rights seemingly mattered more than other pressing issues,
and the Democratic ticket offered the best chance to secure those rights. They outranked Whigbacked concerns over public education funds for Catholics. John Hughes may have begun
accumulating political capital in 1840, but he was not a “boss” yet. The more pressing matter for
working-class Catholics proved to be suffrage—their best point of access for influencing the
structures of power. And their fellow countrymen, apparently of all classes, argued likewise. Of
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course, the nativism that swept up key factions of New York’s Whig Party in 1840 did not help
Hughes or Seward. Throughout the year, even Thurlow Weed found himself having to defend
naturalized emigrants against fellow Whig papers, such as the Argus, for “applying every casual
aspersion” upon “the foreign population.” In the face of threats to working-class suffrage, and
the Whig Party’s association with a menacing nativist movement, New York’s Irish chose to
back the party that protected their avenue to power and acculturation.478
From a historiographical standpoint, this assessment raises new questions about the Irish
in the early republic. For starters, ever since Lee Benson published his seminal work, The
Concept of Jacksonian Democracy (1961), a debate over voter affiliations and patterns has
persisted within the academy. Benson argued that scholars needed to employ social science
methods to political history, which included the quantitative analyses of election returns. In
Benson’s study, which Ronald P. Formisano has described as “the most important work of the
new political history,” he concluded that New York’s Irish Catholics voted solidly Democratic,
“wherever they lived and whatever their occupation.” Ethnic and religious identities, what he
termed “ethnocultural” factors, predicted their voting behavior. Unfortunately, Benson did not
apply the rigorous quantitative standards for which he had advocated to his two-page analysis of
Irish Catholics. As Daniel Feller put it, “Some of Benson’s most intriguing formulations rested
on nothing more ‘scientific’ than a careful study of editorials in the New York Tribune.” Despite
this observation, no study since Benson’s has attempted to analyze the voting behaviors of Irish
Catholics in New York. The question of emigrant politics still remain.479
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While I have not endeavored in this chapter to determine the political behaviors of New
York City’s entire Irish population, let alone that of the state, I have made the case that Irish
laborers voted rationally. Democrats and Whigs promised to fund the Croton Water Works, even
after the Panic of 1837, in part because they did not wish to risk the votes of thousands of
workers. Mayoral elections were simply too competitive. In 1840, the Irish voted Democratic.
This was not because Whigs represented the anti-Catholic interest. Quite the contrary. They
voted Democratic, because the state’s Whig Party had passed the highly unpopular registry law,
a measure which indirectly targeted laborers on the Croton Water Works. Even the timing of the
“Croton Campaign” in April 1840 suggests that the Irish acted rationally in the arena of informal
politics. Overall, the evidence within this chapter and this dissertation substantiates the political
historian’s need, in the words of Ronald P. Formisano, “to be highly sensitive to variations in
local contexts.”480
Studies of the Irish in New England substantiate this need to reconsider assumptions
about politics and ordinary Irish voters. Whereas migrants from the Emerald Isle flooded New
York’s Marine Courts during the 1830s, applying for citizenship by the thousands, Boston’s Irish
generally eschewed electoral politics. The city’s top Irish newspaper, the Pilot, practically
begged its emigrant readership to “Go and vote; vote for whom you please, as you will, of
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course; but go and vote.” On the eve of the election, its editor urged readers to “get naturalized
immediately, if you want to vote at the Presidential election next month.” Thomas H. O’Connor,
the most recent scholar to explore this subject, maintains that Boston’s Irish were “remarkably
slow in becoming politically active.” Even by the early 1840s, O’Connor notes, “there may have
been two major political parties in Boston at this time, but Irish Catholics were not an influential
force in either one of them.” Not so in Gotham. As this chapter has shown, even during the
1830s, laborers from the Croton Water Works had a discernable impact upon party politics and
elections. The Irish of New York were far more politically active than their countrymen of
Boston. Irish emigrants did not vote in a monolithic bloc.481
Meanwhile, returning to the autumn of 1840, the Irish of Boston embarked upon a new
political venture that distinguished them from New Yorkers—one with a visibly “Irish” purpose:
repeal of the union with Great Britain. In October, the Pilot reported on the proceedings of the
city’s first “Great Repeal Meeting,” an occasion which enticed some 2,000 predominantly Irish
spectators of all classes to attend. The association pledged its moral and financial support to the
cause, recently reenergized by none other than Daniel O’Connell. In fact, five months earlier, on
April 14 in Dublin (coincidentally the same day that New Yorkers headed to the polls to
determine their next mayor) the “Liberator” founded the Loyal National Repeal Association.
Thus, the Irish of Boston became the first in the United States to follow O’Connell’s lead. Of
course, the meaning of “repeal” differed widely in both Ireland and America. In a sense, this was
one of the movement’s strengths. Where some Irish regarded repeal as a step towards complete
independence, others considered it to be merely a loosening of political bonds. In Boston, for
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example, the Pilot ran an article on the 10th of October maintaining that “Repeal” did not mean
“Separation.” America’s Irish were free to define O’Connell’s movement as they saw fit, and
that only led to the rapid expansion of repeal societies throughout the country. Later, Daniel
O’Connell and Irish American “repealers” fell out over the issues of slavery and loyalty to their
adopted country. Yet that did not occur until the latter half of the 1840s. As 1840 drew to a close,
Irish emigrants from across the United States hurried to found repeal institutions from Boston to
New Orleans.482
New York City’s Irish community founded their organization in December of 1840, just
over a month after the presidential election and a month and a half since the Board of Aldermen
had rejected Bishop Hughes’ petition. Almost from the outset, however, the organization
faltered. Whereas Boston’s Irish had placed a highly esteemed Yankee named John W. James in
charge of their association, New York’s Friends of Ireland community elected Robert Emmet,
son of Thomas Addis Emmet as their executive. Emmet was capable but cantankerous, and
poorly suited to bring together the disparate elements of Gotham’s Irish community. In the
spring of 1841, following a speech by O’Connell, where the Liberator had criticized the
Rebellion of 1798, Emmet split with the group and formed the Young Men’s Repeal Society. A
recent emigrant by the name of Thomas Mooney – “more charlatan than rogue,” in the words of
George Potter – temporarily became the face of the movement in the Empire State, until he
became embroiled in a scandal with a married woman. New York’s Repeal Society quickly
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splintered into competing factions, thus underscoring some of the political fractures within the
community and foreshadowing the ultimate demise of “repeal” as a political cause in the United
States. Only the “old Irish patriot” Thomas O’Connor could repair the damage. Nevertheless, by
1841, Gotham’s Repeal movement had fallen into disarray.483
In the years to come, the city’s established Irish men and women continued to influence
the political trajectories of working-class emigrants. With the renewal of nativism in 1844, when
the city elected a mayor from the Native American Party, as well as the waves of destitute
Famine emigrants who poured ashore after 1845, New York’s Catholic Irish community began to
coalesce. By then, Bishop Hughes had become a key force in city politics. The inimitable Irishborn radical Michael Walsh and his “Spartan Band” had demonstrated their capabilities to shape
electoral outcomes in the rough-and-tumble arena of municipal elections. Irish politicians such as
Constantine J. Donoho and Felix O’Neil had won office for the Democratic Party. And
Tammany Hall had begun to reinvent itself as the nineteenth-century political “machine” that
epitomized corruption to its critics and benevolence to emigrant advocates. To be sure, recurrent
waves of emigration and news from Ireland meant that they always had an eye towards the
Emerald Isle. From the Famine to Fenianism to the Land War – and an ascendant organization of
Irish American nationalists – news from “home” shaped the manner in which the working classes
saw electoral politics in the Empire State. As Terry Golway has articulated, “the New York Irish
would always be a transatlantic experience.” Just the same, while the national politics of Ireland
mattered, local issues mattered more. Emigrants throughout the 19th century, predisposed to think
of power in terms of local issues and majority rule, organized and fought over issues distinctly
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Irish and Irish American. Fardowns and Corkonians in New York continued to square off against
one another until the 1870s. Bishop Hughes pastoral, issued in 1842 with the intent of deterring
emigrants from joining secret societies such as the “Far-ups” and “Far-downs,” did not have its
intended effect. Working-class politicians of the mid-19th century, it seemed, had not
experienced the “Devotional Revolution.” Irish Catholic laborers in New York kept their sights
set more toward North America than Europe—as those workmen on the Croton Aqueduct had in
the late 1830s.484
*****
In the Empire State, as in Maryland, Indiana, and Illinois, Irish Catholic laborers waged
fierce battles for local power. As Fardowns and Corkonians, they organized themselves into
regionally distinct factions rooted in Irish matters. In 1838, following Michael Dunn’s insult, the
two parties came to blows. Newspapers such as the Democratic Westchester Spy described it as a
“duel.” Both sides fought for honor, but they also fought to achieve a majority on the line of
operation. In Westchester County, the Corkonians prevailed in 1838. Yet the violence that had
been waged in such Irish terms only served to confirm nativist stereotypes.
Many laborers showed an inclination not only to dominate the line of the Water Works;
they sought to dominate electoral politics as well. Newspapers reported that workmen from the
Croton Aqueduct swarmed into the city and corrupted the vote count. To be sure, many of them
had claimed residency in the city, perhaps during the winter months, when pay was scarce.
Nonetheless, Whigs and Democrats alike began to accuse each other of election fraud. For
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Democrats, illegal voters imported from other states posed the real threat. For Whigs, emigrant
workmen did. After Irish laborers from the Croton Aqueduct helped Isaac L. Varian defeat his
Whig opponent, Whigs at the state level began to take seriously the suggestions for a city
registry law, designed to curtail illegal voting. Early in 1840, on the eve of the mayoral election,
they passed the law. Without access to the electoral process, and recognizing their inability to
influence the formal structures of power, the Croton Irish went on strike. To be sure, contractors
had cut their wages from one dollar to seventy-five cents. Steady employment mattered, as it
always had. And any reduction in wages following the Panic of 1837 made it difficult for the
laboring classes to scrape a living. They lost their strike, but it sent a message to the Democrats
and Whigs of New York that the Irish wielded a potent form of influence—their numbers and
their willingness to organize. In fact, despite the registry law, Mayor Varion won handily in
1840.
Meanwhile, party politics helped complete the education of Ireland’s working class
emigrants in New York. Significantly, Democrats and Whigs made consistent efforts throughout
the decade to win their votes. The Morning Herald put it best:
The “two parties [contend] for supremacy in this city to make a handle of the case
of the Irish fugitives…. Such has always been the case with respect to the Irish
population here by the leaders of American divisions, and its passions are easily
excited, and its aid preponderates effectually, turning the scale to whatever side it
inclines.”485
In short, Irish laborers came to New York City prepared to engage in the state’s
competitive political environment, and both parties knew it. Governor Seward courted votes
from the city’s Irish and Catholic populations that year. He and members of his party recognized
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the value of winning over emigrant electors. Seward’s plan to reform public education in New
York brought the admiration of Bishop Hughes and the Truth Teller, if not the support of the
latter. Given the zeal with which “Dagger John” prosecuted his intentions, the governor
understandably expected that even more Catholic Irish would reward his authentic liberality with
votes. He was wrong. Emigrant suffrage and naturalization had dominated the headlines of the
Irish press since 1838. Voting rights mattered most to emigrants and first-generation Irish. And
throughout the late 1830s, the Democratic Party – not the Whigs, despite their best efforts to woo
Catholics – showed a consistent devotion to defending those rights. In this manner, the politics of
Ireland’s working classes transformed. In the Empire State, as elsewhere, Irish politics became
Irish American politics.

CONCLUSION

On July 11, 1841, Fardowns and Corkonians clashed again, this time on the lines of the
Troy and Schenectady Railroad near the town of Watervliet in upstate New York. Several days
earlier, a band of Corkonians had reportedly served their rival faction with a notice to do battle in
the upcoming days. On the 11th, a laborer by the name of Matthew Lynch responded to the
challenge, calling upon his fellow “Fardowners,” as the Albany Evening Journal termed them, to
assemble for the fight. Roughly 130 men joined in, armed with guns, swords, and clubs. They
marched ten miles along the line, threatening and assaulting the outnumbered Corkonians along
the way. When one native-born New Yorker called out to the Fardowns, asking what their
intentions were, a member of the crowd replied, “we shall not hurt the Americans—we only
intend to clear out the d—d Corkonians.” Remarkably, few were hurt and no one was seriously
injured. Once they had demonstrated their strength, the Fardowns dispersed, but not before
Governor William C. Bouck, a Democrat, offered a $200 reward for the capture of the
ringleaders. Eight were eventually arrested and convicted on a charge of unlawful assembly.
Each paid a fine of fifty dollars.486
As their counterparts had done in Indiana, Fardown and Corkonian laborers in upstate
New York fought each other the day before the anniversary of the Battle of the Boyne, taunting
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one another again in distinctly Irish terms. According to the courtroom testimony of John
Anthony, a foreman on one of the sections, the battle had occurred “in consequence of a report
that had been brought, two or three days prior to the riot, to these ‘Fardowners’ of an intended
attack by the ‘Corkonians.’” Moreover, the native-born foreman remembered that the battle had
occurred on the 12th of July, rather than the day before. Admittedly, none of the testimonials
referenced the occasion directly, but this was not for a lack of trying. According to the Albany
Evening Journal, the defense counsel attempted to produce witnesses who could describe “the
habits of the two clans of ‘Corkonians’ and ‘Fardowners,’” whenever they “had a turn out,” but
the court refused to allow it. Too bad. Such testimony might have clarified some of the reasons
for their hostilities and given scholars a better perspective of contemporary mentalities.
Nevertheless, the significance of the date in Irish history, alongside Indiana’s “Irish War,”
Andrew Leary O’Brien’s diary entry, and the records of the trial’s proceedings, indicate that the
Fardowns and Corkonians of upstate New York saw the informal politics of faction in distinctly
Irish terms.487
Yet just as they had elsewhere, Irish laborers quickly adapted their informal style of
politicking to the electoral realm. By autumn 1843, both parties were courting their votes. On the
eve of the state’s election, a “great meeting of adopted citizens” was held roughly seven miles
from Albany, in the community of Watervliet, near the site of the Fardown-Corkonian riot two
years earlier. According to the Democratic Albany Argus, the community’s Whigs had organized
the assembly with the intention, “by hook or by crook, to identify themselves with laboring men,
and Adopted citizens in particular.” Indeed, Whig candidates promised to increase state spending
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on public works, and Whig papers, such as the Albany Evening Journal, ran columns entitled
“Erin Go Bragh” (“Ireland forever”) praising Daniel O’Connell’s Repeal campaign.
Nevertheless, as the Argus put it, “the democratic friends of the laborer and Adopted citizen, who
attended the meeting, outnumbered and outvoted the whigs….” Democratic Party spokespeople
took over the event, calling upon “the patriots who came from Ireland, to do battle in the cause of
democracy and liberty.” The “coaxing and blarney of whiggery,” they claimed, “never can pull
the wool over the eyes of that noble class of our citizens.” The Argus agreed: “Laborers and
adopted citizens every where will scarcely fail to perceive…that their real friends are not these
whigs, who approach them with ‘blarney’ before election, and denounce them with the rough
side of their tongues afterwards.” Despite such assessments, Whigs swept the elections in Albany
that year, taking all three assembly seats and winning the offices of sheriff as well as clerk,
although it is unclear in retrospect how the Irish voted. Yet no matter how they cast their ballots,
their power and appeal remained evident.488
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*****
In this dissertation, I have attempted to address what “politics” meant to ordinary Irish
emigrants who came to the United States during the late 1820s and 1830s. This question, it may
be recalled, originated from visible discrepancies between my research and recent
historiographical depictions of Irish laborers as transient, migratory, and marginalized. I argue
that time and place account for most, if not all, of these inconsistencies. Scholarship on canallers
and trackmen from the past twenty-five years has tended to focus on the Chesapeake region, and
to a lesser extent New England during the 1830s. As chapter four of this dissertation shows,
Maryland had passed prohibitive naturalization laws, which slowed Irish participation in
electoral politics. Moreover, since both the C&O Canal and the B&O Railroad were privately
funded, laborers faced economic uncertainties far more than those who worked on publicly
funded projects. As a result, canallers in Maryland resorted to the informal “Ribbon” tactics that
they had used on the Royal Canal. In short, variations in state naturalization and suffrage laws
provided Irish emigrants with opportunities to affect formal politics in some places that they
might not have in others. Place mattered. Even in Canada, Irish laborers engaged in formal and
informal modes of politicking, once the Canadian government reformed its suffrage laws in
1844. In a recent article examining the Lachine Canal strike of 1843, Dan Horner has shown that
prior to reform, laborers practiced an informal brand of politicking via fife processions,
maintaining connections with the St. Patrick’s Benevolent Society of Montreal, and publicly
submitting editorials to the Montreal Gazette. After reforms were enacted, Tories complained
bitterly that canal workers were participating in the electoral process. Ordinary Irish Canadian
laborers demonstrated a striking aptitude for politics. Their actions resembled the methods and
motivations of emigrant power brokers in Indiana, Illinois, and New York. Time and place
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clearly mattered. It is time to reconsider historical depictions that mark Irish canallers as
apolitical itinerants, rarely sought after as valued constituents.489
Overall, politics included a variety of motives and methods – informal and formal, local
and national – between 1815 and 1840. At the local level in Ireland, protecting steady
employment, obtaining retribution for injustices, and defending the Roman Catholic faith
motivated them in the realm of informal politics. The laboring classes repeatedly demonstrated
the importance of such impetuses along the line of the Royal Canal in the pre-Famine years.
They made these concerns manifest through their actions. Often, they employed violent tactics:
threatening notices, canal cutting, arson, arms raids, iconoclasm, assault, and even murder.
Kinship connections and associational networks mattered as well, made evident by shared
surnames in assize records and court cases. What is more, ordinary mid-landers rarely practiced
informal politics without numerical superiority. Whether forming a proto-labor union, raiding a
house for arms, warning a new tenant to abandon his residence, or driving away “strangers,” they
did so with the strength of the majority.
Nationally, informal politics were motivated by the illegitimacy of a British government
whose local power brokers largely came from the Protestant minority, made evident in Irish
folklore and oral histories. Prior to the Catholic Association’s outreach to the peasant and
laboring classes, however, mid-landers practiced an informal brand of national politics by
forming secret societies, administering oaths, and distributing passwords. Again, testimonials
from Ribbon trials, including those of Michael Keenan and Richard Jones, revealed the
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importance of kinship networks, and informants frequently identified the significance of the
Catholic supermajority in Ireland.
The peasant and laboring classes turned their political attentions to the formal realm in
1824, with the advent of the Catholic Rent. To varying degrees, the Rent provided education for
children, compensated victims of Orange crimes, and paid for legal counsel in petitioning the
government—reflections of a more modern method of politicking. In fact, Daniel O’Connell
actively promoted the Catholic Association and Emancipation as means to alleviate local
grievances. Nevertheless, without direct access to the structures of power, formal politics in
Ireland almost always involved national issues, where Catholics fought for equal footing before
the law. Beginning with Emancipation, and continuing with the Tithe War and Repeal campaign,
ordinary mid-landers resisted what they saw as an illegitimate government. Often, they employed
methods of violence and intimidation similar to those that had been common in the informal
realm: issuing threatening notices, assaulting individuals for voting against their interests,
blocking roads, occupying the public sphere, and engaging in election riots. Other times,
however, the peasant and laboring classes practiced politics non-violently. They made
contributions to the Catholic Rent, signed petitions, and some presumably voted in the
Westmeath election of 1826. If William Carleton’s “An Election in the Time of the Forties” is
any indicator, kinship and associational networks were integral as well, as Catholic laborers
pressed the formal power brokers to address their grievances. Following the disenfranchisement
of the forty-shilling freeholders in 1829, however, their participation in electoral politics
declined. In 1830 and 1831, the working classes did not visibly engage in politics, and
conservative candidates prevailed. In 1832, however, after the Reform Act modestly broadened
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the franchise, and Daniel O’Connell promoted the Repeal movement, electors in Westmeath and
Longford voted Repeal candidates into Parliament.
Thus, between 1824 and 1833, the working classes of the Irish midlands embarked upon
a political education that saw their abilities to achieve their ends expand into the electoral arena.
Prior to this period, for all intents and purposes, only informal methods were available to
laborers. They were hardly apolitical prior to this period, but they did engage in new modes of
politics during these years. By including plebeians as associate members of the Catholic
Association, via the Rent, Daniel O’Connell’s crusade for Catholic Emancipation effectively
legitimized their participation in formal politics. To be clear, violent modes of politicking in the
midlands did not cease with O’Connell, but political activity, both formal and informal,
increased during the 1820s. Furthermore, this process was neither linear nor inevitable. Periods
of peace existed throughout, most notably after Emancipation was won in 1829, at least until the
ultra-Protestant backlash occurred. Likewise, voting practices fluctuated along with suffrage
requirements during this period, which led to a surge in political activity (1826-29), followed by
a decline (1829-31), which in turn was followed by a resurgence (1832). The motives of the
working classes did not change much. Locally, employment, justice, and religion mattered.
Nationally, the historic illegitimacy of a minority Protestant, British government mattered. Their
means and methods of addressing grievances, however, did change. When given the opportunity
to participate in the formal arena, they took it. By 1833, the politics of ordinary mid-landers had
indeed transformed. They had begun a political education that gave them experience in voting,
organization, communication, mobilization, and mass movements. Participation in the formal
realm reinforced the legitimacy of the Catholic majority—just as it reinforced majority rule as a
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method. This mentality, and their experiences, prepared them for electoral politics in the United
States.
For ordinary Catholics of the Irish midlands, this dissertation has shown that the bulk of
their political prowess came from Ireland, rather than having been a response to American
conditions. Their experiences in mobilization, voting, and controlling access to the polls made
them effective political players in their homeland. Politics along the Royal Canal were intensely
personal and local, where kinship and associational connections mattered. Yet their cultural
assumptions of majority rule, as a legitimizing factor and a mechanism for acquiring power were
their most important legacies. Already experienced in identifying local spaces where they could
obtain numerical superiority, their political educations were well under way before they
emigrated. Such mentalities meshed neatly with Andrew Jackson’s vision of American politics.
In the United States, the motivations that prompted Irish emigrants to engage in informal
politics at the local level included many of the same motivations familiar to them in the Irish
midlands: protecting steady employment, obtaining retribution for injustices, and defending their
ability to practice their Catholic faith. Admittedly, religious tensions were far more muted in the
United States, particularly further west, where they built churches in canal communities. Even in
New York, during the election of 1840, Irish Catholics apparently voted against Seward and the
Whigs, despite the governor’s best efforts to promote public funding for Catholic schools.
Indeed, the thing that mattered most in local politics – in Maryland, Indiana, Illinois, and New
York – was also the thing that had mattered most in Ireland: reliable employment. As they had in
their homeland, laborers issued threatening notices, committed acts of violence, destroyed
sections of the canal, murdered contractors, and attacked “strangers” (Fear aduains, or
Fardowns) who drove down wages and competed with them for work. In the United States,
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laborers organized along regional lines, which most frequently pitted Fardowns from the
midlands against Corkonians from the southwest. Some contemporaries noted that the Fardowns
and Longfords were one and the same. Later in the decade, communities of Connaughtmen could
be found working on canals in the United States and Canada. What is more, conflicts in Indiana,
New York, and Pennsylvania, as Andrew Leary O’Brien suggested, underscored the role that
regionalism – particularly disputes over the rebellion of 1798 and sectarianism – played in their
informal modes of politicking. Such taunts were distinctly “Irish.”
In fact, if there was such a thing as informal politics in the United States outside of the
local level, it occurred between rival Irish factions. As chapters four, five, and six have
demonstrated, the conflicts that beset Fardowns and Corkonians, particularly between 1834 and
1838, were driven by animosities incurred during the first battle between the two parties in
Williamsport, Maryland in 1834. Retribution, in some measure, perpetuated them. They may
have begun earlier. While there is little evidence to suggest that provincial labor factions battled
one another in Ireland, newspaper accounts and the works of William Carleton clearly show that
groups from Leinster, Munster, Connacht, and Ulster fought in Irish port towns, such as Cobh, in
the streets of Liverpool, and on prison ships in Australia. Again, as court testimonies from the
Watervliet riot indicate, Fardowns and Corkonians participated in certain rituals or “habits”
whenever they “had a turn out.” Clues to the origins of these “habits” may be hidden somewhere
in Irish Folklore Collection, or they may be simply lost to history.
Regardless, in the United States, the electoral laws of individual states played prominent
roles in determining where Irish emigrants could effectively engage in formal politics. Emigrant
laborers – adult, white males – who had easy access to the ballot exercised their right more
readily than those in other states. In Illinois, for example, the only requirement until 1848 was a
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six month residency. In Indiana, one only needed to become a U.S. citizen and have resided in
the state six months. Neither Illinois nor Indiana required property or taxes to vote. In New York,
voters were required to pay taxes, but the state provided exceptions for laborers on public works.
In Maryland, where Irish participation in electoral politics was less visible, one had to be a
citizen of the state, which required one year’s residency before applying. In New England, where
the Boston Pilot repeatedly complained about voter apathy in the 1830s and ‘40s, states such as
Massachusetts required voters to have paid state or county taxes and even excluded paupers from
voting. In short, this dissertation highlights the importance of tracking variations in state suffrage
laws, which often determined how Irish emigrants could use their political experiences and in
what numbers. Again, place mattered.490
At the local level, formal politics in the United States meant protecting employment,
building schools and churches, and participating in the legal processes—rights and privileges
largely unavailable to them in Ireland. Their experiences had taught them the value of local
engagement, where power in the early republic was often most relevant. Their methods included
not only mobilizing votes, but nurturing associational networks, writing editorials to newspapers,
and running for office. Even when they lost the right to vote, as some laborers on the Croton
Aqueduct did in 1840, they were acutely conscious of formal processes, striking for higher
wages a week before the mayoral election. Indeed, the Irish working classes showed a keen
ability to identify spaces where they, as a minority nationwide, could obtain majorities locally.
As they had been in Ireland, politics were local. In some cases, such as Illinois and New York,
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Irish Catholics may have done so to defend themselves against nativist attacks. Yet just as often
the reverse occurred. Anti-foreign newspapers in Chicago, Washington D.C., and New York City
stoked the fires of nativism after the Irish proved to be capable politicians, not before. As Orestes
Brownson argued, it was not their “ignorance” of American institutions that frightened nativists;
it was their “intelligence” of them. In Illinois, emigrants ran for the offices of sheriff, coroner,
and alderman, and they won. Their numbers, along with their passion for politics and ability to
organize, intimidated some Whigs and even Democrats in the Prairie State, but these qualities
also made them appealing to both parties. In Indiana, where anti-foreign rhetoric was relatively
quiet during the 1830s, Irish canallers voted the popular Whig ticket. By 1840, the Irish in
Indiana, Illinois, New York, and to a lesser extent, Maryland participated in local politics,
because they could.
Above all else, protecting their rights as voters and citizens motivated them to engage in
politics at the state level. In cities such as Chicago and New York, where nativist movements
attempted to curtail suffrage rights, Irish emigrants responded overwhelmingly by voting with
the party that defended such rights, the Democratic Party. They often turned out in blocs to do
so. Understanding that suffrage was foundational to politics in the early republic, and ever
cognizant that most had been deprived of that right in Ireland, they were not about to abandon it
without a fight in the United States. Furthermore, they did not resign their political efforts merely
to voting. They attended debates, marched in parades, and even wrote letters to newspapers
willing to print their opinions. Kinship and associations continued to matter, as they made
connections with larger party networks. To be sure, in places where nativism was less visible,
such as Indiana and Sangamon County, Illinois, they voted the Whig ticket—the party that
campaigned on public funding and better wages. Yet the Whig Party seemed unable to distance
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itself from nativism, evident in New York during the election of 1840. In this regard, state
politics mattered to the Irish because they determined suffrage rights for emigrants, their
children, and future generations who came to America.
Indeed, some of the most important revelations unearthed in this dissertation are on the
American side. Not only did Irish Catholic laborers vote in large numbers, they helped decide
elections. In places such as Illinois and New York, they made the Democratic Party much more
influential than it otherwise may have been during the 1830s. As the Albany Evening Journal put
it in 1842, without Irish votes, “Tammany Hall and the Regency would have been in a powerless
minority at every election for the last fifteen years.” What is more, voter participation increased
throughout the 1830s wherever Irish laborers went, with New York City in the post-Registry
Law era a notable exception. In northern states, where over 90 percent of Irish emigrants settled,
voter participation far exceeded that of southern states. Between 1840 and 1860, the median
percentage of voters for the northern states covered in this dissertation ranked in the top half of
all northern states: Indiana second at 78.5 percent, New York fourth at 74.5 percent, and Illinois
eighth at 66 percent. In short, voting reached new heights across the country in 1840, partly
because of the Irish. Furthermore, as this dissertation has shown, they did so in great measure
due to their Irish experiences—a point which American scholars have not thoroughly explored.
More research needs to be done here, but the political education that the Irish brought with them,
and developed throughout the decade, clearly prompted nativists in the 1830s and ‘40s, along
with the Know-Nothings of the 1850s, to organize political campaigns against foreigners. What
is more, both Democrats and Whigs courted the Irish vote—another underappreciated fact in
American history. In parts of Indiana and Illinois, emigrant laborers voted Whig. Yet rather than
this being an anomaly, this realization helps explain voting patterns on the eve of the Civil War.
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According to Richard Steckel’s research of Midwestern precinct results in 1860, “Contrary to the
expectations formulated from the work of others, the Irish in this sample favored Lincoln.” The
Republican Party, successor to the Whig Party and continued advocate of internal improvements,
appealed nationally to more Irish electors than scholars have heretofore appreciated. Given the
resurgence of nativism in our own time, it may be worthwhile to reexamine how Irish emigrants
engaged in politics during the first half of the 19th century.491
*****
First developed in Ireland during the late 1820s and early 1830s, emigrant laborers
brought their mentalities and experiences – their potent legacies – with them to the United States.
For them, majority rule was the legitimizing determinant in power and governance. When
America’s first Irish president, Andrew Jackson, declared that “the majority is to govern,” the
Irish working classes agreed. In Maryland, Indiana, Illinois, and New York, they grafted their
own conceptions of majority rule with similar prevailing assumptions in the early republic. To be
sure, their political educations developed unevenly, since not all states offered the same political
opportunities. Yet by fusing such mentalities with democratic practices in each state, they
became a valued constituency whose votes were coveted by Democrats and Whigs alike.
Wherever practical, they abandoned the factional violence that characterized their informal
methods of politicking and replaced them with more formal modes. In this manner, Irish politics
in America became Irish American politics. In this manner, they used their political educations,
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begun in Ireland and honed in the United States, to establish themselves as the unsung emigrant
power brokers of the early republic.
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